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Preface

The behavior of classical and quantum many-particle systems out of equilibrium
is among the most prominent problems in modern statistical-mechanics. Besides
its own interest for the theoretical foundations of irreversible thermodynamics,
this topic is also relevant to develop innovative ideas for nanoscale thermal
management with possible future applications to nanotechnologies and effective
energetic resources.

On the other hand, the physics of many-body systems constrained in reduced
spatial dimensions (1 and 2D) display many unusual properties. According to
familiar statistical arguments, this should be traced back to the predominant role
of fluctuations that, for instance, inhibits long-range order at equilibrium. In the
context of nonequilibrium processes, the presence of anomalies is signaled by the
appearance of long-ranged dynamical correlations often leading to the breakdown
of standard hydrodynamics.

Within this general context, one of the issues that attracted a certain interest in the
last decade is the problem of anomalous heat conduction in low-dimensional lattice
models. Historically, this originates from the attempt to construct a minimal, non-
perturbative theory of nonequilibrium stationary states and the quest for a rigorous
microscopic foundation of phenomenological relations (the Fourier’s law in this
case). Moreover, many of the peculiarities of low-dimensional models turned out
to be of interest by themselves, as examples of highly correlated, and thus complex,
behavior. This leads to various forms of violation of the ordinary laws of diffusive
heat conduction.

Theoretical studies of low-dimensional transport were recently paralleled by
those on phonon thermal transfer in nano- and microscale systems (nanotubes,
nanowires, and even graphene). Thus, the fundamental aspects of this research are
currently finding a great interest in the domain of thermal conduction on small
scales.

The aim of this volume is to provide an updated, basic reference for this
research field. Although the content is advanced, the presentation is as self-
contained as possible and addresses to a broad audience interested in approaching
the topic from both the statistical-mechanics/mathematical physics and condensed-
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matter/engineering sides. In this spirit, the contents range from more fundamental
issues up to more realistic applications.

The first part (Chaps. 1–6) discusses and summarizes the basic models, the
phenomenology, and the various theoretical approaches. The reference systems are
arrays of oscillators coupled on a lattice in interaction with two or more external
reservoirs. The methods will employ equilibrium and nonequilibrium molecular
dynamic simulations, hydrodynamic and kinetic approaches, and the solution of
specific stochastic models.

In the second part (Chaps. 7–9), emphasis will be on application to nano- and
microscale heat transfer, as, for instance, phononic heat conduction in carbon-
based nanomaterials, including the prominent cases of nanotubes and graphene.
A review of realistic simulations and experiments will be presented throughout.
Finally (Chap. 10), some possible future developments on heat flow control and new
ideas on thermoelectric energy conversion that originates from the studies of heat
transport in low-dimensional materials will be reviewed.

Sesto Fiorentino, Italy Stefano Lepri
November 2015
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Chapter 1
Heat Transport in Low Dimensions:
Introduction and Phenomenology

Stefano Lepri, Roberto Livi, and Antonio Politi

Abstract In this chapter we introduce some of the basic models and concepts
that will be discussed throughout the volume. In particular we describe systems
of nonlinear oscillators arranged on low-dimensional lattices and summarize the
phenomenology of their transport properties.

1.1 Introduction

In this first chapter we review the main properties of low-dimensional lattices
of coupled classical oscillators. We will describe how reduced dimensionality
and conservation laws conspire in giving rise to unusual relaxation and transport
properties. The aim is to provide both a general introduction to the general
phenomenology and to guide the reader in the volume reading (where appropriate
we indeed point to the more detailed analyses developed in the subsequent chapters).

For the sake of concreteness, one may think of quasi-1D objects, like long
molecular chains or nanowires, suspended between two contacts which play the role
of thermal reservoirs. These experimental setups, repeatedly discussed throughout
the volume, are schematically depicted in Fig. 1.1.

We start Sect. 1.2 by introducing the main models without technicalities and
providing the relevant definitions. Section 1.3 contains a summary of the different
properties that is worth testing to characterize heat transport in a physical system.
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Nanotube/Nanowire

heater 

thermal contact

substrate

Cantilever

heater

molecular chains

Fig. 1.1 Sketch of two experimental setups illustrating the physical setting. Left: a nanotube or
nanowire suspended between two contacts acting as heaters and probes, see [14] and Chap. 8.
Right: a scanning thermal microscopy setup whereby an assembly of molecular chains with one
end attached on a substrate is heated through a cantilever tip [74]

The natural starting point is the effective conductivity in finite systems, which
diverges with the system-size in the case of anomalous transport. The existence
of long-time tails in the equilibrium correlation functions is another way of probing
the system dynamics, together with the diffusion of localized perturbations and the
relaxation of spontaneous fluctuations. Another, not much explored property, is the
shape of the temperature profile that is strictly nonlinear even in the limit of small
temperature differences, when heat transport is anomalous.

In Sect. 1.4, we present the overall scenario, making reference to the universality
classes unveiled by the various theoretical approaches. More specifically, we
emphasize the relationship with the evolution of rough interfaces and thereby the
Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation. Coupled rotors represent an important subclass of
1D systems where heat conduction is normal in spite of momentum conservation:
their behavior is reviewed in Sect. 1.5.

The expected scenario in two-dimensions (namely the logarithmic divergence of
heat conductivity) is discussed in Sect. 1.6, while the peculiar behavior of integrable
systems is briefly reviewed in Sect. 1.7. In Sect. 1.8, we discuss the more general
physical setup, where another quantity is being transported besides energy. This is
the problem of coupled transport, where the interaction between the two processes
may give rise to unexpected phenomena even when the transport is altogether
normal. In particular, we consider a chain of coupled rotors in the presence of an
additional torque, where the second quantity is angular momentum and the discrete
nonlinear Schrödinger equation, where the second quantity is the norm (or mass).
Finally, the still open problems are recalled in Sect. 1.9.
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1.2 Models

The simplest microscopic dynamical model for the characterization of heat conduc-
tion consists of a chain of N classical point-like particles with mass mn and position
qn, described by the Hamiltonian

H D
NX

nD1

�
p2n
2mn

C U.qn/C V.qnC1 � qn/

�
: (1.1)

The potential V.x/ accounts for the nearest-neighbour interactions between con-
secutive particles, while the on-site potential U.qn/ takes into account the pos-
sible interaction with an external environment (either a substrate, or some three-
dimensional matrix). The corresponding evolution equations are

mn Rqn D �U0.qn/� F.rn/C F.rn�1/ ; n D 1; : : : ;N ; (1.2)

where rn D qnC1 � qn, F.x/ D �V 0.x/, and the prime denotes a derivative with
respect to the argument. Usually qn denotes the longitudinal position along the
chain, so that

L D
NX

nD1
rn ; (1.3)

represents the total length of the chain (which, in the case of fixed b.c., is a constant
of motion). Different kinds of boundary conditions may and will be indeed used in
the various cases. For instance, if the particles are confined in a simulation “box” of
length L with periodic boundary conditions,

qnCN D qn C L : (1.4)

Alternatively one can adopt a lattice interpretation, in which case, the (discrete)
position is zn D an (where a is lattice spacing), while qn is a transversal
displacement. Thus, the chain length is obviously equal to Na.

The Hamiltonian (1.1) is generally a constant of motion. In the absence of an
on-site potential (U D 0), the total momentum is conserved, as well,

P D
NX

nD1
pn �

NX

nD1
mn Pqn : (1.5)

Since we are interested in heat transport, one can set P D 0 (i.e., we assume to work
in the center-of-mass reference frame) without loss of generality. As a result, the
relevant state variables of microcanonical equilibrium are the specific energy (i.e.,
the energy per particle) e D H=N and the elongation ` D L=N (i.e., the inverse of
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the particle density). On a microscopic level, one can introduce three local densities,
namely rn, pn and

en D p2n
2mn

C 1

2

�
V.rn/C V.rn�1/

�
; (1.6)

which, in turn, define a set of currents through three (discrete) continuity equations.
For instance, the energy current is defined as

Pen D jn�1 � jn (1.7)

jn D 1

2
a.PqnC1 C Pqn/F.rn/ : (1.8)

The definition (1.8) is related to the general expression, originally derived by Irving
and Kirkwood that is valid for every state of matter (see e.g. [53]) that, in one
dimension, reads

jn D 1

2
.qnC1 � qn/.PqnC1 C Pqn/F.rn/C Pqnen : (1.9)

In the case of lattice systems, where we assume the limit of small oscillations
(compared to the lattice spacing) or in the lattice field interpretation, one can recover
formula (1.8) setting qnC1 � qn D a in the first term and neglecting the second
one [64]. The expression (1.9) is useful in the opposite limit of freely colliding
particles, where the only relevant interaction is the repulsive part of the potential,
that is responsible for elastic collisions. There, the only contribution to the flux
arises from the kinetic term of en, i.e.

jn � 1

2
mn Pq3n : (1.10)

Having set the basic definitions, let us now introduce some specific models. A
first relevant example is the harmonic chain, where the potential V is quadratic
(and U D 0). From the point of view of transport properties, we expect this
system to behave like a ballistic conductor. The heat flux decomposes into the
sum of independent contributions associated to the various eigenmodes. This
notwithstanding, this model proves useful, as it allows addressing general questions
about the nature of stationary nonequilibrium states. This includes the role of
disorder (either in the masses or the spring constants), of boundary conditions, and
quantum effects. Since the linear case (classical and quantum) will be treated in
detail in Chap. 2, here we focus on the anharmonic problem. In this context, the
most paradigmatic example is the Fermi–Pasta–Ulam (FPU) model [50, 76, 79]

V.rn/ D k2
2
.rn � a/2 C k3

3
.rn � a/3 C k4

4
.rn � a/4 : (1.11)
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Following the notation of the original work [32], the couplings k3 and k4 are denoted
by ˛ and ˇ respectively: historically this model is sometimes referred to as the
“FPU-˛ˇ” model. Also, the quadratic plus quartic (k3 D 0) potential is termed the
“FPU-ˇ” model. Notice that upon introducing the displacement un D qn � na from
the equilibrium position, rn can be rewritten as unC1 � un C a, so that the lattice
spacing a disappears from the equations.

Another interesting model is the Hard Point Gas (HPG), where the interaction
potential is [9, 40, 41]

V.y/ D
(

1 y D 0

0 otherwise
:

The dynamics consist of successive collisions between neighbouring particles,

v0

n D mn � mnC1

mn C mnC1

vnC 2mnC1

mn C mnC1

vnC1 ; v0

nC1 D 2mn

mn C mnC1

vn� mn � mnC1

mn C mnC1

vnC1 ;

(1.12)

where mn is the mass of the nth particle, vn D Pqn and the primed variables denote
the values after the collision. For equal masses the model is completely integrable,
as the set of initial velocities is conserved during the evolution. In order to avoid
this peculiar situation, it is customary to choose alternating values, such as mn D m
(rm) for even (odd) n. This type of dynamical systems are particularly appropriate
for numerical computation as they do not require the numerical integration of
nonlinear differential equations. In fact, it is sufficient to determine the successive
collision times and update the velocities according to Eq. (1.12). The only errors
are those due to machine round-off. Moreover, the simulation can be made very
efficient by resorting to fast updating algorithms. In fact, since the collision times
depend only on the position and velocities of neighbouring particles, they can be
arranged in a heap structure and thereby simulate the dynamics with an event driven
algorithm [40].

Another much studied model involves the Lennard–Jones potential, that in our
units reads [66, 71]

V.y/ D 1

12

�
1

y12
� 2

y6
C 1

�
: (1.13)

For computational purposes, the coupling parameters have been fixed in such a way
as to yield the simplest form for the force. With this choice, V has a minimum
in y D 1 and the resulting dissociation energy is V0 D 1=12. For the sake of
convenience, the zero of the potential energy is set in y D 1. In one-dimension,
the repulsive term ensures that the ordering is preserved (the particles do not cross
each other).

In the presence of a substrate potential U, the invariance ql ! ql C const: is
broken and the total momentum P is no longer a constant of motion. Accordingly,
all branches of the dispersion relation have a gap at zero wavenumber. We therefore
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refer to them as optical modes. An important subclass is the one in which V is
quadratic, which can be regarded as a discretization of the Klein-Gordon field:
relevant examples are the Frenkel-Kontorova [39, 44] and “�4” models [1] which,
in suitable units, correspond to U.y/ D 1 � cos.y/ and U.y/ D y2=2 C y4=4,
respectively. Another toy model that has been studied in some detail is the ding-
a-ling system [11], where U is quadratic and the nearest-neighbor interactions are
replaced by elastic collisions.

We will always deal with genuine nonintegrable dynamics. For the FPU model
this means working with high enough energies/temperatures to avoid all the
difficulties induced by quasi-integrability and the associated slow relaxation to
equilibrium. For the diatomic HPG this requires fixing a mass-ratio r not too close
to unity.

1.3 Signatures of Anomalous Transport

The results emerged from a long series of works can be summarized as follows.
Models of the form (1.2) with U.q/ D 0 typically display anomalous transport and
relaxation features, this meaning that (at least) one of the following phenomena has
been reported:

• The finite-size heat conductivity �.L/ diverges in the limit of a large system size
L ! 1 [62] as1

�.L/ / L˛

This means that this transport coefficient is ill-defined in the thermodynamic
limit;

• The equilibrium correlator of the energy current displays a nonintegrable power-
law decay,

hJ.t/J.0/i / t�.1�ı/ (1.14)

with 0 � ı < 1, for long times t ! 1 [63]. Accordingly, the Green-Kubo
formula yields an infinite value of the conductivity;

• Energy perturbations propagate superdiffusively [15, 24]: a local perturbation of
the energy broadens and its variance �2 grows in time as

�2.t/ / tˇ (1.15)

with ˇ > 1;

1 For historical reasons two of the scaling exponents introduced in this section are conventionally
denoted by the same Greek letters, ˛ and ˇ, adopted for the FPU models described in Sect. 1.2.
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• Relaxation of spontaneous fluctuations is fast (i.e. superexponential) [66]: at vari-
ance with standard hydrodynamics, the typical decay rate in time of fluctuations
at wavenumber k, �.k/, is found to scale as

�.k/ � jkj�z

(with z < 2).
• Temperature profiles in the nonequilibrium steady states are nonlinear, even for

vanishing applied temperature gradients.

Altogether, these features can be summarized by saying that the usual Fourier’s
law does not hold: the kinetics of energy carriers is so correlated that they are able
to propagate faster than in the the standard (diffusive) case.

Numerical studies [64] indicate that anomalies occur generically in 1 and 2D,
whenever the conservation of energy, momentum and length holds. This is related
to the existence of long-wavelength (Goldstone) modes (an acoustic phonon branch
in the linear spectrum of (1.2) with U D 0) that are very weakly damped. Indeed, it
is sufficient to add external (e.g. substrate) forces, to make the anomalies disappear.

Let us now discuss these features in more detail.

1.3.1 Diverging Finite-Size Conductivity

A natural way to simulate a heat conduction experiment consists in putting the
system in contact with two heat reservoirs operating at different temperatures
TC and T� (see Fig. 1.2). This requires a suitable modeling of interaction with
the environment. Several methods, based on both deterministic and stochastic
algorithms, have been proposed. A more detailed presentation can be found in
[26, 64]. A simple and widely used choice consists in adding Langevin-type forces
on some chain subsets. If this is done on the first and the last site of a finite chain
(n D 1; : : : ;N), it is obtained

Rqn D �Fn C Fn�1 C ın1.�C � �Pq1/C ınN.�� � �PqN/ ; (1.16)

T+ T−

Fig. 1.2 A one-dimensional chain of coupled oscillators interacting with two thermal reservoirs
ad different temperatures TC and T�
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Fig. 1.3 Scaling of the finite-size conductivity for the FPU-˛ˇ model: with energy e D 1 and
cubic coupling constant ˛ D 0:1

where we assume unitary-mass particles, while �˙’s are two independent Gaussian
processes with zero mean and variance 2�kBT˙ (kB is the Boltzmann constant). The
coefficient � is the coupling strength with the heat baths.

After a long enough transient, an off-equilibrium stationary state sets in, with
a net heat current flowing through the lattice.2 The thermal conductivity � of
the chain is then estimated as the ratio between the time-averaged flux j and the
overall temperature gradient .TC � T�/=L, where L is the chain length. Notice
that, by this latter choice, � amounts to an effective transport coefficient, including
both boundary and bulk scattering mechanisms. The average j can be estimated in
several equivalent ways, depending on the employed thermostatting scheme. One
possibility is to directly measure the energy exchanges with the two heat reservoirs
[26, 64]. A more general (thermostat-independent) definition consists in averaging
the heat flux as defined by (1.9).

As a result of many independent simulations performed with the above-described
methods, it is now established that � / L˛ for L large enough. Figure 1.3 illustrates
the typical outcome of simulations for the FPU chain.

1.3.2 Long-Time Tails

In the spirit of linear-response theory, transport coefficients can be computed from
equilibrium fluctuations of the associated currents. More precisely, by introducing

2From the mathematical point of view, the existence of a unique stationary measure is a relevant
question and has been proven in some specific cases models of this class, see the review [8, 28, 29].
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Fig. 1.4 Spectrum of energy current for the FPU-˛ˇ model, same parameters as in previous figure

the total heat flux

J D
X

n

jn ; (1.17)

the Green-Kubo formalism tells us that heat conductivity is given by the expression

� D 1

kBT2
lim

t!1 lim
N!1

1

N

Z t

0

dt0 hJ.t0/J.0/i ; (1.18)

where the average is performed in a suitable equilibrium ensemble, e.g. microcanon-
ical with zero total momentum (P D 0).

A condition for the formula (1.18) to give a well-defined heat conductivity is
that the time integral is convergent. This is clearly not the case when the current
correlator vanishes as in (1.14) with 0 � ı < 1. Here, the integral diverges as tı and
we may thus define a finite-size conductivity �.L/ by truncating the time integral in
the above equation to t � L=c, where c is the sound velocity. Consistency with the
definition of the power-law divergence of �.L/ implies ˛ D ı. The available data
agrees with this expectation, thus providing an independent method for estimating
the exponent ˛.

For later purposes, we mention that, by means of the Wiener–Khintchine
theorem, one can equivalently extract ı from the low-frequency behavior of the
spectrum of current fluctuations

S.!/ �
Z

d!hJ.t/J.0/iei!t (1.19)

that displays a low-frequency singularity of the form S.!/ / !�ı (see Fig. 1.4).
From the practical point of view, this turns out to be the most accurate numerical
strategy, as divergencies are better estimated than convergences to zero.
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1.3.3 Diffusion of Perturbations

Consider an infinite system at equilibrium with a specific energy e0 per particle and
a total momentum P D 0. Let us perturb it by increasing the energy of a subset
of adjacent particles by some preassigned amount �e and denote with e.x; t/ the
energy profile evolving from such a perturbed initial condition (for simplicity, we
identify x with the average particle location n`). We then ask how the perturbation

ıe.x; t/ D he.x; t/� e0i (1.20)

behaves in time and space [42], where the angular brackets denote an ensemble aver-
age over independent trajectories. Because of energy conservation,

P
n ıe.n`; t/ D

�e remains constant at any time: ıe.x; t/ can be interpreted as a probability density
(provided it is also positive-defined and normalized).

For sufficiently long time t and large x, one expects ıe.x; t/ to scale as

ıe.x; t/ D t�	G .x=t	 / (1.21)

for some probability distribution G and a scaling parameter 0 � 	 � 1. The case
	 D 1=2 corresponds to a normal diffusion and to a normal conductivity. On the
other hand, 	 D 1 corresponds to a ballistic motion and to a linear divergence of
the conductivity. Consequently, a 	 -value larger than 1=2 implies a superdiffusive
behavior of the macroscopic evolution of the energy perturbation [24]. In Fig. 1.5,
the evolution of infinitesimal energy perturbations is reported in the case of the
HPG [15]: a very good data-collapse is reported for 	 D 3=5.

-20 -10 0 10 20

x/t
γ

10
-4

10
-3

10
-2

10
-1

δe t
γ

Fig. 1.5 Spreading of infinitesimal perturbations in the HPG model: rescaled perturbation profiles
at different times t D 40; 80; 160; 320; 640; 1280; 2560; 3840 (the width increases with time), with
	 D 3=5
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Remarkably, the above results can be rationalized in terms of a very simple
random dynamics: the Lévy walk model [7, 95]. Consider a point particle that
moves ballistically in between successive “collisions”, whose time separation is
distributed according to a power law,  .t/ / t�
�1, 
 > 0, while its velocity
is chosen from a symmetric distribution �.v/. By assuming a ı-like distribution,
�.v/ D .ı.v� Qv/Cı.vC Qv//=2, the propagator P.x; t/ (the probability distribution
function to find in x at time t, a particle initially localized at x D 0) can be written
as P.x; t/ D PL.x; t/C t1�
Œı.x � Qvt/C ı.x � Qvt/� where [7]

PL.x; t/ /
8
<

:

t�1=
 exp
��.x=t1=
/2

� jxj < t1=


t x�
�1 t1=
; jxj < Qvt
0 jxj > Qvt

; (1.22)

where  is a generalized diffusion coefficient. From the evolution of the perturbation
profile, it is possible to infer the exponent ˛ of the thermal conductivity. In fact, in
[24] it has been argued that the exponents ˛, ˇ (the growth rate of the mean square
displacement, �2.t/ D P

n n2ıe.x D n`; t/ / tˇ) and 	 D 1=
 are linked by the
following relationships,

˛ D ˇ � 1 D 2 � 1

	
: (1.23)

In particular, we see that the case 	 D 1=2 corresponds to normal diffusion (ˇ D 1)
and to a normal conductivity (˛ D 0). On the other hand, 	 D 1 corresponds to a
ballistic motion (ˇ D 2) and to a linear divergence of the conductivity (˛ D 1). The
numerically observed value 	 D 3=5 corresponds to an anomalous divergence with
˛ D 1=3.

The spreading of the wings can be accounted by means of a model which allows
for velocity fluctuations [25, 94], which originates from wave dispersion. Assigning
smoother velocity distributions �.v/ leads to broadening of ı side-peaks, but does
not affect the shape and the scaling behavior of the bulk contribution PL.x; t/, which
scales, as predicted in Eq. (1.21), with the exponent 	 D 1=
.

An alternative way to study finite amplitude perturbations is by looking directly
at the behavior of the nonequilibrium correlation function of the energy density [96],

Ce.x; t/ D hıe.y; �/ıe.x C y; t C �/i ; (1.24)

where the angular brackets denote a spatial as well as a temporal average over the
variables y and � , respectively. At t D 0, Ce.x; 0/ is a ı function in space. More-
over, in the microcanonical ensemble, energy conservation implies that the areaR

dxCe.x; t/ is constant at any time. By assuming that Ce.x; t/ is normalized to a unit
area, its behavior is formally equivalent to that of a diffusing probability distribution.
This allows one to determine the scaling behavior of the heat conductivity from the
growth rate of the variance of Ce.x; t/ [96]. As the determination of the variance is
troubled by the fluctuating tails, it is preferable to proceed by looking at the decay
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of the maximum Ce.0; t/, that is statistically more reliable. An interesting relation
between correlation function and anomalous heat transport has been pointed out
recently [69] and is reviewed in Chap. 6.

1.3.4 Relaxation of Spontaneous Fluctuations

The above discussion suggests that scaling concepts can be of great importance
in dealing with thermal fluctuations of conserved quantities. The evolution of a
fluctuation of wavenumber k excited at t D 0 is described by its correlation function.
For 1D models like (1.1) one of such functions is defined by considering the relative
displacements un D qn � n` and defining the collective coordinates through the
discrete transform

U.k; t/ D 1

N

NX

nD1
un exp.�ikn/ : (1.25)

By virtue of the periodic boundaries, the allowed values of the wavenumbers k are
integer multiples of 2�=N. We then define the dynamical structure factor, namely
the square modulus of the temporal Fourier transform of the particle displacements
as

S.k; !/ D ˝ˇ̌
U.k; !/

ˇ̌2˛
: (1.26)

The angular brackets denote an average over an equilibrium ensemble.
For sufficiently small wavenumbers k, the dynamical structure factor S.k; !/

usually displays sharp peaks at finite frequency, whose position is proportional to
the wavenumber !max D cjkj; c is naturally interpreted as the phonon sound speed.
The data in Fig. 1.6 show that long-wavelength correlations, k ! 0, obey dynamical

Fig. 1.6 FPU˛ˇ model:
check of dynamical scaling
for the dynamical structure
factors ˛ D 0:1, N D 4096,
e D 0:5 and four different
wavenumbers k D 2; 4; 8; 16

(in units of 2�=N). The best
estimate of the dynamical
exponent is z D 1:5
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scaling, i.e. there exist a function f such that

S.k; !/ � f
�! � !max

kz

	
: (1.27)

for ! close enough to !max. The associated linewidths are a measure of the
fluctuation’s inverse lifetime. Simulations indicate that these lifetimes scale as k�z

with z � 1:5. Thus the behavior is different from the diffusive one where one would
expect z D 2. As explained above, one may think of this as a further signature of an
underlying superdiffusive process, intermediate between standard Brownian motion
and ballistic propagation.

Other correlation functions can be defined similarly and obey some form of
dynamical scaling. For instance, one could consider the structure factor Se.k; !/
associated with the local energy density en, defined in (1.6). It has a large central
component (as a result of the heat modes) and a ballistic one (following from the
sound modes). If we assume that the low-frequency part is dominated by the heat-
mode scaling, we should have for ! ! 0

Se.k; !/ � g.!=q5=3/ ; (1.28)

with g being a suitable scaling function.
The origin of the nontrivial dynamical exponents is to be traced back to the

nonlinear interaction of long-wavelength fluctuations. For a chain of coupled
anharmonic oscillators with three conserved fields (H, L, and P), a linear theory
would yield two propagating sound modes and one diffusing heat mode, all of
the three diffusively broadened. In contrast, the nonlinear theory predicts that, at
long times, the sound mode correlations satisfy Kardar-Parisi-Zhang scaling, while
the heat mode correlations follow a Lévy-walk scaling. Various spatiotemporal
correlation functions of Fermi-Pasta-Ulam chains and a comparison with the
theoretical predictions can be found in [17].

1.3.5 Temperature Profiles

Anomalous transport manifests itself also in the shape of the steady-state tempera-
ture profiles. For chains in contact with two baths like in Eq. (1.16), one typically
observes that the kinetic temperature profile Tn D hp2ni is distinctly nonlinear also
for small temperature differences�T. For fixed �T, the profile typically satisfies a
“macroscopic” scaling, Tn D T.n=L/ for L ! 1 with T.0/ D TC and T.1/ D T�.3

3Temperature discontinuities may appear at the chain boundaries. This is a manifestation of
the well-known Kapitza resistance, the temperature discontinuity arising when a heat flux is
maintained across an interface among two substances. This discontinuity is the result of a boundary
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In view of the above correspondence with Lèvy processes it may be argued that
this feature too could be described in terms of anomalous diffusing particles in a
finite domain and subject to external sources that steadily inject particles through its
boundaries. The idea is to interpret the local temperature T.x/ as the density P.x/
of suitable random walkers. A general stochastic model can be defined as follows
[61]. Let n denote the position of a discrete-time random walker on a finite one-
dimensional lattice (1 � n � N/. In between consecutive scattering events, the
particle either jumps instantaneously (Lévy flight—LF) or moves with unit velocity
(Lévy walk—LW) over a distance of m sites, that is randomly selected according to
the step-length distribution

�m D q

jmj1C
 ; �0 D 0 ; (1.29)

which is the discrete analogous of the  distribution defined above, with 
 (1 �

 � 2) being the Lévy exponent and q a normalization constant. The process can
be formulated by introducing the vector W � fWn.t/g, where Wn is the probability
for the walker to undergo a scattering event at site n and time t. It satisfies a master
equation, which, for LFs, writes

W.t C 1/ D QW.t/C S; (1.30)

where S accounts for the particles steadily injected from external reservoirs; Q is
a matrix describing the probability of paths connecting pair of sites. In the simple
case of absorbing BC, it is readily seen that Qji is equal to the probability �j�i of a
direct flight, as from Eq. (1.29). In the LW case, the W components in the r.h.s. must
be estimated at different times (depending on the length of the path followed from j
to i) [52]. Since, the stationary solution is the same in both cases, this difference is
immaterial, and is easier to refer to LFs, since Eq. (1.30) can be solved iteratively.
Note that in the LF case, Wi is equal to the density Pi of particles at site i, while for
the LW, Pi includes those particles that are transiting at the ith site during a ballistic
step.

The source term is fixed by assuming that the reservoir is a semi-infinite lattice,
homogeneously filled by Lévy walkers of the same type as those residing in the
domain. This amounts to defining Sm D s m�
, where s measures the density of
particles and m the distance from the reservoir. It is easy to verify that in the presence
of two identical reservoirs at the lattice ends, the density is constant (for any N),
showing that our definition satisfies a kind of “zeroth principle”, as it should.

In the nonequilibrium case, it is not necessary to deal with two reservoirs. The
linearity of the problem teaches us that it is sufficient to study the case of a single
reservoir, that we assume to be in n D 0: the effect of, say, a second one on the

resistance, that is explained as a “phonon mismatch” between the two media: see [2] for a
discussion of the class of models at hand.
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Fig. 1.7 Temperature profile T.x/ of the oscillator chain with conservative noise with free
boundary condition and � D 	 D 1 (solid line) and density profile P.x/ for the master equation
with reflection coefficient r D �0:1 (dashed line)

opposite side can be accounted for by a suitable linear combination. For large-
enough N values, the steady-state density depends on n and N through the combined
variable x D n=N, i.e. P.x/ D Pn. As seen in Fig. 1.7, P vanishes for x ! 1 because
on that side the absorbing boundary is not accompanied by an incoming flux of
particles.

Altogether, upon identifying the particle density with the temperature, the profile
can be viewed as a stationary solution of the stationary Fractional Diffusion
Equation (FDE)

D

x P D ��.x/ (1.31)

on the interval 0 � x � 1 (see e.g. [98] and references therein for the definition of
the integral operator D


x ). The source term �.x/ must be chosen so as to describe
the effect of the external reservoirs. A condition to be fulfilled is that two identical
reservoirs yield a homogeneous state T.x/ D const: Using the integral definition of
D


x [98], it can be shown that this happens for �.x/ D �eq.x/ � x�
 C .1 � x/�

(we, henceforth, ignore irrelevant proportionality constants). It is thus natural to
associate �.x/ D x�
 to the nonequilibrium case with a single source in x D 0. The
numerical solution of the FDE agrees perfectly with the stationary solution of the
discrete model, thus showing that long-ranged sources are needed to reproduce the
profiles in the continuum limit.

A distinctive feature of the profile is that it is not analytic at the boundaries.
Indeed, the data for x ! 0 are well fitted by

P.x/ D P.0/C Cx
m (1.32)

(the same behavior occurs for x ! 1, as the profiles are symmetric). In view of the
similarity with the shape of the liquid surface close to a wall, we metaphorically term

m as the meniscus exponent. Such nonanalytic behavior is peculiar of anomalous
kinetics, as opposed to the familiar linear shape in standard diffusion. For the above
discussed case of absorbing BC, we find that 
m � 
=2. This value is consistent
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with the singular behavior of the eigenfunctions of D

x [98]. In the general case,

by assuming a linear dependence of 
m on both r, and 
, it has been conjectured
that [61]


m D 


2
C r

�

2

� 1
	
: (1.33)

This expression is consistent with the 
m D ˛=2 value found above for r D 0.
Moreover, for ˛ D 2 (normal diffusion) it yields 
m D 1, as it should.

Let us now compare this probability distribution of the above process with
the temperature profiles in one-dimensional systems displaying anomalous energy
transport. It is convenient to refer to a chain of harmonic oscillators coupled with
two Langevin heat baths (with a damping constant �), and with random collisions
that exchange the velocities of neighboring particles with a rate 	 [23]. On the one
hand, this model has the advantage of allowing for an exact solution of the associated
Fokker-Planck equation [67]; on the other hand it is closely related to a model that
has been proved to display a Lévy-type dynamics [4].

In Fig. 1.7 we compare the temperature profile T.x/ (suitably shifted and
rescaled) of the heat-conduction model [67] with free BC and the solution of
our discrete Lévy model with a reflection coefficient r D �0:1. Since they are
essentially indistinguishable, we can conclude that the Lévy interpretation does not
only allow explaining the anomalous scaling of heat conductivity [15], but also the
peculiar shape of T.x/. The weird (negative) value of r can be justified a posteriori
by introducing two families of walkers and interpreting the reflection as a change
of family. The relevant quantity to look at is the difference between the densities of
the two different families. The reason why it is necessary to invoke the presence of
such two families and their physical meaning in the context of heat conductivity is
an open problem.

In the case of a chain with fixed BC, the temperature profile T.x/ can be
computed analytically [67] and it is thereby found that 
m D 1=2. By inserting
this value in Eq. (1.33) and recalling that 
 D 3=2, we find that r D 1, i.e. the fixed-
BC T.x/ corresponds to the case of perfectly reflecting barriers. Unfortunately, this
(physically reasonable) result could not be tested quantitatively. Indeed, it turns out
that finite-size corrections become increasingly important upon increasing r, and for
r close to 1, it is practically impossible to achieve convergence to the steady-state.

The description of the steady state in terms of Lévy walk has been further
investigated in [27]. The authors calculate exactly the average heat current, the
large deviation function of its fluctuations, and the temperature profile in the steady
state. The current is nonlocally connected to the temperature gradient. Also, all
the cumulants of the current fluctuations have the same system-size dependence
in the open geometry as those of deterministic models like the HPG. The authors
investigated also the case of a ring geometry and argued that a size-dependent cutoff
time is necessary for the Lévy-walk model to behave like in the deterministic case.
This modification does not affect the results on transport in the open geometry for
large enough system sizes.
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1.4 Universality and Theoretical Approaches

In view of their common physical origin, it is expected that the exponents describing
the different processes will be related to each other by some “hyperscaling
relations”. Their value should be ultimately dictated by the dynamical scaling of the
underlying dynamics. Moreover, one can hope that they are largely independent of
the microscopic details, thus allowing for a classification of anomalous behavior in
terms of “universality classes”. This crucial question is connected to the predictive
power of simplified models and to the possibility of applying theoretical results to
real low-dimensional materials.

1.4.1 Methods

Various theoretical approaches to account for the observed phenomenology have
been developed and implemented. In the rest of the volume they will be exposed in
detail; here we limit ourselves to a brief description. The methods discussed are

1. Fluctuating hydrodynamics approach: here the models are described in terms
of the random fields of deviations of the conserved quantities with respect
to their stationary values. The role of fluctuations is taken into account by
renormalization group or some kind of self-consistent theory.

2. Mode-coupling theory: this is closely related to the above, as it amounts
to solving (self-consistently) some approximate equations for the correlation
functions of the fluctuating random fields.

3. Kinetic theory: it is based on the familiar approach to phonon transport by means
of the Boltzmann equation.

4. Exact solution of specific models: typically in this case the original microscopic
Hamiltonian dynamics is replaced by some suitable stochastic one which can be
treated by probabilistic methods.

A sound theoretical basis for the idea that the above described anomalies
are generic and universal for all momentum-conserving system was put forward
in [77]. The authors treated the case of a fluctuating d-dimensional fluid and
applied renormalization group techniques to evaluate the contribution of noisy
terms to transport coefficients. The calculation predicts that the thermal conductivity
exponent is ˛ D .2 � d/=.2 C d/. From the arguments exposed above, it follows
that in 1D the exponents are

˛ D ı D 1

3
; ˇ D 4

3
; z D 3

2
: (1.34)

According to this approach, any possible additional term in the noisy Navier-Stokes
equation yields irrelevant corrections in the renormalization procedure, meaning
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that the above exponents are model independent, provided the basic conservation
laws are respected.

Next we give a flavour of one of the other approaches: the Mode-Coupling
Theory (MCT). This type of theories has been traditionally invoked to estimate
long-time tails of fluids [82] and to describe the glass transition [87]. In the simplest
version, it involves the normalized correlator of the particle displacement [see
Eq.(1.25)], where the discrete wavenumber k has been turned to the continuous
variable q)

G.q; t/ D hU�.q; t/U.q; 0/i
hjU.q/j2i :

G.q; t/ is akin to the density–density correlator, an observable routinely used in
condensed-matter physics. The main idea is to write a set of approximate equations
for G.q; t/ that must be solved self-consistently. For the problem at hand, the
simplest version of the theory amounts to consider the equations [60, 86]

RG.q; t/C "

Z t

0

� .q; t � s/ PG.q; s/ ds C !2.q/G.q; t/ D 0 ; (1.35)

where the memory kernel � .q; t/ is proportional to hF .q; t/F .q; 0/i, with F .q/
being the nonlinear part of the fluctuating force between particles. Equation (1.35)
is derived within the well-known Mori–Zwanzig projection approach [53]. It must
be solved with the initial conditions G.q; 0/ D 1 and PG.q; 0/ D 0.

The mode-coupling approach basically amounts to replacing the exact memory
function � with an approximate one, where higher-orders correlators are written
in terms of G.q; t/. In the generic case, in which k3 is different from zero [see
Eq. (1.11)], the lowest-order mode coupling approximation of the memory kernel
turns out to be [60, 86]

� .q; t/ D !2.q/
2�

N

X

pCp0�qD0;˙�
G. p; t/G. p0; t/ : (1.36)

Here p and p0 range over the whole Brillouin zone (from �� to � in our units) . This
yields a closed system of nonlinear integro-differential equations. Both the coupling
constant " and the frequency !.q/ are temperature-dependent input parameters,
which should be computed independently by numerical simulations or approximate
analytical estimates. For the present purposes it is sufficient to restrict ourselves
to considering their bare values, obtained in the harmonic approximation. In the
adopted dimensionless units they read " D 3k23kBT=2� and !.q/ D 2j sin q

2
j. Of

course, the actual renormalized values are needed for a quantitative comparison
with specific models. The long-time behavior of G can be determined by looking
for a solution of the form

G.q; t/ D C.q; t/ei!.q/t C c:c: (1.37)
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with PG � !G. It can thus be shown [19, 21] that, for small q-values and long
times C.q; t/ D g.

p
"tq3=2/ i.e. z D 3=2 in agreement with the above mentioned

numerics. Furthermore, in the limit
p
"tq3=2 ! 0 one can explicitly evaluate the

functional form of g, obtaining

C.q; t/ D 1

2
exp

�
�Dq2jtj 43

	
; (1.38)

where D is a suitable constant of order unity. The correlation displays a “compressed
exponential” behavior in this time range. This also means that the lineshapes
of the structure factors S.q; !/ are non-Lorentzian but rather exhibit an unusual
faster power-law decay .! � !max/

�7=3 around their maximum. Upon inserting this
scaling result into the definition of the heat flux, one eventually concludes that the
conductivity exponent is ˛ D 1=3, in agreement with (1.34).

A more refined theory requires considering the mutual interaction among all
the hydrodynamic modes associated with the conservation laws of the system at
hand. The resulting calculations are considerably more complicated but they can be
worked out [88, 89]. As a result, the same values of the scaling exponents are found,
but also a more comprehensive understanding is achieved (see Chap. 3 for a detailed
account).

1.4.2 Connection with the Interface Problem

Relevant theoretical insight comes from the link with one of the most important
equations in nonequilibrium statistical physics, the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ)
equation. This is a nonlinear stochastic Langevin equation which was originally
introduced in the (seemingly unrelated) context of surface growth [3]. Let us first
consider the fluctuating Burgers equation for the random field �.x; t/

@�

@t
D �

2

@�2

@x
C D

@2�

@x2
C @

@x
; (1.39)

where .x; t/ represents a Gaussian white noise with h.x; t/.x0; t0/i D 2Dı.x �
x0/ı.t�t0/. As it is well-known, Eq. (1.39) can be transformed into the KPZ equation
by introducing the “height function” h such that � D @h

@x ,

@h

@t
D �

2

�
@h

@x

�2
C D

@2h

@x2
C : (1.40)

It has been shown [89] that the mode-coupling approximation for the correlator of �
obeying (1.39) is basically identical to the equation for C described in the previous
paragraph. Thus one may argue that the dynamical properties are those of the KPZ
equation in one dimension. Loosely speaking, we can represent the displacement
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Fig. 1.8 Evolution of the
variance (1.41) for the FPU
˛ˇ chain with e D 0:5

˛ D 0:1 and for increasing
chain lengths N (bottom to
top solid lines). The dashed
line is the expected KPZ
growth rate
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field as the superposition of counterpropagating plane waves modulated by an
envelope that is ruled, at large scales, by Eq. (1.40).

In order to illustrate this, we have performed a typical “KPZ numerical experi-
ment” [3] for the for the FPU ˛ˇ chain. In practice, we monitored

w2.t;N/ D
*
1

N

X

n

h2n � .
1

N

X

n

hn/
2

+
(1.41)

where hn.t/ D qn.t/ � qn.0/, qn.0/ is an equilibrium configuration and the angular
brackets denote an average over an ensemble of different trajectories. The results are
reported in Fig. 1.8. The only difference with respect to the usual setup is that here
the square-width is plotted only at times t multiples of L=c, where c is the effective
sound speed. These are the only moments, when the effect of counterpropagating
sound waves cancel out, offering the chance to identify a KPZ-like behavior. In
fact, one can see that the growth in Fig. 1.8 is compatible with the expected KPZ
exponent 2/3 (actually, a bit smaller) followed by a saturation due to the finite size
of the chain. A more rigorous discussion of the above topics can be found in Chap. 3.

1.4.3 Other Universality Classes

In the previous section we argued that the scaling properties of anomalous transport
are independent of the microscopic details and correspond to those of the KPZ
universality class. One might wonder whether other classes exist and under which
conditions they can be observed. A reasonable argument, that can be invoked to
delimit the KPZ universality class, is the symmetry of the interaction potential with
respect to the equilibrium position. With reference to the MCT, one realizes that the
symmetry of the fluctuations implies that the quadratic kernel in (1.36) should be
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replaced by a cubic one,4 thus yielding different values of the exponents [21]. In the
language of KPZ interfaces, whenever the coefficient of the nonlinear term vanishes,
the evolution equation reduces to the Edwards-Wilkinson equation that is indeed
characterized by different scaling exponents. The argument can be made more
precise in the framework of the full hydrodynamic theory [88, 89]. There, different
dynamical exponents can arise if the coupling between some modes vanishes (we
refer again the reader to Chap. 3 for a detailed discussion). A thermodynamic
interpretation of this difference is given in [57, 58].

The FPU model is a natural instance to test this working hypothesis. In fact,
systematically larger values of the scaling exponent ˛ have been reported for the
FPU-ˇ case where the cubic term of the potential is absent [65]. The existence of
two universality classes for thermal transport in one-dimensional oscillator systems
has been also demonstrated in [55], where it was further proposed that the criterion
for being out of the KPZ class is the condition 	 D cP=cV D 1, where cP and cV are
the specific heat capacities at constant pressure and volume, respectively.

The scenario can be further illustrated by considering a modification of the HPG
model, the so-called Hard-Point Chain (HPC) [20], characterized by a square-well
potential in the relative distances

V.y/ D


0 0 < y < a
1 otherwise

: (1.42)

The infinite barriers at y D a imply an elastic “rebounding” of particles as if they
were linked by an inextensible and massless string of fixed length a. The string
has no effect on the motion, unless it reaches its maximal length, when it exerts
a restoring force that tends to rebound the particles one against the other. The
potential (1.42) introduces the physical distance a as a parameter of the model.

As it is well known, the thermodynamics of models like the HPC can be solved
exactly and the equation of state is found to be

L D N

�
1

ˇP
� a

exp.ˇPa/� 1

�

where P is the pressure of the HPC. Note that, for large values of a, the equation of
state is the same of an HPC i.e. the one of an ideal gas in 1D. The important point
here is that we can choose the parameter a such as P D 0. In this particular point
the interaction is symmetric (L=N D a=2).

A peculiarity of the HPC model is that energy transfer occurs also at rebounding
“collisions” at distance a, this means that besides the contribution defined by
Eq. (1.10) one should include a term j0i as from Eq. (1.9). However, one cannot

4In fact, the quadratic kernel corresponds to a quadratic force originating from the leading cubic
nonlinearity of any asymmetric interaction potential, while a quartic leading nonlinearity of a
symmetric interaction potential yields a cubic kernel (force).
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proceed directly, since the force is singular, there. By defining the force between two
particles as the momentum difference induced by a collision, j0i can be written as the
kinetic energy variation times the actual distance a, i.e. j0i D ami.u

02
i �u2i /=2, divided

by a suitable time-interval �t. In order to get rid of the microscopic fluctuations, it
is necessary to consider a sufficiently long �t, so as to include a large number of
collisions. Since the number of collisions is proportional to the system size, it is
only in long systems that fluctuations can be removed without spoiling the slow
dynamics of the heat flux. Equilibrium simulations show that for L=N D a=2 the
leading contribution to the heat flux is given by the term j0i which exhibits a low-
frequency divergence with an exponent ı D 0:45, that is not only definitely larger
than 1/3 (the value predicted for the KPZ class), but is also fairly close to the results
found for the FPU-ˇ model [65].

In out-of-equilibrium simulations, a compatible exponent ˛ D 0:4 has been
measured [81]. Those values should be compared with ˛ D 1=2, the prediction of
mode-coupling theory, thus supporting the conjecture that the case P D 0 belongs
to a universality class different from KPZ.

To conclude this section, let us mention that further support to this scenario
comes from a stochastic model of a chain of harmonic oscillators, subject to
momentum and energy-conserving noise [4]. Indeed, one can prove that the
dynamical exponents are different from the KPZ class, e.g. ı D 1=2 [4] and
˛ D 1=2 [67]. Details about this class of models can be found in Chap. 5. The
qualitative explanation is that, as the stochastic collisions occur independently of
the actual positions, the effective interaction among particles is symmetric and thus
equivalent to the P D 0 case. Notably, this remains true even if the harmonic
potential is replaced by an anharmonic one, like the FPU-˛ˇ [5]. Finally, the
application of kinetic theories to the ˇ-FPU model [70, 78, 80] yields a non-KPZ
behavior, ˛ D 2=5. We refer the reader to Chap. 4 for a detailed account.

1.4.4 Comparison with Simulations and Experiments

The theoretical predictions have been intensively investigated in the recent literature.
A direct validation by numerical simulations is, to some extent, challenging and has
been debated through the years [22]. Generally speaking, the available numerical
estimates of ˛ and ı may range between 0.25 and 0.44 [64]. As a matter of fact,
even in the most favorable cases of computationally efficient models as the HPG,
finite-size corrections to scaling are sizeable. In this case, ˛-values as diverse as
0.33 [40] and 0.25 [10] for comparable parameter choices have been reported. On
the other hand, a numerically convincing confirmation of the ˛ D 1=3 prediction
comes from the diffusion of perturbations [15]. We refer to Chap. 6 for some detailed
numerics.

The ultimate goal would be of course the validation of the universality hypothesis
in more realistic systems, possibly characterized by more than one degree of
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freedom per lattice site. The first remarkable attempt was the application to the
vibrational dynamics of individual single-walled carbon nanotubes, which can be
in many respect considered as one-dimensional objects. Signature of anomalous
thermal transport was first reported in molecular dynamics simulations in [72]. Note
that this type of simulations involve complicated three-body interactions among
carbon atoms, thus supporting the claim that toy models like ours can indeed capture
some general features. We refer the reader to Chap. 7 for a critical discussion of
molecular dynamics results on carbon-based material. Chapter 8 will report some
experimental data on nanotubes and nanowires and discuss the current state of the
art.

1.5 The Coupled Rotors Model

As discussed in the previous sections, one-dimensional anharmonic chains generi-
cally display anomalous transport properties. A prominent exception is the coupled
rotors chain described by the equation of motion

Pqn D pn ; Ppn D sin.qnC1 � qn/� sin.qn � qn�1/ : (1.43)

The model is sometime referred to as the Hamiltonian version of the XY spin chain.
The energy flux is jen D hpn sin.qnC1 � qn/i. As the interaction depends only on the
angle differences, angular momentum is conserved and one may expect anomalous
transport to occur. Nevertheless, molecular dynamics simulations have convincingly
demonstrated normal diffusion [36, 38, 92].

There are two complementary views to account for this difference. In the general
perspective of nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics, the chain “length” L defined
as L D P

n.qnC1 � qn/ is not even well defined, because of the phase slips of
˙2� , so the corresponding evolution equation breaks down and normal transport is
eventually expected. From a dynamical point of view, one can invoke that normal
transport sets in due to the spontaneous formation of local excitations, the so-
called rotobreathers, that behave like scattering centers [33]. Phase slips (jumps
over the energy barrier), on their side, may effectively act as localized random
kicks, that contribute to scatter the low-frequency modes, thus leading to a finite
conductivity. In order to test the validity of this conjecture, one can study the
temperature dependence of � for low temperatures T, when jumps across barriers
become increasingly rare. Numerics indicates that the thermal conductivity behaves
as � � exp.=T/ with  � 1:2. The same kind of dependence on T (although with
 � 2) is found for the average escape time � across the potential barrier: this can
be explained by assuming that the phase slips are the results of activation processes.

An important extension is the 2D case, i.e. rotors coupled to their neighbors on
a square lattice, akin to the celebrated XY-model. As it is well known, the latter is
characterized by the presence of the so called Kosterlitz-Thouless-Berezinskii phase
transition at a temperature TKTB, between a disordered high-temperature phase and a
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low-temperature one, where vortices condensate. It is likely that transport properties
are qualitatively different in the two phases. Numerical simulations [18] performed
on a finite lattice indeed show that they are drastically different in the high-
temperature and in the low-temperature phases. In particular, thermal conductivity
is finite in the former case, while in the latter it does not converge up to lattice sizes
of order 104. In the region where vorticity is negligible (T < 0:5) the available
data suggest a logarithmic divergence with the system size, analogous to the one
observed for coupled oscillators (see next section). Close to TKTB, where a sizable
density of bounded vortex pairs are thermally excited, numerical data still suggests
a divergence, but the precise law has not be reliably estimated.

1.6 Two-Dimensional Lattices

Heat conduction in 2D models of anharmonic oscillators coupled through
momentum-conserving interactions is expected to exhibit different properties from
those of 1D systems. In fact, extension of the arguments discussed in the previous
sections predicts a logarithmic divergence of � with the system size N at variance
with the power-law predicted for the 1D case. Consideration of this case is not
only for completeness of the theoretical framework, but is also of great interest for
almost-2D materials, like graphene, that will be treated in the Chaps. 7 and 9.

Although the theory in this case if far less developed, there are several numerical
evidences in favor of such logarithmic divergence. In [68], a square lattice of
oscillators interacting through the FPU-ˇ (see Eq. (1.11), with k3 D 0) or the
Lennard-Jones [see Eq. (1.13)] potentials, was investigated by means of both
equilibrium and nonequilibrium simulations. The models are formulated in terms
of two-dimensional vector displacements uij and velocities and Puij, defined on a
square lattice containing Nx � Ny atoms of equal masses m and nearest-neighbor
interactions. Periodic and fixed boundary conditions have been adopted in the
direction perpendicular (y) and parallel (x) to the thermal gradient, respectively.
Simulations for different lattice sizes have been performed by keeping the ratio
Ny=Nx constant and not too small to observe genuine 2D features (in [68] Ny=Nx D
1=2 was chosen).

The simulations reveal several hallmarks of anomalous behavior: temperature
profiles display deviations from the linear shape predicted by Fourier law and the
size dependence of the thermal conductivity is well-fitted by a logarithmic law

� D A C B log Nx ; (1.44)

with A and B being two unknown constants. A consistent indication comes from the
evaluation of the Green-Kubo integrand in the microcanonical ensemble. Indeed,
the energy-current autocorrelation is compatible with a decay 1=t at large times.

Despite these first indications, the numerics turns out to be very difficult, which is
not surprising in view of the very weak form of the anomaly, peculiar of the 2D case.
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As a matter of fact very robust finite-size effects are observed in the calculations for
other lattices, which well exemplify the difficulties in observing the true asymptotic
behavior with affordable computational resources [90].

Another interesting issue concerns dimensional crossover, namely how the
divergence law of the thermal conductivity will change from the 2D class to 1D
class as Ny=Nx decreases. This issue has been studied for the two-dimensional FPU
lattice in [93]. We refer to Chap. 6 for a further detailed discussion.

1.7 Integrable Nonlinear Systems

The harmonic crystal behaves as an ideal conductor, because its dynamics can
be decomposed into the superposition of independent “channels”. This peculiarity
can be generalized to the broader context of integrable nonlinear systems. They
are mostly one-dimensional models characterized by the presence of “mathe-
matical solitons”, whose stability is determined by the interplay of dispersion
and nonlinearity. This interplay is expressed by the existence of a macroscopic
number of conservation laws, constraining the dynamical evolution. Intuitively, the
existence of freely travelling solitons is expected to yield ballistic transport, i.e. an
infinite conductivity. From the point of view of the Green-Kubo formula, this ideal
conducting behavior is reflected by the existence of a nonzero flux autocorrelation at
arbitrarily large times. This, in turn, implies that the finite-size conductivity diverges
linearly with the system size.

Although integrable models are, in principle, exactly solvable, the actual com-
putation of dynamic correlations is technically involved. A more straightforward
approach is nevertheless available to evaluate the asymptotic value of the current
autocorrelation. This is accomplished by means of an inequality due to Mazur
[73] that, for a generic observable A , (with hA i D 0, where h: : :i denotes the
equilibrium thermodynamic average) reads

lim
�!1

1

�

Z �

0

hA .t/A .0/i dt 	
X

n

hAQni2
hQ2

ni ; (1.45)

where Qn denote a set of conserved and mutually orthogonal quantities,
(hQnQmi D hQ2

niın;m).
In the present context the most relevant example is the equal-masses Toda chain

with periodic boundary conditions, defined, in reduced units, by the Hamiltonian

H D
NX

nD1

�
p2n
2

C exp.�rn/

�
; (1.46)

where rn D qnC1 � qn is the relative position of neighboring particles. The model
is completely integrable, since it admits N independent constants of the motion
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[34, 43]. Lower bounds on the long time value of hJ.t/J.0/i can be calculated
through the inequality (1.45) [99]. The resulting lower bound to the conductivity is
found to increase monotonously with the temperature. At low T, the growth is linear
with a slope comparable to the density of solitons Ns=N D .ln 2=�2/T. This trend
is interpreted as an evidence for the increasing contribution of thermally excited
nonlinear modes to ballistic transport.

To conclude, let us also mention that Mazur-type of inequalities have been
recently used as a theoretical basis for the study of thermoelectric coefficients. This
is discussed in Chap. 10 of the present volume.

1.8 Coupled Transport

Up to this point we have restricted the discussion to models where just one quantity,
the energy, is exchanged with external reservoirs and transported across the system.
In general, however, the dynamics can be characterized by more than one conserved
quantity. In such cases, it is natural to expect the emergence of coupled transport
phenomena, in the sense of ordinary linear irreversible thermodynamics. Works on
this problem are relatively scarce [6, 39, 54, 75]. Interest in this field has been revived
by recent works on thermoelectric phenomena [12, 13, 84] in the hope of identifying
dynamical mechanisms that could enhance the efficiency of thermoelectric energy
conversion. This will be treated in detail in Chap. 10.

Here, we briefly discuss two models: a chain of coupled rotors and the discrete
nonlinear Schrödinger equation, where the second conserved quantity is the momen-
tum and the norm (number of particles), respectively.

1.8.1 Coupled Rotors

The evolution equation defined in (1.43) must be augmented to include the exchange
of momentum with the external reservoirs,

Ppn D sin.qnC1 � qn/� sin.qn � qn�1/ (1.47)

Cı1n

�
	.FC � p1/Cp

2	TC C
	

C ı1N

�
	.F� � pN/Cp

2	T� �
	

where F˙ and T˙ denote the torque applied to the chain boundary and the
corresponding temperature, respectively; 	 is the coupling strength with the external
baths and ˙ is a Gaussian white noise with unit variance. The effect of external
forces on the Hamiltonian XY model has been preliminary addressed in [31, 46, 49].

As discussed in Sect. 1.5, (angular) momentum is conserved and one can, in fact,
define the corresponding flux as jpn D sin.qnC1 � qn/. A chain of rotors is perhaps
the simplest model where one can exert a gradient of forces that couples to heat
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transport, giving rise to nontrivial phenomena, even though the transport itself is
normal. For FC D F�, all the oscillators rotate with the same frequency ! D F,
no matter which force is applied: no momentum flux is generated. In fact, what
matters is the difference between the forces applied at the two extrema of the chain.
Therefore, from now on we consider the case of zero-average force, i.e. FC D �F�.
In the presence of such a gradient of forces, the oscillators may rotate with different
frequencies and, as a result, a coupling between angular momentum and energy
transport may set in. In principle, one could discuss the same setup for general
chains of kinetic oscillators, as (linear) momentum is conserved in that context too.
However, nothing interesting is expected to arise. For a binding potential, like in
the FPU model, the presence of an external force is akin to the introduction of a
homogeneous, either positive or negative, pressure all along the chain. In fact, the
pressure P is, by definition, equal to the equilibrium average of the momentum flux,
P D h jpi (at equilibrium, the r.h.s. is independent of n). On the other hand, if the
potential is not binding [e.g., the Lennard-Jones chain (1.13)] and the applied force
is equivalent to a negative pressure, the system would break apart.

In the presence of two fluxes, the linear response theory implies that they must
satisfy the equations [84] (angular brackets denote an ensemble, or equivalently, a
time average, assuming ergodicity)

h jpi D �Lpp
d.ˇ
/

dy
C Lpe

dˇ

dy
(1.48)

h jei D �Lep
d.ˇ
/

dy
C Lee

dˇ

dy
;

where y D n=N, ˇ is the inverse temperature 1=T (in units of the Boltzmann
constant) and 
 is the chemical potential, which, in the case of the coupled
rotors, coincides with the average angular frequency !n D hpni. Finally, L is the
symmetric, positive definite, 2 � 2 Onsager matrix. If Lep D 0, the two transport
processes are uncoupled.

In the case of the rotor chain, it is important to realize that a correct definition
of the kinetic temperature requires subtracting the coherent contribution due to the
nonzero angular velocity, i.e.

Tn D h. pn � !n/
2i :

The effect of coupling between energy and momentum transport is better understood
by considering a setup where the two thermal baths operate at the same temperature
T. Because of the flux of momentum, the temperature profile deviates from the value
imposed at the boundaries. In Fig. 1.9 we show the results for T D 0:5 and F D 1:5

and two different system sizes. Notably, the temperature profile displays a peak in
the central region [46], where it reaches a value around 1.2; the average frequency
varies nonuniformly across the sample with a steep region in correspondence of the
central hot spot. At the same time, the energy flux je is zero, so that the anomalous
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Fig. 1.9 Stationary profile of the temperature (upper panel) and of the average frequency (lower
panel) for T.0/ D T.1/ D 0:5, F D 1:5, and 	 D 1; y D n=N. The dashed and solid curves
correspond to N D 100, and 200, respectively

behavior of the temperature profile is entirely due to the coupling with the nonzero
momentum flux.

This behavior can be traced back to the existence of a (zero-temperature)
boundary-induced transition. In fact, for T D 0, there exists a critical torsion Fc D
1=	 [49] such that for F < Fc the ground state is a twisted fully-synchronized state,
whereby each element is at rest and is characterized by a constant phase gradient.
Here, Tn D 0 throughout the whole lattice. For F > Fc the fully synchronized state
turns into a chaotic asynchronous dynamics with !1 D F D �!N . Remarkably,
even though both heat baths operate at zero temperature and the equations are
deterministic and dissipative, the temperature in the middle raises to a finite value
(see Fig. 1.10) even in the thermodynamic limit.

The phenomenon can be interpreted as the onset of an interface (the hot region)
separating two different phases: the oscillators rotating with a frequency F (on the
left) from those rotating with a frequency �F (on the right). The phenomenon
is all the way more interesting in view of the anomalous scaling of the interface
width with the system size (it grows as N1=2, see Fig. 1.10) and its robustness (it is
independent of the value of the torsion F, provided it is larger than the critical value
Fc [49]).

Accordingly, the interface is neither characterized by a finite width nor it is
extensive. A more careful inspection reveals that the N1=2 width is due to a spatial
Brownian-like behavior of an instantaneously much thinner interface. Nevertheless,
even the instantaneous interface extends over a diverging number of sites, of
order N1=5, thus leaving the anomaly fully in place. Such a state can neither be
predicted within a linear-response type of theory, nor traced back to some underlying
equilibrium transition. Even more remarkably, it constitutes an example of a highly
inhomogeneous, unusual chaotic regime. Indeed, while the fractal dimension is
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Fig. 1.10 Stationary profile of the temperature (upper panel) and of the average frequency (lower
panel) for T.0/ D T.1/ D 0:, F D 1:05, and 	 D 1; z D .n � N=2/=N1=2 . The various curves
correspond to N D 200, 400, 800, 1600, and 3200

extensive (i.e. proportional to the number of oscillators) the Kolmogorov-Sinai (KS)
entropy is not: it increases only as N1=2. The KS entropy measures the diversity of
the “ground state” non-equilibrium configurations that are compatible with the given
thermal baths. Its lower-than-linear increase with N implies that we are not in the
presence of a macroscopic degeneracy, as in spin glasses.

The anomaly of the regime is finally reinforced by the scaling behavior of the
momentum flux, which scales as N�1=5. A theoretical explanation of this behavior
is still missing. All of these anomalies disappear as soon as the temperature at the
boundaries is selected to be strictly larger than zero. In particular, the width of the
hot spot suddenly becomes extensive and the scaling of the momentum is normal
(jp ' 1=N). The nonmonotonous behavior of the temperature is nevertheless a
nontrivial consequence of the coupling between heat and momentum transport.

1.8.2 The Discrete Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation

The above discussed non-equilibrium transition is not a peculiarity of the rotor
model. A similar scenario can be observed also in the Discrete Nonlinear
Schrödinger (DNLS) equation [30, 51], a model with important applications in
many domains of physics. In one dimension, the DNLS Hamiltonian is

H D 1

4

NX

nD1

�
p2n C q2n

�2 C
N�1X

nD1
. pnpnC1 C qnqnC1/ ; (1.49)
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where the sum runs over the N sites of the chain. The sign of the quartic term
is positive, while the sign of the hopping term is irrelevant, due to the symmetry
associated with the canonical (gauge) transformation zn ! znei�n (where zn �
. pnC{qn/=

p
2 denotes the amplitude of the wave function). The equations of motion

are

iPzn D �znC1 � zn�1 � 2jznj2zn (1.50)

with n D 1; 
 
 
 ;N, and fixed boundary conditions (z0 D zNC1 D 0). The model has
two conserved quantities, the energy and the total norm (or total number of particles)

A D
NX

nD1
. p2n C q2n/ D

NX

nD1
jznj2 ; (1.51)

so that it is a natural candidate for the study of coupled transport.
Since the Hamiltonian is not the sum of a kinetic and potential energy, the thermal

baths cannot be described by standard Langevin equations. An effective strategy
has been proposed in [48]. Here below we report the evolution equation for the first
oscillator, in contact with a thermal bath at temperature TC and with a chemical
potential 
C (a similar equation holds for the last particle at site N)

Pp1 D �. p21 C q21/q1 � q2 � 	
�
. p21 C q21/p1 C p2 � 
Cp1

�Cp
2	TC� 01 (1.52)

Pq1 D . p21 C q21/p1 C p2 � 	 �. p21 C q21/q1 C q2 � 
Cq1
�Cp

2	TC� 001 ;

where 	 measures the coupling strength with the thermal bath, while � 01 and � 001
define two independent white noises with unit variance. It can be easily seen that the
deterministic components of the thermostat, are gradient terms. As a result, in the
absence of thermal noise, they would drive the system towards a state characterized
by a minimal .H � 
A/. Notice the nonlinear structure of the dissipation terms in
Eq. (1.52).

An additional problem of the DNLS model is the determination of the tempera-
ture, as one cannot rely on the usual kinetic definition (this is again a consequence
of the nonseparable Hamiltonian). An operative definition can be, however, given
by adopting the microcanonical approach [83], i.e. by invoking the thermodynamic
relationships,

T�1 D @S

@H
;




T
D �@S

@A
;

where S is the entropy. As shown in [35, 47], the partial derivative @S =@Ci (i D
1; 2, with C1 D H and C2 D A) can be computed by exploiting the fact that Ci is a
conserved quantity,

@S

@Ci
D


Wk�k
rCi 
 �

r 

�

�

k�kW

��
(1.53)
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where h i stands for the microcanonical average,

� D rC1
krC1k � .rC1 
 rC2/rC2

krC1kkrC2k2 (1.54)

W2 D
2NX

m;nD1
m<n

�
@C1
@xm

@C2
@xm

� @C1
@xn

@C2
@xm

�2
;

and x2n D qn, x2nC1 D pn. The resulting definitions of T and 
 have the unpleasant
property of being nonlocal: numerical simulations, however, show that they give
meaningful results even when they are implemented for relatively short subchains.

As for the fluxes, they are naturally defined from the continuity equations for
energy and norm

jen D Pqnqn�1 C Ppnqn�1 jpn D qnpn�1 � pnqn�1 ; (1.55)

Notice that for the sake of simplicity we still use the same notations as in
the previous setup although here jpn denotes the flux of norm/mass rather than
momentum.

If one sets TC D T� D 0, as in the XY model, the control parameter, i.e. the
driving force, is given by ı
 D j
��
Cj=2 [48]. When ı
 is larger than a critical
value (that here depends on A), a bumpy temperature profile spontaneously emerges.
As shown in Fig. 1.11, the left-right symmetry of the profile found in the XY model
is lost, but the width of the peak still scales as N1=2. A second crucial difference is the
scaling behavior of the norm-flux, which decreases as N�2=5 instead of N�1=5. This
suggests that more than one universality class is presumably present: the symmetry
of the profile might play a crucial role.

Fig. 1.11 Temperature
profiles of the DNLS equation
for 2000, 4000, 8000 and
T D 0, 
C D 2 and

� D 5; z D .n� On/=pN,
where On is the site with the
highest temperature

0 20 40 60 80z
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2

3

4

5
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In coupled transport, each conservation law implies the presence of a correspond-
ing thermodynamic variable. In the case of the DNLS equation, there are two of
them: the temperature T (or, equivalently ˇ) and the chemical potential 
. If the
extrema of a given system are “attached” to two different points in the .
;T/ space,
a new question arises with respect to the transport of just one variable: the selection
of the path in the phase plane. This problem can be solved with the help of the linear
transport equations (1.48), which can be rewritten as

dˇ

d

D h jeiˇLpp � h jpiˇLep

h jei �Lpe � 
Lpp
� � h jpi �Lee � 
Lep

� : (1.56)

The above first order differential equation can be solved once the Onsager matrix
is known across the thermodynamics phase-diagram and the ratio of the two fluxes
is given. This determines unambiguously the resulting temperature and chemical-
potential profiles.

It is worth recalling that in the absence of a mutual coupling between the two
transport processes (zero off-diagonal elements of the Onsager matrix) such curves
would be vertical and horizontal lines in the latter representation. It is remarkable
that the solid lines, which correspond to je D 0, are almost vertical for large 
:
this means that in spite of a large temperature difference, the energy flux is very
small. This is an indirect but strong evidence that the nondiagonal terms are far
from negligible.

The condition of a vanishing particle flux jp D 0 defines the Seebeck coefficient
which is S D �d
=dT. Accordingly, the points in Fig. 1.12, where the dashed
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μ

Fig. 1.12 Zero-flux curves in the .
; T/ planes. Black dashed lines correspond to jp D 0 and are
obtained with norm-conserving thermostats upon fixing the total norm density atot, TL and TR. Blue
solid lines are for je D 0 using energy-conserving thermostats with fixed total energy density htot,

L=TL and 
R=TR. Simulations are for a chain of length N D 500. The thick dot-dashed lines
identify the locus where S changes sign (see text) (Color figure online)
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curves are vertical identify the locus where S changes sign. The je D 0 curves
have no direct interpretation in terms of standard transport coefficients.

1.9 Conclusions and Open Problems

In the previous sections we have seen that various theoretical approaches predict
the existence of two universality classes for the divergence of heat conductivity
in systems characterized by momentum conservation. Although this scenario is
generally confirmed by numerical simulations, some exceptions have been found
as well. The most notable counterexample is the normal conduction which emerges
in chains of coupled rotors. As we have already discussed in Sect. 1.5, it is quite
clear that the peculiarity of this model is to be traced back to the 2�-slips of the
angles qn.

Further, less-understood, anomalies have been found in models where qn is
a genuine displacement variable. One example is a momentum conserving mod-
ification of the famous “ding-a-ling” model. The system is composed of two
kinds of alternating point particles (A and B): the A particles mutually interact
via nearest-neighbour harmonic forces; the B particles are free to move and
collide elastically with the A particles. Equilibrium and non-equilibrium numerical
simulations indicate that the thermal conductivity � is finite [59].

Normal heat transport in accordance to Fourier law has been claimed also in
simulations of the FPU-˛ˇmodel (and of other asymmetric potentials), at low-
enough energies/temperatures [97]. More detailed numerical simulations, however,
indicate that the unexpected results for asymmetric potentials do not represent the
asymptotic behavior [16, 91], but rather follow from an insufficient chain length.
This if further strengthened in [56] where mode-coupling arguments have been used
to determine the frequency below which finite-size effects are negligible. It turns out
that, in some cases, the asymptotic behavior may only be seen at exceedingly low
frequencies (and thereby exceedingly large system-sizes).

More recent studies report a finite thermal conductivity in the thermodynamic
limit for potentials that allow for bond dissociation (like e.g Lennard-Jones, Morse,
and Coulomb potentials) [37, 85]. This is explained by invoking phonon scattering
on the locally strongly-stretched loose interatomic bonds at low temperature and by
the many-particle scattering at high temperature. Nevertheless, the hard-point gas,
a model where “dissociation” arises automatically, without the need to overcome
an energy barrier, is found to exhibit a clean divergence of the conductivity. On the
other hand, the universality of scaling in this model has been recently challenged by
numerical studies of the hard-point gas with alternate masses and thermal baths at
different temperatures acting at the boundaries. When the mass ratio is varied, the
anomalous exponent is found to depart significantly from the value 1/3 predicted by
the nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics [45].
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Irrespective whether the above discrepancies are a manifestation of strong finite-
size corrections, or of the existence of other universality classes, where the standard
hydrodynamic theories do not apply, they have to be explained.
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the achievement of several results summarized in this chapter.
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Chapter 2
Heat Transport in Harmonic Systems

Abhishek Dhar and Keiji Saito

Abstract In this chapter we study heat transport in the simplest model of a
solid, namely the harmonic crystal. We consider an open system, consisting of a
harmonic crystal coupled to heat reservoirs at different temperatures, and examine
properties of the nonequilibrium steady state. Both the average heat current and the
current fluctuations are studied. We show that the formalisms, of quantum Langevin
equations and non-equilibrium Green’s function techniques, allows one to obtain
many exact formal results for the current, as well as fluctuations, in terms of the
phonon transmission matrix, in systems in arbitrary dimensions. We then show how
these formal results can be used to obtain explicit results in many cases of interest,
especially the case of heat transport in mass-disordered harmonic crystals. Apart
from throwing light on the question of validity of Fourier’s law, it is explained how
the study of the harmonic crystal also provides insight on recent theories of non-
equilibrium current fluctuatons.

2.1 Introduction

Energy transport in dielectric crystals at low temperatures is via phonons and the
two main sources of scattering of the energy carriers are isotopic mass disorder and
anharmonicities. For a crystal, say in the form of a rectangular slab, that is coupled
to thermal heat baths at two opposite faces, the total energy transported may in
addition depend on how the baths are coupled to the boundaries of the bulk. In this
chapter we ignore the effect of anharmonicity on heat transport and focus on the
two other effects in depth. Thus, in this chapter, we discuss various aspects of heat
transport in a purely harmonic crystal.
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The first aspect that we address is related to the question of the validity of
Fourier’s law of heat conduction. Fourier’s law of heat conduction states that the heat
current density J.x; t/ in a solid is proportional to the local temperature gradient, i.e.,
J D ��rT, where the proportionality constant � is the thermal conductivity of the
material. It follows from Fourier’s law that, for a slab in contact with heat reservoirs
kept at a small temperature difference�T, the average energy current density, J (in
the direction of transport), should be equal to ��T=N, with N being the slab length.
There have been many attempts to derive Fourier’s law from microscopic dynamics.
In a crystal, heat is carried by lattice vibrations or phonons. Using very reasonable
physical assumptions of local equilibrium and the notion of the mean free path
traveled by phonons between collisions, leads to a heuristic derivation of Fourier’s
law. There is however no fully convincing derivation [1] and in fact, the results from
a number of studies over the last 50 years, both numerical and analytical, suggest
that Fourier’s law may not be valid in low-dimensional systems [2, 3]. For example,
for one-dimensional momentum conserving anharmonic crystals, one of the key
findings is that the heat current density scales with system size as J � 1=N1�˛ with
˛ > 1. This means that the effective thermal conductivity �N D JN=�T � N˛

diverges with the size of the system, a very surprising and unexpected result.
What do we expect for a purely harmonic crystal? As mentioned in the beginning

paragraph, ignoring anharmonicity, there are two sources of scattering of phonons in
the harmonic crystal, one due to some form of disorder in the system and the other
due to scattering at the boundaries (between system and reservoirs). In the absence
of disorder, the phonons pass ballistically through the bulk and we expect their mean
free path to be of order N, hence the exponent ˛ D 1. With the introduction of dis-
order, do we get diffusive heat transport (˛ D 0)? This question will be addressed in
detail, and as we will see that this is not the case, even perhaps in dimensions three.

Two standard frameworks for studying heat transport are through:

(a) study of the non-equilibrium steady state. The system is connected to heat
baths at two different temperatures and one measures properties in the non-
equilibrium steady state, in particular the temperature profile and the energy
current. The size-dependence of current indicates whether or not Fourier’s law
is valid.

(b) The second approach is to study equilibrium correlations of conserved quanti-
ties such as energy and see if they exhibit diffusive behavior. In particular, using
the Green-Kubo formula, one expects to extract the thermal conductivity of the
system from the energy current autocorrelation function.

For anharmonic systems, approach (a) is usually implemented via numerical
simulations and analytic progress is difficult. However, for the harmonic case, the
situation is very different, and there is a general framework whereby one can express
all steady state properties in terms of non-equilibrium phonon Green’s functions.
This approach is closely related to the Landauer treatment for transport of non-
interacting electrons. It is possible for the harmonic system basically because here
we are looking at non-interacting phonons. Here we will focus almost entirely on
this approach, and only briefly discuss method (b), and comment on its relation to
the approach (a).
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In this chapter we study not only the average heat current but also properties of
current fluctuations in the non-equilibrium steady state. Recently much progress has
been made on current fluctuations in the steady state, with significant developments
such as non-equilibrium fluctuation relations, macroscopic fluctuation theory, and
so on. The harmonic crystal is a tractable and realistic physical model for under-
standing and developing these theories. Analytic treatment of current fluctuations
can be performed up to some level and finally one can incorporate numerical
calculations for detailed investigations with high accuracy. We note that most
studies on current fluctuation are based on stochastic models. Harmonic lattices
are however Hamiltonian-based model and hence provide us with insights on the
nature of current fluctuations in realistic systems. In this chapter, we stress that
the cumulant generating function (CGF) plays a crucial role in the investigation of
current fluctuations. The CGF systematically generates arbitrary order of cumulants
of current and has full information on current fluctuations. We will outline the
derivation of a compact formula of the CGF. With the use of this formula, we can
illustrate universal properties, which are in accordance with recent predictions on
non-equilibrium fluctuations.

Early work on the non-equilibrium steady state of harmonic chains connected
to heat baths include the work of Rieder, Lebowitz and Lieb (RLL) [4], Casher and
Lebowitz [5], Rubin and Greer [6] and O’Connor and Lebowitz [7]. RLL considered
an ordered harmonic chain connected to white noise Langevin type heat baths, noted
that the full steady state distribution is a Gaussian for which they were able to obtain
the exact correlation matrix. From this, one could obtain the average energy current
and temperature profile. The papers of Casher and Lebowitz [5] and Rubin and
Greer [6] looked at disordered harmonic chains with two different models of baths.
While Casher and Lebowitz [5] considered white noise Langevin baths, Rubin and
Greer [6] had baths which were themselves semi-infinite harmonic chains prepared
in equilibrium at different temperatures. All these studies were on classical systems.
For the quantum description, the available methods that have been used include
phenomenological Landauer type approach [8–10], Langevin equations approach
[11, 12], non-equilibrium Green’s function approach using the Keldysh formalism
[13, 14], equation of motion approach [15, 16], master equation approach [17] and
finally path-integral approach [18].

In this chapter, for the study of steady state correlations, we will focus on
the approach, developed in [11], involving generalized Langevin equations. The
Langevin equations can be obtained by starting from a purely Hamiltonian model
for the bath, and the formalism is valid for both classical and quantum systems.
The earlier models in [4–6] can be seen as special cases. In the quantum case, this
approach gives the same result as the non-equilibrium Green’s function methods
[13, 14]. For the study of current fluctuations, the Langevin equations approach
continues to be useful only for the case of classical systems where the baths generate
un-correlated noise—for the quantum case, we will see that it becomes necessary to
use the non-equilibrium Green’s function method.

The plan of this chapter is as follows. In Sect. 2.2 we describe the generalized
Langevin equations approach and use it to obtain formal expressions for the energy
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current and other correlations in the non-equilibrium steady state. In Sect. 2.3
we explain the importance of studying current fluctuations and derive formal
expressions for the corresponding cumulant generating function in general harmonic
systems. In Sect. 2.4, we discuss explicit results for various special cases of
physical interest, that can be obtained from the formal expressions for current and
fluctuations. We summarize our results in Sect. 2.5.

2.2 Steady State Current from Langevin Equations
and Green’s Function Formalism

In this section we discuss the open system set-up for studying transport, where the
basic idea is to consider a finite system connected to two reservoirs with infinite
degrees of freedom. The complete model of system and reservoirs is described
by a Hamiltonian. Both the system and baths and their couplings are assumed to
be described by terms that are quadratic in the positional and momentum degrees
of freedom. Initially the system and reservoirs are decoupled and the left and
right reservoirs are prepared in thermal equilibrium at different temperatures. The
coupling between system and reservoirs is then switched on and the system evolves
through Hamiltonian dynamics (unitary evolution in the quantum case). If we just
look at the system, then at long times, it reaches a non-equilibrium steady state.
This is possible only because one has infinite reservoirs which can serve as heat
sources and sinks. Our aim is to understand the properties of this steady state.
As we will see, for the harmonic system, one can essentially find the full reduced
density matrix of the system corresponding to the non-equilibrium steady state. This
naturally contains information about steady state current and temperature profiles.

In this section we illustrate the Langevin equation and Greens function (LEGF)
method and show how it can lead to the full set of steady state correlations. In the
following section, Sect. 2.3, we will see, how with the same open system set-up, we
can also study fluctuations.

2.2.1 Derivation of the Langevin Equation and It’s
Steady-State Solution

We consider here the case of a system which is coupled to two heat reservoirs,
labeled as L (for left) and R (right), which are at two different temperatures.
Let us assume that the system has N Cartesian positional degrees of freedom
fxlg, l D 1; 2 : : : ;N with corresponding momenta f plg. These satisfy the usual
commutation relations Œxl; pm� D i„ıl;m and Œxl; xm� D Œ pl; pm� D 0. Similarly,
the left reservoir degrees of freedom are denoted by fxL

˛; p
L
˛g, ˛ D 1; : : : ;NL and

the right reservoirs by fxR
˛0 ; pR

˛0g, ˛0 D 1; : : : ;NR. Eventually we will consider
the limits NL ! 1;NR ! 1. It is convenient to use the vector notation
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XT D .x1; x2; : : : ; xN/, PT D . p1; p2; : : : ; pN/ and similarly XL;XR;PL;PR. The
general Hamiltonian for the system coupled to harmonic reservoirs is then given by:

H D HS C HL C HR C HSL C HSR ; (2.1)

where HS D 1

2
PT M�1 P C 1

2
XT K X ; (2.2)

HL D 1

2
PL

T M�1L PL C 1

2
XL

T KLXL ; (2.3)

HR D 1

2
PR

T M�1R PR C 1

2
XR

T KRXR ; (2.4)

HSL D XT KSL XL ; HSR D XT KSR XR ; (2.5)

where M; ML; MR and K; KL; KR denote respectively the mass matrix and the
force-constant matrix of the system, left reservoir and right reservoir, while KSL

and KSR denote the linear coupling coefficients between the two reservoirs and the
system.

We assume that at time t D t0, the system and reservoirs are decoupled and
the reservoirs are in thermal equilibrium at temperatures TL and TR respectively.
This means that at time t0, the two reservoirs are described by thermal density
matrices �L D e�ˇLHL=TrŒe�ˇLHL � and �R D e�ˇRHR=TrŒe�ˇRHR � respectively. Once
the reservoir system coupling is switched on, it is expected that the system will in
the long time limit reach a steady state, provided the reservoirs are infinite. Our main
aim will be to compute the heat current and other properties of this non-equilibrium
steady state. In our approach we will consider the limits NL;NR ! 1 followed by
t0 ! �1 to obtain the steady state.

We now proceed to obtain the Langevin equations of motion for the system
degrees of motion by eliminating the reservoir degrees. For this we consider a
Heisenberg representation where each operator A is replaced by its Heisenberg form
eiHt=„Ae�iHt=„. The Heisenberg equations of motion for the system variables (for
t > t0) are then

M RX D �KX � KSLXL � KSRXR ; (2.6)

and the equations of motion for the two reservoirs are

ML RXL D �KLXL � KT
SLX ; (2.7)

MR RXR D �KRXR � KT
SRX : (2.8)

The strategy is now to solve the reservoir equations by considering them as linear
inhomogeneous equations. Consider the left reservoir and let us perform a normal-
mode transformation UL which simultaneously diagonalizes both ML and KL. Thus
they satisfy the equations

UT
LKLUL D ˝2

L ; UT
LMLUL D I ;
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where ˝L is a diagonal matrix whose elements Œ˝L�q are the normal mode
frequencies of the left reservoir. Note that transforming to normal mode coordinates
XL D UL QXL and PL D MLUL QPL transforms the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.3) to the form

HL D
QPT

L
QPL

2
C

QXT
L ˝2

L
QXL

2
; (2.9)

which now implies a collection of uncoupled oscillators. The left-reservoir equation
of motion Eq. (2.7), in normal-coordinates looks like

RQXL D �˝2
L

QXL � UT
LKT

SLX ;

which has the general solution

QXL.t/ D cosŒ˝L.t � t0/� QXL.t0/C sinŒ˝.t � t0/�

˝L.t � t0/
QPL.t0/

�
Z t

t0

dt0
sinŒ˝L.t � t0/�
˝L.t � t0/

UT
LKT

SLX.t0/ : (2.10)

Transforming back to the original coordinates we get

XL.t/ D UL cosŒ˝L.t � t0/� QXL.t0/C UL
sinŒ˝L.t � t0/�

˝L.t � t0/
QPL.t0/

�
Z 1

t0

dt0gCL .t � t0/KT
SLX.t0/ ; (2.11)

with gCL .t/ D UL
sin .˝Lt/

˝L
UT

L �.t/ ; (2.12)

where �.t/ is the Heaviside function. A similar solution is obtained for the right
reservoir. Plugging these solutions back into the equation of motion for the system,
Eq. (2.6), we get the following effective equations of motion for the system:

M RX D �KX C L C
Z 1

t0

dt0˙ L.t � t0/X.t0/

CR C
Z 1

t0

dt0˙ R.t � t0/X.t0/; (2.13)

where ˙ L.t/ D KSL gCL .t/ KT
SL; ˙ R.t/ D KSR gCR .t/ KT

SR;

and L D KSL

�
UL cosŒ˝L.t � t0/� QXL.t0/C UL

sinŒ˝L.t � t0/�

˝L.t � t0/
QPL.t0/

�

(2.14)

R D KSR

�
UR cosŒ˝R.t � t0/� QXR.t0/C UR

sinŒ˝R.t � t0/�

˝R.t � t0/
QPL.t0/

�
:

(2.15)
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This equation has the form of a generalized quantum Langevin equation. The
properties of the noise terms L and R will be determined from the condition
that, at time t0, the two isolated reservoirs are described by equilibrium phonon
distribution functions. At time t0, the left reservoir is in equilibrium at temperature
TL and the population of the normal modes (of the isolated left reservoir) is given by
the distribution function f .!;TL/ D 1=Œe„!=kBTL � 1�. This means in particular that

h QXLq.t0/ QXLq0.t0/i D ıqq0 Œ f .˝Lq;TL/C 1=2� „=˝Lq ;

h QPLq.t0/ QPLq0.t0/i D ıqq0 Œ f .˝Lq;TL/C 1=2� „˝Lq

and h QXLq QPLq0i D �h QPLq QXLq0i D ıqq0 i„=2 (2.16)

From these, we immediately get the noise correlations of the left reservoir noise:

hL.t/
T
L .t
0/i D KSLUL

�
cos ˝L.t � t0/

„
2˝L

coth .
„˝L

2kBTL
/

�i sin ˝L.t � t0/
„
2˝L

�
UT

LKT
SL ; (2.17)

and a similar expression for the right reservoir. The limits of infinite reservoir sizes
(NL;NR ! 1) and t0 ! �1 are now taken. One can reduce Eq. (2.13) to the
formal classical form of the Langevin equation. Defining � such that ˙ .t/ D
�d�.t/=dt, performing integration by parts and assuming that �.t ! 1/ D 0,
we get

M RX D �KSX C
X

˛DL;R

�
�
Z t

�1
dt0�.˛/.t � t0/ PX.t0/C ˛

�
; (2.18)

where KS D K � KSLK�1L KT
SL � KSRK�1R KT

SR and �.˛/.t/ D KS˛U˛
cosŒ˝˛ t�
˝2
˛

UT
˛KT

S˛ .
One can think of KS as the effective coupling constant matrix for the system.

One can then solve Eq. (2.13) by taking Fourier transforms. Let us
define the Fourier transforms QX.!/ D .1=2�/

R1
�1 dt X.t/ei!t; QL;R.!/ D

.1=2�/
R1
�1 dt L;R.t/ei!t; gCL;R.!/ D R1

�1 dt gCL;R.t/ei!t . One then gets the
following stationary solution to the equations of motion Eq. (2.13):

X.t/ D
Z 1

�1
d! QX.!/e�i!t ; (2.19)

with QX.!/ D GC.!/ Œ QL.!/C QR.!/� ;

where GC.!/ D 1

Œ�!2M C K � ˙CL .!/ � ˙CR .!/�
;

and ˙CL .!/ D KSLgCL .!/K
T
SL; ˙CR .!/ D KSRgCR .!/K

T
SR :
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Taking a Fourier transform of Eq. (2.12) we get:

gCL .!/ D 1

�ML.! C i�/2 C KL
; (2.20)

which is the usual definition of the Phonon Green’s function. The noise correlations,
in the frequency domain, can be obtained from Eq. (2.17) and we get (for the left
reservoir):

h QL.!/ QT
L.!
0/i D ı.! C !0/ � L.!/

„
�
Œ1C f .!;TL/� (2.21)

where � L.!/ D ImŒ˙CL .!/�

which is a fluctuation-dissipation relation. This also leads to the more commonly
used correlation:

1

2
h QL.!/ QT

L.!
0/C QL.!

0/ QT
L.!/ i D ı.! C !0/ � L.!/

„
2�

coth.
„!
2kBTL

/:

Similar relations hold for the noise from the right reservoir. The identification of
GC.!/ as a phonon Green function, with ˙CL;R.!/ as self energy contributions
coming from the baths, is one of the main steps that enables a comparison of results
derived by the Langevin equations and Green’s function approach (LEGF), with
those obtained from the non-equilibrium Green’s function method. More details of
this demonstration can be found in [11].

Some Examples of Baths We mention here two well-known bath models. We only
discuss local baths which are applied independently to every boundary particle.
They are specified by the following bath functions:

(a) Ohmic (also referred to as white noise or delta-correlated noise):˙C.!/Di	!.
(b) Rubin model: ˙C.!/ D kf1 � m!2=2k C i!.m=k/1=2Œ1 � m!2=.4k/�

1=2g.
In this model the bath is an ordered harmonic chain with inter-particle spring
constant k and equal masses m and coupling to the system is also through a
spring with stiffness k. Note that by defining m!2 D 2k.1 � cos q/, we can
write ˙C D keiq.

2.2.2 Steady State Properties

Current The steady state current will be the same if we obtain it on any cross-
section of the system. It is simplest to evaluate the current expression at the system-
reservoir interface. Let us consider the interface with the left reservoir. The steady
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state current can be shown [3] to be just the expectation value of the rate at which
the Langevin forces (which come from the bath) do work on the particles of the
system

I D
*

NX

lD1
Pxl.t/

�
ŒL�l.t/C

Z 1

�1
dt0 Œ˙CL �l;m.t � t0/ xm.t

0/
� +

:

It is most convenient to carry out the computations by writing the above equation in
matrix form as

I D ˝ PXT.t/ L.t/
˛C

Z 1

�1
dt0
˝ PXT.t/ ˙CL .t � t0/ X.t0/

˛

D �i
Z 1

�1
d!

Z 1

�1
d!0 e�i.!C!0/t !

˝ � QXT.!/ L.!
0/C QXT.!/ ˙CL .!

0/ QX.!0/ � ˛

D �i
Z 1

�1
d!

Z 1

�1
d!0 e�i.!C!0/t !

˝
Tr
�
L.!

0/ QXT.!/
�

CTr
�

˙CL .!
0/ QX.!0/ QXT.!/

� ˛
:

Using the solution in Eq. (2.19) we then get

I D �i
Z

1

�1

d!
Z

1

�1

d!0 e�i.!C!0/t !
�

Tr
h ˝

L.!
0/ f T

L.!/C T
R.!/ g ˛ GC.!/

i

C Tr
h

˙
C

L .!
0/ GC.!0/

˝ f L.!
0/C R.!

0/ g f T
L.!/C T

R.!/ g ˛ GC.!/
i 	

;

where we have used the fact that GC is a symmetric matrix. If we expand the above,
and use the properties of the noise correlations (including the fact that the noise from
the left and right baths are uncorrelated) , we notice that all terms depend either on
the left, or on the right bath temperature, and no term depends on both temperatures.
Let us collect those terms in I which depend only on the temperature TR of the right
reservoir, and not on that of the left. These give

IR D �i
Z 1

�1
d!

Z 1

�1
d!0 e�i.!C!0/t ! Tr

�
˙CL .!

0/ GC.!0/
˝
R.!

0/ T
R.!/

˛
GC.!/

�
:

Using the noise correlations in Eq. (2.21) we then get

IR D � i

�

Z 1

�1
d! „! TrŒ ˙CL .�!/ GC.�!/ � R.!/ GC.!/ � f .!;TR/ ;
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where we used the properties 1C f .�!/ D �f .!/ and �R.�!/ D ��R.!/. Taking
the complex conjugate of the above expression, using TrŒA�� D TrŒA��, G�.!/ D
G.�!/, and the cyclic property of trace, we get

I�R D i

�

Z 1

�1
d! „! TrŒ ˙�L .�!/ GC.�!/ � R.!/ GC.!/ � f .!;TR/ :

The physical current is real, so we take IR D .IR C I�R /=2 and, noting that
ImŒ˙CL .�!/� D � L.�!/ D �� L.!/, we get

IR D � 1
�

Z 1

�1
d! „! TrŒGC.!/ � L.!/ G�.!/ � R.!/ � f .!;TR/ :

From symmetry, and the requirement that I D 0 when TL D TR, it is clear that the
contribution of the left reservoir to the current must have a similar form (this can be
verified directly also) and hence we can now write the net current as

I D 1

4�

Z 1

�1
d! „! T .!/ Œ f .!;TL/� f .!;TR/� ; (2.22)

where T .!/ D 4 TrŒGC.!/ � L.!/ G�.!/ � R.!/ � : (2.23)

We shall refer to this as the Landauer formula for the current and this is an important
and very useful expression. The formula above can also be written as an integral over
only positive frequencies using the fact that the integrand is an even function of !.
The factor T .!/ is the transmission coefficient of phonons at frequency ! through
the system, from the left to right reservoir and can be related to the transmittance
of plane waves of frequency ! across the system [19]. Note that the transmission
depends not only on the system parameters, such as the mass matrix and the force
constant matrix, but also the on bath properties and system-reservoir couplings.

The general expression for current is of identical form as that obtained by the
non-equilibrium Green’s function approach for electron current (see for example
[20–22]) and has also been derived for phonons using the non-equilibrium Green’s
function approach in [13, 14]. In fact this expression was first proposed in [8]
and derived in [9, 10] for a 1D channel using the Landauer approach. The usual
Landauer result for a 1D channel precisely corresponds to Rubin’s model of bath,
to be discussed in Sect. 2.4.1.2. For the case of classical one-dimensional systems
the above result can be shown to lead to expressions for current and temperature
profiles obtained in earlier studies of heat conduction in disordered harmonic chains
[5–7, 23].

Two special limiting cases of Eq. (2.22) are:

(1) Linear response: for small temperature differences�T D TL �TR << T, where
T D .TL C TR/=2, the above expression reduces to:

I D �T

2�

Z 1

0

d! T .!/„! @f .!;T/

@T
: (2.24)
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(2) Classical limit: this is obtained by taking the high temperature limit „!=kBT !
0. This gives:

I D kB �T

2�

Z 1

0

d! T .!/ : (2.25)

Other Steady State Correlations One can similarly evaluate various other quanti-
ties such as velocity-velocity correlations and position-velocity correlations. These
are given by Dhar and Roy [11], Yamamoto and Watanabe [13] and Wang et al. [14]

hXXTi D
Z 1

�1
d!

„
2�

X

aDL;R

GC� aG� g.!;Ta/ ;

hPPTi D
Z 1

�1
d!

„!2
2�

X

aDL;R

MGC� aG�M g.!;Ta/ ;

1

2
hXPT C ŒPXT �Ti D

Z 1

�1
d!

i„!
�

X

aDL;R

GC� aG�M g.!;Ta/ ; (2.26)

where g.!;T/ D coth.„!=2kBT/. The second set of correlation functions above
can be used to define the local kinetic energy density which can in turn be used to
define the temperature profile in the non-equilibrium steady state of the wire. Note
that the correlations between X and P contain the local energy current on various
bonds and one can recover from this the steady state current expression in Eq. (2.22).
Also, since this is essentially a Gaussian problem, the steady state reduced density
matrix is known exactly once we know the full set of correlations. The procedure
for obtaining the system density matrix is described in [24].

In our derivation of the LEGF results we have implicitly assumed that a unique
steady state will be reached. One of the necessary conditions for this is that no
modes outside the bath spectrum are generated for the combined model of system
and baths. These modes, when they exist, are localized near the system and any
initial excitation of the mode is unable to decay. This has been demonstrated and
discussed in detail in the electronic context [22].

We note that unlike other approaches such as the Green-Kubo formalism and
Boltzmann equation approach, the Langevin equation approach explicitly includes
the reservoirs. The Langevin equation is physically appealing since it gives a nice
picture of the reservoirs as sources of noise and dissipation. Also, just as the
Landauer formalism and non-equilibrium Green’s function have been extremely
useful in understanding electron transport in mesoscopic systems, it is likely that
a similar description will be useful for the case of heat transport in (electrically)
insulating nanotubes, nanowires, etc.
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2.3 Steady State Current Fluctuations

2.3.1 General Theory

2.3.1.1 Large Deviations and Cumulant Generating Functions

In general, heat is a stochastic variable and hence it shows fluctuations in time.
In this section, we consider the fluctuation of heat transfer by introducing several
variables. In the steady state we measure heat transfer at the contact between the
system and one heat reservoir during a finite measurement time � . The length of
measurement time is in general arbitrary, but usually the asymptotic behavior at
large � is most interesting. Let Q be the amount of heat transferred during time � .
Let us consider the probability of heat transfer P.Q/. Moments of heat transfer of
arbitrary orders can be calculated from this probability

hQni D
Z 1

�1
dQ QnP.Q/ : (2.27)

If Oj is the heat transfer between the reservoir (say the left one) and the system, then
Q D R �

0
dtOj.t/, and we then expect the asymptotic distribution of Q to satisfy the

large deviation form

P.Q/ � e�� F.q/ (2.28)

q D Q=� : (2.29)

The function F.q/ is called the large deviation function (LDF) which is analogous
to the free energy in equilibrium statistical mechanics. We define the cumulant
generating function (CGF) as


.�/ D lim
�!1

1

�
lnhe�Qi : (2.30)

The CGF systematically generates arbitrary orders of cumulants on taking derivative
with respect to �

In WD hQnic=� D @n
.�/

@�n

ˇ̌
ˇ
�D0 : (2.31)

For large measurement time, heat transfer Q is of order � . A reasonable idea to
characterize fluctuations of heat transfer is to consider the cumulants of Q, instead
of the moments, since they are also of order � .
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The LDF and the CGF are the central functions in the investigation of fluctuations
[25]. These quantities are in general connected to each other by the Legendre-
Fenchel transform [26].

F.q/ D max
�
Œ�q � 
.�/� ; (2.32)


.�/ D max
q
Œ�q � F.q/� : (2.33)

This relation is referred to as the Gärtner-Ellis theorem [27, 28], which states that,
when the scaled cumulant generating function 
.�/ is differentiable, then Q obeys
a large deviation principle with a LDF given by the Legendre-Fenchel transform.

2.3.1.2 Fluctuation-Response Relation and Fluctuation Relation

The thermodynamic stochastic variables such as work and heat are not completely
random but satisfy several universal relations. For instance, current fluctuations in
equilibrium is connected to the response to external thermodynamic forces [29, 30].
This general relationships is referred to as a fluctuation-response relation. Consider
heat transfer from the left reservoir to the system for the case of TL 	 TR. In the case
of heat conduction, the fluctuation-response relation is mathematically formulated
as a relationship between second order cumulant of heat transfer in equilibrium and
thermal conductance defined in the linear response regime

Ieq
2 D 2kBT2G.T/ ; (2.34)

where Ieq
2 is the second order cumulant of heat transfer in equilibrium at temperature

T and G.T/ D I1=�T, with �T D TL � TR, the thermal conductance. This relation
is similar to the Green-Kubo formula [29, 30] relating thermal conductivity � to the
equilibrium auto-correlation function of current. The difference of Eq. (2.34) with
the usual Green-Kubo formula is that here the fluctuations are for a system coupled
to equal temperature heat baths while, in the Green-Kubo case, one considers an
isolated system [31].

The steady state fluctuation relation (SSFR) is expected to hold even in the far-
from-equilibrium regime [32–38] and is described by the relation

lim
�!1

1

�
ln ŒP.Q/=P.�Q/� D Aq ; (2.35)

where A D 1
kBTR

� 1
kBTL

is a thermodynamic force or affinity, which plays the role
of a force driving the system into a non-equilibrium state. Since this is a relation for
asymptotic behavior of large � , we can use the LDF expression to get the expression
in terms of the LDF, namely, �F.q/ D �F.�q/CAq. In addition, the relation (2.33)
leads to [25, 33]


.�/ D 
.�� � A/ : (2.36)
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This is another expression of the SSFR and is referred to as fluctuation relation
symmetry. However, we should note that the relation (2.36) as well as the expression
with the LDF for the SSFR does not always hold for the whole regime and the
validity is limited for finite ranges �� � � � �C [39, 40]. This effect arises when
the function he�Qi D g.�/e�
.�/ has singularities in g.�/.

The fluctuation relation symmetry is not only mathematically beautiful but yields
physically important relations [41–43]. To see this, we expand the nth order of
cumulant of heat transfer with respect to the affinity A

In D
1X

kD0
Ln ;k

Ak

kŠ
: (2.37)

The coefficient Ln ;k is a nonlinear response coefficient. For instance L1 ;1 D T2�.T/
and L2 ;0 D Ieq

2 . Obviously the nonlinear response coefficient Ln ;k is calculated by
the relation Ln ;k D @kIn=@AkjAD0. Then using the CGF and the fluctuation relation
symmetry (2.36) lead to

Ln ;k D @k

@Ak

@n

@�n

.�/

ˇ̌
ˇ
AD�D0

D @k

@Ak

@n

@�n

.�� � A/

ˇ̌
ˇ
AD�D0

D .�1/n @
n

@�n

�
@

@A � @

@�

�k


.�/
ˇ̌
ˇ
AD�D0 .� D �� � A/

D
kX

mD0
.�1/nCm

kCm LnCm ;k�m : (2.38)

This gives us highly nontrivial relations between nonlinear response coefficients and
provides a lot of information on the non-equilibrium process. By setting n D 2`C1

and k D 0, one finds

L2`C1 ;0 D 0: (2.39)

This relation implies that odd orders of cumulants at equilibrium must vanish.
Intriguingly the relation (2.38) reproduces the fluctuation-response relation (2.34).
This can be checked by setting n D k D 1 yielding

L1 ;1 D 1

2
L2 ;0 ; (2.40)

which is equivalent to (2.34). In addition, n D 1 and k D 2 yields the simple relation

L1 ;2 D L2 ;1 : (2.41)
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In this manner, the fluctuation relation symmetry produces nontrivial relations.
These kind of relations can be extended to the case of electrical conduction in
the presence of magnetic fields [43] and experiments have been conducted to
demonstrate them [44].

2.3.1.3 Macroscopic Fluctuation Theory and Additivity Principle

For the case of dissipative transport where Fourier’s law is satisfied, macroscopic
fluctuation theory (MFT) was proposed by Bertini et al. [45]. The MFT describes
fluctuation of temperature and current fields for large system size. Let q.x; t/ and
T.x; t/ be the heat current density and the local temperature respectively, at the
position x and time t, and �.T/ be the thermal conductivity at the temperature T.
Then, MFT predicts that the probability of finding fq.x; t/;T.x; t/g is

P.fT.x; t/; q.x; t/g/ � exp
h
�N

Z �

0

dt
Z 1

0

dx
Œq.x; t/C �.T.x; t//@T.x; t/=@x�2

2�.T.x; t// T2.x; t/

i
:

(2.42)

Here N is the system size and x is a position scaled by N. This expression has been
used in many systems [46]. To find the LDF of heat transfer for open boundary
condition with T.x D 0/ D TL and T.x D 1; t/ D TR, we minimize (2.42) with
respect to the temperature and current fields, with the constraint of the conservation
law of energy

F.fT.x/g/ D lim
�!1

min
fT.x;t/;q.x;t/g

T.0/DTL ;T.1/DTR

N

�

Z �=N2

0

dt
Z 1

0

dx
Œq.x; t/ C �.T.x; t//@T.x; t/=@x�2

2�.T.x; t//T2.x; t/
:

(2.43)

Variational problem is in general difficult to solve, but Bertini et al. succeeded in
deriving the expression in terms of Hamilton-Jacobi type of equation for fluctuating
variables [45, 46].

If current and temperature fields in the optimal profile do not depend on time,
then the MFT is reduced to the additivity principle (AP) proposed by Bodineau and
Derrida [47]. The LDF here is given by

FAP.q/ D 1

N
min
T.x/

hZ 1

0

dx
ŒqN C �.T.x//@T.x/=@x�2

2�.T.x// T2.x/

i
: (2.44)
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From the relation (2.33), the CGF is derived


AP.�;TL;TR/ D �K

N

hZ TL

TR

dT
�.T/p

1C 4K�.T/T2

i
(2.45)

� D
Z TL

TR

dT
1

2T2

h 1p
1C 4K�.T/T2

� 1
i
: (2.46)

The additivity principle enables one to compute all higher orders of current
cumulants given just the temperature dependent thermal conductivity �.T/ of a
system.

However the condition to get the AP from the MFT is highly nontrivial. For the
ring geometry in equilibrium situation, Bertini and co-workers derived the following
sufficient condition to get AP from the viewpoint of the MFT [48, 49]

�.T/Œ�.T/T2�00 � Œ�.T/�0Œ�.T/T2�0 : (2.47)

However, the necessary and sufficient condition for the validity of the AP in general
case has not yet been clarified. It was confirmed that the AP is consistent with the
exact expressions of several orders of current cumulants in the symmetric simple
exclusion process [47]. The AP was numerically verified in another stochastic
system, namely for heat transport in the Kipnis-Marchioro-Presutti model [50], by
measuring rare events with a sophisticated algorithm. Surprisingly, it was found
that the 3D harmonic crystal also exhibits the AP and gives further indications on
the necessary conditions required for its validity [51]. This is further discussed in
Sect. 2.4.3.

2.3.2 Cumulant Generating Function for Harmonic Lattices

We here derive the expression of the cumulant generating function (CGF) for
harmonic lattices. Since there are several issues on which one needs to be careful
in the quantum regime, we divide this section into two parts, classical [52, 53] and
quantum [43, 54]. In the quantum case, even the definition of heat transfer in a
given time � needs careful interpretation, and as we will see, the analytic treatment
requires use of different techniques. In the classical case, the LEGF approach
suffices, while in the quantum case, the non-equilibrium Green’s function method
(NEGF) has to be used.
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2.3.2.1 Classical Regime

The classical case was first considered in [52] for a one-dimensional chain con-
nected to white-noise baths, and later generalized to arbitrary dimensions in [53].
Here we outline the treatment of Saito and Dhar [53].

We consider the harmonic lattices attached to the left and right heat reservoirs via
surfaces of the left and right edges. The number of sites attached to the left and right
reservoirs are respectively NL and NR. The harmonic network structure in the bulk
system is arbitrary. The dynamics is given by Eq. (2.18) with memory-less friction
and classical noises and one can write the equations of motion in the following form

PX D V

M PV D �KX � �
� .L/ C �.R/

�
V C L C R ; (2.48)

where �.˛/ .˛ D L;R/ is a diagonal friction matrix. The friction matrix �.˛/ is a
constant matrix, where only the element representing the sites attached to reservoirs
have finite value. The classical noise ˛ satisfies the fluctuation dissipation relation

h˛.t/T
˛0 .t0/i D 2ı˛;˛0 kBT˛� .˛/ı.t � t0/ ˛; ˛0 D L;R (2.49)

We measure heat transfer from the left reservoir to the system during the measure-
ment time � which is represented as

Q D
Z �

0

dt VT.�� .L/V C L/ : (2.50)

Then we derive the CGF for this heat transfer. We take the following discrete Fourier
transforms

fX.t/;V.t/; ˛.t/g D
1X

nD�1
f QX.!n/; QV.!n/; Q˛.!n/ge�i!nt ; (2.51)

where !n D 2�n=� . We multiply Eq. (2.48) by ei!nt, and integrate by parts. Solving
the resulting equations for QX.!n/; QV.!n/, one gets

QV.!n/ D �i!nGC.!n/ Œ QL.!n/C QR.!n/�

C 1

�
GC.!n/ Œ K�X C i!nM�V � ; (2.52)

GC.!n/ D ��M!2n C K � ˙ L.!n/� ˙ R.!n/
��1

; (2.53)
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where the self-energy matrices are given by ˙ L;R.!/ D i!�.L;R/,�XDX.�/�X.0/;
and �V D V.�/ � V.0/. The matrix GC is the Green’s function connecting
bulk variables with reservoir properties, which is the classical version of the green
function in Eq. (2.19). The noise correlations in the Fourier space are given by

h Q˛.!n/ QT
˛0.!n0/i D 2ı˛;˛0ın;�n0� .˛/kBT˛ =� : (2.54)

Since the noise strength Q˛.!n/ � O.1=�1=2/ and �X; �V � O.1/ we see that the
second term in Eq. (2.52) is � 1=�1=2 order smaller than the first and so can be
dropped [52]. We note that QV�.!n/ D QV.�!n/ and Q�.!n/ D Q.�!n/. Then the
heat transferred Q can be expressed in terms of the Fourier-modes with n 	 0 as

Q D
1X

nD0
Œ�2 QVT.!n/�

.L/ QV�.!n/C QT
L.!n/ QV�.!n/C QVT.!n/ Q�L .!n/�: (2.55)

We define G�.!/ D GC.�!/ D ŒGC.!/�� and � L;R.!/ D Imf˙ L;R.!/g D
!�.L;R/. Noting the relation V.!n/ D �i!n GC.!n/ Œ QL.!n/C QR.!n/�, we can
express Q as

Q D �

1X

nD0
. QT

L.!n/; QT
R.!n//A

� Q�L.!n/

Q�R.!n/

�
; (2.56)

where the column and row vectors composed of QL and QR noises are now defined
only with nonzero elements, and hence these vectors have .NL C NR/ elements. The
matrix A is .NL C NR/ � .NL C NR/ square Hermitian matrix which is given by

A D
�
2!nŒGC� RG��LL i!nŒG��LR � 2!nŒGC� LG��LR

�i!nŒGC�RL � 2!nŒGC� LG��RL �2!nŒGC� LG��RR

�
:

(2.57)

The !n dependence of G and � have been suppressed. In what follows in this
section, the !n dependence in variables is omitted unless it is necessary. The
subscript L and R in the matrices respectively represent the space of the sites
attached to the left and right reservoirs, respectively. In obtaining the .L;L/ element
of the matrix A, we have used the following Green’s function identity

GC � G� D 2iG� .�L C �R/GC D 2iGC .�L C �R/G�: (2.58)
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Using the expression (2.56), we calculate the CGF. We formally express the CGF
with integration with respect to noise variables


.�/ D 1

�
lnhe�Qi D 1

�
ln
n
N
Y

n�0

Z
dŒ QT

L ; QT
R; . Q�L /T ; . Q�R/T �

� exp
h
� . QL; QR/

"
�A �

 
1

2kBTL
Œ N� .L/��1 0

0 1
2kBTR

Œ N� .R/��1
!#� Q�L

Q�R

�io
;

(2.59)

where N denotes the normalization factor of the noise distribution and N�.L;R/ are
diagonal matrices which are composed only with the nonzero matrix elements
of �.L;R/. In the above expression, the Gaussian measure of Langevin noises are
involved. By performing the Gaussian integral, one obtains the formal expression of
the CGF.


.�/ D �1
�

X

n�0
ln det B

ˇ̌
ˇ
�!1; (2.60)

B D 1 � �

�
TL TLR

TRL �TR

��
kBTL1 0

0 kBTR1

�
; (2.61)

where

TL D 4ŒGC� RG�� L�LL;

TR D 4ŒGC� LG�� R�RR;

TLR D �4ŒGC� LG�� R�LR C 2iŒG�� R�LR;

TRL D �4ŒGC� LG�� L�RL � 2iŒGC� L�RL: (2.62)

The matrices TL and TR are respectively NL � NL and NR � NR square matrices,
and TLR and TRL are respectively NL � NR and NR � NL rectangular matrices. The
matrices TL and TR can be regarded as transmission amplitude of energy with the
mode !n from one reservoir to the other. These matrices appear in the Landauer
formula for the steady state current (2.23). Although the physical meaning of TLR

and TRL is not very clear, these are closely related to TL and TR. The relations can be
revealed by using the relation (2.58) iteratively. Through tedious but straightforward
calculations, one finds the following nontrivial relations:

TLRTR D TLTLR; (2.63)

TRLTL D TRTRL; (2.64)

TRLTLR D TR.1 � TR/: (2.65)

TLRTRL D TL.1 � TL/: (2.66)
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In order to get simple form of the CGF, we need to simplify the determinant of
B in Eq. (2.60). The relations (2.63)–(2.66) play a central role in simplifying the
determinant of B and in deriving the final expression of the CGF. We heuristically
introduce the matrix C:

C D
�

1 CLR

0 CRR

�

CLR D �kBTRTLR C TR

TL
TLTLR (2.67)

CRR D 1 C
�

1

�kBTL
� �kBTL � 1

�
TR C TRLTLR D

�
1 C TR

�kBTL

�
.1 � �kBTLTR/ :

(2.68)

The advantage of introducing the matrix C is that the product BC has a simple form,
and this is useful to simplify det B given by det BC= det C D det BC= det CRR. With
the relations (2.63)–(2.65), one finds the following form for the product

BC D
 

1 � �kBTLTL 0

��kBTLTRL

�
1 C TR

�kBTL

	 �
1 � TRk2BTLTR�.�C 1=.kBTR/ � 1=.kBTL//

�
!
;

(2.69)

and hence

det B D det
�
1 � TRk2BTLTR�.�C 1=.kBTR/ � 1=.kBTL//

� det.1 � �kBTLTL/

det.1 � �kBTLTR/
:

(2.70)

Now by taking the singular value decomposition of the matrix Œ.� L/
1=2GC

.� R/
1=2�LR it can be shown that TL and TR have the same set of non-zero eigenvalues.

Hence det.1 ��kBTLTL/ D det.1 ��kBTLTR/ and on using this in Eq. (2.70) we get
the CGF in the large � limit


.�/ D � 1

2�

Z 1

0

d! Tr ln
h
1 � T .!/k2BTLTR� .�C 1=.kBTR/ � 1=.kBTL//

i
:

(2.71)

One can use either TL and TR for the transmission matrix T .!/, both of which
generate the same values of current cumulants. Note that we so far do not specify
the numbers of sites attached to the left and right reservoirs. Interestingly, the
formula (2.71) is valid even when different numbers of particles are attached to
left and right reservoirs.
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First and second derivatives with respect to � yield the average current described
by the Landauer formula (2.22) and the second cumulants

I1 D kB.TL � TR/

2�

Z 1

0

d! TrŒT .!/� ; (2.72)

I2 D k2B
2�

Z 1

0

d! TrŒT 2.!/.TR � TL/
2 C 2T .!/TLTR�: (2.73)

Higher order cumulants are also systematically given. One can easily check that
the fluctuation relation symmetry (2.36) is satisfied. As already mentioned, this
symmetry of the CGF implies linear response results (2.34) and further nontrivial
relations such as (2.41) and more generally Eq. (2.38). A Fokker-Planck equation
approach for computing heat current fluctuations in small systems is given in [40,
55] where the validity of fluctuation relations has been discussed. The fluctuation
relation for heat has been experimentally demonstrated [56] and theoretical analysis
of this experiment was made in [57].

2.3.2.2 Quantum Regime

Standard Protocol for the CGF In quantum case, we start with the total Hamilto-
nian (2.1)

H D HS C HL C HR C HSL C HSR : (2.74)

We here consider only one-dimensional harmonic system composed of N particles,
where the first and the Nth particles respectively are attached to the left and right
reservoir. We use reservoir’s Hamiltonian in the normal mode representation. The
left and right reservoir are described as

HL D
X

`

p2`=2m` C m`!
2
`x2`=2 ;

HR D
X

r

p2r=2mr C mr!
2
r x2r=2 : (2.75)

The coupling Hamiltonian is given by

HSL D �
X

`

�`x`x1 ;

HSR D �
X

r

�rxrxN : (2.76)
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To calculate fluctuation of heat transfer, one needs to set measurement protocol
for observing heat transfer. Choice of the observation process is not unique and
hence fluctuation of quantum heat transfer is somewhat unclear. This aspect is very
different from classical case. In general, higher order of cumulants of heat transfer
and distribution are affected by quantum observation procedure. We here show the
standard protocol to get the CGF, which satisfies fluctuation relation symmetry.
First we measure subsystems composed of the system, left and right reservoirs.
Let us assume that this measurement makes the wave-function collapse onto the
product state jii D �S

i ˝ �L
i ˝ �R

i . Here �˛i is the eigenstate of the Hamiltonian
H˛ for the eigenvalue �˛ i. After this measurement, the total system freely evolves
in time during � . During this time-evolution, heat is transferred from one reservoir
to another. After this free time-evolution, we again observe three parts of systems.
Let us assume that the collapsed wave function is j f i D �S

f ˝ �L
f ˝ �R

f . For this
process, the probability that heat transferred from the left reservoir to the system is
Q, is given by

Pi!f .Q/ D ı.Q � .�L i � �L f // jhf jU� jiij2 ; (2.77)

where U� is the time evolution operator given by the total Hamiltonian. Iterating
this process for the same initial density matrix, the distribution of Q is defined as

P.Q/ D
X

i;f

hij�inijiiPi!f .Q/ : (2.78)

�ini is the initial density matrix which is assumed to be decoupled form �ini D �L ˝
�S ˝ �R where �˛ D e�H˛=.kBT˛/=Z˛ .˛ D S;L;R/. Then the distribution of heat
transfer is written in simpler form

P.Q/ D 1

2�

Z 1

�1
d�
D
e

i
„

H�.�/�e�
i
„

HC.�/�
E

e�i�Q ; (2.79)

where H˙.�/ D e�i�HL=2He˙i�HL=2. The bracket h: : :i implies taking average over
the initial density matrix �ini From this we can identify the formal expression of the
CGF


.i�/ D 1

�
ln
D
e

i
„

H�.�/�e�
i
„

HC.�/�
E
: (2.80)

Derivation of the CGF We now derive a more detailed expression for the CGF

.i�/. Replacing i� by � in 
 leads to the CGF, 
.�/, the classical version of which
was already given in the previous subsection. For deriving the quantum version
of the CGF using the expression (2.80), we employ the non-equilibrium Green’s
function technique where the fictitious time along the Keldysh contour depicted in
Fig. 2.1 has crucial roles. Several elemental properties on the Green’s function are
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic picture
of Keldysh contour. A
fictitious time u is defined on
.C/ and .�/ branch. The real
time for u is t

time

explained in the Appendix. We introduce the modified Hamiltonian H'

H'.u/ D e�i'.u/HLHei'.u/HL ;

D HS C HL �
X

`

�`

s
„

2m`!`
.b�`e

�i„!`'.u/ C b`e
i„!`'.u//x1 C HSR ;

(2.81)

where b and b� are respectively the annihilation and creation bosonic operator for
the harmonic oscillators. The function '.u/ is defined as

'.u/ D


�=2 
 
 
 .C/ branch
��=2 
 
 
 .�/ branch

; (2.82)

We start with the path-integral expression for the CGF.


.i�/ D 1

�
lnhe�

i
„

R
c du H' .u/i

D 1

�
ln
Z

D Œfxg�
Z

D
�fbg; fNbg� exp

h i

„Stot
�fx; b; Nbg�

i
; (2.83)

where
R

c du implies contour-ordered integral along the Keldysh contour and the
action Stot is given by

Stot
�fx; b; Nbg� D

Z

c
du XT.u/

h
�M
2

@2

@u2
� K

i
X.u/

C
X

`

Nb`.u/ .i„@=@u � „!`/ b`.u/C
X

r

Nbr.u/ .i„@=@u � „!r/ br.u/

C
X

`

�`

s
„

2m`!`
.Nb`.u/x1.u/e�i„!`'.u/ C x1.u/b`.u/e

i„!`'.u//

C
X

r

�r

s
„

2mr!r
.Nbr.u/xN.u/C xN.u/br.u// : (2.84)
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By integrating out with respect to reservoir’s degrees of freedom, one gets a reduced
action which contains only system’s degrees of freedom:


.i�/ / 1

�
ln
Z

D Œfxg� e i
„

S.fxg/ ; (2.85)

S.fxg/ D
Z

c
du1

Z

c
du2 XT.u1/

�
g�1.u1; u2/ � ˙ .u1; u2/

�
X.u2/ ; (2.86)

where1

˙i;j.u1; u2/ D ıi;1ıj;1 ˙L '.u1; u2/C ıi;Nıj;N ˙R.u1; u2/ ; (2.87)

˙L '.u1; u2/ D
X

`

�2`„
2m`!`

g`.u1; u2/ ei„!`.'.u1/�'.u2//; (2.88)

˙R.u1; u2/ D
X

r

�2r „
2mr!r

gr.u1; u2/ : (2.89)

Here we used the contour ordered Green’s function where the time evolution is
driven with each part of Hamiltonian

g.u1; u2/ D .�i=„/ h OTc X.u1/XT.u2/i ; (2.90)

g`.u1; u2/ D .�i=„/ h OTc b`.u1/ b�`.u2/i ; (2.91)

gr.u1; u2/ D .�i=„/ h OTc br.u1/ b�r .u2/i ; (2.92)

where X.u/ D eiHSt=„XeiHSt=„, b`.u/ D eiHLt=„b`e�iHLt=„ and br.u/ D
eiHRt=„bre�iHRt=„ and OTc is the contour-ordering operator that orders the operators
according to the position on the Keldysh contour (See Appendix).2 In real time
representation, the reduced action is then written as follows

S D
Z �=2

��=2
dt1

Z �=2

��=2
dt2

X

�;� 0D˙
ŒX� �T.t1/�

h
Œg�1�� � 0

.t1; t2/� ˙ � � 0

.t1; t2/
i
� 0X� 0

.t2/

(2.93)

We introduce discrete Fourier expansion

X�.t/ D 1

�

1X

nD�1
X� .!n/e

i!nt ; (2.94)

1The inverse here implies that it satisfies
R

c du0g�1.u; u0/g.u0; u00/ D 1 ı.u�u00/, where 1 is N�N
identity matrix.
2For system’s Green’s function g.u1; u2/, one can neglect the .C;�/ and .�;C/ components
which are related to the initial state, since system’s initial state does not affect on the steady state.
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where !n D 2�n=� . Similarly we use the Fourier representation for the other
variables. We define the column vector Y D .xC1 ; x�1 ; x

C
2 ; x
�
2 ; 
 
 
 ; xCN ; x�N /T . Noting

YT.�!n/ D Y�.!n/ we can express (2.93) using positive Fourier modes

S D 2
X

n�0
Y�.!n/A� .!n/Y.!n/ : (2.95)

The matrix A� is defined as follows

A�.!/ D

0

BBB@

h
G�1�

i

1;1
;
h
G�1�

i

1;2
; 
 
 


h
G�1�

i

1;N�1 ;
h
G�1�

i

1;N
:::

:::h
G�1�

i

N;1
;
h
G�1�

i

N;2
; 
 
 


h
G�1�

i

N;N�1 ;
h
G�1�

i

N;N

1

CCCA ; (2.96)

where the Green function ŒG�1� �k;` is 2 � 2 matrix for .k; `/ element .k; ` D
1; 
 
 
 ;N/3

h
G�1�

i

k;`
D Œg�1�k ;`.!n/� � zŒ˙ � �k;`.!n/� z ; (2.97)

�
˙ �

�
k;`
.!n/ D ık;1ı`;1e

i�„!n� z=2˙ L.!n/e
�i�„!n� z=2 C ık;Nı`;N˙ R.!n/ ;

(2.98)

where � z is the z-component of Pauli matrix, i.e., �z D diag.1;�1/.

Œ˙L�
� � 0

.!n/ D 1

2

X

`

�2`„
2m`!`

h
g� �

0

` .!n/C g�
0 �
` .�!n/

i
; (2.99)

Œ˙R�
� � 0

.!n/ D 1

2

X

r

�2r „
2mr!r

h
g� �

0

r .!n/C g�
0 �

r .�!n/
i
: (2.100)

In the limit of � ! 1, we can use continuous Fourier mode. We perform the
Gaussian integration and by taking account of normalization 
.� D 0/ D 0, one
can express the CGF with the following formal expression


.i�/ D 1

2�

Z 1

0

d! ln
hdet A�D0.!/

det A�.!/

i
D �1
2�

Z 1

0

d! ln det
h
A� .!/A�1�D0.!/

i
:

(2.101)

3The inverse implies that it satisfies
PN

`D1

h
G�1
�

i

k;`
ŒG� �`;k0 D ık;k0 1, where 1 is the 2� 2 identity

matrix. This is equivalent to A�A
�1
� D 1, where 1 is the 2N � 2N identity matrix.
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We now simplify the formal expression (2.101). To this end, we note the following
expression derived from Eqs. (2.97) and (2.98).

NX

`D1

h
G�1�

i

k;`
ŒG�D0�`;k0 D 1ık;k0 � ık;1 ˙ 0� ŒG�D0�1;k0 ; (2.102)

˙ 0� D
�

0; .1 � ei�„!/˙C�L .!/

.1 � e�i�„!/˙�CL .!/; 0

�
:

(2.103)

Using this relation, A�.!/A�1�D0.!/ is written as

A� .!/
h
A�1
�D0

i
.!/

D

0

BBBB@

1 � ˙ 0

� ŒG�D0�1;1; �˙ 0

� ŒG�D0�1;2; �˙ 0

� ŒG�D0�1;3; 
 
 
 ; �˙ 0

� ŒG�D0�1;N

0; 1; 0; 
 
 
 ; 0

:::
:::

0; 0; 0; 
 
 
 ; 1

1

CCCCA
:

(2.104)

Hence the determinant is simplified as

det
�

A� .!/
h
A�1�D0

i
.!/

	
D det

h
1 � ˙ 0� ŒG�D0�1;1

i

D 1 � GR
1N˙

<
R GA

1N˙
>
L .1 � e�i�„!/

�GR
1N˙

>
R GA

1N˙
<
L .1� ei�„!/; (2.105)

where R;A; <;> are the retarded, advanced, lesser, and greater parts in the Green’s
functions (See Appendix).4 In deriving Eq. (2.105), we used the relations

DetŒG�D0�1;1 D �GR
11G

A
11 ; (2.106)

�
G�D0

�<;>
11

D GR
11˙

<;>
L GA

11 C GR
1N˙

<;>
R GA

N1 : (2.107)

4In LEGF method, we use the notation GC and G� for the Green’s function. This notation
GC.G�/ is equivalent to the advanced (retarded) Green’s function in non-equilibrium Green’s
function approach. See Appendix.
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Thus we arrive at the general expression for the generating function,


.i�/ D �
Z 1

0

d!

2�
ln
h
1C T .!/

h
f .!;TR/f .�!;TL/.e

�i�„! � 1/

Cf .�!;TR/f .!;TL/.e
i�„! � 1/

ii
: (2.108)

Here we used the relations

T .!/ D 4jGR
1N.!/j2ImŒ˙R

L .!/� ImŒ˙
R
R .!/� ; (2.109)

˙<;>
˛ .!/ D ˙2˙R

˛ .!/f .˙!;T˛/ ; (2.110)

˙R;A
˛ .!/ D � i

2�
J˛.!/ ˛ D L;R : (2.111)

Here J˛.!/ is the spectral density of the ˛th reservoir, J˛.!/ D .�=2/P
j �

2
j =.2mj!j/ı.! � !j/ where j D `.r/ for ˛ D L.R/.

Comments on the CGF (2.108) Several comments are listed in order. Phonons
convey energy in units „! and this appears in the exponential form with the factor
i� in Eq. (2.108). The expression is similar to the CGF for non-interacting electric
conduction [58] It is easily verified that Eq. (2.108) reproduces the correct first
cumulant, given by the Landauer formula (2.22).

I1 D 1

2�

Z 1

0

d!„!T .!/ Œf .!;TL/� f .!;TR/� : (2.112)

We also note that the fluctuation relation symmetry (2.36) is satisfied. The second
cumulant is given by

I2 D
Z 1

0

d!
„2!2
2�

n
T 2.!/ Œf .!;TL/� f .!;TR/�

2

�T .!/Œf .!;TL/f .�!;TR/C f .�!;TL/f .!;TR/�
o
: (2.113)

This bosonic fluctuation is also similar to the optical one [59]. Significant difference
from the classical case is temperature dependence at low temperatures. Transient
properties in quantum current fluctuation was discussed in [60].

2.4 Explicit Results for Steady State Properties in Ordered
and Disordered Harmonic Crystal

So far we have discussed how one can obtain formal expressions for two-point
correlations and current fluctuations in the non-equilibrium heat-conducting steady
state. These formal expressions typically involve an integral over frequencies, with
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the integrand written in terms of the transmittance function T .!/. The transmittance
function itself is written as a trace involving the Green’s function of the system
and the dissipation matrices of the bath. In this section we analyze these formal
expressions, for the case of ordered and mass-disordered lattices. It will be shown
how one can obtain explicit results on important and interesting questions such as
the system-size and boundary condition dependence of the heat current and it’s
dependence on dimensionality, on validity of fluctuation theorems and the additivity
principle. In Sect. 2.4.1, we will discuss properties of the steady state current, we
briefly discuss temperature profiles in Sect. 2.4.2 and finally explicit results on
fluctuations will be discussed in Sect. 2.4.3.

2.4.1 Current

Heat conduction in the ordered harmonic chain was first studied by Rieder,
Lebowitz and Lieb (RLL) [4] and its higher dimensional generalization was
obtained by Nakazawa [61]. They considered classical systems connected to heat
baths described by Gaussian white noise Langevin equations. One can then write
Fokker-Planck equations for the time-evolution of the full phase-space distribution
function of the system. Since the process is linear and the noise Gaussian, it follows
that the steady state solution of the Fokker-Planck equation is a Gaussian. The
approach followed in both the RLL and Nakazawa papers was to show that the
correlation matrix, corresponding to the Gaussian measure, satisfies a linear matrix
equation which can be solved exactly. Thus, a complete solution for the correlation
matrix was obtained and from this one could find both the steady state temperature
profile and the heat current.

In contrast to the RLL approach, the LEGF method, discussed in Sect. 2.2,
involved solution of the linear Langevin equations by Fourier transforms. It was
shown that one can again obtain exact formal integral expressions for the steady state
current and the complete set of two point correlation functions for arbitrary systems
of harmonic networks connected to two heat reservoirs. The general expressions
involve non-equilibrium Green’s functions. The advantages of the LEGF method
are: (a) it leads to analytic treatment even for the case of disordered systems and (b)
as we have shown, it is easily extendable to the quantum case. In this section we
will see how the results of RLL and Nakazawa for the ordered case are recovered
from the LEGF method and we will also discuss explicit results for the disordered
and quantum cases.

Even before carrying out a detailed analysis, it is clear that heat transport in a
perfectly ordered harmonic crystal should be “ballistic”. We expect that the heat
carriers, the phonons should pass through the system without any scattering, except
at the boundaries. Hence the current is expected to be independent of system size
and the conductivity should scale linearly with the linear size of the system. This
case will be discussed in Sect. 2.4.1.2. Even though the conductivity, in such cases,
diverges with system size, the conductance remains finite and is the quantity that
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is measured in experiments. The value of the conductance is fixed by scattering of
phonons at the boundary between heat bath and the system.

It is possible to introduce phonon scattering, while still remaining within the
harmonic approximation. This can be done through introduction of impurities or
disorder into the system and a very interesting question is whether or not one then
obtains diffusive heat transport in this case. In Sect. 2.4.1.3 we discuss the nature of
heat transport in regular lattices, with disorder introduced through random masses.

In Sect. 2.4.1.1 we will first define the precise model for which explicit results
have been obtained, and also an outline of the methods used. For simplicity we will
consider here only the case where transverse vibration modes are ignored and the
displacement at each site is described by a scalar variable. Also we restrict to the
case of d-dimensional hypercubic lattices with nearest neighbor interactions. For
our special choice of the harmonic crystal, a lot of simplification is achieved in the
evaluation of the Landauer current formula. We first give the precise definition of
the model and the resulting simplifications that occur for this choice of model.

2.4.1.1 Definition of Model and Transfer Matrix Representation

Let us denote the points on the d-dimensional hyper-cubic lattice by the vector n D
fn1; n2; : : : ; ndg with n� D 1; 2; : : : ;N. The scalar displacement of a particle at the
lattice site n is given by xn. It is assumed that only the particles on the boundary
layers at n1 D 1 and n1 D N are coupled to heat reservoirs, at temperatures TL

and TR respectively. Periodic boundary conditions is assumed in the other .d � 1/

directions. We label by f1;n0g and fN;n0g, respectively, the set of sites in the first
and last layers. Consider the following harmonic Hamiltonian for the system:

HS D
X

n

1

2
mn Px2n C

X

n;Oe

k

2
.xn � xnCOe/2 C

X

n

kn

2
x2n ; (2.114)

where Oe refers to the 2d nearest neighbors of any site. The term with k corresponds
to nearest neighbor particles connected by springs, kn refers to external harmonic
pinning potential at all sites. For the ordered system, the masses of all particles is
taken to be the same, i.e., mn D m for all n. In Sect. 2.4.1.3 we consider a mass
disordered crystal where half of the randomly chosen particles are assigned mass
m C� and the remaining half have mass m ��.

The full system consists of N D Nd sites while each of the two boundary layers
(n1 D 1 and n1 D N) consist of N 0 D Nd�1 particles, and only these are connected
to heat baths. We further assume that each particle is connected to an independent
bath. Following the results obtained in Sect. 2.2, the equations of motion for the
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system is thus given by

mn Rxn D �
X

Oe
k.xn � xnCOe/� knxn C ın1;1

�Z 1

�1
dt0�L

n0.t � t0/xn0.t0/C L
n0

�

C ın1;N

�Z 1

�1
dt0�R

n0.t � t0/xn0.t0/C R
n0

�
; (2.115)

where the dissipative and noise terms are related by the fluctuation dissipation
relation

1

2
h a

n0.!/
a
l0.!
0/C a

l0.!
0/a

n0.!/ i

D ın0;l0 ı.! C !0/ �a.!/
„
2�

coth.
„!
2kBTa

/ ; a D L;R ;

where �a.!/ D ImŒ�a.!/�. We define � L;R to be Nd�1 � Nd�1 diagonal matrices
with �n0 as the diagonal elements.

Choice of Heat Baths As discussed in Sect. 2.2.1, two possible choices of heat
bath are the Ohmic bath and the Rubin model. Here we will mostly discuss the
Ohmic bath example and the Rubin model will be discussed only in the context of
the one-dimensional chain.

For Ohmic baths the following cases will be studied:

(1) Unpinned lattice with fixed boundary condition (BC)—this corresponds to
setting kn1;n0 D 0 , for 1 < n1 < N, and kn1D1;n0 D kn1DN;n0 D k0 ¤ 0.

(2) Unpinned lattice with fixed boundary condition (BC)—this corresponds to
setting kn D 0 for 1 � n1 � N.

(3) Pinned lattice—this corresponds to setting kn D ko ¤ 0, for 1 � n1 � N.

As we will see, the presence of either bulk or boundary pinning can drastically affect
transport properties.

The heat current is given by the general formula

I D 1

2�

Z 1

0

d! „! T .!/ Œ f .!;TL/ � f .!;TR/� ;

where the transmission coefficient is T .!/ D 4 TrŒGC.!/ � L.!/ G�.!/ � R.!/ �.
The required Green’s function is given by GC.!/ D Œ�!2M C K � ˙CL � ˙CR ��1,
� L;R D ImŒ˙CL;R�. For the special case described by the equations of motion in
Eq. (2.115), the various matrices have a simple block structure. This structure can
be used to simplify the analysis. For simplicity we henceforth set the inter-particle
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spring constant to the value k D 1. The matrices M;K then have the following
structure

M D

0

BB@

M1 0 : : : 0

0 M2 : : : 0

0 0 : : : 0

0 0 : : MN

1

CCA ; K D

0

BB@

K1 �I : : : 0

�I K2 : : : 0

0 0 : : : 0

0 0 :: � I KN

1

CCA ; (2.116)

where Mn denotes the diagonal mass-matrix for the n1 D n layer, Kn is a force-
constant matrix whose off-diagonal terms correspond to coupling to sites within the
N1 D n layer. The matrix I is a N 0�N 0 unit matrix, and 0 is a N 0 �N 0 matrix with
all elements equal to zero. The matrices ˙CL;R take the form

˙CL D
0

@
�C

L 0 : : : 0

0 0 : : : 0

0 0 : : : 0

1

A ;˙CR D
0

@
0 0 : : : 0

0 0 : : : 0

0 0 : : : �CR

1

A ; (2.117)

Hence the matrix ŒGC��1 D Œ�M!2 C K � ˙CL � ˙CR � has the following structure:

ŒGC��1 D

0
BBBBB@

a1 � �CL �I 0 : : : 0

�I a2 �I 0 : : : 0

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

0 : : : 0 �I aN�1 �I
0 : : : 0 �I aN � �CR

1
CCCCCA
; (2.118)

where al D �Ml!
2 C Kl. Now defining �L;R D ImŒ�CL;R� and with the form of ˙CL;R

given in Eq. (2.117), we find that the expression for the transmission coefficient
reduces to the following form:

T .!/ D 4 TrŒ�L.!/gCN .!/�R.!/g�N .!/� ; (2.119)

where gCN is the .1;N/th block element of GC.!/ and g�N D ŒgCN ��. Thus, we have
a huge simplification, since, instead of Nd � Nd matrices, we now have to deal with
Nd�1 � Nd�1 matrices. The Green’s function gCN can be expressed using recursive
relations and transfer matrix forms. We give an outline of the steps for the one-
dimensional case and state the results for higher-dimensional case.

One Dimensional Case Consider a one-dimensional chain of oscillators with N
sites. From the general Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.114), we have for the one-dimensional
chain

H D
NX

nD1

p2n
2mn

C
N�1X

nD1

1

2
.xnC1 � xn/

2 C
NX

nD1

kn

2
x2n : (2.120)
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The first and last sites are connected to heat baths. In this case, �L and �R are
matrices whose only non-vanishing elements are either the Œ�L�1;1 D �L.!/ and
Œ�R�N;N D �R.!/ respectively. Hence, it is clear that the transmission coefficient is
given by

T .!/ D 4�L.!/�R.!/jgCN j2 ; (2.121)

where the f1;Ngth matrix element gCN D GC1;N is, in the 1D case, just a complex
number. The matrix Z D ŒGC��1 is tri-diagonal, with the following structure

Z D ŒGC��1 D

0
BBBBBBB@

a1 � �CL �1 0 0 : : :

�1 a2 � 1 0 : : :

0 �1 a3 � 1 : : :

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

: : : 0 � 1 aN�1 �1
0 0 : : : � 1 aN � �CR

1
CCCCCCCA

; (2.122)

where an D 2Ckn �mn!
2 for 1 < n < N, a1 D 1Ck1�m1!

2; aN D 1CkN �mN!
2.

From the structure of the matrix, and using standard matrix properties, we then
immediately get

gCN D Z�11;N D 1

�N
where �N D DetŒZ� :

Let us now define �l;m to be the determinant of the sub-matrix of Z, beginning
with the lth row and column, and ending with the mth row and column. Also let
Z0 be the tri-diagonal matrix with of-diagonal elements equal to �1 and the nth
diagonal element equal to an. We then define Dl;m to be the determinant of the sub-
matrix of Z0, beginning with the lth row and column, and ending with the mth row
and column. Using recursion relations such as �1;N D .a1 � �CL /�2;N � �3;N and
D1;N D a1D2;N � D3;N , it is easy to see that

�N.!/ D D1;N � �CL D2;N C �CR D1;N�1 C �CL �
C
R D2;N�1

D .1 � �CR /
�

D1;N �D1;N�1
D2;N �D2;N�1

��
1

�CL

�
; (2.123)

where

�
D.1;N/ �D.2;N/

D.1;N�1/ �D.2;N�1/

�
D TNTN�1 : : :T1 ; with Tl D

�
al �I
I 0

�
:

(2.124)

As we will see, this form is crucial in arriving at more explicit results for the ordered
and harmonic chain in one dimensional harmonic chains. We now mention the
generalizations of this form to the higher dimensional case.
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Higher Dimensional Case As shown in [62, 63], the above forms can be general-
ized. One can obtain two possible transfer matrix representations for gCN (the crucial
term appearing in the transmission formula Eq. (2.119)).

(i) First Representation: Analogous to the form in Eq. (2.123) for the one-
dimensional case, one can derive the following form

ŒgCN �
�1 D D.1;N/ � D.2;N/ �CL � �CR D.1;N�1/ C �CR D.2;N�1/ �CL

D .I � �CR /
�

D.1;N/ �D.2;N/

D.1;N�1/ �D.2;N�1/

��
I

�CL

�
: (2.125)

where

�
D.1;N/ �D.2;N/

D.1;N�1/ �D.2;N�1/

�
D TNTN�1 : : :T1 ; with Tl D

�
al �I
I 0

�

(2.126)

Note that in this representation, the system and reservoir contributions are
separated.

(ii) Second Representation: This is particularly useful for numerical computations
and requires evaluating inverses recursively. One has

gCN D r�11 r�12 : : : r�1N ; (2.127)

The matrices rn, for n D 1; : : : ;N, are determined recursively through

rn D cn � r�1n�1 ; (2.128)

where cn D an � �CL ın;1 � �CR ın;N and one starts with the initial condition
r1 D c1.

2.4.1.2 Ordered Harmonic Lattices

We now show how the results of the previous section can be used to calculate the
heat current in ordered harmonic lattices. We will see that exact expressions for the
asymptotic current (N ! 1) can be obtained in many cases. We first discuss the
one-dimensional case and then, briefly the extensions to higher dimensions.

One Dimensional Case Heat conduction in the one-dimensional case has been
studied mostly for two models of heat baths which have been discussed in
Sect. 2.2.1, and for different bulk and boundary pinning conditions. In the case
where there is no disorder, the current formula can be reduced to a simpler integral
(for large N), which can often be evaluated exactly. This simplification follows from
the fact that the T-matrices in Eq. (2.124) are all identical except at the edges where
boundary conditions induce some difference. As we now show, one can absorb
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this difference into the bath coefficients �CL ; �
C
R . Thus, consider the case where all

particles have the same mass m and the pinning terms kn D ko for n ¤ 1;N and
k1 D kN D ko C k0. For simplicity we set �CL D �CR D � . We then write

a1 � � D aN � � D 1C ko C k0 � m!2 � � D a � Q� ;
where a D 2C ko � m!2; Q� D � C 1 � k0 :

Following the arguments as used in deriving Eq. (2.123) we get

�N.!/ D D1;N � Q�.D2;N C D1;N�1/C Q�2D2;N�1 : (2.129)

Now the matrix Z0 has all diagonal elements equal to a and then one easily gets
D1;N D sin Œq.N C 1/�= sin.q/, where the wave-vector q is defined through the
relation

m!2 D k0 C 2.1� cos q/ : (2.130)

We note that for q 2 .0; �/, this just corresponds to the spectrum of the ordered
harmonic chain. For! outside the allowed spectrum, i.e. k0=m < !2 < .k0C4k/=m,
the variable q is imaginary. In terms of this new variable, the diagonal elements of
the matrix Z0 are all equal to 2 cos q. Then from Eq. (2.129) we get after some small
algebra

�N D a.q/ sin.Nq/C b.q/ cos.Nq/

sin.q/
; (2.131)

where a.q/ D .1 � Q�2/ cos.q/� 2 Q� ;
b.q/ D .1C Q�2/ sin.q/ : (2.132)

Generally, the bath phonon spectrum (band-width) will be different from the system
band-width, and for frequencies outside the system band-width the wave-vector q
will be imaginary.

Rubin Bath There is one special case where they have the same spectrum and this
is the case where the bath itself is an extension of the system. If we also set ko D 0

this is then precisely the case where the bath is the Rubin model. We expect perfect
transmission T .!/ D 1, independent of system size N, and let us see if we can
recover this result. For the Rubin model � D e�iq, hence �.!/ D sin.q/ and, with
k0 D 1, we get Q� D e�iq. From Eq. (2.131), we then get �N D �2i sin.q/eiqN and
therefore

T D 4�2.!/
1

j�N j2 D 1 : (2.133)
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Therefore the current is given by

I D 1

2�

Z !m

0

d! „! Œ f .!;TL/� f .!;TR/�; (2.134)

where !m D 2
p

k=m. Assuming a small temperature difference�T D TL � TR, and
a mean temperature kBT << „!m, one then gets for the conductance of the wire

G D I

�T
D kB

2�

Z !m

0

d!

� „!
kBT

�2 e„!=.kBT/

Œe„!=.kBT/ � 1�2
� �2k2BT

3h
: (2.135)

This is usually referred to as the quantum of thermal conductance [9, 64, 65]. Note
that in the high temperature limit, kBT >> „!m, the conductance would saturate to
the value G D kB!m=.2�/.

Ohmic Bath Now we discuss the more usual scenario where the bath and system
can have different spectral properties. For simplicity we will consider the case of
the Ohmic bath, for which one has � D i	!. For imaginary q, �N.!/ grows
exponentially with N and so the transmission coefficient T .!/ decays exponentially
with N. Hence for large N we need only consider the range 0 < q < � and the
current is given by:

I D 2	2

�

Z �

0

dqjd!

dq
j „!3q

j�N j2 Œ f .!q;TL/ � f .!q;TR/�; (2.136)

with m!2q D ko C 2Œ1� cos .q/�. Now, one can prove the following result [5, 66]:

lim
N!1

Z �

0

dq
g1.q/

1C g2.q/ sin Nq
D
Z �

0

dq
g1.q/

Œ1� g22.q/�
1=2

; (2.137)

where g1.q/ and g2.q/ are any two well-behaved functions. We the insert
Eq. (2.131), with the Ohmic form of � , in Eq. (2.136). For small �T, we then
get, using Eq. (2.137) in the limit of large N

I D 	k2„2.TL � TR/

4�kBmT2

Z �

0

dq
sin2 q

��˝ cos q
!2q cosech2

� „!q

2kBT

	
;

(2.138)

where � D 2.1 � k0/C k02 C .ko C 2/	2

m
and ˝ D 2.1� k0/C 2	2

m
:

One can see that, in the high temperature classical limit, the above expression gives a
temperature-independent value for the conductance I=�T. On the other hand, in the
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low temperature (T << „.k=m/1=2=kB) regime, the following behavior is observed
depending on parameter values:

I=�T � T3 for k0 D k; ko D 0 (2.139)

� T for k0 D 0; ko D 0 (2.140)

� e�„!o=.kBT/

T1=2
for k0 D 0; ko ¤ 0 ; (2.141)

where !o D .ko=m/1=2. Note that this is different from the Landauer thermal
conductance obtained in Eq. (2.135) for the Rubin model of bath. The difference
comes from the resistance of the contacts which is least for the Rubin model.

In the classical limit kBT >> „!m, we get

I D 	k2kB.TL � TR/

�m

Z �

0

sin2 q dq

� �˝ cos q

D 	k2kB.TL � TR/

m˝2
.� �

p
�2 �˝2/ ; (2.142)

For the special case, k0 D k D 1 and ko D 0, we recover the result of Rieder et al.
[4]:

IRLL
C D kB.TL � TR/

2	

h
1C �

2
� �

2

r
1C 4

�

i
where � D mk

	2
: (2.143)

In the other case of free ends, i.e. k0 D 0, one gets the result, first obtained by
Nakazawa [61]:

IN D k	kB.TL � TR/

2.mk C 	2/

h
1C �

2
� �

2

r
1C 4

�

i
where � D ko	

2

k.mk C 	2/
:

(2.144)

Higher Dimensions It was shown by Nakazawa [61] that the problem of heat
conduction in ordered harmonic lattices in more than one dimension can be reduced
to an effectively one-dimensional problem. We briefly give the arguments here.

As before, let us write n D .n;n0/, where n D .n2; n3 : : : nd/ represent the
transverse non-conducting direction, with 1 � n � N and for other directions we
take 1 � n˛ � W. We assume periodic boundary condition in all the transverse
directions. For each of the transverse directions ˛ D 2; 3; : : : ; d, we can define a set
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of orthonormal basis functions �q˛ .n˛/ such that 2�q.n/� �q.n � 1/� �q.n C 1/ D
2Œ1 � cos.q/��q.n/. A possible choice is to set q D 2s�=W and then take

�q.n˛/ D
�
2

W

�1=2
sin.qn˛/ for � .W=2� 1/ � s � 1

D
�
2

W

�1=2
cos.qn˛/ for � 0 � s � W=2 ;

where we have assumed W to be even. We then form the complete ortho-normal
basis˚q.n0/ D Qd

˛D2 �q˛ .n˛/ and use these to transform to the new set of variables

fXn.q/; �a
q ; 

a
qg D

X

n0

fXn;n0 ; �a
n0 ; 

a
n0g ˚q.n0/ ; a D L;R : (2.145)

Applying these to Eq. (2.115), one finds that for each fixed q, Xn.q/ satisfies an
effective 1D Langevin equation, with independent dissipation and noise terms, and
with the onsite spring constant ko replaced by the effective spring constants

ko.q/ D ko C 2 k Œ d � 1 �
dX

˛D2
cos .q˛/ � D ko C 4k

dX

˛D2
sin2.q˛=2/ : (2.146)

One can then repeat the analysis of the 1D case to get results for the higher
dimensional case. In particular, it is clear that for large system sizes, we will again
get a current density I=Wd�1, that is independent of the length of the system.

2.4.1.3 Disordered Harmonic Lattices

From the previous section we see that the heat current in an ordered harmonic
lattice is independent of system size (for large systems) and hence transport is
ballistic. This is of course expected since, in a pure harmonic crystal, there is no
mechanism for scattering of the phonons. We now consider the effect of disorder on
heat conduction in a harmonic system. Disorder can be introduced in various ways,
for example by making the masses of the particles random as would be the case in
a isotopically disordered solid, or by making the spring constants random. Here we
discuss only the case of mass-disorder since the important qualitative features do
not seem to vary much with the type of disorder.

It is interesting to look at the history of progress in the understanding of heat
transport in this simple model. The thermal conductivity of disordered harmonic lat-
tices was first investigated by Allen and Ford [67] who, using the Kubo formalism,
obtained an exact expression for the thermal conductivity of a finite chain attached
to infinite reservoirs. From this expression they concluded, erroneously as we now
know, that the thermal conductivity remains finite in the limit of infinite system size.
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Simulations of the disordered lattice were carried out by Payton et al. [68] and from
the restricted small system sizes (N � 400) that they could study, a finite thermal
conductivity was obtained.

The first paper to notice anomalous transport and the importance of localization
physics was that by Matsuda and Ishii (MI) [69]. In their important work on the
localization of normal modes in the disordered harmonic chain, MI showed that all
high frequency modes were exponentially localized. They also observed that, for
small !, the localization length in an infinite sample varied as !�2, hence normal
modes with frequency !

<� !d have localization length greater than N, and are thus
extended. For a harmonic chain of length N, given the average mass m D hmli,
the variance �2 D h.ml � m/2i and inter-particle spring constant k, it was shown
that !d � Œkm=.N�2/�1=2. They also evaluated expressions for thermal conductivity
of a finite disordered chain connected to two different bath models (see Sect. 2.2.1),
namely (i) white noise baths and (ii) Rubin model. This was treated using the Green-
Kubo formalism of Allen and Ford [67]. They found ˛ D 1=2 in both cases, which,
as we will see is not completely correct. The other two important theoretical papers
on heat conduction in the disordered chain were those by Rubin and Greer [6] who
considered model (ii) and of Casher and Lebowitz [5] who used model (i) for baths.
A lower bound ŒJ� 	 1=N1=2 was obtained for the disorder averaged current ŒJ� in [6]
who also gave numerical evidence for an exponent ˛ D 1=2. This was later proved
rigorously by Verheggen [70]. On the other hand, for model (i), [5] found a rigorous
bound ŒJ� 	 1=N3=2 and it was suggested that ˛ D �1=2. This was recently proved
rigorously by Ajanki and Huveneers [71]. The work in [23] gave a unified treatment
of the problem of heat conduction in disordered harmonic chains connected to baths
modeled by generalized Langevin equations and showed that models (i,ii) were two
special cases. In [66] it was pointed out that the difference in exponents obtained
for these two cases is because they effectively correspond to choice of two different
boundary conditions. Model (i) used fixed BC, while model (ii) corresponds to free
BC. These results show that the asymptotic properties of current in the disordered
chain depends on the boundary conditions (fixed or free) and the low-frequency
form of the �.!/ (ImŒ�.!/�).

The extension of these studies to higher dimensions was carried out in [62, 63].
The discussions of this section are based on the framework of these papers. We start
with some phenomenological considerations of the kind of physics we expect in the
presence of disorder. In particular let us discuss the kinetic theory picture and the
phenomenon of Anderson localization of phonons.

(i) Kinetic Theory Picture: For weak disorder one can imagine that the phonons
(of the pure crystal) are weakly scattered, and hence, some sort of kinetic theory
approach might be applicable. The low frequency phonons in particular are less
effected by disorder and the normal modes can approximately be described by
perturbed plane waves. The Rayleigh scattering theory of phonons gives an effective
mean free path `K.!/ � !�.dC1/, for dimensions d > 1. The phonon diffusion
constant is given by D.!/ D v`K.!/ where v, the sound velocity, can be taken
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to be a constant. For a finite system of linear dimension N we have `K.!/ > N
for !

<� !K
c D N�1=.dC1/ and in this case, the mean free path is basically set by

boundary scattering and so we take D D vN. Kinetic theory then predicts

� D
Z

N�1

d!�.!/D.!/ ;

�
Z !K

c

N�1

d!!d�1vN C
Z !d

!K
c

d!!d�1v`K.!/ � N1=.dC1/ : (2.147)

where �.!/ � !d�1 is the density of states and we are considering the classical
limit where the specific heat for each phonon mode is a constant. The divergence
of the phonon mean free path at low frequencies and the resulting divergence of
the thermal conductivity of a disordered harmonic crystal has been discussed in the
literature. For example, in the classic book by Ziman it is argued that, even at low
temperatures, anharmonicity is necessary to make � finite [72, 73].

(ii) Phonon Localization: The kinetic theory picture is expected to be useful in
the limit of weak disorder and also for the description of long-wavelength phonons.
On the other hand, for strong disorder, if we look at the normal mode solutions
of the disordered system, then one expects that these are affected by the physics
of Anderson localization. Anderson localization is a phenomenon that has been
studied in the context of electron transport in the presence of a disordered potential.
However, localization is expected whenever one has linear waves moving in a
disordered media.

In fact the problem of finding the normal modes of the harmonic lattice can be
directly mapped to that of finding the eigenstates of an electron in a disordered
potential (in a tight-binding model, for example) and so we expect the same kind
of physics as in electron localization. To see this, consider the disordered harmonic
lattices in the absence of coupling to reservoirs. The d-dimensional lattice has p D
1; 2; : : : ;Nd normal modes and let us denote the displacement field corresponding to
the pth mode by an. p/ and the corresponding eigenvalue by !2p . The normal mode
equation corresponding to the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.114) is given by:

mn!
2
p an D .2dk C kn/an � k

X

Oe
anCOe ; (2.148)

where the an satisfy appropriate boundary conditions. Introducing variables
 n. p/ D m1=2

n an. p/, �n D .2d C kn/=mn and tn;l D k=.mnml/
1=2 for nearest

neighbor sites n; l, the above equation transforms to the following form:

!2p n. p/ D �n n. p/�
X

l

tn;l l. p/ : (2.149)
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This has the usual structure of an eigenvalue equation for a single electron moving
in a d-dimensional lattice corresponding to a tight-binding Hamiltonian with nearest
neighbor hopping tn;l and on-site energies �n. Note that tn;l and �n are, in general,
correlated random variables, hence the disorder-energy diagram might differ from
that of the usual single band Anderson tight-binding model.

For the case of electrons, by looking at the eigenstates and eigenfunctions of
the isolated system of a single electron in a disordered potential one finds that, in
contrast to the spatially extended Bloch states in periodic potentials, there are now
many eigenfunctions which are exponentially localized in space. It has been shown
rigorously [74–76], that in one dimension (1D), all states are exponentially local-
ized. In two dimensions (2D), there is no proof, but it is believed that again all states
are localized. In three dimensions (3D) there is expected to be a transition from
extended to localized states as the energy is moved towards the band edges [77].
The transition from extended to localized states, which occurs when the disorder is
increased, changes the system from a conductor to an insulator. Analogously, one
finds that the normal mode wave-function of a disordered harmonic crystal show
these same features of exponential localization in space. It is clear that such states
cannot participate in transmission of energy.

One difference between the electron case and the phonon case is that, for the
harmonic crystal,in the absence of an external potential, the translational invariance
of the problem leads to the fact that low frequency modes are not localized and are
effective in transporting energy. Another important difference between the electron
and phonon problems is that electron transport is dominated by electrons near
the Fermi level while in the case of phonons, all frequency phonons participate in
transport. These two differences lead to the fact that the disordered harmonic crystal
in one and two dimensions is not a heat insulator, unlike its electronic counterpart
(except when we introduce an external pinning potential).

The heat current carried by a mode which is localized on a length scale `,
decays with system length N as e�N=`. This ` depends on the phonon frequency
and, low frequency modes for which ` � N, will therefore be carriers of the heat
current. A renormalization group study of phonon localization in a continuum vector
displacement model was carried out by John et al. [78]. They found that much
of the predictions of the scaling theory of localization for electrons carry over to
the phonon case. Specifically they showed that in one and two dimensions all non-
zero frequency phonons are localized with the low frequency localization length
diverging as ` � !�2 and � ec=!2 , respectively (where c > 0 is some constant).
This means that in 1D, all modes with !

>� !L
c D N�1=2 are localized, while in 2D,

all modes with !
>� !L

c D Œlog.N/��1=2 are localized. In 3D the prediction is that
there is an !L

c , independent of N, above which all modes are localized.
In summary the discussions above predict a frequency cut-off !K

c that kinetic
theory predicts, below which we expect the mean free path to be of order system
size, implying ballistic phonons. Localization theory predicts a second cut-off !L

c
above which we expect states to be localized, implying non-conducting phonons.
We shall use these inputs in the general Landauer heat current formula, to build
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our understanding of the asymptotic behaviour of current with system size. We start
with the one-dimensional case for which a lot of exact results are known.

General Remarks

(1) We will focus here on the classical case—the size-dependence of current is
governed by low frequency phonons, hence, so far as this aspect is concerned,
we expect the same behaviour also in the quantum case.

(2) Disorder is chosen only in the masses of the particles and this is specified by
assigning half of randomly chosen particles to have masses m � � and other
half to have masses m C�.

(3) We will only consider Ohmic baths, where all boundary particles are coupled
to reservoirs with �.!/ D 	!, and discuss the three situations (see Sect. 2.4.1.1
after Eq. (2.115)), corresponding to unpinned lattices with fixed and free
boundary conditions, and pinned lattices.

(4) In discussions on properties of disordered systems, one encounters the phe-
nomenon of self-averaging, whereby it is seen that a single large system is
sufficient to represent the whole ensemble. We will assume that the systems
we study satisfy this property and so the average property is also the typical
property. We then use the following notation for the disorder averaged (denoted
by the symbol Œ: : :�) transmission per unit area

T.!/ D ŒT .!/�
Nd�1 : (2.150)

(5) We also define the average current density as

J D ŒI�

Nd�1 : (2.151)

One-Dimensional Disordered Lattice Let us briefly review the understanding
of the boundary condition dependence, of the heat current exponent ˛, for the
one dimensional case. Our model is the one-dimensional Hamiltonian given by
Eq. (2.120).

For any realization of disorder, the current is given by the general expression
Eq. (2.121), with the transmission given by T .!/ D 4	2!2jgCN .!/j2 where gCN .!/ is
now just a complex number. The disorder averaged transmission is given by T.!/ D
ŒT .!/�. There are three observations that enable one to determine the asymptotic
system size dependence of the current. These are:

(i) �N D ŒgCN ��1, given by Eqs. (2.125), (2.126) is a complex number which
can be expressed in terms of the product of N random 2 � 2 matrices. From
a theorem due to Furstenberg [79], it follows that for almost all disorder
realizations, the large N behaviour of �N , for fixed ! > 0, is j�N j � ebN!2 ,
where b > 0 is a constant. Since T.!/ � j�N j�2 � e�2bN!2 , this implies that
transmission is significant only for low frequencies!

<� !c.N/ � 1=N1=2. The
current is therefore dominated by the small ! behaviour of T.!/.
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Fig. 2.2 1D unpinned case with both free and fixed (inset) boundary conditions: plot of the
disorder averaged transmission T.!/ versus ! for � D 0:4. The various curves (from top to
bottom) correspond to lattices of sizes N D 64; 256; 1024 respectively (from [62])

(ii) The second observation is that the transmission for ! < !c.N/ is ballistic in
the sense that T.!/ is insensitive to the disorder.

(iii) The final important observation is that the form of the prefactors of e�bN!2

in T.!/ for ! < !c.N/ depends strongly on boundary conditions and bath
properties. For the white noise Langevin baths one finds T.!/ � !2e�bN!2 for
fixed BC and T.!/ � !0e�bN!2 for free BC. This difference arises because of
the scattering of long wavelength modes by the boundary pinning potentials.
With these form of T.!/, one can perform the integral over !, to arrive at the
conclusion that J � N�3=2 for fixed BC and J � N�1=2 for free BC. In the
presence of a pinning potential the low-frequency modes are suppressed and
one obtains a heat insulator with J � e�cN , with c a constant.

In Fig. 2.2 we plot numerical results showing T.!/ for the 1D binary mass-
disordered lattice with both fixed and free boundary conditions. One can clearly
see the various features discussed above, namely the dependence of frequency cut-
off on system size and the dependence of form of T.!/ on boundary conditions.
In Fig. 2.3 we plot results for size dependence of J, obtained in [66] from a direct
numerical evaluation of the Landauer formula. The computations were done for
white noise baths and Rubin baths, and for two different BCs. We see the expected
dependence of ˛ on BCs, and no dependence on baths (note that this is because both
baths have �.!/ � ! for ! ! 0)

Higher Dimensional Disordered Harmonic Lattice One can extend the analysis
of the 1D case to higher dimensions, using inputs from kinetic theory and the
theory of phonon localization. The main point of the arguments involves the
assumption that normal modes can be classified as ballistic, diffusive or localized.
Using localization theory one can estimate the frequency region where states are
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Fig. 2.3 Plot of ŒJ� versus N for free and fixed boundary conditions. Results are given for both
(a) white noise baths and (b) Rubin model. The two straight lines correspond to the asymptotic
expected forms J � N1�˛ with ˛ D 1=2 (free BC) and ˛ D �1=2 (fixed BC). Parameters used
were mD 1; � D 0:5; k D 1; 	 D 1, TL D 2, TR D 1 and ko D 1 (from [66])

localized. The lowest frequency states with ! ! 0 will be ballistic and one can use
kinetic theory to determine the fraction of extended states which are ballistic. The
assumption is that at sufficiently low frequencies the effective disorder is weak (even
when the mass variance� is large) and one can use kinetic theory. Corresponding to
the three observations made above for the 1D case, one can now make the following
arguments:

(1) From localization theory one expects all fixed non-zero frequency states in a 2D
disordered system to be localized when the size of the system goes to infinity.
As discussed in Sect. 2.4.1.3 localization theory gives us a frequency cut-off
!L

c D .ln N/�1=2 in 2D above which states are localized. In 3D one obtains a
finite frequency cut-off !L

c independent of system size above which states are
localized.

(2) For the unpinned case with finite N, there will exist low frequency states below
!L

c , in both 2D and 3D, which are extended states. These states are either
diffusive or ballistic. Ballistic modes are insensitive to the disorder and their
transmission coefficient are almost the same as for the ordered case. To find the
frequency cut-off, below which states are ballistic, one can use kinetic theory
results. For the low-frequency extended states we expect kinetic theory to be
reliable and this gives us a mean free path for phonons `K � !�.dC1/. This
means that for low frequencies !

<� !K
c D N�1=.dC1/ we have `K.!/ > N and

phonons transmit ballistically. We now proceed to calculate the contribution of
these ballistic modes to the total current. This can be obtained by looking at the
small ! form of T.!/ for the ordered lattice.

(3) For the ordered lattice, T.!/ is typically a highly oscillatory function, with the
oscillations increasing with system size. An effective transmission coefficient in
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the N ! 1 limit can be obtained by considering the integrated transmission.
This asymptotic effective low-frequency form of T.!/, for the ordered lattice
can be calculated using methods described in [80] and is given by:

T.!/ � !dC1 ; fixed BC

T.!/ � !d�1 ; free BC ; (2.152)

the result being valid for d D 1; 2; 3.

Using the above arguments we then get the ballistic contribution to the total
current density (for the unpinned case) as:

Jball �
Z !K

c

0

d! !dC1 � 1

N.dC2/=.dC1/ ; fixed BC;

�
Z !K

c

0

d! !d�1 � 1

Nd=.dC1/ ; free BC : (2.153)

We can now make predictions for the asymptotic system size dependence of total
current density in two and three dimensions.

Two Dimensions From localization theory one expects that all finite frequency
modes !

>� !L
c D .ln N/�1=2 are localized and their contribution to the total current

falls exponentially with system size. Our kinetic theory arguments show that the low
frequency extended states, with !K

c
<� !

<� !L
c are diffusive (where !K

c D N�1=3),
while the remaining modes with !

<� !K
c are ballistic. The diffusive contribution

to total current will then scale as Jdiff � .ln N/�1=2N�1. The ballistic contribution
depends on BCs and is given by Eq. (2.153). This gives Jball � N�4=3 for fixed BC
and Jball � N�2=3 for free BC. Hence, adding all the different contributions, we
conclude that asymptotically:

J � 1

.ln N/1=2N
; fixed BC; d D 2 ;

� 1

N2=3
; free BC; d D 2: (2.154)

In the presence of an onsite pinning potential at all sites the low frequency modes
get cut off and all the remaining states are localized, hence we expect:

J � e�bN ; pinned ; d D 2 ; (2.155)

where b is some positive constant.

Three-Dimensions In this case localization theory tells us that modes with !
>� !L

c
are localized and !L

c is independent of N. From kinetic theory we find that the
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extended states with !K
c

<� !
<� !L

c are diffusive (with !K
c D N�1=4) and those

with !
<� !K

c are ballistic. The contribution to current from diffusive modes scales

as Jdiff � N�1. The ballistic contribution (from states with !
<� N�1=4) is obtained

from Eq. (2.153) and gives Jball � N�5=4 for fixed BC and Jball � N�3=4 for free BC.
Hence, adding all contributions, we conclude that asymptotically:

J � 1

N
; fixed BC ; d D 3 ;

� 1

N3=4
; free BC ; d D 3 : (2.156)

In the presence of an onsite pinning potential at all sites the low frequency modes
get cut off and, since in this case the remaining states form bands of diffusive and
localized states, hence we expect:

J � 1

N
; pinned ; d D 3: (2.157)

Thus in 3D both the unpinned lattice with fixed boundary conditions and the pinned
lattice are expected to show Fourier type of behaviour as far as the system size
dependence of the current is considered.

Note that for free BC, the prediction for the current contribution from the ballistic
part Jball � N�d=.dC1/ is identical to that from kinetic theory, Eq. (2.147). The kinetic
theory argument is independent of BCs and the agreement with free BCs can be
traced to the small ! form of T.!/ � !d�1 (see Eq. (2.152)) being identical to the
form of the density of states �.!/ used in the kinetic theory formula. On the other
hand, for fixed BCs the form of T.!/ and �.!/ are different. However it seems
reasonable to expect that, since the transport current phonons are injected at the
boundaries, in kinetic theory one needs to use the local density of states evaluated at
the boundaries. For fixed BC this will then give rise to an extra factor of !2 (from the
squared wave-function) and then the kinetic theory prediction matches with those
given above.

Results from Numerics and Simulations In [62, 63], numerical calculations
and simulations were done to check the above heuristic predictions. The authors
considered heat transport across harmonic mass-disordered lattices in two and three
dimensions. Slabs of dimensions N � W (in 2D) and N � W � W (in 3D), with
W � N, were studied and the heat current was evaluated from the Landauer
formula using the transfer matrix approach (see Sect. 2.4.1.1). They computed the
current for 2D and 3D mass-disordered lattices for different boundary conditions,
and for the unpinned and pinned lattice. Various other non-equilibrium quantities
such as transmission coefficients, heat current density and temperature profiles were
evaluated.

In addition some properties of the normal modes of the isolated system were
also examined, such as density of states and inverse participation ratios (IPR). All
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eigenvalues and eigenstates of Eq. (2.148) were numerically evaluated for finite
cubic lattices. The degree of localization of a given mode was measured via the
inverse participation ratio (IPR), defined as follows:

P�1 D
P

n a4n
.
P

n a2n/
2
: (2.158)

For a completely localized state, i.e. an D ın;n0 , P�1 takes the value 1. On the
other hand for a completely delocalized state, for which an D N�d=2ein:q where
q is a wave vector, P�1 takes the value N�d. Another useful characterization of
the disorder system is obtained from the density of states, �.!/, of the disordered
system defined by:

�.!/ D
X

p

ı.!p � !/ : (2.159)

We summarize here some of the main conclusions of Kundu et al. [62, 63].

Average Current The numerical results for the size-dependence of current, in
two and three dimensional systems, are shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. The results for
system-size dependence for the various cases, and their comparison with the theory
are summarized in Table 2.1. We see that for the pinned system, the theoretical
predictions of insulating (2D) and diffusive (3D) transport seem to be validated.
For the un-pinned case, the 2D system shows significant difference for different
BCs but the expected size-dependence is not observed. For the 3D unpinned case
both the free and fixed BCs give a size-dependence in accordance to kinetic theory
prediction. It is possible that one needs to go to larger system sizes to see the true
scaling limit.
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Fig. 2.4 Plot of the N-dependence of disorder averaged current J in two dimensions. The inset
shows result for pinned case. For free BC � D 0:8 and for fixed BC � D 0:95. For pinned case
� D 0:4; ko D 10:0. Error bars show standard deviations due to sample-to-sample fluctuations
and are very small except in the 2D pinned case (from [63])
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Fig. 2.5 Plot of the N-dependence of disorder averaged current J in three dimensions. For all cases
� D 0:8 and for pinned case ko D 10:0. Error bars show standard deviations due to sample-to-
sample fluctuations and are very small except in the 2D pinned case (from [63])

Table 2.1 Numerical results obtained in [63], for size-dependence of heat current in two and three
dimensional mass-disordered harmonic lattices, are compared with the analytical predictions

d D 2 d D 3

Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical

Pinned exp .�bN/ N�3:7 N�1 N�1:0

Fixed N�1.ln N/�1=2 N�0:75 N�1 N�0:75

Free N�2=3 N�0:6 N�3=4 N�0:71

The errors bar for the numerically obtained exponent values were estimated to be of the order
˙0:02

A clearer understanding of the nature of heat transport is obtained by looking at
the detailed form of the phonon transmission function T .!/ and also the properties
of the normal modes. We present here some of the typical results obtained in [63]
for the case of the unpinned lattice with fixed boundary conditions. The reader is
referred to [62, 63] for further detail of other cases.

The N-dependence of the disorder-averaged phonon transmission coefficient
T.!/ D ŒTN.!/�=Nd�1 sheds additional light on the nature of phonons in different
frequency regions. In Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 we plot the frequency dependence of T.!/ for
different system sizes. The size-independence of T.!/ at a given frequency implies
ballistic transmission. On the other hand, diffusive transmission implies T.!/ �
N�1, hence to see the diffusive frequencies, we also plot NT.!/. Also shown in
Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 are the phonon density of states and the inverse participation
(IPR) ratio, which are obtained from the normal modes of the isolated system (see
Eqs. (2.158) and (2.159)). The inferences that we can draw from these plots can be
summarized as follows:

(a) The density of states tells us the about the allowed range of phonon modes in
the system. We see that both in the 2D and 3D cases the allowed modes fall into
two bands. In the figure we also show the corresponding phonon bands for the
case where the two masses are arranged periodically, in which case the modes
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Fig. 2.6 2D unpinned N�N lattice, with fixed BC, for�D 0:95. (a) Plot of the disorder averaged
transmission T.!/ versus !. The dashed line here indicates the ballistic range where T.!/ � N0.
(b) Plot of NT.!/. The range of diffusive frequencies [T.!/ � 1=N] is indicated by the dashed
line. (c) Plot of �.!/ for the ordered binary mass system, and a single disordered sample. (d)
Plot of N2P�1 for single sample (smoothed data). We see that, even though the allowed normal
modes occur over a large frequency band � .0 � 12/, transmission takes place in the small band
� .0 � 1:25/ and is negligible elsewhere. Non-collapse of the IPR plots for different N in (d)
indicate localized states. This confirms that the non-transmitting states correspond to localized
modes. In (a) we see that !L

c is slowly decreasing with increase of N (from [63])

are basically plane-waves. In the presence of disorder the phonon bands show
significant broadening, in comparison with the ordered lattice.

(b) The IPR, calculated for each normal mode, tells us whether the mode is
localized or extended. The size-dependence P�1 � 1=Nd�1 implies extended
states. For the 2D case in Fig. 2.6 we see that all modes in the high-! band, and
also a significant fraction of the lower band, are localized. This is consistent
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Fig. 2.7 3D unpinned N � N � N lattice, with fixed BC, for � D 0:8. (a) Plot of the disorder
averaged transmission T.!/ versus !. (b) Plot of NT.!/. The diffusive frequencies, for which
T.!/ � 1=N, are indicated by the dashed line. (c) Plot of �.!/ for the ordered binary mass
system, and a single disordered sample. (d) Plot of N3P�1 for single sample (smoothed data).
We see that, that in the 3D case, there is a small fraction of localized frequencies which occur in
the band edges. Non-collapse of the IPR plots for different N in (d) indicate localized states and
confirms their location at the band-edges (from [63])

with our expectation that in 2D (as also in 1D), for large enough system sizes,
almost all modes are localized except at the lowest frequencies. Figure 2.8
shows typical examples of extended and localized normal modes. Note that the
extended state has a random structure and is very different from a plane wave.
For the 3D case in Fig. 2.7) we see that both bands contain a large number of
extended states, with a small fraction of localized states at the band edges.
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Fig. 2.8 2D unpinned 64 � 64 lattice, with fixed BC, for � D 0:8: Two typical normal mode
amplitudes are shown, one for a small value of P�1 (left) and the other for a large value of P�1

(right) (from [62])

(c) The plot of T.!/ show a significant transmission only over the frequency ranges
corresponding to extended modes, providing further confirmation on the range
of frequencies where modes are localized. At small frequencies we see that
transmission is independent of system size and these are the ballistic modes.
We expect T.!/ � N�1 for the diffusive modes and hence, by plotting NT.!/,
we can identify the set of diffusive sets. In Fig. 2.6 we see that in 2D the modes
in the upper edge of the transmitting band is diffusive. It is difficult to verify the
predictions (see discussions above) that modes in the range !K

c < ! < !L
c are

diffusive, and the size-dependences of the two cut-off frequencies. In Fig. 2.7
for the 3D case, we see again that the localized states (seen from the IPR
plot) show negligible transmission. The extended states in the high-! band
show diffusive property while the modes near zero-frequency show ballistic
behaviour. We see that the mode properties are somewhat different from the
analytic predictions, in particular, from the current system sizes that have been
studied, it is difficult to see the size-dependence of !K

c . As expected, at small
frequencies we roughly find T.!/ � !dC1, which is the behaviour for the
ordered system.

Convergence to 3D Value for Rectangular Slabs What happens if, instead of a
cubic sample, we consider a rectangular slab of dimensions N�W�W, with W � N?
Results in [62] showed that there is a quick convergence of the current density, to the
fully 3D value (for W D N), as we increase the ratio W=N. This point can be seen
in Fig. 2.9 where results from non-equilibrium simulations show the dependence of
the current densities on the ratio W � N.

2.4.2 Temperature Profiles

It is common (for the classical system) to define the local temperature at a site n
through the relation kBTn D mnhPx2ni. The temperature profile in the ordered classical
harmonic lattices has been obtained exactly [4]. One finds that, for large system size
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Fig. 2.9 3D unpinned
N �W �W lattice, with fixed
BC, for � D 0:2: Plot of
disorder-averaged current
density J (with the definition
J D I=W2) versus W=N for
different fixed values of N.
We see that the 3D limiting
value is reached at quite small
values of W=N (from [62])
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and for equal system-bath coupling of system at the two ends, the temperature in
the bulk of the system is given by .TL C TR/=2. Further understanding of this result
is obtained if we decompose the local temperature as a sum over contributions from
different normal modes. For a one-dimensional and, in the limit of weak coupling,
this normal-mode analysis was carried out in [2, 69].

This analysis has also been in done the quantum mechanical case [24], again for
the special case of weak coupling to reservoirs and we present this discussion. In the
limit of weak system-bath coupling we can write the temperature profile in terms of
the normal modes of the system. For simplicity, let us consider the one-dimensional
chain in the quantum case for the case of Ohmic baths with coupling constants 	L

and 	R at the two ends. From the results obtained in [24], we can write the following
form for the local kinetic energy:


p2l
2ml

�
D ml

X

p

a2l . p/

*
P2p
2

+
; (2.160)

where al. p/ denotes the pth normal mode eigenfunction, defined in Eq. (2.148),
Pp denotes normal mode momenta, and hP2p=2i D ep denotes the average kinetic
energy of a normal mode in contact with two reservoirs. This is given by a weighted
average of contributions from the two reservoirs:

ep D ˛L. p/
„!p

4
cot

� „!p

2kBTL

�
C ˛R. p/

„!p

4
cot

� „!p

2kBTR

�
(2.161)

where ˛L. p/ D 	La1. p/2

	La1. p/2 C 	RaN. p/2
;

˛R. p/ D 	RaN. p/2

	La1. p/2 C 	RaN. p/2
: (2.162)
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From the local kinetic energy, one can then define an effective local temperature,
based on what one gets in equilibrium. The high temperature limit of the above
equation gives the effective local temperature as

Tl D 1

ml

X

p

a2l . p/ Œ˛L. p/TL C ˛R. p/TR� ; (2.163)

which is the result given in [2, 69] (for 	L D 	R). For the ordered chain, the
wave functions at the boundaries are equal a1. p/ D aN. p/, hence, using the
normalization of the wave-functions, we get

Tl D 	LTL C 	RTR

	L C 	R
: (2.164)

This gives the well-known result Tl D .TL C TR/=2 for the case of equal coupling.
Finally let us discuss temperature profiles for the case of disordered profiles.

This is very difficult to obtain numerically in one-dimensional systems, since most
of the modes are localized and it takes exponentially large (in system size) times
to equilibrate them. Here we show some numerical results obtained for the case
of the 3D disordered crystal discussed in the last section. This seems to show
a linear temperature profile. Again one can define the local temperature at each
site n through the relation kBTn D mnhPx2ni. We expect small fluctuations in a
layer transverse to the heat-conduction direction and so it is useful to study the
temperature-profile in the conduction direction through Ti D .1=Nd�1/

P
n0 Ti;n0 .

In Fig. 2.10 we show the temperature profile, obtained from simulations of a single
disorder realization, for lattices of different sizes and with � D 0:2. The jumps
at the boundaries again indicate that the asymptotic system size limit has not been
reached even at the largest size. For strong disorder, when a significant fraction of
the states are localized, the localized modes are difficult to equilibrate. Thus, steady

Fig. 2.10 3D unpinned case
with fixed BC for � D 0:2.
Plot of temperature profile Ti

in a single disorder
realization for different
system sizes. The plots are
from simulations (from [62])
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state temperature profiles (especially in 1D and 2D systems) become difficult to
obtain from simulations or numerics and the true form of the temperature profile, in
these cases, is an open problem. Temperature profiles in quantum mechanical chains
have been investigated in [16, 81].

2.4.3 Fluctuation

As already discussed in the previous sections, the 3D crystal can exhibit different
type of transport properties, which can be seen from studies of the average current.
Here we discuss how this is manifested in current fluctuations, and study its
dependence on different classes of transport [51]. We consider fluctuations of heat
transfer by looking at the cumulant generating function (CGF) for the classical
harmonic crystal defined in Eq. (2.114). We write again the Hamiltonian in a slightly
more explicit form as

H D
X

n

1

2
mn Px2n C

X

n;Oe

k

2
.xn � xnCOe/2 C ko

2

X

n

x2n C k0

2

X

n0

. x21;n0 C x2N;n0 / ;

(2.165)

where disordered masses are taken as mn D 1�� or 1C�. Lattices of dimensions
N�W2 are considered with white noise Langevin heat baths connected to the surface
particles. As already derived, the average current I D hQi=� in the harmonic crystal
is given by a Landauer formula Eq. (2.22) and this gives the following expression
for the size-dependent thermal conductivity defined as

� � I=W2

�T=N
D N

2�W2

Z 1

0

d! TrŒT .!/� ; (2.166)

where T .!/ is the transmission matrix which describes transmission of phonons
emitted from a site on one face attached to a reservoir to a site on another face, and
is a W2 � W2 matrix. We now characterize the properties of current fluctuations,
beyond linear response, in different transport regimes characterized by the size-
dependence in the thermal conductance:

� / N˛ : (2.167)

As seen in Sect. 2.4.1.3, in 3D disordered systems without pinning potentials
(ko D 0), low-frequency extended modes with diverging phonon mean-free-paths
exist and lead to anomalous transport. However, a pinning potential removes these
modes and transport is then governed by the high-frequency extended diffusive
modes. Hence, a 3D disordered pinned crystal shows diffusive heat conduction.
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Fig. 2.11 The size-dependent thermal conductivity � for .�; ko/ D (a) .0; 0/, (b) .0:22; 9:0/,
and (c) .0:82; 0/. For sufficiently large W we see respectively (a) ballistic (˛ D 1), (b) diffusive
(˛ D 0), and (c) anomalous transport(˛ � 0:23). Each data-point is obtained from simulations
by solving the Langevin equation, while the black dotted line is given by Eq. (2.166) for largest W
(from [51])

The following three parameter sets were chosen [51] for achieving the different
regimes:

(a) ordered unpinned lattice (� D 0; ko D 0) for ballistic transport (˛ D 1)
(b) disordered pinned lattice (� D 0:22; ko D 9:0) for diffusive transport (˛ D 0)
(c) disordered unpinned lattice (� D 0:82; ko D 0) for anomalous transport

(0 < ˛ < 1)

We first show the numerical demonstration that the different transport regimes
are realized for the above choices. We show the size-dependence of thermal
conductivity in Fig. 2.11. The average heat current was calculated from Eq. (2.166)
by using the transfer matrix techniques, described in Sect. 2.4.1.1, to evaluate the
transmission matrix T .!/. Each point in Fig. 2.11 is for one disorder realization
and the parameters were chosen as 	 D 1, TL D 2:0, and TR D 1:0. From Fig. 2.11a
we see that � is independent of width and diverges linearly with N implying ballistic
transport. On the other hand in Fig. 2.11b, c, we see that for small W, � decreases for
increasing N. This implies the emergence of phonon localization since the system
is quasi-one dimensional. For increasing W with fixed N, the data converges to
a constant value, which implies the self-averaging effect in disordered systems.
Hence, one can get precise 3D behavior for sufficiently large W. Figure 2.11b shows
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diffusive transport (˛ D 0) for sufficiently large W and N, while Fig. 2.11c shows
anomalous behavior with systematic power law divergence (˛ � 0:23). These
results are similar and consistent with those discussed in the previous section.

In the following sections, we look at current fluctuation for the cases (a)–(c) and
discuss the validity of the additivity principle. Recall that the expression for the full
CGF of the harmonic crystal can be obtained in terms of T .!/ and is given by (see
Sect. 2.3)


HC.�/ D �
Z 1

0

d!

2�
Tr log

h
1�T .!/k2BTLTR� .�C 1=.kBTR/� 1=.kBTL//

i
:

(2.168)

For the case of the ordered crystal, a simpler expression can be obtained and we
first discuss this in Sect. 2.4.3.1. In Sect. 2.4.3.2, we derive a closed expression for
the CGF, assuming the validity of the additivity principle. This expression depends
on the system properties only through the conductivity �. Finally in Sect. 2.4.3.3 we
numerically evaluate the CGF in all three transport regimes and compare with the
AP prediction.

2.4.3.1 The CGF of the Ordered Harmonic Crystal

We here give a simplified expression of 
HC.�/ for ordered harmonic crystal
(� D 0). The simplified expression for 
HC.�/ is computationally much simpler
to evaluate than using the recursive Green’s function technique for solving the
CGF. We follow the approach, discussed in Sect. 2.4.1.2 to first make a change of
variables (see Eq. (2.145)), to reduce the dynamics to that of a collection of W2

independent one-dimensional chains, each evolving with its independent Langevin
dynamics. The independent chains are labeled by a mode-index q D 2�m=W,
where m D .m2;m3/ are integers with allowed values between �W=2 to W=2.
Each chain differs by having an effective onsite spring constant, ko.q/, given by
Eq. (2.146). To use the results of Sect. 2.4.1.2, we need to set �.!/ D i	! and
k0 D k D 1.

The total heat Q is a sum of the heat carried by each chain, and hence the 3D
CGF 
.�/ is a sum of the CGF of each of the 1D systems. For a 1D chain, the
transmission matrix is a number, and for the m-mode

T .m/ D 4	2!2jGC .m/1;N j2 ; (2.169)

with the Green’s function given by the inverse of a tri-diagonal matrix
(see below Eq. (2.121)) The expression of GC .m/1;N is readily obtained, using
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Eqs. (2.129)–(2.131). We finally get the following explicit formula of 
HC.�/

for the ordered 3D harmonic crystal:


HC.�/
ˇ̌
ˇ
�D0

D � 1

2�

X

m

Z 1

0

d! log
h
1 � 4	2!2 sin2 �m

j�mj2 TLTR�

�
�C 1

kBTR
� 1

kBTL

�i
;

(2.170)

where cos �m D 2C k0 � !2
2

C 2
h
sin2

��m2

W

	
C sin2

��m3

W

	i
;

�m D ��
1 � 	2!2

�
cos �m � 2i	!

�
sin.N�m/

C �
1C 	2!2

�
sin �m cos.N�m/ :

2.4.3.2 Explicit Expression of the Additivity Principle

We now derive an explicit expression for the CGF, using the additivity principle
(AP) (see Eq. (2.45)). The AP is derived assuming time-independence of tempera-
ture and current fields in the macroscopic fluctuation theory (MFT) (see Eq. (2.43)).
In the harmonic crystal, the thermal conductivity, �, is temperature independent,
and hence we can derive a simpler expression. Note also that, in general, we expect
� for the harmonic crystal to be size-dependent, and so we are here making the
assumption that the AP is still applicable. Indeed, in the next section, by comparing
with the exact numerical results, we will try to verify this assumption. We here use
the inverse temperature ˇ˛ D 1=.kBT˛/.

We think of the regime �ˇR � � � ˇL. The AP states that the large deviation
function (LDF) for the system with the size N is given by Bodineau and Derrida
[47]

FN.q;TL;TR/ D min
T.x/

1

N

Z 1

0

dx

h
Nq C Q�.T/ dT.x/

dx

i2

4T2 Q�.T/ ;

(2.171)

where Q�.T/ D W2�.T/. The variational problem in Eq. (2.171) is reduced to finding
the optimal profile T.x/ satisfying

�
dT.x/

dx

�2
D .Nq/2

�
1C 4KT2 Q�.T/�

Q�2.T/ ; (2.172)

where the function K is determined from the boundary condition T.0/ D TL and
T.1/ D TR. From now on, we consider the case of temperature-independent thermal
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conductivity Q�.T/ D Q�, which is the case for harmonic crystals. The CGF is given
by the Legendre transformation:


AP.�/ D max
q
Œq� � FN.q;TL;TR/� : (2.173)

Suppose TL > TR and the deviations are not too large so that the optimal profile
remains monotonic. Then

dT.x/

dx
D �Nq

p
1C 4KT2 Q�

Q� : (2.174)

In this case, from the Legendre transformation, the CGF is given by Eq. (2.45)


AP.�/ D �K

N

hZ TL

TR

dT
Q�p

1C 4KT2 Q�
i2
; (2.175)

� D
Z TL

TR

dT
1

2T2

h 1p
1C 4KT2 Q� � 1

i
: (2.176)

This expression is valid for �� � � � �C where �˙ D .ˇL � ˇR ˙
q
ˇ2R � ˇ2L/=2.

To go beyond this regime of �, we consider a non-monotonic optimal profile given
by

dT.x/

dx
D
(

˙Nq
p
1C4KT2 Q�
Q� 0 � x � xc ;

�Nq
p
1C4KT2 Q�
Q� xc � x � 1 ;

(2.177)

where xc satisfies dT.xc/=dx D 0 implying 1C 4K Q�T2.xc/ D 0. In these cases, the
CGF is given by


AP.�/ D �K

N

hZ T.xc/

TL

dT
Q�p

1C 4KT2 Q� C
Z T.xc/

TR

dT
Q�p

1C 4KT2 Q�
i2
; (2.178)

� D
Z T.xc/

TL

dT
1

2T2

h
1˙ 1p

1C 4KT2 Q�
i

C
Z T.xc/

TR

dT
1

2T2

h
�1˙ 1p

1C 4KT2 Q�
i
: (2.179)

These expressions are valid for the regime �C � � � ˇL and �ˇR � � � ��,
respectively.
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Simplifying Eqs. (2.175), (2.176), (2.178) and (2.179) is straightforward. By
evaluating the integrations we get the following explicit expressions:


AP.�/ D

8
ˆ̂̂
<̂

ˆ̂̂
:̂

� Q�4N

h
log

 q
1C4Q�KT2LC

q
4Q�KT2Lq

1C4Q�KT2RC
q
4Q�KT2R

!i2
; 
 
 
�� � � � �C;

Q�
4N

h
� � .�L C �R/

i2 
 
 
 �ˇR � � � �� or �C � � � ˇL ;

(2.180)

where �˛ .˛ D L;R/ is given by

cos �˛ D
q
1C 4 Q� K T2˛ ; sin �˛ D

q
4 Q� jKj T2˛ : (2.181)

The function K is given by

K.�;TL;TR/ D 1

16 Q�
h
.ˇL � ˇR � 2�/2 � 2

�
ˇ2L C ˇ2R

�C
�

ˇ2L � ˇ2R
ˇL � ˇR � 2�

�2i
:

(2.182)

2.4.3.3 Numerical Calculation of the CGF for the Disordered Harmonic
Crystals

We now show the results for current fluctuation by direct numerical evaluation of
Eq. (2.168). One of the universal properties of current fluctuations which is expected
to be valid irrespective of ˛, is the fluctuation relation. Indeed, it can be checked
directly that both 
HC.�/ in Eq. (2.168) and 
AP.�/ exactly satisfy the fluctuation
relation symmetry. Here we explore the validity of the macroscopic fluctuation
theory (MFT) and especially its specific property, the additivity principle (AP),
which were originally proposed for one-dimensional diffusive systems (˛ D 0)
(Sect. 2.3). We will now compare the additivity principle prediction from 
AP.�/

(in last section) with the numerical result for 
HC.�/ from Eq. (2.168).
We note that for a 3D disordered crystal the heat current depends on the

particular realization of disorder, however for large N and W there is self-averaging,
and sample-to-sample fluctuations become very small. Hence for a fixed disorder
strength we get a unique current and � from Eq. (2.166). This value of � is then used
to get 
AP.�/. This is then compared with 
HC.�/.

We now present results comparing 
AP.�/ with 
HC.�/ in the three different
regimes. In these computations, the parameters were set as 	 D 1:0;TL D 2:0;TR D
0:25. The length was fixed at N D 128 and the dependence of results on width W
was studied. The results for ballistic, diffusive, and anomalous cases are shown in
Fig. 2.12a, b, and c respectively. For ballistic case (a), we see deviations from AP
curve irrespective of W as expected. On the other hand, in Fig. 2.12b, we see that
the agreement between 
AP.�/ and 
HC.�/ improves for increasing W. For small W
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Fig. 2.12 Comparison of the numerically evaluated CGF 
HC.�/ (points) for a 3D harmonic
crystal and the AP predicted curve 
AP.�/ for N D 128 and different widths. System parameters
are the same as in Fig. 2.11 with TL D 2:0 and TR D 0:25 . The black dotted line is a quadratic
fit to 
HC.�/ for the largest W. The range of � is .�ˇR; ˇL/. Results for the cases (a)–(c) are
respectively given in (a)–(c) (from [51])

where localization effect is dominant, there are clear deviations from the AP curve.
For other cases with larger temperature differences, good agreement with the AP
was obtained, for sufficiently large system size [51].

The degree of agreement seen in Fig. 2.12 is now quantitatively discussed. We
define the following quantity

ı �
ˇ̌
ˇ

HC.�

�/� 
AP.�
�/


HC.��/

ˇ̌
ˇ ; �� D �.ˇR � ˇL/=2 ; (2.183)
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Fig. 2.13 Plot showing
quantitative estimate of the
degree of agreement between
numerical CGF with that
from AP. The quantity ı is
defined in Eq. (2.183). The
inset shows the results for
low-dimensional anomalous
cases. In all cases
.TL; TR/ D .2:0; 0:25/ (from
[51])

where �� is the value of � which minimizes 
AP.�/. As seen in Fig. 2.12, the
deviation becomes maximum at the minimum value of the CGF. Hence, the function
ı quantitatively estimates the degree of discrepancy. In Fig. 2.13, we show ı as a
function of W for the three cases in 3D. Systematic approach to the AP is seen on
increasing W for both diffusive and anomalous cases. As discussed in Sect. 2.4.1.3
harmonic lattices in 1D and 2D can show diverging thermal conductivity . Then, one
may ask if low dimensional anomalous transport satisfies AP or not.

We briefly discuss some of the results for low dimensional harmonic systems
obtained in [51]. In the inset of Fig. 2.13, 1D and 2D results for ı are shown. These
correspond to system sizes N for 1D and N�N for 2D with open boundary condition,
and hence, the x-axis is N (not W). For both 1D and 2D, results for one realization
of random mass are shown. Contrary to what happens in 3D, in low dimensions
we see no sign of decay of ı, and it remains almost constant. This implies that the
agreement with AP for anomalous transport is true only for 3D systems, while in 1D
and 2D we find that AP is not satisfied for the anomalous cases where 0 < ˛ < 1.
The major difference between 3D and lower dimensions is that in 3D only a small
fraction of the normal modes are localized, while in lower dimensions, most of the
modes are localized. Hence it is expected that there is no local equilibration in low-
dimensions and could be the reason that MFT and AP are satisfied in these systems.

We should also note that the situation in 3D does not satisfy the sufficient
condition for the MFT Eq. (2.47), since the thermal conductivity is independent of
temperature. Moreover, both MFT and the AP conjecture assume diffusive transport.
However, rather surprisingly, for the case of anomalous transport, we see from
Fig. 2.12c behaviour similar to the diffusive case, with clear verification of AP at
sufficiently large W. Hence, these results suggest the possibility that one can extend
the conditions of applicability of both MFT and AP.
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2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed various aspects of heat conduction through a
study of harmonic crystals. This includes mathematically technical details and
physically important results. The general formulations, for computation of the
average heat current and heat current fluctuations, in the non-equilibrium steady
state, were developed and it was shown that these can be written completely
in terms of the transmission matrix. We observed that there are a number of
similar features between electric and heat conduction—such as ballistic transport,
localization effects, and conductance quantum, and so on. However, anomalous
behavior in transport is a unique property of phonon heat conduction. This is
because in the electrical case, only frequency modes (or energy levels) around the
Fermi frequency play an important role for transport, while in heat transport low
frequency phonons determine transport properties. In this chapter, special attention
was paid to heat transport in disordered crystals. We demonstrate different possible
types of transport, depending on the pining potential, dimensionality, and boundary
conditions. It is worth while to stress that a 3D harmonic crystal can show Fourier’s
law, but only in the presence of a pinning potential. Surprisingly, for an un-pinned
system, we find anomalous conductivity even in 3D. These are numerical findings
and hence analytical proof for these are important open problems.

We briefly mention some other relevant work on disordered harmonic systems.
Properties of eigenstates, such as the IPR, have been carefully examined recently for
mass-disordered harmonic crystals with scalar displacements [82]. The localization-
delocalization transition in 3D crystals has been studied in [83]. Heat transport in
disordered harmonic systems has been studied for more realistic models, in the
context of understanding transport in disordered nanotubes at low temperatures
[84, 85]. These studies typically use the Landauer formula for current and evaluate
the nonequilibrium Green’s function using transfer matrix approaches. Another set
of interesting studies on more realistic models are those on model glass systems,
such as packings of soft spheres and Lennard-Jones mixtures, which have been
treated in the harmonic approximation [86–88]. The usual approach here has been to
study energy transport in these disordered systems using the Green-Kubo formula.
For harmonic systems, the Green-Kubo formula can be re-expressed, so that it
appears in the form of kinetic theory, and is written in terms of normal mode
wavefunctions and frequencies [89]. The question of system-size dependence of
the thermal conductivity has not yet been carefully analyzed, and the validity or
otherwise of Fourier’s law in these systems is an open question.

Another aspect discussed in the review is the nature of current fluctuations in the
different transport regimes. The main focus was to use the analytic tractability of the
harmonic lattice as a test bed for the validity of predictions of fluctuation theorems,
macroscopic fluctuation theory and the additivity principle in 3D disordered crys-
tals. These will be helpful for making more precise the domain of validity of these
important results in non-equilibrium physics. Right now we are in the beginning
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stages of investigating fluctuation properties, and hence more active research is
necessary.

Modeling solids by harmonic crystals is justified in low temperatures and more
so in the mesoscopic scale (where phonon mean free paths from anharmonic effects
are much larger than system size). Recent experimental development for observing
small system properties indicates the importance of study of the harmonic crystal.
We hope that this review will be helpful not only for the insights that the harmonic
crystal provides towards understanding theoretical aspects of heat conduction, but
also in understanding experiment results.

Appendix

We explain some definitions and several relations between different Green’s func-
tion defined in the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism. Let a and
b be bosonic operators. Contour ordered Green’s functions are defined as

Ga;b.u1; u2/ D �.i=„/h OTca.u1/b.u2/i ; (2.184)

where u1 and u2 are fictitious times on Keldysh contour and OTc is the operator
that makes the variables contour ordered. Let t1 and t2 be real times for u1 and
u2, respectively. Depending on location of these fictitious times along the contour,
different Green’s function are defined. Let u1 >c u2 denote that u1 is larger than u2
along the contour. Similarly u1 <cu2 implies u2 is larger than u1 along the contour.
Then one defines the lesser and greater Green’s functions

G<
a;b.t1; t2/ D �.i=„/hb.t2/a.t1/i u1 <c u2; (2.185)

G>
a;b.t1; t2/ D �.i=„/ha.t1/b.t2/i u1 >c u2: (2.186)

Next we define four types of Green’s functions:

G� � 0

a;b .t1; t2/ D Ga;b.u1; u2/ .u1; u2/ ; on .�; � 0/ branch ; (2.187)

where �; � 0 take C or �. In addition, one defines the retarded, advanced, Keldysh
Green’s function GR, GA, GK as

GR;A
a;b .t1; t2/ D �.i=„/�.˙.t1 � t2//hŒa.t1/; b.t2/�i ; (2.188)

GK
a;b.t1; t2/ D G<

a;b.t1; t2/C G>
a;b.t1; t2/ : (2.189)

In Sect. 2.2 and other sections, we frequently use the Green’s function GC in the
Langevin equations and Greens function approach (LEGF). This is in fact exactly
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the advanced Green’s function. Thus, in NEGF notation, GC D GA and G� D GR.
The above three functions can be written in terms of G�;� 0

as

GR
a;b.t1; t2/ D GCCa;b � GC�a;b D �G��a;b C G�Ca;b ; (2.190)

GA
a;b.t1; t2/ D GCCa;b � G�Ca;b D �G��a;b C GC�a;b ; (2.191)

GK
a;b.t1; t2/ D GCCa;b C G��a;b D GC�a;b C G�Ca;b : (2.192)

Using the matrix Q D 1p
2

�
1; �1
1; 1

�
, Green’s functions with .C�/ basis are

transformed into GR;A;K

G D
�

GCC; GC�
G�C; G��

�
; (2.193)

QGQT D
�
0; GA

GR; GK

�
: (2.194)

From this, one finds the relation

det G D �GRGA : (2.195)

Suppose we have the Dyson’s equation

G D g C g� z˙� zG ; (2.196)

where either time-dependent Green’s function or its Fourier transformation is
considered. Utilizing Eqs. (2.190)–(2.192), which leads to

�
GR;A

��1 D �
gR;A

��1 �
˙R;A, and assuming the case where gRg<;> D 0, one readily shows

G<;> D GR ˙<;> GA : (2.197)
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Chapter 3
Fluctuating Hydrodynamics Approach
to Equilibrium Time Correlations
for Anharmonic Chains

Herbert Spohn

Abstract Linear fluctuating hydrodynamics is a useful and versatile tool for
describing fluids, as well as other systems with conserved fields, on a mesoscopic
scale. In one spatial dimension, however, transport is anomalous, which requires
to develop a nonlinear extension of fluctuating hydrodynamics. The relevant
nonlinearity turns out to be the quadratic part of the Euler currents when expanding
relative to a uniform background. We outline the theory and compare with recent
molecular dynamics simulations.

3.1 Introduction, Long Time Tails for Simple Fluids

In the mid 1950ies, Green [1] and Kubo [2, 3] discovered that transport coefficients
for simple fluids can be obtained through a time-integral over the respective
total current correlation function. For tracer diffusion such a connection is more
immediate and was understood much earlier. But the then novel insight was that
collective transport coefficients, such as viscosity and thermal conductivity, follow
the same pattern. Thus it became a central issue to determine the time decay
of such current correlations. With essentially no tools available this amounted
to an impossible task. The static equilibrium correlations were known to decay
exponentially fast, as confirmed by a convergent series expansion. But for the
dynamics one would have to deal with a huge set of coupled differential equations.
At the time the only theoretical tool available was the Boltzmann equation valid
at low density. Kinetic theory predicts an exponential decay for the current time
correlations and it was tacitly assumed that such behavior would extend to moderate
densities. Alder and Wainwright [4] tried to check the situation in a pioneering
molecular dynamics simulation of 500 hard disks, resp. hard spheres, at periodized
volume 2, 3, and 5 times larger than close packing. For tracer diffusion they
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convincingly observed a power law decay as t�d=2, dimension d D 2; 3, which
was baptized “long time tail”. They also argued that the same behavior should hold
for collective transport. Theory quickly jumped in and predicted a decay as t�d=2 for
viscosity and thermal conductivity [5, 6]. A first hand historical account is provided
in [7].

There are several theoretical schemes and they all arrive at the same prediction,
which of course increases their confidence level. As recognized for some time,
the most direct approach is linear fluctuating hydrodynamics plus small nonlinear
perturbations. We refer to the recent monograph [8] for a comprehensive discussion.
Here I provide only a rough sketch of the method with the purpose to explain
why one dimension is so special. In the physical dimension a simple fluid has five
conservation laws and correspondingly fluctuating hydrodynamics has to deal with a
five component field, where the momentum components are odd, density and energy
are even under time reversal. As well known [8, 9], the full structure has to be used
in order to arrive at quantitative predictions. But the argument becomes even more
direct for the (unphysical) case of a single conservation law.

Let us thus consider the scalar field �.x; t/, which for concreteness is called
density. Space is x 2 R

d and time is t 2 R. �.x; t/ is a fluctuating field. On
the macroscopic scale fluctuations are not visible and � satisfies the hyperbolic
conservation law

@t� C r 
Ej.�/ D 0 ; (3.1)

where Ej is the density current. To also include mesoscopic details, in particular
to incorporate fluctuations, one argues that the current has, in addition to the
deterministic part, also a random contribution which is essentially uncorrelated in
space-time. Since fluctuations are always associated with dissipation, on a more
refined scale Eq. (3.1) becomes

@t�C r 
 �Ej.�/� Dr�C � E� � D 0 : (3.2)

Here E�.x; t/ is Gaussian white noise with mean zero and covariance

h�˛.x; t/�˛0.x0; t0/i D ı˛˛0ı.x � x0/ı.t � t0/ ; ˛; ˛0 D 1; : : : ; d : (3.3)

� is the noise strength and D is the diffusion constant. They are both treated as
numbers. Physically they will depend on the density. But this would be higher order
effects, which are ignored in our discussion.

The goal is to compute the density time correlations in the stationary regime,
which is no easy task, since (3.2) is nonlinear. But correlations can be thought of as
imposing at t D 0 a small density perturbation at the origin and then record how the
perturbation propagates in space-time. For this purpose one might hope to get away
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with linearizing (3.2) at the uniform background density �0 as �0 C %.x; t/, which
yields

@t%C r 
 �Ej 0.�0/% � Dr%C � E� � D 0 ; (3.4)

where 0 refers to differentiation w.r.t. �. Equation (3.4) is a linear Langevin equation,
hence solved easily. Since % is a deviation from the uniform background, we are
interested in the space-time stationary process with zero mean. First note that (3.4)
has a unique time-stationary zero mean measure, which is Gaussian white noise in
the spatial variable,

h%.x/%.x0/i D .�2=2D/ı.x � x0/ : (3.5)

For the stationary space-time covariance one obtains

h%.x; t/%.0; 0/i D .�2=2D/p.x � Ec t; t/ ; (3.6)

where p is the Gaussian transition kernel,

p.x; t/ D .4�Djtj/�d=2 exp
� � x2=4Djtj� ; (3.7)

and Ec D Ej0.�0/. By (3.4) the fluctuating current is given by

EJ D Ec% � Dr%C � E� : (3.8)

For the stationary correlations of the total current one arrives at

Z

Rd
dxh EJ .x; t/ 
 EJ .0; 0/i D d�2ı.t/ : (3.9)

No surprise. A density fluctuation propagates with velocity Ec and spreads
diffusively. The currents are delta-correlated, which should translate into expo-
nential decay for the underlying microscopic system. But before jumping at such
conclusions one has to study the stability of (3.9) against including higher orders in
the expansion. By power counting the next to leading term is the nonlinear current
at second order, which amounts to

@t%C r 
 �Ec%C EG%2 � Dr%C � E� � D 0 ; EG D 1
2
Ej 00.�0/ : (3.10)

The task is to compute the current correlation (3.9) perturbatively in EG.
We first remove Ec by switching to a moving frame of reference. Secondly we

note that, quite surprisingly, white noise is still time-stationary under the nonlinear
Langevin equation (3.10). Since, as argued above, spatial white noise is time-
stationary under the linear part, one only has to check its invariance under the
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deterministic evolution @t% D �EG 
 r%2. Formally its vector field is divergence
free, since one can choose a divergence free discretization [10], compare with the
discussion in Sect. 3.3 below. Hence the “volume measure” is preserved and one has
to check only the time change of the logarithm of the stationary density,

d

dt

Z

Rd
dx 1

2
%.x/2 D �

Z

Rd
dx%.x/EG 
 r%2.x/ D 1

3

Z

Rd
dx EG 
 r%3.x/ D 0 : (3.11)

For an expansion in EG 
 r%2 it is most convenient to use the Fokker-Planck
generator, denoted by L D L0 C L1, where L0 corresponds to the Gaussian part
and L1 to the nonlinear flow. We define

S.x; t/ D h%.x; t/%.0; 0/i D h%.x/eLt%.0/i ; (3.12)

average with respect to the time-stationary Gaussian measure, and plan to use the
general second moment sum rule

d2

dt2

Z

Rd
dxx2S.x; t/ D

Z

Rd
dxh EJ .x; t/ 
 EJ .0; 0/i ; (3.13)

which follows directly from the conservation law. By second order time-dependent
perturbation theory,

S.x; t/ D h%.x/eL0t%.0/i C
Z t

0

dt1h%.x/eL0.t�t1/L1eL0t1%.0/i

C
Z t

0

dt2

Z t2

0

dt1h%.x/eL0.t�t2/L1eL0.t2�t1/L1eL0t1%.0/i C O.j EGj3/ :
(3.14)

L0% is linear, while L1% is quadratic in %. Thus the second term on the right is odd
in % and vanishes. For any functional, F,

h%.x/L1F.%/i D �h.L1%.x//F.%/i ; (3.15)

see (3.109), and the left L1 is swapped over to act on eL0.t�t2/%.x/. By translation
invariance, EG 
 r can be pulled in front as acting on x. Combining the terms one
arrives at

S.x; t/ D h%.x/eL0t%.0/i C
Z t

0

dt2

Z t2

0

dt1.EG 
 r/2
Z

Rd
dx1

Z

Rd
dx2

�p.x � x2; t � t2/p.x1; t1/h%.x2/2eL0.t2�t1/%.x1/2i : (3.16)
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The Gaussian average is computed as

h%.x2/2eL0t%.x1/2i D 2
�
.�2=2D/p.x2 � x1; t/

�2 C s-c : (3.17)

The self-contraction does not depend on x, hence vanishes when applying EG 
 r. We
insert in (3.13). Working out the integrals yields, including second order,

Z

Rd
dxh EJ .x; t/ 
 EJ .0; 0/i D d�2ı.t/C 4.�2=2D/2j EGj2p.0; 2t/ ; (3.18)

which is the claimed long time tail for a scalar conserved field in d dimensions.
Equation (3.10) is singular at short distances, the worse the higher the dimension.

In physical systems there is a natural cut-off at the microscopic scale which is simply
ignored in (3.10). There are many possibilities to improve, but the serious constraint
is to obtain a still manageable nonlinear stochastic equation. The noise should
remain ı-correlated in time so to preserve the Markov property of the time evolution.
One could smoothen in space, but thereby may loose the information on the time-
stationary measure. To my experience the best compromise is to adopt the obvious
spatial discretization. Then one has a set of coupled stochastic differential equations.
For them one can check rigorously the time-stationary measure and identities as
e.g. (3.15). On the perturbative level this then leads to the continuum expressions
as (3.16). For a simple fluid the current correlations are bounded and will not diverge
near t D 0. So in (3.18) only the long time prediction can be trusted.

What can be learned from the long time tails? In dimension d 	 3 the decay
is integrable. Thus, as assumed implicitly beforehand, the model has a finite
diffusivity. Higher order terms in the expansion will modify prefactors but should
not alter the exponent for the time decay. Dimension d D 2 is marginal. The
diffusivity is weakly divergent. In principle, say, a system of hard disks has infinite
viscosity and thermal conductivity. But since the divergence is only logarithmic
one could convert the result into a weak system size dependence. In one dimension
the conductivity is truly infinite. Obviously, not even the power law as based on
the perturbative expansion (3.16) can be trusted and one needs to develop non-
perturbative techniques.

Equation (3.10) for d D 1 is known as stochastic Burgers equation, which we
record for later reference as

@t%� @x
�
1
2
�%2 C �@x%C ��

� D 0 ; x 2 R : (3.19)

One can introduce a potential through % D @xh. Then h satisfies the one-dimensional
version of the Kadar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) equation [11],

@th D 1
2
�.@xh/2 C �@2xh C �� ; (3.20)
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for the moment using the more conventional symbols for the coefficients. Over
the last 15 years many properties, including rigorous results, of the KPZ equation
have been obtained. While this is not the place to dive into details, I note that the
solution is continuous in x, but so singular that .@xh/2 is ill-defined. However it
is proved that the ultraviolet divergence is very mild and can be tamed by what
would be an infinite energy renormalization in a 1 C 1 dimensional quantum
field theory, compare with the discussion in [12]. More precisely one chooses a
regularized version of (3.20) by replacing �.x; t/ through the spatially smoothed
version �'.x; t/ D R

'.x � x0/�.x0; t/dx0 with ' 	 0, even, smooth, of rapid decay
at infinity, and normalized to 1. It can be proved that then the solution to (3.20)
is well-defined. One introduces an ultraviolet cut-off of spatial size " by choosing
the ı-function sequence '".x/ D "�1'."�1x/ and substituting the noise � by its
smoothed version �" D �'" . Let us denote the corresponding solution of the KPZ
equation by h".x; t/. Then h".x; t/�v"t, i.e. h".x; t/ viewed in the frame moving with
the diverging velocity v" D "�1

R
'.x/2dx, has a non-degenerate limit as " ! 0,

which coincides with the Cole-Hopf solution of the KPZ equation [13, 14].
In this context Hairer recently developed a solution theory, for which he was

awarded the 2014 Fields Medal. His theory works for the KPZ equation, as well as a
large class of other singular stochastic partial differential equations, and for general
cutoffs [15, 16]. Of course, the solution theory studies the small scale structure
of solutions, and not the large scale, where the universal behaviors of interest are
observed.

There is an exact formula for S.x; t/, which involves Fredholm determinants. In
the long time limit

S.x; t/ ' .�2=2�/.
p
2�jtj/�2=3fKPZ

�p
2�jtj/�2=3x� : (3.21)

The scaling function fKPZ will reappear below, where more details are given. The
Burgers current reads

J .x; t/ D �. 1
2
�%2 C �@x%C ��

�
(3.22)

and for its total correlation function one obtains, using the sum rule (3.13),

Z

R

dxhJ .x; t/J .0; 0/i '
�
.�2=2�/.

p
2�/2

Z

R

dx 4
9
x2fKPZ.x/

	
.
p
2�t/�2=3

(3.23)

valid for large t. Note that the true decay turns out to be t�2=3, to be contrasted with
the perturbative result t�1=2. In fact the power 2=3 was argued already in [5] using a
self-consistent scheme, see also [17]. As a fairly unusual feature, the non-universal
coefficients are given directly in terms of the parameters of the stochastic Burgers
equation. In fact, the particular form can be guessed from the scaling properties of
Eq. (3.19). Only for the scaling function fKPZ and the pure number

p
2 one has to

rely on the exact solution, which is the result of an intricate analysis using lattice
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type models [18–21], replica computations for the KPZ equation [22, 23], and the
finite time exact solution of the stationary KPZ equation itself [24].

In these notes we will explain how nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics, in
the same spirit as already explained for a scalar field in one dimension, can be
used to predict the asymptotic form of the equilibrium space-time correlations
of anharmonic chains. Chains are one-dimensional objects and it may seem as if
we have accomplished the task already. Well, we have not even written down a
Hamiltonian. So first we have to dwell on a few general properties of anharmonic
chains. In particular we will see that they have three conserved fields, generically.
The corresponding Euler equations are derived, thereby identifying the macroscopic
currents. But now we are forced to handle several conserved fields. While it is not
so difficult to write down the multi-component generalization of (3.19), the analysis
of the Langevin equation will be more complicated with no exact solution at help. A
second major task will be to test the quality of these predictions by comparing with
molecular dynamics simulations.

3.2 Anharmonic Chains

Conservation Laws and Equilibrium Time Correlations We consider a classical
fluid consisting of particles with positions qj and momenta pj, j D 1; : : : ;N, qj; pj 2
R, possible boundary conditions to be discussed later on. We use units such that the
mass of the particles equals 1. Then the Hamiltonian is of the standard form,

Hf l
N D

NX

jD1
1
2
p2j C 1

2

NX

i¤jD1
V.qi � qj/ ; (3.24)

with pair potential V.x/ D V.�x/. The potential may have a hard core and
otherwise is assumed to be short ranged. The dynamics for long range potentials
is of independent interest [25], but not discussed here. Furthermore the potential
is assumed to be thermodynamically stable, meaning the validity of a bound asPN

i¤jD1 V.qi � qj/ 	 A � BN for some constants A and B > 0. A substantial
simplification is achieved by assuming a hard core of diameter a, i.e. V.x/ D 1
for jxj < a, and restricting the range of the smooth part of the potential to at most
2a. Then the particles maintain their order, qj � qjC1, and in addition only nearest
neighbor particles interact. Hence Hf l

N simplifies to

HN D
NX

jD1
1
2
p2j C

N�1X

jD1
V.qjC1 � qj/ : (3.25)
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As a, at first sight very different, physical realization, we could interpret HN as
describing particles in one dimension coupled through anharmonic springs which is
then usually referred to as anharmonic chain.

In the second interpretation the spring potential can be more general than
anticipated so far. No ordering constraint is required and the potential does not have
to be even. To have well defined thermodynamics the chain is pinned at both ends
as q1 D 0 and qNC1 D `N. It is convenient to introduce the stretch rj D qjC1 � qj.
Then the boundary condition corresponds to the microcanonical constraint

NX

jD1
rj D `N : (3.26)

Switching to canonical equilibrium according to the standard rules, one the arrives
at the obvious condition of a finite partition function

Z.P; ˇ/ D
Z

dx e�ˇ.V.x/CPx/ < 1 ; (3.27)

using the standard convention that the integral is over the entire real line. Here ˇ > 0
is the inverse temperature and P is the thermodynamically conjugate variable to the
stretch. By partial integration

P D �Z.P; ˇ/�1
Z

dxV 0.x/ e�ˇ.V.x/CPx/ ; (3.28)

implying that P is the average force in the spring between two adjacent particles,
hence identified as thermodynamic pressure. To have a finite partition function, a
natural condition on the potential is to be bounded from below and to have a one-
sided linear bound as V.x/ 	 a0 C b0jxj for either x > 0 or x < 0 and b0 > 0.
Then there is a non-empty interval I.ˇ/ such that Z.P; ˇ/ < 1 for P 2 I.ˇ/. For
the particular case of a hard-core fluid one imposes P > 0.
Note: The sign of P is chosen such that for a gas of hard-point particles one has the
familiar ideal gas law P D 1=ˇ`. The chain tension is �P.

Famous examples are the harmonic chain, Vha.x/ D x2, the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam
(FPU) chain, VFPU.x/ D 1

2
x2 C 1

3
˛x3 C 1

4
ˇx4, in the historical notation [26], and the

Toda chain [27], V.x/ D e�x, in which case P > 0 is required. The harmonic chain,
the Toda chain, and the hard-core potential, Vhc.x/ D 1 for jxj < a and Vhc.x/ D 0

for jxj 	 a, are in fact integrable systems which have a very different correlation
structure and will not be discussed here. Except for the harmonic chain, one simple
way to break integrability is to assume alternating masses, say mj D m0 for even j
and mj D m1 for odd j.

We will mostly deal with anharmonic chains described by the Hamilto-
nian (3.25), including one-dimensional hard-core fluids with a sufficiently small
potential range. There are several good reasons. Firstly on the level of fluctuating
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hydrodynamics a generic one-dimensional fluid cannot be distinguished from an
anharmonic chain. Thus with the proper translation of the various terms we would
also predict the large scale correlation structure of one-dimensional fluids. The
second reason is that in the large body of molecular dynamics simulations there is
not a single one which deals with an “honest” one-dimensional fluid. To be able to
reach large system sizes all simulations are performed for anharmonic chains. In
addition, from a theoretical perspective, the equilibrium measures of anharmonic
chains are particularly simple in being of product form in momentum and stretch
variables. Thus material parameters, as compressibility and sound speed, can be
expressed in terms of one-dimensional integrals involving the Boltzmann factor
e�ˇ.V.x/CPx/, V.x/, and x.

Anharmonic chains should be thought of as a particular class of 1C1 dimensional
field theories. Thus qj is viewed as the displacement variable at lattice site j and not
necessarily the physical position of the jth particle on the real line. There is a simple
translation between both pictures, but we will stick to the field theory point of view.
For a fluid with unlabeled particles and, say, a bounded potential, the equivalence is
lost and only the fluid picture can be used.

This being said, we follow the standard rules. We write down the dynamics
of stretches and momenta and identify the conserved fields. From there we
infer the microcanonical and canonical equilibrium measures. For slowly varying
equilibrium parameters we deduce the Euler equations. In particular, their version
linearized at uniform equilibrium will constitute the backbone in understanding the
equilibrium time correlations of the conserved fields.

The dynamics of the anharmonic chain is governed by

d

dt
qj D pj ;

d

dt
pj D V 0.qjC1 � qj/� V 0.qj � qj�1/ : (3.29)

For the initial conditions we choose a lattice cell of length N and require

qjCN D qj C `N ; pjCN D pj (3.30)

for all j 2 Z. This property is preserved under the dynamics and thus properly
mimics a system of finite length N. The stretches are then N-periodic, rjCN D rj,
and the single cell dynamics is given by

d

dt
rj D pjC1 � pj ;

d

dt
pj D V 0.rj/� V 0.rj�1/ ; (3.31)

j D 1; : : : ;N, together with the periodic boundary conditions p1CN D p1, r0 D rN

and the constraint (3.26). Through the stretch there is a coupling to the right
neighbor and through the momentum a coupling to the left neighbor. The potential
is defined only up to translations, since the dynamics does not change under a
simultaneous shift of V.x/ to V.x�a/ and rj to rjCa, in other words, the potential can
be shifted by shifting the initial r-field. Note that our periodic boundary conditions
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are not identical to fluid particles moving on a ring, but they may become so for
large system size when length fluctuations become negligible. Both equations are
already of conservation type and we conclude that

d

dt

NX

jD1
rj D 0 ;

d

dt

NX

jD1
pj D 0 : (3.32)

We define the local energy by

ej D 1
2
p2j C V.rj/ : (3.33)

Then its local conservation law reads

d

dt
ej D pjC1V 0.rj/ � pjV

0.rj�1/ ; (3.34)

implying that

d

dt

NX

jD1
ej D 0 : (3.35)

At this point we assume that there are no further local conservation laws.
Unfortunately our assumption, while reasonable, is extremely difficult to check. It
certainly rules out the integrable chains, which have N conservation laws. There is
no natural example known with, say, seven conservation laws. But the mere fact
that there are exceptions implies that close to integrability the predictions from
fluctuating hydrodynamics could be on time scales which are not accessible. The
parameters entering in fluctuating hydrodynamics depend smoothly on the potential.
Thus as one approaches, for example, the Toda potential no abrupt changes will
be detected. In this sense, the theory cannot distinguish the Toda chain from a
FPU chain both at moderate temperatures. There is another limitation which can be
addressed more quantitatively. If V.x/CPx has a unique minimum, then at very low
temperatures the potential is close to a harmonic one. This feature will be properly
reflected by fluctuating hydrodynamics through the temperature dependence of the
coupling coefficients and the noise strength.

The microcanonical equilibrium state is defined by the Lebesgue measure
constrained to a particular value of the conserved fields as

NX

jD1
rj D `N ;

NX

jD1
pj D uN ;

NX

jD1

�
1
2
p2j C V.rj/

� D eN (3.36)

with ` the stretch, u the momentum, and e the total energy per particle. In our context
the equivalence of ensembles holds and computationally it is of advantage to switch
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to the canonical ensemble with respect to all three constraints. Then the dual variable
for the stretch ` is the pressure P, for the momentum the average momentum, again
denoted by u, and for the total energy e the inverse temperature ˇ. For the limit
of infinite volume the symmetric choice j 2 Œ�N; : : : ;N� is more convenient. In
the limit N ! 1 either under the canonical equilibrium state, trivially, or under the
microcanonical ensemble, by the equivalence of ensembles, the collection .rj; pj/j2Z
are independent random variables. Their single site probability density is given by

Z.P; ˇ/�1e�ˇ.V.rj/CPrj/.2�=ˇ/�1=2e� 12 ˇ.pj�u/2 : (3.37)

Averages with respect to (3.37) are denoted by h
iP;ˇ;u. The dependence on the
average momentum can be removed by a Galilei transformation. Hence we mostly
work with u D 0, in which case we merely drop the index u. We also introduce
the internal energy, e, through e D 1

2
u2 C e, which agrees with the total energy at

u D 0. The canonical free energy, at u D 0, is defined by

G.P; ˇ/ D �ˇ�1� � 1
2

logˇ C log Z.P; ˇ/
�
: (3.38)

Then

` D hr0iP;ˇ ; e D @ˇ
�
ˇG.P; ˇ/

� � P` D 1

2ˇ
C hV.r0/iP;ˇ : (3.39)

The relation (3.39) defines .P; ˇ/ 7! .`.P; ˇ/;e.P; ˇ//, thereby the inverse map
.`;e/ 7! .P.`;e/; ˇ.`;e//, and thus accomplishes the switch between the
microcanonical thermodynamic variables `;e and the canonical thermodynamic
variables P; ˇ.

It is convenient to collect the conserved fields as the 3-vector Eg D .g1; g2; g3/,

Eg. j; t/ D �
rj.t/; pj.t/; ej.t/

�
; (3.40)

Eg. j; 0/ D Eg. j/. Then the conservation laws are combined as

d

dt
Eg. j; t/C EJ . j C 1; t/� EJ . j; t/ D 0 (3.41)

with the local current functions

EJ . j/ D � � pj;�V 0.rj�1/;�pjV
0.rj�1/

�
: (3.42)

Our prime interest are the equilibrium time correlations of the conserved fields,
which are defined by

S˛˛0. j; t/ D hg˛. j; t/g˛0.0; 0/iP;ˇ � hg˛.0; 0/iP;ˇhg˛0.0; 0/iP;ˇ ; (3.43)
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˛; ˛0 D 1; 2; 3. The infinite volume limit has been taken already and the average is
with respect to thermal equilibrium at u D 0. It is known that such a limit exists
[28, 29]. Also the decay in j is exponentially fast, but with a correlation length
increasing in time. Often it is convenient to regard S. j; t/, no indices, as a 3 � 3

matrix. In general, S. j; t/ has certain symmetries, the first set resulting from space-
time stationarity and the second set from time reversal, even for ˛ D 1; 3, odd for
˛ D 2,

S˛˛0. j; t/ D S˛0˛.�j;�t/ ; S˛˛0. j; t/ D .�1/˛C˛0

S˛˛0. j;�t/ : (3.44)

At t D 0 the average (3.43) reduces to a static average, which is easily computed.
The fields are uncorrelated in j, i.e.

S. j; 0/ D ıj0C (3.45)

with the static susceptibility matrix

C D
0

@
hr0I r0iP;ˇ 0 hr0I V0iP;ˇ

0 ˇ�1 0

hr0I V0iP;ˇ 0 1
2
ˇ�2 C hV0I V0iP;ˇ

1

A : (3.46)

Here, for X,Y arbitrary random variables, hXI Yi D hXYi � hXihYi denotes the
second cumulant and V0 D V.r0/, following the same notational convention as for
e0. The conservation law implies the zeroth moment sum rule

X

j2Z
S˛˛0. j; t/ D

X

j2Z
S˛˛0. j; 0/ D C˛˛0 : (3.47)

An explicit computation of S. j; t/ is utterly out of reach. But with the current
computer power MD simulations have become an essential source of information. A
broader coverage will be provided in Sect. 3.5. Just to have a first impression I show
in Fig. 3.1 a recent MD simulation of the correlator for a FPU chain. One notes
the central peak, called heat peak, which is standing still, and two symmetrically
located peaks, called sound peaks which move outwards with the speed of sound.
The peaks broaden with a certain power law which will have to be discussed. One
expects, better hopes for, self-similar shape functions, at least for sufficiently long
times. We do not know yet their form. But the central peak seems to have fat tails
while the sound peaks fall off more rapidly, at least towards the outside of the sound
cone. The area under each peak is preserved in time and normalized to 1 in our plot.
If the chain is initially perturbed near 0 and the response in one of the conserved
fields is observed at . j; t/, then one records a signal, which is a linear combination
of the peaks in Fig. 3.1, the coefficients depending on the initial perturbation. It
might happen that one peak is missing. If the perturbation is orthogonal to all three
physical fields, then there is no peak at all, only low amplitude noise.
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Fig. 3.1 Heat peak and
sound peaks, area normalized
to 1, at times
t D 800; 1300; 2700, for a
FPU chain with N D 8192,
potential parameters ˛ D 2,
ˇ D 1, pressure P D 1, and
temperature ˇ�1 D 0:5. The
speed of sound is cD 1:45
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Our goal is to predict the large scale structure of the correlator S˛˛0. j; t/ encoding
the propagation of local perturbations of the equilibrium state. On the crudest level,
they should be captured by linearized hydrodynamics, to which we turn next.

Linearized Hydrodynamics We start the dynamics from a product measure of
the form (3.37), but replace the uniform P;u; ˇ by slowly varying spatial fields
P."j/;u."j/; ˇ."j/ with " � 1. "�1 is the macroscopic scale measured in lattice
units. Equivalently we may regard " as the lattice spacing. The relation (3.39) then
defines also the slowly varying fields `."j/;u."j/; e."j/. Because of the conservation
laws the time change of such a state is slow and varies only over microscopic
times of order "�1t with macroscopic t of order 1. We average Eq. (3.41) over the
slowly varying initial state, which gives then the time change of the average locally
conserved fields. The expectation of the currents is more difficult. The difference in
j becomes "@x on the macroscopic scale. Since the currents are functions depending
only on at most two neighboring lattice sites, to lowest approximation their average
can be computed in the equilibrium state with the corresponding local values of the
fields, i.e. `."j; "�1t/;u."j; "�1t/; e."j; "�1t/. Therefore we define the hydrodynamic
Euler currents by the equilibrium averages

h EJ . j/i`;u;e D � � u;P.`; e � 1
2
u2/;uP.`; e � 1

2
u2/
� D Ej.`;u; e/ (3.48)

with P.`;e/ defined implicitly through (3.39). Our argument then leads to the
macroscopic Euler equations

@t` � @xu D 0 ; @tu C @xP.`; e � 1
2
u2/ D 0 ; @te C @x

�
uP.`; e � 1

2
u2/
� D 0 :

(3.49)

We refer to a forthcoming monograph [29], where the validity of the Euler
equations is proved up to the first shock. Since, as emphasized already, it is
difficult to deal with deterministic chaos, the authors add random velocity exchanges
between neighboring particles which ensure that the dynamics locally enforces the
microcanonical state.
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We are interested here only in small deviations from equilibrium and therefore
linearize the Euler equations as `C u1.x/, 0C u2.x/, e C u3.x/ to linear order in the
deviations Eu.x/. This leads to the linear equation

@tEu.x; t/C @xAEu.x; t/ D 0 (3.50)

with

A D
0

@
0 �1 0

@`P 0 @eP
0 P 0

1

A : (3.51)

Here, and in the following, the dependence of A, C and similar quantities on the
background values `;u D 0;e, hence on P; ˇ, is suppressed from the notation.
Beyond (3.47) there is the first moment sum rule which states that

X

j2Z
jS. j; t/ D AC t : (3.52)

A proof, which in essence uses only the conservation laws and space-time stationar-
ity of the correlations, is given in [30], see also see [31, 32]. Microscopic properties
enter only minimally. However, since C D CT and S. j; t/T D S.�j;�t/, Eq. (3.52)
implies the important relation

AC D .AC/T D CAT ; (3.53)

with T denoting transpose. Of course, (3.53) can be checked also directly from
the definitions. Since C > 0, A is guaranteed to have real eigenvalues and a
nondegenerate system of right and left eigenvectors. For A one obtains the three
eigenvalues 0;˙c with

c2 D �@`P C P@eP > 0 : (3.54)

Thus the solution to the linearized equation has three modes, one standing still, one
right moving with velocity c and one left moving with velocity �c. Hence we have
identified the adiabatic sound speed as being equal to c.

Equation (3.50) is a deterministic equation. But the initial data are random such
that within our approximation

hu˛.x; 0/u˛0.x0; 0/i D C˛˛0ı.x � x0/ : (3.55)

To determine the correlator S.x; t/ with such initial conditions is most easily
achieved by introducing the linear transformation R satisfying

RAR�1 D diag.�c; 0; c/ ; RCRT D 1 : (3.56)
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Up to trivial phase factors, R is uniquely determined by these conditions. Explicit
formulas are found in [30]. Setting E� D AEu, one concludes

@�˛ C c˛@x�˛ D 0 ; ˛ D �1; 0; 1 ; (3.57)

with Ec D .�c; 0; c/. By construction, the random initial data have the correlator

h�˛.x; 0/�˛0.x0; 0/i D ı˛˛0ı.x � x0/ : (3.58)

Hence

h�˛.x; t/�˛0.0; 0/i D ı˛˛0ı.x � c˛t/ : (3.59)

We transform back to the physical fields. Then in the continuum approximation, at
the linearized level,

S.x; t/ D R�1diag
�
ı.x C ct/; ı.x/; ı.x � ct/

�
R�T (3.60)

with R�T D .R�1/T.
Rather easily we have gained a crucial insight. S. j; t/ has three peaks which

separate linearly in time. For example, S11. j; t/ has three sharp peaks moving with
velocities ˙c; 0. Physically, one expects such peaks not to be strictly sharp, but to
broaden in the course of time because of dissipation. This issue will have to be
explored in great detail. It follows from the zeroth moment sum rule that the area
under each peak is preserved in time and thus determined through (3.60). Hence
the weights can be computed from the matrix R�1, usually called Landau-Plazcek
ratios. A Landau-Placzek ratio could vanish, either accidentally or by a particular
symmetry. An example is the momentum correlation S22. j; t/. Since .R�1/20 D 0

always, its central peak is absent.
For integrable chains each conservation law generates a peak. Thus, e.g., S11. j; t/

of the Toda chain is expected to have a broad spectrum expanding ballistically, rather
than consisting of three sharp peaks.

3.3 Nonlinear Fluctuating Hydrodynamics

Euler Currents to Second Order The broadening of the peaks results from
random fluctuations in the currents, which tend to be uncorrelated in space-time.
Therefore the crudest model would be to assume that the current statistics is space-
time Gaussian white noise. In principle, the noise components could be correlated.
But since the stretch current is itself conserved, its fluctuations will be taken care
of by the momentum equation. Momentum and energy currents have different
signature under time reversal, hence their cross correlation vanishes. As a result,
there is a fluctuating momentum current of strength �u and an independent energy
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current of strength �e. According to Onsager, noise is linked to dissipation as
modeled by a diffusive term. Thus the linearized equations (3.50) are extended to

@t Eu.x; t/C @x
�
AEu.x; t/ � @xDEu.x; t/C BE�.x; t/� D 0 : (3.61)

Here E�.x; t/ is standard white noise with covariance

h�˛.x; t/�˛0 .x0; t0/i D ı˛˛0ı.x � x0/ı.t � t0/ (3.62)

and, as argued, the noise strength matrix is diagonal as

B D diag.0; �u; �e/ : (3.63)

To distinguish the linearized Euler equations (3.50) from the Langevin equa-
tions (3.61), we use Eu D .u1;u2;u3/ for the fluctuating fields.

From the introduction, we know already that a Gaussian fluctuation theory will
fail. But still, it is useful to first explore the structure of the Langevin equation (3.61).
The stationary measures for (3.61) are spatial white noise with arbitrary mean. Since
small deviations from uniformity are considered, we always impose mean zero.
Then the components are correlated as

hu˛.x/u˛0.x0/i D C˛˛0ı.x � x0/ : (3.64)

Stationarity relates the linear drift and the noise strength through the steady state
covariance as

�.AC � CAT/@x C .DC C CDT/@2x D BBT@2x : (3.65)

The first term vanishes by (3.53) and the diffusion matrix is uniquely determined as

D D
0

@
0 0 0

0 Du 0
QDe 0 De

1

A : (3.66)

with QDe D �hr0I V0iP;ˇhr0I r0i�1P;ˇDe. Here Du > 0 is the momentum and De > 0

the energy diffusion coefficient, which are related to the noise strength as

�2u D hp0I p0iP;ˇDu ; �2e D he0I e0iP;ˇDe : (3.67)

We still have to establish that the stationary measure (3.64) is unique and is
approached in the limit t ! 1. For this purpose it suffices that the 3 � 3 matrix
i2�kA � .2�k/2D has its eigenvalues in the left hand complex plane, where for
convenience we have switched to Fourier space with respect to x. If one drops
D, then i2�kA has the eigenvalues i2�kc.�1; 0; 1/. Hence one can use first order
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perturbation theory with respect to �.2�k/2D, which is given by h Q ˛;D ˛i, where
A ˛ D c˛ ˛ and AT Q ˛ D c˛ Q ˛ are the right and left eigenvectors of A, as listed
in [30]. One simply has to follow the definitions and express every term through the
cumulants of r0 and V0. As to be expected, the matrix elements from above have
a definite value and the eigenvalues are shifted into the left hand complex plane.
Similarly, �D has eigenvalues 0;�Du;�De and the zero eigenvalue is shifted to
the left by second order perturbation in i.2�k/�1A. The only condition is the strict
positivity of Du;De.

Based on (3.61) one computes the stationary space-time covariance, which most
easily is written in Fourier space,

S˛˛0.x; t/ D hu˛.x; t/u˛0 .0; 0/i D
Z

dk ei2�kx
�
e�it2�kA�jtj.2�k/2DC

�
˛˛0
: (3.68)

To extract the long time behavior it is convenient to transform to normal modes. But
before, we have to introduce a more systematic notation. We will use the superscript
] for a normal mode quantity. Thus for the anharmonic chain

S]. j; t/ D RS. j; t/RT ; S]
˛˛0. j; t/ D h.REg/˛. j; t/.REg/˛0.0; 0/iP;ˇ : (3.69)

The hydrodynamic fluctuation fields are defined on the continuum, thus functions
of x; t, and we write

S˛˛0.x; t/ D hu˛.x; t/u˛0 .0; 0/i ; S].x; t/ D RS.x; t/RT : (3.70)

Correspondingly A] D RAR�1 D diag.�c; 0; c/, D] D RDR�1, B] D RB. Note that
Eu.x; t/ will change its meaning when switching from linear to nonlinear fluctuating
hydrodynamics.

In normal mode representation Eq. (3.68) becomes

S].x; t/ D
Z

dk ei2�kxe�it2�kA]�jtj.2�k/2D] : (3.71)

The leading term, it2�kA], is diagonal, while the diffusion matrix D] couples the
components. But for large t the peaks are far apart and the cross terms become
small. More formally we split D] D Ddia C Doff and regard the off-diagonal part
Doff as perturbation. When expanding, one notes that the off-diagonal terms carry
an oscillating factor with frequency c˛ � c˛0 , ˛ ¤ ˛0. Hence these terms decay
quickly and

S]
˛˛0.x; t/ ' ı˛˛0

Z
dk ei2�kxe�it2�kc˛�jtj.2�k/2D

]
˛˛ (3.72)

for large t. Each peak has a Gaussian shape function which broadens as .D]
˛˛jtj/1=2.
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Besides the peak structure, we have gained a second important insight. Since
the peaks travel with distinct velocities, on the linearized level the three-component
system decouples into three scalar equations, provided it is written in normal modes.

The linear fluctuation theory should be tested against adding nonlinear terms. The
computation of the Introduction indicates that in one dimension the quadratic part
of the Euler current is a relevant perturbation. This can be seen even more directly
by rescaling Eu.x; t/ to large space-time scales as Eu".x; t/ D "�bEu"."�1x; "�zt/ and
counting the powers of the nonlinear terms. To have the correct t D 0 covariance
requires b D 1=2. The quadratic terms of the Euler currents are relevant, yielding
z D 3=2, and the scaling exponents of cubic terms are only marginally relevant,
while a possible dependence of D;B on Eu.x; t/ can be ignored. Thus, we retain the
linear part (3.61) but expand the Euler currents including second order in Eu, which
turns (3.61) into the equations of nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics,

@tu1 � @xu2 D 0 ;

@tu2 C @x
�
.@`P/u1 C .@eP/u3 C 1

2
.@2`P/u

2
1 � 1

2
.@eP/u22

C 1
2
.@2eP/u23 C .@`@eP/u1u3Du@xu2 C �u�2

� D 0 ; (3.73)

@tu3 C @x
�
Pu2 C .@`P/u1u2 C .@eP/u2u3 � QDe@xu1 � De@xu3 C �e�3

� D 0 :

To explore their consequences is a more demanding task than solving the linear
Langevin equation and the results of the analysis will be more fragmentary.

Stationary Measure for the Physical Fields Adding quadratic terms could change
drastically the character of the solution. To find out we first attempt to investigate
the time-stationary measure. The vector field of the nonlinear part of (3.73) reads

EF D �@x
�
0; 1

2
.@2`P/u

2
1 � 1

2
.@eP/u22

C 1
2
.@2eP/u23 C .@`@eP/u1u3; .@`P/u1u2 C .@eP/u2u3

�
: (3.74)

Formally the drift is divergence free, since

3X

˛D1

Z
dx
ıF˛.x/

ıu˛.x/
D @eP

Z
dx.�@xu2 C @xu2/ D 0 (3.75)

and the infinite dimensional Lebesgue measure is invariant under the flow generated
by EF. Since the equilibrium measure is a product, a natural ansatz for the invariant
measure is Gaussian white noise retaining the physical susceptibility,

exp
�

�
3X

˛;˛0D1
1
2
.C�1/˛˛0

Z
dxu˛.x/u˛0.x/

	Y

˛;x

du˛.x/ : (3.76)
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As established before, for the linear Langevin equation this measure is stationary.
Thus, to find out whether it is also stationary for (3.73), we only have to check the
invariance under the nonlinear flow

d

dt

3X

˛;˛0D1
.C�1/˛˛0

Z
dxu˛.x/u˛0.x/

D 2

3X

˛D1

Z
dx.C�1Eu/˛.x/@tu˛.x/

D
Z

dxa0u2@x
�
.@2`P/u

2
1 � .@eP/u22 C .@2eP/u23 C 2.@`@eP/u1u3

�

C2
Z

dx.a2u1 C a3u3/@x
�
.@`P/u1u2 C .@eP/u2u3

� D 0 ; (3.77)

where a0 D .C�1/22, a2 D .C�1/13, a3 D .C�1/33. The term cubic in u2 vanishes
by the same argument as for the one-component case. All other terms are linear in
u2, thus their sum has to vanish point-wise,

.a0@
2
`P � a2@`P/@xu21 C .a0@

2
eP � a3@eP/@xu23

C2�a0.@`@eP/@x.u1u3/� a2.@eP/u3@xu1 � a3.@`P/u1@xu3
� D 0 : (3.78)

This leads to the constraints on the coefficients as

a0@
2
`P D a2@`P ; a0@

2
eP D a3@eP ; a0@`@eP D a3@`P ; a0@`@eP D a2@eP :

(3.79)

There are four constraints and five partial derivatives which may be regarded as
independent parameters. Thus one would expect that there is a sub-manifold in
V;P; ˇ space for which (3.79) can be satisfied. We will come back to another
representation of these constraints below. Away from the special subset of invariant
Gaussian measures, we have no tools, but one would hope that the invariant measure
still has a finite correlation length and exponential mixing. Based on the mechanical
model, it is suggestive to assume u2 to be independent of u1;u3 and to have white
noise statistics. But this forces again the constraints (3.79) and results in the same
Gaussian measure as before.

A basic property of the mechanical model is invariance under time reversal. On
the level of fluctuating hydrodynamics this translates to the following property: We
fix a time window Œ0;T�. Then, in the stationary process, the trajectories

.u1.t/;u2.t/;u3.t// and .u1.T � t/;�u2.T � t/;u3.T � t// (3.80)

with 0 � t � T have the same probability. To check (3.80) requires some
information on the invariant measure. But under the Gaussian measure (3.76), hence
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assuming the validity of the constraints, it can be shown that time reversal invariance
indeed holds.

Transformation to Normal Modes To proceed further, it is convenient to
write (3.73) in vector form,

@t Eu.x; t/C @x
�
AEu.x; t/C 1

2
hEu; EHEui � @x QDEu.x; t/C QBE�.x; t/ � D 0 ; (3.81)

where EH is the vector consisting of the Hessians of the currents with derivatives
evaluated at the background values .`; 0;e/,

H˛
		 0 D @u	 @u	 0

j˛ ; hEu; EHEui D
3X

	;	 0D1
EH		 0 u	u	 0 : (3.82)

As for the linear Langevin equation we transform to normal modes through

E� D REu : (3.83)

Then

@t�˛ C @x
�
c˛�˛ C h E�;G˛ E�i � @x.D

] E�/˛ C .B]E�/˛
� D 0 : (3.84)

By construction B]B]T D 2D]. The nonlinear coupling constants, denoted by EG, are
defined by

G˛ D 1
2

3X

˛0D1
R˛˛0 R�TH˛0

R�1 (3.85)

with the notation R�T D .R�1/T.
Since derived from a chain, the couplings are not completely arbitrary, but satisfy

the symmetries

G˛
ˇ	 D G˛

	ˇ ; G�
˛ˇ D �G���˛�ˇ ; G��10 D G�

01 ;

G0
�� D �G0���� ; G0

˛ˇ D 0 otherwise : (3.86)

In particular note that

G0
00 D 0 ; (3.87)

always, while G1
11 D �G�1�1�1 are generically different from 0. This property signals

that the heat peak will behave differently from the sound peaks. The EG-couplings
are listed in [30] and as a function of P; ˇ expressed in cumulants up to third order
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in r0;V0. The algebra is somewhat messy. But there is a short MATHEMATICA
program available [33] which, for given P; ˇ;V , computes all coupling constants,
including the matrices C;A;R.

We return to the issue of Gaussian time-stationary measures, where we regard
the coefficients EG;D];B] as arbitrary, up to 2D] D B]B]T, ignoring for a while their
particular origin. The Langevin equation (3.84) is slightly formal. To have a well-
defined evolution, we discretize space by a lattice of N sites. The field E�.x; t/ then
becomes E�j.t/ with components �j;˛.t/, j D 1; : : : ;N, ˛ D 1; 2; 3. The spatial finite
difference operator is denoted by @j, @jfj D fjC1 � fj, with transpose @T

j fj D fj�1 � fj.
Then the discretized equations of fluctuating hydrodynamics read

@t�j;˛ C @j
�
c˛�j;˛ C Nj;˛ C @T

j D]�j;˛ C B]�j;˛
� D 0 (3.88)

with E�j D E�NCj, E�0 D E�N , where �j;˛ are independent Gaussian white noises with
covariance

h�j;˛.t/�j0 ;˛0.t0/i D ıjj0ı˛˛0ı.t � t0/ : (3.89)

The diffusion matrix D] and noise strength B] act on components, while the
difference operator @j acts on the lattice site index j.

Nj;˛ is quadratic in �. But let us first consider the case Nj;˛ D 0. Then �j;˛.t/
is a Gaussian process. The noise strength has been chosen such that one invariant
measure is the Gaussian

NY

jD1

3Y

˛D1
expŒ� 1

2
�2j;˛�.2�/

�1=2d�j;˛ D �G.�/

NY

jD1

3Y

˛D1
d�j;˛ : (3.90)

Because of the conservation laws, the hyperplanes

NX

jD1
�j;˛ D N�˛ ; (3.91)

are invariant and on each hyperplane there is a Gaussian process with a unique
invariant measure given by (3.90) conditioned on that hyperplane. For large N it
would become independent Gaussians with mean �˛ , our interest being the case of
zero mean, �˛ D 0.

The generator of the diffusion process (3.88) with Nj;˛ D 0 is given by

L0 D
NX

jD1

�
�

3X

˛D1
@j
�
c˛�j;˛ C @T

j D]�j;˛
�
@�j;˛

C
3X

˛;˛0D1
.B]B]T/˛˛0@j@�j;˛@j@�j;˛0

	
: (3.92)
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The invariance of �G.�/ can be checked through

L�0 �G.�/ D 0 ; (3.93)

where � is the adjoint with respect to the flat volume measure. Furthermore linear
functions evolve to linear functions according to

eL0 t�j;˛ D
NX

j0D1

3X

˛0D1
.eA t/j˛;j0˛0�j0;˛0 ; (3.94)

where the matrix A D �@j ˝ diag.c1; c2; c3/� @j@
T
j ˝ D], the first factor acting on

j and the second on ˛.
We now add the nonlinearityNj;˛ . In general, this will modify the time-stationary

measure and we have little control how. Therefore we propose to choose Nj;˛ such
that the corresponding vector field @jNj;˛ is divergence free [10]. If Nj;˛ depends
only on the field at sites j and j C 1, then the unique solution reads

Nj;˛ D 1
3

3X

	;	 0D1
G˛
		 0

�
�j;	�j;	 0 C �j;	 �jC1;	 0 C �jC1;	�jC1;	 0

�
: (3.95)

For �G to be left invariant under the deterministic flow generated by the vector field
�@jN requires

L1�G D 0 ; L1 D �
NX

jD1

3X

˛D1
@jNj;˛@�j;˛ ; (3.96)

which implies

NX

jD1

3X

˛D1
�j;˛@jNj;˛ D 0 (3.97)

and thus the constraints

G˛
ˇ	 D Gˇ

˛	

� D G˛
	ˇ

�
(3.98)

for all ˛; ˇ; 	 D 1; 2; 3, where in brackets we added the symmetry which holds by
definition. Denoting the generator of the Langevin equation (3.88) by

L D L0 C L1 ; (3.99)

one concludes L��G D 0, i.e. the time-invariance of �G.
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In the continuum limit the condition (3.97) reads

3X

˛;ˇ;	D1
G˛
ˇ	

Z
dx�˛.x/@x

�
�ˇ.x/�	 .x/

� D 0 ; (3.100)

where G˛
ˇ	 D G˛

	ˇ . By partial integration

2

3X

˛;ˇ;	D1
G˛
ˇ	

Z
dx�˛.x/�ˇ.x/@x�	.x/

D �
3X

˛;ˇ;	D1
G˛
ˇ	

Z
dx�ˇ.x/�	 .x/@x�˛.x/ : (3.101)

Hence (3.100) is satisfied only if G	

ˇ˛ D G˛
ˇ	 , which is the condition (3.98) claimed

for the discrete setting.
Equation (3.98) is the generalization of (3.79), which is specific for the anhar-

monic chain. In fact, while abstractly true, it is not so easy to verify directly. But
now we can argue more convincingly why one should be allowed to continue with
assuming the validity of the constraints (3.98). As we will discuss in the next
section, the leading coupling constants are of the form G˛

˛˛ , while the sub-leading
couplings have equal lower indices, G˛

		 , 	 ¤ ˛. The off-diagonal matrix elements
are irrelevant for the large scale behavior. When one does the counting, all leading
and sub-leading couplings can be chosen freely and the irrelevant couplings can be
adjusted so that the constraint (3.98) is satisfied. Appealing to universality, the large
space-time behavior should not depend on that particular choice. We expect that for
general EG the true time-stationary measure will have short range correlations and
nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics remains a valid approximation to the dynamics
of the anharmonic chain.

In related problem settings, a different point of view has been suggested [34, 35].
Firstly one notes that the Gaussian stationary measure (3.76), hence also (3.90), is
simply inherited from the canonical equilibrium measure. In this respect there is no
choice. Also the nonlinear Euler currents are on the safe side. But the remaining
terms are phenomenological to some extent. D];B] could depend on E� itself. One
could also include higher derivative terms. In fact, one could try to choose the
nonlinearities precisely in such a way that the dynamics is invariant under time-
reversal and leaves the Gaussian measure invariant. The program as such may be
easily endorsed, but so far I have not seen a convincing handling of the details.
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3.4 Mode-Coupling Theory

Decoupling Hypothesis For the linear equations the normal modes decouple for
long times. The hypothesis claims that such property persists when adding the
quadratic nonlinearities. For the precise phrasing, we have to be somewhat careful.
We consider a fixed component, ˛, in normal mode representation. It travels with
velocity c˛, which is assumed to be distinct from all other mode velocities. If
G˛
˛˛ ¤ 0, then for the purpose of computing correlations of mode ˛ at large scales,

one can use the scalar conservation law

@t�˛ C @x
�
c˛�˛ C G˛

˛˛�
2
˛ � D]

˛˛@x�˛ C B]˛˛�˛
� D 0 ; (3.102)

which coincides with the stochastic Burgers equation (3.19). If decoupling holds,
one has the exact asymptotics as stated in (3.21) with � D 2

p
2jG˛

˛˛j. The
universal scaling function fKPZ is tabulated in [36], denoted there by f . fKPZ 	 0,R

dxfKPZ.x/ D 1, fKPZ.x/ D fKPZ.�x/,
R

dxfKPZ.x/x2 ' 0:510523. fKPZ looks like a
Gaussian with a large jxj decay as expŒ�0:295jxj3�. Plots are provided in [18, 36].

For an anharmonic chain, G0
00 D 0 always and the decoupling hypothesis applies

only to the sound peaks, provided G1
11 D �G�1�1�1 ¤ 0 which generically is the

case. If G1
11 ¤ 0, then the exact scaling form is

S]�� .x; t/ Š .�st/
�2=3fKPZ

�
.�st/

�2=3.x � �ct/
�
; �s D 2

p
2jG�

�� j ; (3.103)

� D ˙1. To find out about the scaling behavior of the heat mode other methods
have to be developed.

For one-dimensional fluids, van Beijeren [37] follows the scheme developed in
[6] and arrived first at the prediction (3.103) together with the Lévy 5/3 heat peak to
be discussed below. In [37] no Langevin equations appear. I regard them as a useful
intermediate step valid on a mesoscopic scale. In the Langevin form the theory
can be applied to a large class of one-dimensional systems. As a tool, fluctuating
hydrodynamics has been proposed considerably earlier [38] and used to predict the
t�2=3 decay of the total energy current correlation.

One-Loop, Diagonal, and Small Overlap Approximations We return to the
Langevin equation (3.88) and consider the mean zero, stationary �j;˛.t/ process with
�G as t D 0 measure. The stationary covariance reads

S]˛˛0. j; t/ D h�j;˛.t/�0;˛0 .0/i D h�0;˛0 eLt�j;˛ieq ; t 	 0 : (3.104)

On the left, h
i denotes the average with respect to the stationary �j;˛.t/ process and
on the right h
ieq refers to the average with respect to �G. By construction

S]˛˛0. j; 0/ D ı˛˛0ıj0 : (3.105)
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The time derivative reads

d

dt
S]
˛˛0. j; t/ D h�0;˛0.eLtL0�j;˛/ieq C h�0;˛0.eLtL1�j;˛/ieq : (3.106)

We insert

eLt D eL0t C
Z t

0

ds eL0.t�s/L1e
Ls (3.107)

in the second summand of (3.106). The term containing only eL0 t is cubic in the time
zero fields and hence its average vanishes. Therefore one arrives at

d

dt
S]
˛˛0. j; t/ D A S˛˛0. j; t/C

Z t

0

dsh�0;˛0eL0.t�s/L1.eLsL1�j;˛/ieq : (3.108)

For the adjoint of eL0.t�s/ we use (3.94) and for the adjoint of L1 we use

h�j;˛L1F.�/ieq D �h.L1�j;˛/F.�/ieq ; (3.109)

which both rely on h
ieq being the average with respect to �G. Furthermore

L1�j;˛ D �@jNj;˛ : (3.110)

Inserting in (3.108) one arrives at the identity

d

dt
S]˛˛0. j; t/ D A S]˛˛0. j; t/ �

Z t

0

dsh.eA T.t�s/@jN0;˛0/.eLs@jNj;˛/ieq : (3.111)

To obtain a closed equation for S] we note that the average

h@j0Nj0;˛0 eLs@jNj;˛ieq D h@jNj;˛.s/@j0Nj0;˛0.0/i (3.112)

is a four-point correlation. We invoke the Gaussian factorization as

h�.s/�.s/�.0/�.0/i Š h�.s/�.s/ih�.0/�.0/i C 2h�.s/�.0/ih�.s/�.0/i :
(3.113)

The first summand vanishes because of the difference operator @j. Secondly we
replace the bare propagator eA .t�s/ by the interacting propagator S].t � s/, which
corresponds to a partial resummation of the perturbation series in EG. Finally we
take a limit of zero lattice spacing. This step could be avoided, and is done so in
our numerical scheme for the mode-coupling equations. We could also maintain the
ring geometry which, for example, would allow to investigate collisions between the
moving peaks. Universality is only expected for large j; t, hence in the limit of zero
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lattice spacing. The continuum limit of S]. j; t/ is denoted by S].x; t/, x 2 R. With
these steps we arrive at the mode-coupling equation

@tS
]

˛ˇ.x; t/ D
3X

˛0D1

�� � c˛ı˛˛0@x C D]

˛˛0@
2
x

�
S]˛0ˇ.x; t/

C
Z t

0

ds
Z

R

dyM˛˛0.y; s/@2xS]˛0ˇ.x � y; t � s/
	

(3.114)

with the memory kernel

M˛˛0.x; t/ D 2

3X

ˇ0;ˇ00 ;	 0;	 00D1
G˛
ˇ0	 0G˛0

ˇ00	 00S
]

ˇ0ˇ00.x; t/S
]

	 0	 00.x; t/ : (3.115)

In numerical simulations of both, the mechanical model of anharmonic chains
and the mode-coupling equations, it is consistently observed that S]

˛˛0. j; t/ becomes
approximately diagonal fairly rapidly. To analyse the long time asymptotics on the
basis of (3.114) we therefore rely on the diagonal approximation

S]˛˛0.x; t/ ' ı˛˛0 f˛.x; t/ : (3.116)

Then f˛.x; 0/ D ı.x/ and the f˛’s satisfy

@tf˛.x; t/ D .�c˛@x C D]
˛˛@

2
x/f˛.x; t/C

Z t

0

ds
Z

R

dy@2xf˛.x � y; t � s/M˛˛.y; s/ ;

(3.117)

˛ D �1; 0; 1, with memory kernel

M˛˛.x; t/ D 2
X

	;	 0D0;˙1
.G˛

		 0/
2f	 .x; t/f	 0.x; t/ : (3.118)

The solution to (3.117) has two sound peaks centered at ˙ct and the heat peak
sitting at 0. All three peaks have a width much less than ct. But then, in case 	 ¤ 	 0,
the product f	 .x; t/f	 0.x; t/ ' 0 for large t. Hence for the memory kernel (3.118) we
invoke a small overlap approximation as

M˛˛.x; t/ ' Mdg
˛ .x; t/ D 2

X

	D0;˙1
.G˛

		 /
2f	 .x; t/

2 ; (3.119)

which is to be inserted in Eq. (3.117).
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Numerical Simulations of the Mode-Coupling Equations When starting this
project together with Christian Mendl, in the summer of 2012 we spent many
days in numerically simulating the mode coupling equations with initial conditions
S]˛˛0. j; 0/ D ı˛˛0ı0j. Only a few plots are in print [39], simply because there is such
a large parameter space and it is not clear where to start and where to end. Still, for
our own understanding this period was extremely helpful. Mostly we simulated in
Fourier space. System size was up to 400. Speeds were of order 1, thereby limiting
the simulation time to about 200, the time of the first peak collision. For such sizes
the simulations are fast and many variations could be explored. We started from the
scalar equation, to be discussed below, moved up to two modes, and eventually to
three modes with parameters taken from an actual anharmonic chain. j EG˛

˛0˛0 j was
either 0 or somewhere in the range 0:3–2:5. D] is a free parameter which was
varied from 0 to j EG˛

˛0˛0 j=2. We always simulated the complete matrix-valued mode-
coupling equations (3.114). Our main findings can be summarized as:

(a) For a large range of parameters, the diagonal approximation in generally failed
for short times, but was quickly restored with the off-diagonal elements being
at most 10% of the diagonal ones.

(b) The results were fairly insensitive to the choice of D]. In fact, D] D 0 works
also well. Apparently the memory term generates already enough dissipation.

(c) We varied the overlap coefficients G˛
		 0 with 	 ¤ 	 0. Over the time scale of the

simulation no substantial changes were observed.

All these findings confirm the approximations proposed.
As our biggest surprise, except for trivial cases we never reached the asymptotic

regime. The peak structure develops fairly rapidly. The peak shape then changes
slowly, roughly consistent with the predicted scaling exponents, but it does not reach
a self-similar form. For example in the case of the sound peak, on the scale t2=3,
rather than being symmetric, as claimed by (3.103), it is still badly distorted, tilted
away from the central peak with rapid decay outside the sound cone but rather slow
power law type of decay towards the central peak. To improve one would have
to simulate larger system sizes and longer times. But then numerical simulations
become heavy and the fun evaporates. More attention can be achieved by molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation of the mechanical chain.

For given parameters V;P; ˇ one easily computes all the required coefficients. So
one goal was to run a MD and put the results on top of the ones from a simulation of
the mode coupling equations. For this to be a reasonable program, one would have
to simulate the mode-coupling equations for sizes of N D 4000 and more, which
we never attempted.

For the scalar case the situation is much simpler. The mode-coupling equation
takes the form

@tf .x; t/ D D@2x f .x; t/C 2G2

Z t

0

ds
Z

R

dy@2xf .x � y; t � s/f .y; s/2 ; (3.120)
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which is the one-loop approximation for the stochastic Burgers equation [40] . For
large x; t, its solution with initial condition f .x; 0/ D ı.x/ takes the scaling form

f .x; t/ Š .�st/
�2=3fmc

�
.�st/

�2=3x
�
: (3.121)

Inserting in (3.120), one first finds the non-universal scaling coefficient

�s D 2
p
2jG�

�� j : (3.122)

Secondly Of mc, the Fourier transform of fmc, is defined as solution of the fixed point
equation

2
3

Of 0mc.w/ D ��2w
Z 1

0

ds Of mc..1� s/2=3w/
Z

R

dq Of mc.s
2=3.w � q// Of mc.s

2=3q/ (3.123)

with w 	 0 and Of mc.0/ D 1, Of 0mc.0/ D 0.
Equation (3.123) is based on the closure assumption (3.113) and there is no

reason to infer that it is exact. However from our numerical simulations we conclude
that fKPZ differs from fmc by a few percent only. We regard the scalar case as a
strong support for the entire approach. But for several components the large finite
size effects prohibit one to arrive at a similarly simple claim.

Asymptotic Self-similarity Within mode-coupling the asymptotic shape function
for the sound peaks is given by

f� .x; t/ Š .�st/
�2=3fmc

�
.�st/

�2=3.x � �ct/
�
; (3.124)

� D ˙1. For the heat peak we employ (3.117) together with (3.119), using as an
input that the asymptotic form of f� is known already. In fact the scaling exponent for
f� is crucial, but the precise shape of f� enters only mildly. Hence, again switching
to Fourier space, one has to solve

@t Of 0.k; t/ D �D]
0.2�k/2 Of 0.k; t/

�2
X

�D˙1
.G0

�� /
2.2�k/2

Z t

0

ds Of 0.k; t � s/
Z

R

dq Of � .k � q; s/ Of � .q; s/ ;

(3.125)

Of 0.k; 0/ D 1. For Of � one inserts the asymptotic result (3.121). Equation (3.125) is a
linear equation which is solved through Laplace transform with the result

Of 0.k; t/ Š e�jkj5=3�ht ; (3.126)
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where

�h D ��2=3s .G0
�� /

2.4�/2
Z 1

0

dtt�2=3 cos.2�ct/
Z

R

dxfmc.x/
2

D ��2=3s .G0
��/

2.4�/2.2�c/�1=3 1
2
�

1

� .2
3
/

1

cos.�
3
/

Z

R

dxfmc.x/
2 (3.127)

and we used the symmetry G0
�� D �G0���� , see [30] for details. Equation (3.126)

is the Fourier transform of the symmetric ˛-stable distribution with exponent ˛ D
5=3, also known as Lévy distribution. In real space the asymptotics reads, for jxj 	
.�ht/3=5,

f0.x; t/ ' ��1�htjxj�8=3 : (3.128)

fmc is a smooth function with rapid decay. On the other hand, f0 has fat tails and its
variance is divergent. According to (3.128), at x D �ct the heat peak f0.�ct; t/ Š
��1�hc�8=3t�5=3. This explains why there is still coupling between f0 and f� , despite
the large spatial separation. In fact, numerically one observes that beyond the sound
cone, x D ˙ct, the solution decays exponentially fast. As t becomes large the tails
of f0 are build up between the two sound peaks, so to speak they unveil the Lévy
distribution.

In (3.125) we could also insert for f� the exact scaling function fKPZ, which would
slightly modify �h. fLKevy is an approximation, just as fmc. But the MD simulations
display so convincingly the Lévy distribution that one might be willing to regard it
as exact. If so, the exact �h must be based on fKPZ. To obtain the correlations of the
physical fields, one has to use

S. j; t/ D R�1S]. j; t/R�T : (3.129)

In particular the correlations of the physical fields are given through

S˛˛. j; t/ D
X

�D0;˙1
j.R�1/˛� j2f� . j; t/ ; (3.130)

where for f� the asymptotic scaling form is inserted. Then asymptotically the `-
` and the e-e correlations show generically all three peaks. However, for the
u-u correlations the central peak is missing asymptotically, since .R�1/20 D 0

independently of the interaction potential V .
We note that the coefficient D] does not appear in the asymptotic scaling form,

of course neither B]B]T D 2D]. This result is consistent with the picture that
noise and dissipation are required to maintain the correct local stationary measure
with susceptibility C. The long time asymptotics is however governed by the
nonlinearities.
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No Signal Beyond the Sound Cone Physically the sound speed is an upper
limit for the propagation of small disturbances. Since the initial state has a finite
correlation length, one would expect that towards the outside of the sound cone
correlations decay exponentially, while inside the sound cone there seems to be
no particular restriction. As a consistency check, one would hope that such a
general feature is properly reproduced by mode-coupling. Their numerical solutions
conform with this expectation, at least for the small system sizes explored. But for
the scaling limit one has to let t ! 1 and the decay information seems to be lost.
However there is still a somewhat subtle trace.

To explain, we have to first recall some properties of Lévy stable distributions.
Except for trivial rescalings, they are characterized by two parameters, traditionally
called ˛; ˇ, where for simplicity we momentarily stick to this convention, without
too much risk of confusion. The probability density has a simple form in Fourier
space,

Of LKevy;˛;ˇ.k/ D exp
� � jkj˛�1 � iˇ tan. 1

2
�˛/sgn.k/

��
: (3.131)

The parameter ˛ controls the steepness, 0 < ˛ < 2, while ˇ controls the asymmetry,
jˇj � 1. For jˇj > 1 the Fourier integral no longer defines a non-negative function.
At the singular point ˛ D 2 only ˇ D 0 is admitted and the probability density
is a Gaussian. If jˇj < 1, the asymptotic decay of fLKevy;˛;ˇ.x/ is determined by ˛
and is given by jxj�˛�1 for jxj ! 1. At jˇj D 1 the two tails show different
decay. The functions corresponding to ˇ D 1 and ˇ D �1 are mirror images, for
ˇ D 1 the slow decay being for x ! �1 and still as jxj�˛�1. For 0 < ˛ � 1,
fLKevy;˛;1.x/ D 0 for x > 0, while for 1 < ˛ < 2 the decay becomes stretched
exponential as exp.�c0x˛=.1�˛// with known constant c0. We refer to [41] for more
details.

For the heat peak we obtained the symmetric Lévy distribution because the sound
peaks are reflection symmetric, implying c1 D �c�1 and .G0

11/
2 D .G0�1�1/2.

If hypothetically we would choose distinct couplings, or c1 ¤ �c�1, then this
imbalance would produce a ˇ ¤ 0. If one of the sound peaks would be completely
missing, as in the case for a system with only two conserved fields, then necessarily
jˇj D 1. In accordance with the physical principle, the sign of ˇ is such that the fast
decay of fLKevy;˛;˙1.x/ is towards the outside of the sound cone, while the slow decay
is towards the single sound peak. For finite t, this slow decay will be cut by the
sound peak. Thus the scaling solution of the mode-coupling equations reproduces
the rapid decay towards the exterior of the sound cone. This is a completely general
fact, any number of components and any EG (Schütz, Formulas for mode-coupling
calculations, 2015, private communication).

Dynamical Phase Diagram As already indicated through the particular case
G0
00 D 0, the large scale structure of the solution depends on whether G˛

		 D 0

or not. One extreme case would be G˛
˛˛ ¤ 0 for all ˛, implying that the three peaks

have KPZ scaling behavior. The other extreme is G˛
		 D 0 for all ˛; 	 , resulting

in all peaks to have diffusive broadening. For the case of only two modes, the full
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phase diagram has seven distinct phases, with unexpected details worked out in
[42]. For the general case of n components the long time asymptotics is completely
classified in [43] (Schütz, 2015, Formulas for mode-coupling calculations, private
communication). Anharmonic chains have special symmetries and not all possible
couplings EG can be realized. Given that G0

00 D 0 and because the sound peaks are
symmetric, to have a distinct scaling requires

G1
11 D 0 ; (3.132)

which can be realized. The behavior is then determined by the value of the remaining
diagonal matrix elements. For the central peak one finds

�G0
�� > 0 ; (3.133)

while for the sound peak diagonals, G1�1�1 D �G�111 , G1
00 D �G�100 , there seems

to be no particular restriction. In principle, there could be sort of accidental zeros
of G˛

		 which are then difficult to locate. A more direct approach starts from the

observation that the EG coefficients are expressed through cumulants in r0, V0 . If
the integrands are antisymmetric under reflection, many terms vanish. The precise
condition on the potential is to have some a0, P0 such that

V.x � a0/C P0x D V.�x � a0/ � P0x (3.134)

for all x. Then for arbitrary ˇ and P D P0, one finds

G1
11 D 0 ; G1�1�1 D �G�111 D 0 ; G1

00 D �G�100 D 0 ; (3.135)

while G�
0� 0 ¤ 0, generically. The standard examples for (3.134) to hold are the FPU

chain with no cubic interaction term, the ˇ-chain, and the square well potential with
alternating masses, both at zero pressure.

Under (3.135) the heat mode is coupled to the sound mode, but there is no
back reaction from the sound mode. Hence the sound peak is diffusive with scaling
function

f� .x; t/ D 1p
4�Dst

e�.x��ct/2=4Dst : (3.136)

Ds is a transport coefficient. It can defined through a Green-Kubo formula, which
also means that no reasonably explicit answer can be expected. The feed back of the
sound peak to the central peak follows by the same computation as before, with the
result

Of 0.k; t/ D e�jkj3=2�ht ; (3.137)
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Fig. 3.2 Scaling plot of heat and sound peak for a FPU chain with N D 8192, potential parameters
˛ D 0, ˇ D 1, pressure P D 1, and temperature ˇ�1 D 1

where

�h D .D� /
�1=2.G0

�� /
2.4�/2.2�c/�1=2

Z 1

0

dt t�1=2 cos.t/.2
p
�/�1 : (3.138)

Since 3=2 < 5=3, the density f0.x; t/ turns out to be broader than the Lévy 5=3 from
the dynamical phase with G1

11 ¤ 0.
In testing nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics almost subconsciously one tries

to confirm (or not) the scaling exponents, resp. functions. This can be difficult
because of limited size. The dynamical phase diagram offers a different option.
For exceptional points in the phase diagram, without too precise a verification of
the scaling, one should find that the standard scaling exponent does not properly fit
the data. Such qualitative property is possibly more easy to access. In Fig. 3.2 we
display heat and sound peak for a FPU chain with G1

11 D 0.

3.5 Molecular Dynamics Simulations

In 1953 Fermi, Pasta and Ulam, technically supported by Tsingou, simulated 32
particles interacting through a quartic potential at the extremely low energy of
e D 5 � 10�4 per particle (above the ground state energy) [26]. They injected
energy in the highest Fourier mode and were looking for equipartition of the modes
at long times. However they found quasi-periodic motion with time averages settling
to some definite value different from equipartition. The observed quasi-periodicity
triggered the connection to KAM tori, the discovery of integrable systems with
many degrees of freedom, and to the development of the theory of solitons and
breathers [44, 45]. For sure, a rich harvest, see [46] for a historical perspective.
Later on Izrailev and Chirikov [47] repeated the simulation at the higher energy
e D 5 � 10�2 and observed equipartition.
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Anomalous transport surfaced much later [48], see the reviews [49, 50]. One
connects the two ends of the chain to thermal reservoirs. To explain, the end particles
are tied down as q0 D 0, qNC1 D 0, and to the equations of motion for the boundary
particles one adds Langevin terms as

Rq1 D �	p1 Cp
2	T��� ; RqN D �	pN Cp

2	TC�C ; (3.139)

where 	 is a friction constant, T˙ are the boundary temperatures, and �˙.t/ are
independent standard Gaussian white noises. For T� D TC the system settles in the
canonical equilibrium state. But for T� ¤ TC there is a non-trivial steady state with
a non-zero energy flux je.N/ depending on the length, N, of the chain. For regular
heat transport, Fourier’s law implies je.N/ ' c0N�1. However for FPU chains one
finds an enhanced transport as

je.N/ ' c0N
�1C˛.T� � TC/ (3.140)

with an exponent ˛ characterizing the anomaly. [A further ˛, but better to stick to
standard conventions.] Over the last two decades many MD simulations have been
implemented for a wide variety of one-dimensional systems. Early results indicated
˛ D 2=5, but since about 2003 the common evidence pointed towards ˛ D 1=3 or
at least close to it.

Nonlinear fluctuating dynamics can also deal with such open chains, at least in
principle. One would impose energy imbalance boundary conditions as `.0; t/ D
0 D `.L; t/, u.0; t/ D 0 D u.L; t/, but e.0; t/ D e� and e.L; t/ D eC and tries
to investigate the steady state. Unfortunately, at least for the moment, we have no
powerful techniques to deal with this problem. On the other hand it is argued [49]
that the energy flux is related to a Green-Kubo formula by

je.N/ �
Z N=c

0

dt
�hJ3.t/IJ3.0/i � hJ3.1/IJ3.0/i

�
: (3.141)

Under the time integral appears the total energy current correlation in thermal
equilibrium with its possibly non-zero value at t D 1 subtracted, see Sect. 3.6
for more explanations. The decay of such correlation can be predicted by mode-
coupling. In fact, we will confirm the value ˛ D 1=3. But the argument is subtle
because it is only indirectly related to the spreading of the heat peak which is on
scale t3=5.

Because of the relation (3.141), in many MD simulations the total energy current
correlation hJ3.t/IJ3.0/i is measured as an addition to steady state transport
[51, 52]. There are also MD simulations exclusively focussed on momentum
and energy current correlations [53]. However simulations of correlations of the
conserved fields have been fairly scarce until recently. The peak structure was
noted already in [54], see also [55, 56]. But surprisingly enough, even such a
basic issue as the quantitative comparison between the measured speed of sound
and formula (3.54) is apparently not a routine check. So far there have been three
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independent sets of simulations with the specific aim to check the predictions from
mode-coupling. For the details the reader is encouraged to look at the original
papers. I will try to compare so to reach some sort of conclusion.

The first and second set are FPU chains with either symmetric or asymmetric
potential, both the ˛ˇ and the pure ˇ chain [57, 58]. In this case one has to integrate
numerically the differential equations governing the evolution, for which both a
velocity-Verlet algorithm and a fourth order symplectic Runge-Kutta algorithm are
used. The third set consists of chains with a piecewise constant potential [59]. We
call them hard-collision, since the force is zero except for ı-spikes and the dynamics
proceeds from collision to collision. Now one has to develop an efficient algorithm
by which one finds the time-wise next collision. Except for rounding, there is no
discretization of time. The simplest example is the hard-point potential, Vhc.x/ D 1
for x < 0 and Vhc.x/ D 0 for x 	 0. A variant is the infinite square well potential,
Vsw.x/ D 1 for x < 0, x > a and Vsw.x/ D 0 for 0 � x � a [59, 60]. In this
case two neighboring particles at the maximal distance a are reflected inwards as
if connected by a massless string of finite length a. For both models the dynamics
remembers the initial velocities. To have only the standard conservation laws, one
imposes alternating masses, say mj D m0 for even j and mj D m1 for odd j. In both
models the unit cell then contains two particles and the scheme explained before
has to be extended. But at the very end the difference is minimal. A further variant
is the shoulder potential Vsh.x/, for which Vsh.x/ D 1 for jxj < 1

2
, Vsh.x/ D "0

for 1
2

� jxj � 1, and Vsh.x/ D 0 for jxj > 1. The potential is either repulsive,
"0 > 0, or attractive "0 < 0. Exploratory studies of the latter case indicate that
the convergence is slower than for the extensively studied attractive case. Particles
interacting with such a potential can be viewed also as a hard-core fluid with a short
range potential part and thus serves as a bridge between one-dimensional fluids and
anharmonic solids. The collisions resulting from the potential step make the model
non-integrable.

FPU chains with an even potential at P D 0 constitute a distinct dynamical phase.
Such phase is absent for the hard-point and the square shoulder potentials. But the
square well at P D 0 has the same properties as can be seen from taking a0 D a=2
in (3.134).

Current system sizes are N D 211 to 213, even size 216 D 65;536 has been
attempted [61]. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed. Time is restricted to
t � tmax D N=2c, the time of the first collision between sound peaks. For given
potential, one has to decide on the thermodynamic parameters, P; ˇ. One constraint
is to have c approximately in the range 1 : : : 2 in order to have a sufficiently long
time span available. Secondly one would like to be well away from integrability.
This leads to an energy per particle of order 1 in the models from above. A related
issue are the coupling matrices EG, which should not be too small, at least for the
relevant couplings. For the models from above they are tabulated. The relevant
couplings show quite some variability taking values in the range 0:1 : : : 3:4. At
the very end, one has to make a physically reasonable choice, perhaps use the
same parameters as previous MD simulations so to have the possibility to compare.
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A systematic study of the dependence on P; ˇ seems to be too costly and most likely
not so interesting. But it does make sense to probe values at the border. For some
of the FPU simulations the energy per particle is chosen as e D 0:1, at which point
nonlinearities are small [57]. There are also very extensive simulations at the even
lower energy e D 5�10�4, with the goal to explore the route to equipartition, which
is a somewhat distinct issue [62].

Once all parameters are fixed, there are several options to run the simulation.
Since in canonical equilibrium frj; pj; j D 1; : : : ;Ng are independent random
variables, one can sample the initial conditions through a random number generator.
For the hard-collision potentials the geometric constraints are still simple enough
for allowing one to generate the microcanonical ensemble by Monte Carlo methods.
In our simulations the correlator S hardly depends on the choice of the ensemble.
With such generated random initial data the equations of motion are simulated up to
tmax. A single run is noisy and one has to repeat many times, order 107. The much
more common choice is to start from a reasonable nonequilibrium configuration and
to equilibrate before measuring correlations. Usually one then simulates very long
trajectories, up to times of order 215, over which the time lag g˛. j; t C �/g˛0.0; t/ is
sampled, � � tmax. In addition one averages over a small number of runs, of order
102. The total number of samples is roughly the same in both methods. The random
number generator method produces the thermal average with a higher reliability.

The sampled S˛˛0. j; t/ can be Fourier transformed in the spatial variable and/or
in the time variable. One can also transform to normal coordinates. These are
linear operations which can be done for each sample or only after averaging.
Should one keep the full resolution or only some data points? Of course it
depends somewhat on the goals. In [58, 59], the full 3 � 3 matrix is sampled and
subsequently transformed via the theoretically computed R matrix to obtain S]. j; t/.
This approach allows to test diagonality. Because the peak structure is most easily
seen in the space-like j coordinate, maximal resolution for j is retained and only
three times .t D 250; 500; 1000/ are recorded for the purpose of making a scaling
plot. In van Beijeren and Posch (TU München, June 2013, private communication),
the lowest Fourier modes are measured as a function of t. In [57] the lowest Fourier
modes are plotted as a function of the frequency !. A separate issue are the much
simulated total current correlations. The total currents are sampled directly, in the
most complete version momentum, energy, and cross correlations, and then plotted
as a function of t or !.

We reproduce only a few figures. Many more details can be found in the original
papers. In Fig. 3.3 we display the data for the FPU chain [58] with VFPU.x/ D 1

2
x2C

2
3
x3 C 1

4
x4, ˇ D 2, P D 1, N D 8192, and tmax D 2700. The sound speed is

c D 1:45. Note that the sound peak is somewhat distorted, not symmetric relative to
ct, but has a rapid fall-off away from the sound cone. As only fit parameter one uses
�h, resp. �s. The optimal fit at the longest available time is denoted by �emp

h , resp.
�

emp
s , standing for empirical value. In most cases there is also a theoretical value

based on decoupling and/or mode-coupling, which is indicated in square brackets.
For the FPU simulations the results are for the heat peak �emp

h D 13:8 Œ1:97�, and
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Fig. 3.3 Scaling plot of (a) heat and (b) sound peak for a FPU chain with N D 8192, potential
parameters ˛ D 2, ˇ D 1, pressure P D 1, and temperature ˇ�1 D 0:5

Fig. 3.4 Heat and sound peak for shoulder, hard-point, and square well potential in logarithmic
scale: (a) shoulder, heat; (b) hard-point gas, heat; (c) square-well, heat; (d) shoulder, sound; (e)
hard-point gas, sound; (f) square-well, sound

for the sound peak �emp
s D 2:05 Œ0:68�. From the visual appearance, one might have

guessed the theoretical values to be just the other way round. So maybe the system
tries to generate the optimal Lévy peak at non-relaxed sound peaks.

In Fig. 3.4 we reproduce the plot of heat and sound peak for the hard-collision
models with shoulder, hard-point, and square well potential, in the latter two cases
with alternating masses [59]. To better judge the quality of the fit we provide a
logarithmic plot. In all cases N D 4096with tmax D 1024. The following parameters
have been chosen, shoulder: "0 D 1, P D 1:2, ˇ D 2, c D 1:74, hard-point:
m1=m0 D 3, P D 2, ˇ D 0:5, c D 1:73, square well: m1=m0 D 3, a D 1,
P D 0, ˇ D 2, c D 1:73. The fit to the predicted scaling function has an error
less than 5%. For the hard-collision models the simulation results are, shoulder:
�

emp
s D 1:62 Œ1:71�, �emp

h D 1:44 Œ1:04�, hard-point: �emp
s D 1:42 Œ2:00�, �emp

h D
1:04 Œ0:95�, square well: �emp

h D 0:95 Œ1:04�. Recall that the square well potential
at P D 0 is in a distinct dynamical universality class, hence the different scaling
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exponents. For this model �s is related to a diffusion constant, which can be obtained
only numerically.

The MD simulation [57] is at low temperatures and considers the positional
correlations, which in Fourier space differ from the stretch correlations only by a
k-dependent prefactor. Thus sampled is the correlator

.1 � cos.2�k//�1
Z

dt ei!t OS11.k; t/ D .1� cos.2�k//�1 OS11.k; !/ : (3.142)

For low temperatures the area under the central peak is a factor 10 smaller than the
one under the sound peak. Hence only the sound peak is explored. Its asymptotic
scaling form is

OS11.k; t/ D cos.2�ikct/C11 Of KPZ.k.�hjtj/2=3/ : (3.143)

Considering only the right moving sound peak by setting !max D 2�kc,

OS11.k; ! C !max/ D
Z

dt ei!t 1
2
C11 Of KPZ.k.�hjtj/2=3/

D
Z

dt ei.!=�hjkj3=2/t.�hjkj3=2/�1 1
2
C11 Of KPZ.jtj2=3/ : (3.144)

Thus defining

hKPZ.!/ D
Z

dt ei!t Of KPZ.jtj2=3/ ; (3.145)

one arrives at

OS11.k; ! C !max/ D 1
2
C11.�jkj3=2/�1hKPZ.!=�11jkj3=2/ : (3.146)

If one normalizes the maximum of OS to 1, then hKPZ.!/=hKPZ.0/ replaces hKPZ.!/,
which amounts to setting the prefactor in (3.146) equal to 1. In Fig. 3.5 the spectrum
at two different choices of the asymmetry parameter is displayed.

In the simulation the potential is chosen as V.x/ D 1
2
x2 C ˛ 1

3
x3 C 1

4
x4, where

the asymmetry varies from 0 to 2. Increasing ˛, the pressure P increases from 0 to
�0:2 and the inverse temperature from 9:55 to 9:75. The sound speed c ' 1:1. In
frequency space the peak moves linearly in k at around ! D 0:01. For the shape
function one uses OS.k; !/ for k D 1; 2; 4; 8; 16 to generate a scaling plot. Over the
whole range of ˛’s the fit with the scaling function (3.145) is fairly convincing.
The optimal fit parameter starts from �

emp
s D 0:02 Œ0:04� at ˛ D 0:2 to �emp

s D
0:08 Œ0:37� at ˛ D 1:6 and to �emp

s D 0:07 Œ0:53� at ˛ D 2:0.
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Fig. 3.5 Scaling plot of the sound peak in .k D q; !/ variables of a FPU chain with N D 1024,
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speed of sound is cD 1:11

Given the diversity of models, parameters, and numerical schemes only tentative
conclusions can be drawn.

(a) The separation into three peaks is a fast process. In normal mode representation
the off-diagonal matrix elements are indeed small. There are no correlations
beyond the sound cone.

(b) The distinction between G1
11 ¤ 0 and G1

11 D 0 is seen very convincingly.
(c) The central peak is on the t3=5 scale and adjusts well to the predicted Lévy

distribution with one caveat. As seen from the center, the shape function fairly
rapidly switches into the power law decay. However at the location of the
sound peaks there are some wiggles and beyond only small amplitude noise is
observed. In this sense, the Lévy distribution gets uncovered as time progresses.
The Lévy distribution is a fairly direct consequence of G0

00 D 0 and thus one of
the strongest supports for the theory.

(d) The sound peaks are mirror images of each other. One plots them on the t2=3

scale, but then there is still a slow change in time. For the hard-collision models
the shape is almost perfect, but the �s parameter is dropping in time. For the FPU
models the peak is distorted and still away from the symmetric shape predicted
by the theory. To the outside of the sound cone there is the rapid fall-off in
accordance with the KPZ scaling function. But towards the heat peak there is
slow decay. The sound peak is tilted away from the central peak. Apparently
there is still a strong interaction between the peaks.

(e) In the majority of the simulations the peaks vary slowly on the scale t2=3 for
sound, resp. t3=5 for the heat peak. Thus it becomes meaningful to use as a
fit the theoretical scaling function with �s, resp. �h, as only free parameter.
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This optimal choice has been denoted above as empirical value �emp
s=h . The error

between the measured and theoretical shape function is less than 5%. However
one observes that �emp

s and �emp
h are still changing in time signaling that the

simulation has not yet reached the truly asymptotic regime. In some simulations
�

emp
s=h drops monotonically in time and differs not too strongly from �s=h. One

is then willing to believe that for even longer simulation times the asymptotic
value is reached. But in other simulations there is a much stronger discrepancy,
which asks for more explanations.

Mode-coupling is not specific to anharmonic chains. In principle any one-
dimensional system with conserved fields can be handled by the same scheme.
This offers the possibility to test the theory through other models, possibly finding
systems with less strong finite time effects. One obvious choice are stochastic
lattice gases with several type of particles like several lane TASEP [43, 63] and
the AHR model [64, 65]. For them the couplings can be more easily adjusted than
for anharmonic chains, which offers the possibility to test the dynamical phase
diagram. Also anharmonic chains with a stochastic collision mechanism, respecting
the conservation laws, have been studied in considerable detail [42, 66, 67].

3.6 Total Current Correlations

The total current is a fluctuation observable, in contrast to S˛˛0. j; t/ which refers to
the average of the product of two local observables. Thus we need some additional
considerations to establish the link to nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics. For a
ring of size N, �N D Œ1; : : : ;N�, the total currents are defined by

EJtot;�N .t/ D 1p
N

NX

jD1
EJ . j; t/ (3.147)

and the total current covariance reads

��N ;˛˛0.t/ D hJtot;�N ;˛.t/IJtot;�N ;˛0.0/iP;ˇ;�N

D
NX

jD1
hJ˛. j; t/IJ˛0 .0; 0/iP;ˇ;�N : (3.148)

The cumulant h
I 
i means that the static average is subtracted and system size is
indicated explicitly. In the limit N ! 1

�˛˛0.t/ D
X

j2Z
hJ˛. j; t/IJ˛0 .0; 0/iP;ˇ : (3.149)

For fixed t the integrand decays exponentially in j, but with a correlation length
increasing in time.
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Before we emphasized the transformation to normal coordinates. For the currents
we stick to the physical fields. The current Jtot;�N ;1.t/ is itself conserved. Thus
only the .2; 3/ block has a time variation. Using stationarity and time-reversal, the
diagonal elements are even, �˛˛.t/ D �˛˛.�t/, while the off-diagonal elements are
odd and satisfy

�23.t/ D ��23.�t/ D �32.�t/ D ��32.t/ : (3.150)

Mode-coupling predicts that this matrix element vanishes. In our simulations
we observe an exponential decay with a decay time of order 20–30. Thus the
correlations of real interest are �22.t/ and �33.t/. For chains the latter is the
most frequently simulated equilibrium time correlation. The momentum current
correlations have been measured in [53] (van Beijeren and Posch, June 2014, GGI,
Firenze, private communication) and the momentum-energy cross correlations only
recently in [68].
��N ;˛˛0.t/ is a fluctuation observable, for which the equivalence of ensembles

does not hold. But the time-independent difference between microcanonical and
canonical average can be computed explicitly. For the microcanonical ensemble,
limt!1 ��N ;micro.t/ D 0. On the other hand, there is no reason for ��N .t/ to vanish
asymptotically if the canonical average, as in (3.148), is used. In fact, for infinite
volume,

lim
t!1�22.t/ D ˇ�1c2 ; lim

t!1�33.t/ D ˇ�1P2 : (3.151)

The asymptotic values in (3.151) are called Drude weight, which has received
a lot of attention in the context of current correlations for integrable quantum
chains. A non-zero Drude weight indicates that the correlator of the corresponding
conserved field has a ballistically moving component, but it cannot resolve the
structure of this component. For non-integrable anharmonic chains, the ballistic
pieces are just the sharply concentrated sound peaks, while in the integrable case
one expects to have a broad spectrum which expands ballistically.

The link to mode-coupling is achieved through the general observation that the
current correlations are proportional to the memory kernel. We use its diagonal
approximation and insert the asymptotic form of f˛ . The memory kernel is in normal
mode representation. Thus we still have to transform back to the physical fields
through the R matrix. The computation can be found in [68] with the result

� �

22.t/ D �22.t/ � ˇ�1c2 ' 1
2
.�ht/�3=5h 0;Hu 0i2

Z
dx fLévy;5=3.x/

2

C.�st/
�2=3h 1;Hu 1i2

Z
dx fKPZ.x/

2

� �

33.t/ D �33.t/ � ˇ�1P2 ' c2ˇ�2.�st/
�2=3

Z
dx fKPZ.x/

2 ; (3.152)
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where f ˛g are the eigenvectors of A, A 0 D 0, A 1 D c 1, see [30]. If (3.134)
is satisfied, e.g. an even potential at P D 0, then the sound peak is diffusive, see
Eq. (3.136), and the central peak is Lévy 3=2. Furthermore h 0;Hu 0i D 0 D
h 1;Hu 1i. Hence �22.t/ � ˇ�1c2 is expected to decay integrably, while

�33.t/ � ˇ�1P2 ' c2ˇ�2.8�Dst/
�1=2 : (3.153)

The energy current correlation is predicted to decay as t�2=3 which has been
reported in MD simulations already more than 15 years ago [51, 52]. The true
mechanism behind the decay is actually somewhat subtle. From the conservation
law it follows that the second moment of the heat peak is related to the second time
derivate of the current correlation. Using the asymptotic form (3.128), including the
cut-off at the sound peak, one arrives at

d2

dt2

Z ct

�ct
dx x2f0.x; t/ ' 8

3�
.�h/

5=3c1=3.�ht/�2=3 : (3.154)

This argument overlooks that the scaling form is for the normal mode representation,
while �33.t/ refers to the physical energy current. The complete computation leads
however to the same power law except for a different prefactor [68].

The momentum current correlation should decay as t�3=5, which is a recent
finding. However, its prefactor could vanish, in principle. Mode-coupling with the
currently available precision would not provide an answer, then. In contrast the
prefactor for �33.t/ is strictly positive.

Our simulation results [68] are shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. The parameters are
as before, N D 4096, tmax D 1024, shoulder: "0 D 1, P D 1:2, ˇ D 2,
c D 1:74, and hard-point: m1=m0 D 3, P D 2, ˇ D 0:5, c D 1:73. The red
lines indicate the predictions based on mode-coupling. It is interesting to note that
for the shoulder potential the evidence for a t�2=3 decay is not so overwhelming
as one might have anticipated and, by looking at a different time window, one
could as well fit to a slightly different exponent. On the other hand the hard-point
potential with alternating masses shows a very clean power law decay. Through MD
with shoulder potential the predicted decay of �22.t/ is well confirmed. However,
for the hard-point potential it so happens that both prefactors, h 0;Hu 0i and
h 1;Hu 1i, vanish. Numerically we estimate a decay as t�1. Again this is a
strong qualitative support of nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics. One might have
thought that all hard-collision potentials have the same asymptotic power law for
the momentum current correlation. This expectation is born out under the proviso
that the respective prefactors do not vanish. Matrix elements, as h 0;Hu 0i, must
come from a microscopic computation and cannot be deduced by a mere inspection
of the potential.

An additional confirmation of (3.151), (3.153) has been accomplished recently
[69]. For the potential V.x/ D 1

3
ax3 C 1

4
x4, ˇ D 1 and at P D 0:59 with a D �2,

resp. at P D �0:5, a D 1:89, up to very small errors the signature of the EG matrices
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Fig. 3.6 Total momentum and energy current correlations for hard-point particles with alternating
masses. (a) Momentum current correlations; (b) logarithmic plot of � �

22.t/; (c) energy current
correlations; (d) logarithmic plot of � �

33.t/

is identical to an even potential at P D 0. In the MD simulation the energy current is
found to decay as t�1=2 and the momentum current seems to be integrable. Keeping
all parameters fixed and shifting slightly to a D �2:7, resp. a D 2, the decay as
stated in (3.152) is restored.

3.7 Other 1D Hamiltonian Systems

For the anharmonic chains studied so far, the potential depends only on qjC1�qj and
hence remains without change under spatial translations. Physically this property
is obvious and seems hard to avoid. However there could be a substrate potential
which forces the particles preferentially to particular locations. One could consider
a two-component system, which then has an acoustic and an optical mode. The
latter would be comparable to a one-component system with an on-site potential.
Such considerations lead to the more general class of Hamiltonians

Hos D
NX

jD1

�
1
2
p2j C Vos.qj/

�C
N�1X

jD1
V.qjC1 � qj/ (3.155)
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Fig. 3.7 Total momentum and energy current correlations for a hard collision model with shoulder
potential

with some confining on-site potential Vos. The only conserved field is the energy.
There is a unique equilibrium measure. The Euler currents vanish. From the
perspective of fluctuating hydrodynamics all evidence points towards diffusive
energy transport. For the case of a quadratic V and for Vos D VFPU very detailed
MD simulation confirm diffusive transport [70].

More interesting are models with two conservation laws. We discuss separately
coupled rotators, which can be thought of as a classical limit of a quantum
Heisenberg chain, and the discrete nonlinear Schrödinger equation on a lattice,
which is the classical field theory for lattice bosons.

Coupled Rotators The Hamiltonian of the rotator chain reads

HCR D
NX

jD1

�
1
2
p2j C V.'jC1 � 'j/

�
(3.156)

with periodic boundary conditions, 'NC1 D '1. At first glance we have only
rebaptized qj as 'j. But the 'j’s are angles and the pj’s angular momenta. Hence
the phase space is .S1 � R/N with S1 denoting the unit circle. The standard choice
for V is V.#/ D � cos# , but in our context any 2�-periodic potential is admitted.
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The equations of motion are

d

dt
'j D pj ;

d

dt
pj D V 0.'jC1 � 'j/ � V 0.'j � 'j�1/ : (3.157)

Obviously angular momentum is locally conserved with the angular momentum
current

J1. j/ D �V 0.'j � 'j�1/ : (3.158)

As local energy we define ej D 1
2
p2j C V.'jC1 � 'j/. Then ej is locally conserved,

since

d

dt
ej D pjC1V 0.'jC1 � 'j/ � pjV

0.'j � 'j�1/ ; (3.159)

from which one reads off the energy current

J2. j/ D �pjV
0.'j � 'j�1/ : (3.160)

For the angles, in analogy to the stretch, one defines the phase difference Qrj D
�.'jC1 � 'j/, where � is 2�-periodic and �.x/ D x for jxj � � . Because of
the jump discontinuity the stretch is not conserved. A rotator chain has only two
conserved fields.

To apply nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics one has to compute the Euler
currents in local equilibrium. Since there are two conserved fields the canonical
equilibrium state reads

1

ZN

NY

jD1
exp

� � ˇ� 1
2
.pj � u/2 C V.'jC1 � 'j/

��
d'jdpj (3.161)

with u the average angular momentum. Now

hJ1. j/iN D �hV 0.'j � 'j�1/iN ; hJ2. j/iN D �uhV 0.'j � 'j�1/iN ; (3.162)

average with respect to the canonical ensemble (3.161). We claim that

lim
N!1hV 0.'j � 'j�1/iN D 0 : (3.163)

For this purpose we expand in Fourier series as

e�V.#/ D
X

m2Z
a.m/e�im# ; f .#/ D

X

m2Z
Of .m/e�im# : (3.164)
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Then, working out all Kronecker deltas from the integration over the 'j’s, one
arrives at

hf .'jC1 � 'j/iN D
�X

m2Z
a.m/N

	�1X

m2Z
a.m/N

�
a.m/�1

X

`2Z
Of .` � m/a.`/

	
:

(3.165)

Since a.0/ > ja.m/j for all m ¤ 0,

lim
N!1hf .'jC1 � 'j/iN D a.0/�1

X

`2Z
Of .`/a.`/ D 1

Z1

Z �

��
d# f .#/e�ˇV.#/ : (3.166)

For f .#/ D V 0.#/, the latter integral vanishes because of periodic boundary
conditions in # . We conclude that both currents vanish on average.

As before we consider the infinite lattice with thermal expectation h
iu;ˇ and form
the equilibrium time correlations as

S˛˛0. j; t/ D hg˛. j; t/g˛0.0; 0/iu;ˇ � hg˛.0/iu;ˇhg0̨ .0/iu;ˇ ; (3.167)

Eg. j; t/ D �
pj.t/; ej.t/

�
. pj is odd and ej is even under time reversal. Hence in

the Green-Kubo formula the cross term vanishes. Thus, for large j; t, fluctuating
hydrodynamics predicts

S˛˛0. j; t/ D ı˛˛0.4�D˛t/�1=2fG..4�D˛t/�1=2j/ ; (3.168)

where fG is the unit Gaussian. D˛ is the diffusion coefficient of mode ˛. Of course,
it can be written as a time-integral over the corresponding total current-current
correlation, but its precise value has to be determined numerically. This has been
done for the standard choice V.x/ D � cos x, to which we specialize now. For
ˇ D 1, with a lattice size N D 500, the diffusive peaks are well established at
t D 2000 [71, 72]. Energy diffusion has been confirmed much earlier [73, 74].

At low temperatures one finds a different, perhaps more interesting scenario. At
zero temperature, there is the one-parameter family of ground states with 'j D N',
pj D 0. When heating up, under the canonical equilibrium measure, the phase 'j

jumps to 'jC1 with a jump size O.1=
p
ˇ/. Next we have to understand how the

conservation of Qrj field is broken. In a pictorial language, the event that j'jC1.t/ �
'j.t/j D � is called an umklapp for phase difference Qrj or an umklapp process to
emphasize its dynamical character. At low temperatures a jump of size � has a small
probability of order e�ˇ�V with �V D 2 the height of the potential barrier. Hence
Qrj is locally conserved up to umklapp processes occurring at a very small frequency
only. This can be measured more quantitatively by considering the average

�uk.t/ D
X

j2Z

�hQrj.t/Qr0.0/iu;ˇ � hQr0i2u;ˇ
�
: (3.169)
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At ˇ D 1, �uk.t/ decays exponentially due to umklapp. But at ˇ D 5 the decay rate
is already very much suppressed, see [72].

In the low temperature regime it is tempting to use an approximation, where the
potential V.x/ D � cos x is Taylor expanded at the minimum x D 0. But such
procedure would underestimate the regime of low temperatures, as can be seen
from the example of a potential, still with �V D 2, but several shallow minima.
The proper small parameter is ˇ�1 such that ˇ�V > 1. To arrive at an optimal
low temperature hamiltonian, we first parametrize the angles '1; : : : ; 'N through
rj D �jC1 � �j with rj 2 Œ��; ��. To distinguish, we denote the angles in this
particular parametrization by �j. The dynamics governed by HCR corresponds to
periodic boundary conditions at rj D ˙� . For a low temperature description we
impose instead specular reflection, i.e., if rj D ˙� , then pj, pjC1 are scattered to
p0j D pjC1, p0jC1 D pj. By fiat all umklapp processes are now suppressed, while
between two umklapp events the CR dynamics and the low temperature dynamics
are identical. The corresponding hamiltonian reads

HCR;lt D
NX

jD1

�
1
2
p2j C QV.�jC1 � �j/

	
(3.170)

with

QV.x/ D � cos x for jxj � � ; QV.x/ D 1 for jxj > � ; (3.171)

periodic boundary conditions �NC1 D �1 being understood. The pair .�j; pj/

are canonically conjugate variables. Note that as weights expŒ�ˇHCR� D
expŒ�ˇHCR;lt�. Thus all equilibrium properties of the coupled rotators remain
untouched.

The hamiltonian HCR;lt is a variant of the hard collision model with square well
potential as discussed before, see [59]. The dynamics governed by HCR;lt has three
conserved fields, the stretch rj D �jC1 � �j, the momentum pj, and the energy
ej D 1

2
p2j C QV.rj/. Because of �1 D �NC1, one has

PN
jD1 rj D 0. The model is in the

dynamical phase characterized by an even potential at zero pressure.
We claim that, for ˇ�V > 1, the CR equilibrium time correlations are well

approximated by those of HCR;lt, provided the time of comparison is not too long.
The latter correlations can be obtained within the framework of nonlinear fluctuating
hydrodynamics. Thereby one arrives at fairly explicit dynamical predictions for the
low temperature regime of the CR model.

One physically interesting information concerns the Landau-Placzek ratio at low
temperatures. We use (3.130) and expand R�1 in 1=ˇ. To lowest order it suffices
to use the harmonic approximation, QV.x/ D 1

2
ax2, a D 1 for the cosine potential.
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Using the formulas in Appendix A of [30] one arrives at the following value for the
Landau-Placzek ratios,

r-r W .2aˇ/�1.1; 0; 1/ ; p-p W .2ˇ/�1.1; 0; 1/ ; e-e W .2ˇ/�1.a`2; ˇ�1; a`2/ :
(3.172)

The correlations are small, order ˇ�1. For the stretch correlations there is no central
peak, to this order, and for the energy correlations the central peak is down by a
factor ˇ�1 relative to the sound peaks.

To have a unified picture we add Qrj to the list of fields of physical interest. At high
temperatures Qrj is not conserved and one has diffusive spreading of the conserved
fields. At low temperatures Qrj is conserved up to small errors and the conventional
three-peak structure, including universal shape functions, results. For extremely
long times umklapp processes will happen and one expects that they force a cross
over to the Gaussian scaling (3.168). The precise dynamical structure of such cross
over still needs to be investigated.

Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation on a Lattice A further example with a dynam-
ically distinct low temperature phase is the nonlinear Schödinger equation on the
one-dimensional lattice. In this case the lattice field is  j 2 C, for which real and
imaginary part are the canonically conjugate fields. The Hamiltonian reads

H D
NX

jD1

�
1
2
j jC1 �  jj2 C 1

2
gj jj4

�
(3.173)

with periodic boundary conditions and coupling g > 0. The sign of the hopping term
plays no role, since it can be switched through the gauge transformation jÝei� j j.
The chain is non-integrable and the locally conserved fields are the number density
�j D j jj2 and the local energy ej D 1

2
j jC1 �  jj2 C 1

2
gj jj4. Hence the canonical

equilibrium state is given by

Z�1e�ˇ.H�
N/
NY

jD1
d jd 

�
j ; N D

NX

jD1
j jj2 ; (3.174)

with the chemical potential 
. We assume ˇ > 0. But also negative temperature
states, in the microcanonical ensemble, have been studied [75, 76]. Then the
dynamics is dominated by a coarsening process mediated through breathers. In
equilibrium, the  -field has high spikes at random locations embedded in a low
noise background, which is very different from the positive temperature states
considered here. For them the density and energy currents are symbolically of the
form i.z � z�/, hence their thermal average vanishes. Both fields are expected to
have diffusive transport. In fact, this is confirmed by MD simulations [77]. They
also show Gaussian cross-correlations, which is possible since density and energy
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are both even under time reversal. In the previous studies [78] transport coefficients
have been measured in the steady state set-up.

To understand the low temperature phase, it is convenient to transform to the new
canonical pairs �j; 'j through

 j D p
�j ei'j : (3.175)

In these variables the Hamiltonian becomes

H D
NX

jD1

� � p
�jC1 �j cos.'jC1 � 'j/C �j C 1

2
g�2j

�
: (3.176)

The equations of motion read then

@t'j D �@�j H ; @t�j D @'j H : (3.177)

'j takes values on the circle S1 and �j 	 0. From the continuity of  j.t/ when
moving through the origin, one concludes that at �j.t/ D 0 the phase jumps from
'j.t/ to 'j.t/C � .

One recognizes the similarity to the coupled rotators (3.156). But now the
equilibrium measure carries a nearest neighbor coupling. For 
 > 0, in the limit
ˇ ! 1 the canonical measure converges to the one-parameter family of ground
states with �j D N' D 
=g, 'j D N' with N' uniformly distributed on S1. At low
temperatures the field of phase differences Qrj is approximately conserved. The low
temperature hamiltonian is constructed in such a way that the equilibrium ensemble
remains unchanged while all umklapp processes are suppressed. To achieve our
goal we follow verbatim the CR blueprint. The phases are parametrized such that
'jC1 � 'j lies in the interval Œ��; �� and this particular parametrization denoted by
�j. Umklapp is a point at the boundary of this interval. Now .�j; �j/ are a pair of
canonically conjugate variables, only �j 	 0 instead of pj 2 R. Thus the proper low
temperature hamiltonian reads

Hlt D
N�1X

jD0

�p
�jC1 �j U.�jC1 � �j/C V.�j/

	
; (3.178)

where

U.x/ D � cos.x/ for jxj � � ; U.x/ D 1 for jxj > � ; (3.179)

and

V.x/ D x C 1
2
g x2 for x 	 0 ; V.x/ D 1 for x < 0 : (3.180)
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The low temperature Hamiltonian has a nearest neighbor coupling, which
complicates the scheme through which the EG matrices are determined [77]. Progress
is achieved through the miraculous identity Ej D .
;P; 
P/ for the Euler currents.
The EG coefficients are evaluated at P D 0. As for a generic anharmonic chain, one
finds that G0

00 D 0 and G1
11 ¤ 0. Thus the heat peak is predicted to be Lévy 5/3 and

the sound peaks to be KPZ. The sound peak for the density-density correlation was
first observed in [79] using k; ! space, see also [80]. In [77] we use normal mode
representation, as explained in this article. The sound peaks fit nicely with KPZ, but
the normalized heat peak is very broad and noisy, still with a shape not unlikely
Lévy 5/3.
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Chapter 4
Kinetic Theory of Phonons in Weakly
Anharmonic Particle Chains

Jani Lukkarinen

Abstract The aim of the chapter is to develop the kinetic theory of phonons in
classical particle chains to a point which allows comparing the kinetic theory of
normally conducting chains, with an anharmonic pinning potential, to the kinetic
theory of the anomalously conducting FPU chains. In addition to reviewing the
related literature, the chapter contains a streamlined derivation of the phonon
Boltzmann collision operators using Wick polynomials, as well as details about the
estimates which are needed to study the effect of the collision operator. This includes
explicit solutions of the collisional constraints, both with and without harmonic
pinning. We also recall in detail the derivation of the Green–Kubo formula for
thermal conductivity in these systems, and the relation between entropy and the
Boltzmann H-theorem for the phonon Boltzmann equations. The focus is in systems
which are spatially translation invariant perturbations of thermal equilibrium states.
We apply the results to obtain detailed predictions from kinetic theory for the Green–
Kubo correlation functions, and hence the thermal conductivities, of the chain with
a quartic pinning potential as well as the standard FPU-ˇ chain.

4.1 Kinetic Scaling Limit for Weakly Anharmonic Chains

4.1.1 Introduction

Kinetic theory describes motion which is transport dominated in the sense that
typically the solutions to the kinetic equations correspond to constant velocity,
i.e., ballistic, motion intercepted by collisions whose frequency is order one on
the kinetic space-time scales. The constant velocity part of the transport, the free
streaming motion, can arise via several different microscopic mechanisms, the
obvious case being free motion of classical particles. Here, we are interested in
evolution of energy density in chains composed out of locally interacting classical
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particles, in the limit where the interactions are dominated by a stable harmonic
potential. For such models, the energy transport is dominated by the free streaming
of phonons which correspond to eigenmodes of the motion generated by the
harmonic potential.

Our goal is to derive and study the properties of kinetic theory given by a phonon
Boltzmann equation. Even with most generous estimates for the terms neglected in
its derivation, the Boltzmann equation can become an exact description of the energy
transport only in a kinetic scaling limit which produces a total scale separation
between the free streaming motion of phonons and the collisions induced by the
perturbation. For the above particle chains this amounts to studying lengths and
time intervals both of which are proportional to ��2, where � is the strength of the
anharmonic perturbation, and then taking the limit � ! 0.

In particular in one dimension, i.e., for particle chains, it is difficult to estimate
reliably the error terms associated with the approximation of the original motion by
the phonon Boltzmann equation. At present, no such full mathematical analysis has
been achieved. However, there are instances in which the one-dimensional phonon
Boltzmann equation has proven to be useful: in Sect. 4.3.4, the thermal conductivity
predicted by the Boltzmann equation of systems with an anharmonic onsite potential
is compared to numerical simulations, and the results are found to agree within
numerical accuracy for sufficiently weak couplings.

Although just one example, the agreement is significant since it shows that, under
proper conditions, the kinetic theory from the phonon Boltzmann equation can
produce meaningful predictions even for one-dimensional transport problems. As
will be apparent later, computing these predictions requires some additional effort
compared to the standard rarefied gas Boltzmann equation. The effort is rewarded
in a prediction which has no adjustable parameters and hence can be compared
directly with experiments and numerical simulations.

The drawback of the phonon Boltzmann equation is that, a priori, it only
describes the lowest order effects of the perturbation. Hence, it might not capture all
processes relevant to the energy transport. In addition, since it is not known which
precise conditions guarantee that the corrections are truly vanishing in the kinetic
scaling limit, one has to leave the option open that even the lowest order effects are
not being described accurately by the equation.

A discussion about the physical and mathematical conditions under which the
phonon Boltzmann equation should be an accurate approximation is given in
[21], while [23] could serve as a textbook reference on physics of phonons. The
present rigorous results on linear and nonlinear perturbations of wave-like evolution
equations support the basic principle that for sufficiently dispersive systems, in
particular for crystals in three or higher dimensions, the derivation of the phonon
Boltzmann equation yields an accurate approximation to the behaviour of the system
at kinetic time-scales with weak coupling. The argument is particularly convincing
for spatially homogeneous systems and for linear perturbations such as when the
particle masses have a weak random disorder [4, 14], and for the closely related
quantum models, random Schrödinger equation [6, 7] and the Anderson model
[5]. In addition, it has been proven that the Wigner transforms of unperturbed
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wave-equations do, in great generality, converge to the collisionless Boltzmann
equation [8, 18], although acoustic modes may require somewhat more refined
treatment [9]. Nonlinear perturbations are more intricate, and we refer to [2, 16]
for recent results on the rigorous analysis of their kinetic scaling limits.

Quite often the addition of the collision operator to the transport equation leads
to loss of “memory” at each collision and eventual equilibration via diffusion:
this would correspond to normal energy transport by phonons. However, if the
transport is anomalous, it is highly likely to be reflected also in the solutions of
the corresponding kinetic equation. An example of such behaviour is given by
the FPU-ˇ chain. The aim of this contribution is to develop the general kinetic
theory of classical particle chains to the point which allows to compare the kinetic
theory of normally conducting chains with an anharmonic pinning potential and the
anomalously conducting FPU chains.

The first section concerns the derivation of the phonon Boltzmann equation in
the one-dimensional case, for general dispersion relations and third and fourth order
perturbations of the harmonic potential. We begin with the infinite volume harmonic
model in Sect. 4.1.2, and make a brief comment on the finite volume case and the
relevance of boundary conditions in Sect. 4.1.2.1. The anharmonic perturbations are
discussed in Sect. 4.1.3 where we also explain our choice for the definition of the
related energy density and derive the related energy current observables.

The role of the proper choice of initial data for the derivation of the Boltzmann
equation cannot be stressed enough. We describe our choices in Sect. 4.1.4, and
introduce the notations needed in the analysis of the cumulants of the phonon fields.
We conclude the first section with a derivation of the Green–Kubo formula for the
particle chains, under the assumption that energy density satisfies a closed diffusion
equation. (This would correspond to a case with only one locally conserved field.)

The first section concerns fairly general particle chains, but in order to derive the
phonon Boltzmann equation, further restrictions are required. In Sect. 4.2.1, we do
the derivation in detail for the FPU chains, and sketch it for the onsite anharmonic
perturbations. The rest of the section concerns only chains with stable nearest
neighbour harmonic couplings. We explain why the nearest neighbour couplings do
not produce any collisions at the kinetic time-scale from the third order terms of the
potential (Sect. 4.2.2.1), and show that only phonon number conserving collisions
appear from the fourth order terms (Sect. 4.2.2.2). To use the collision operator, one
needs to resolve the related collisional constraints. This is done for FPU-chains in
Sect. 4.2.2.3 and for the chains with a harmonic pinning potential in Sect. 4.2.2.4.

The final section is devoted to the analysis of the resulting class of phonon
Boltzmann equations. We first show how an assumption of an increase of micro-
scopic entropy in homogeneous models leads to an H-theorem for the phonon
Boltzmann equation. In Sect. 4.3.2, it is explained how the H-theorem can be used
to classify all steady states of the Boltzmann equation. The kinetic description
derived in Sect. 4.1.5 for the time correlation function in the Green–Kubo formula
is applied to these models in Sect. 4.3.3. This results in explicit predictions for the
leading asymptotics of the decay of the correlations. The decay is found to be
integrable for the onsite perturbation, and we make a comparison of the resulting
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thermal conductivities in Sect. 4.3.4. We discuss the corresponding prediction in
FPU models in Sect. 4.3.5. The result is decay O.t�3=5/, which predicts anomalous
conduction in the FPU chains.

More comments and discussion about the results are given in Sect. 4.4, before the
Acknowledgements and References.

4.1.2 Free Motion of Phonons

Phonons correspond to eigenmodes of harmonic Bravais lattices. The general case
includes multi-component phonon fields which may arise both from the dimension-
ality of the lattice—the evolution equation could describe displacements from some
reference lattice positions and thus have d components in d dimensions—or from
the reference cell of periodicity containing more than one particle. An example of
the latter is provided by the one-dimensional chain with alternating masses: then
the reference system remains invariant only under shifts over two lattices sites
which corresponds to a Bravais lattice with two particles per cell of periodicity. For
notational simplicity, let us here only consider the case of one-component classical
phonon fields and assume that all particles have a unit mass (this is always possible
to achieve for one-component fields by choosing a suitable time-scale).

Then the state of the system at time t is determined by .qx.t/; px.t//, x 2 Z, which
satisfy the evolution equations

Pqx.t/ D px.t/; Ppx.t/ D �
X

y

˛.x � y/qy.t/ : (4.1)

The equations are of a Hamiltonian form, corresponding to the Hamiltonian function

H. p; q/ D
X

x2Z
1
2
p2x C

X

x;y2Z
1
2
qx˛.x � y/qy : (4.2)

We suppose that the harmonic interactions have a short range. For instance, only
finitely many ˛.z/ are different from zero, or j˛.z/j decreases exponentially fast to
zero as jzj ! 1.

The evolution equation (4.1) can be solved by using Fourier-transform. We define
the Fourier-fields as Oq.t; k/ D P

x2Z e�i2�kxqx.t/ and Op.t; k/ D P
x2Z e�i2�kxpx.t/.

Here k 2 T where T denotes the one-torus which we parametrize using the interval
Œ� 1

2
; 1
2
� and then identify its endpoints, � 1

2
and 1

2
. The evolution equation for the

Fourier-fields then reads, in a matrix form,

d

dt

� Oq.t; k/
Op.t; k/

�
D
�

0 1

� Ǫ .k/ 0
�� Oq.t; k/

Op.t; k/
�
: (4.3)
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For each k, the equation is easily solved by Jordan decomposition of the matrix on
the right hand side. This provides two independently evolving eigenmodes at.k; �/,
� D ˙1, as long as Ǫ .k/ ¤ 0. For those k with Ǫ .k/ D 0, the solution is given by
constant speed increase: Op.t; k/ D Op.0; k/ and Oq.t; k/ D Oq.0; k/C t Op.0; k/. Typically,
this can happen at most at a finite number of points whose neighbourhoods might
require special treatment in the kinetic theory of phonons.

The eigenmode fields at.k; �/, which we call phonon modes of the harmonic
chain, satisfy the evolution equation

d

dt
at.k; �/ D �i�!.k/at.k; �/ ; (4.4)

where!.k/ D p Ǫ .k/. Thus the square root of the Fourier-transform of ˛ determines
the dispersion relation ! of the phonons, and we arbitrarily choose the principal
branch of the square root so that always Re!.k/ 	 0. There are several possible
ways to normalize the eigenmodes. Here we employ the following choice, standard
to phonon physics,

at.k; �/ D 1
p
2!.k/

.!.k/ Oq.t; k/C i� Op.t; k// ; � 2 f˙1g; k 2 T : (4.5)

It is straightforward to check that these fields indeed satisfy the evolution
equation (4.4) whenever !.k/ ¤ 0. In addition, if we choose a solution to (4.4)
and then define

Oq.t; k/ D 1p
2!.k/

X

�

at.k; �/ and Op.t; k/ D
p
2!.k/

2

X

�

.�i�/at.k; �/ ;

(4.6)

then . Oq.t; k/; Op.t; k// yields a solution to (4.3). Given some initial field a0, the
solution of (4.4) is straightforward, yielding at.k; �/ D e�i�!.k/ta0.k; �/. Therefore,
if we let a0 to be determined by the initial data . Oq.0; k/; Op.0; k//, we can now obtain
the solution to the original evolution problem (4.3) for every k for which Ǫ .k/ ¤ 0,
just by inserting at.k; �/ D e�i�!.k/ta0.k; �/ in (4.6).

For later use, it is also important to assume that the harmonic interactions are
stable, i.e., they do not have any solutions which increase exponentially in time.
By the above discussion, this is equivalent to assuming that the Fourier-transform
of ˛ is pointwise non-negative, Ǫ .k/ 	 0 for all k 2 T. A standard example is
given by the nearest neighbour interactions for which ˛.z/ D 0 if jzj > 1. A short
computation reveals that the only stable nearest neighbour dispersion relations are
given by !.k/ D !.1 � 2ı cos.2�.k�k0///1=2 for some ! > 0, jıj � 1

2
and k0 2 T.

Since for phonons we also require that ˛.z/ are real, we can also always choose
k0 D 0 above.
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The parameter ! determines the average angular frequency of the oscillations,
the maximum value being !

p
1C 2jıj and the minimum !

p
1 � 2jıj. If jıj < 1

2
,

the function !.k/ is thus an even, real analytic, function. These systems describe
optical phonon modes, and one can also think of the system as having harmonic
pinning. If ı < 0, it is possible to make a change of variables which reverses its sign
to positive: this is achieved with a shift by 1

2
in the Fourier variable, in other words,

by using ..�1/xqx; .�1/xpx/ as the new lattice fields. Enforcing this convention has
the benefit that then the slowest evolving fields are also spatially slowly varying,
corresponding to small values of k. Therefore, we only consider the cases k0 D 0

and 0 < ı � 1
2

in the following, excluding also the degenerate constant dispersion
relation corresponding to ı D 0.

If ı D 1
2

one has !.k/ D !
p
2j sin.�k/j, with an jkj-singularity near the

origin. These systems describe acoustic phonon modes and the seemingly innocuous
singularity has important implications for the energy transport properties of the
system. The FPU-chains belong to this category.

Finally, let us point out that in the stable case, !.k/ 	 0, the phonon fields
defined by (4.5) are directly connected to the energy of the harmonic system
by 1

2

P
�

R
dk!.k/jat.k; �/j2 D H. p.t/; q.t//. Hence, in analogy to quantum

mechanics, the complex phonon fields at.k; �/ can be thought of as wave functions
of phonons each of which carries an energy !.k/.

4.1.2.1 Effect of Boundary Conditions in Finite Non-periodic Chains

For notational simplicity, the above discussion uses formally an infinite lattice setup.
Its proper interpretation is to consider the infinite system to be an approximation
for a finite, but large system. This identification has an important mathematical
consequence: the standard methods of `p-spaces do not immediately apply to the
infinite system. For instance, typical samples from infinite volume Gibbs states
are only logarithmically bounded at infinity [10]. Hence, should the need arise,
it is better to go back to the finite systems to resolve any possible issues about
existence of solutions or to handle singularities. (For discussion about the existence
and properties of the infinite volume dynamics, see [3, 10].)

In a finite system, the choice of boundary conditions begins to play a role.
The above computations involving Fourier-transforms can be given an exact
correspondence by choosing a box with periodic boundary conditions. In this case,
the wave evolution can move energy around the lattice unimpeded, as indicated by
the solutions which are given by multiplication operators in the Fourier-space. One
can find more details about the correspondence, for instance, in [16].

If the finite lattice does not have periodic boundary conditions, the boundaries
will influence the transport of phonons. For boundary conditions which preserve
energy, such as Dirichlet and Neumann, the effect can be understood as a reflection
of phonons at the boundary. It is also possible to combine these with partial periodic
transmission through the boundary.
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The effect of standard heat baths, such as Langevin heat baths, on the kinetic
equations is more difficult to analyse. These will introduce also absorption and
source terms to the phonon evolution equations, but since the heat baths are typically
acting only on a few particles of the chain, their coupling to the wave evolution
is nontrivial and somewhat singular. (In general, it is difficult to affect the long
wavelength part of the evolution by any local change to the system.) Unfortunately, a
systematic analysis of these effects appears to be missing from the current literature.

4.1.3 Particle Chains with Anharmonic Perturbations

For the discussion about the effect of local nonlinear perturbations to the above wave
equation, let us introduce, in addition to the harmonic coupling function ˛ W Z ! R,
its second and third polynomial counterparts, ˛3 W Z

2 ! R and ˛4 W Z
3 ! R.

These are assumed to be “small” in the sense that for large microscopic times the
evolution is dominated by the linear term. Explicitly, we take the perturbed evolution
equations to be

Pqx.t/ D px.t/ ;

Ppx.t/ D �
X

y

˛.y/qx�y.t/ �
X

y1;y2

˛3.y1; y2/qx�y1 .t/qx�y2 .t/

�
X

y1;y2;y3

˛4.y1; y2; y3/qx�y1.t/qx�y2 .t/qx�y3 .t/ : (4.7)

This corresponds to Hamiltonian evolution with the interaction potential

V .q/ D 1

2

X

x;y

˛.y/qxqx�y C 1

3

X

x;y1;y2

˛3.y1; y2/qxqx�y1 .t/qx�y2 .t/

C 1

4

X

x;y1;y2;y3

˛4.y1; y2; y3/qxqx�y1.t/qx�y2 .t/qx�y3 .t/ ; (4.8)

supposing, as we will do here, that the following symmetries hold:

˛.y/ D ˛.�y/ ; (4.9)

˛3.y1; y2/ D ˛3.y2; y1/ D ˛3.�y1; y2 � y1/ ; (4.10)

˛4.y1; y2; y3/ D ˛4.y2; y1; y3/ D ˛4.y1; y3; y2/ D ˛4.�y1; y2 � y1; y3 � y1/ :
(4.11)

The symmetries arise from assuming that the coefficients correspond to a generic
label-exchange symmetric, translation invariant potential. We have also used here
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the fact that any permutation can be expressed as a product of adjacent transposi-
tions. Therefore, it suffices to check symmetry with respect to the transpositions to
get full permutation invariance.

For example, the standard FPU-chain is given by

VFPU.q/ D
X

x

U.qx � qx�1/; U.r/ D 1

4
!2r2 C �3

1

3
r3 C �4

1

4
r4 ; (4.12)

and it satisfies the evolution equation Rqx D U0.qxC1 � qx/ � U0.qx � qx�1/. A
brief computation, using the periodicity, shows that the FPU chain corresponds to
choosing the coefficient functions above so that their nonzero values are

˛.y/ D 1

2
!2

(
2; y D 0

�1; y 2 f˙1g ; (4.13)

˛3.y1; y2/ D �3

(
1; y1 D y2 D 1; y1 D �1; y2 D 0; or y1 D 0; y2 D �1
�1; y1 D y2 D �1; y1 D 1; y2 D 0; or y1 D 0; y2 D 1

;

(4.14)

˛4.y/ D �4

8
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂:

2; y1 D y2 D y3 D 0

1; ˙y 2 f.0; 1; 1/; .1; 0; 1/; .1; 1; 0/g;
�1; ˙y 2 f.1; 1; 1/; .1; 0; 0/; .0; 1; 0/; .0; 0; 1/g

: (4.15)

For later use, let us also record their Fourier-transforms. Using the shorthand
notations pi D 2�ki, i D 1; 2; 3, they are given by

Ǫ .k1/ D !2.1 � cos p1/ D 2!2 sin2
p1
2
; (4.16)

Ǫ3.k1; k2/ D i�323 sin
p1 C p2
2

sin
p1
2

sin
p2
2
; (4.17)

Ǫ4.k1; k2; k3/ D �42Re
h 3Y

`D1
.1 � e�ip` /

i
D ��424 sin

p1 C p2 C p3
2

3Y

`D1
sin

p`
2
:

(4.18)

Onsite perturbations also belong to the above category. For instance,

VOS.q/ D
X

x;y2Z
1
2
qx˛.x � y/qy C

X

x

V.qx/; V.q/ D �3
1

3
q3 C �4

1

4
q4 ; (4.19)
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has

˛3.y1; y2/ D �3�.y1 D y2 D 0/ ; (4.20)

˛4.y1; y2; y3/ D �4�.y1 D y2 D y3 D 0/ : (4.21)

Both Fourier-transforms are thus constant: Ǫ3.k1; k2/ D �3 and Ǫ4.k1; k2; k3/ D �4.
After these examples, let us come back to the general case, Eq. (4.7). Taking a

Fourier-transform yields

d

dt
Oq.t; k/ D Op.t; k/ ;

d

dt
Op.t; k/ D � Ǫ .k/ Oq.t; k/ �

Z

T2

dk01dk02 ıT.k � k01 � k02/ Ǫ3.k01; k02/ Oq.t; k01/ Oq.t; k02/

�
Z

T3

dk01dk02dk03 ıT.k �
3X

`D1
k0̀ / Ǫ4.k0/

3Y

`D1
Oq.t; k0̀ / ; (4.22)

where we have denoted the periodic ı-function by ıT. We will drop the subscript
in the following and merely use ı. This implies that the phonon fields, defined still
by (4.5), now satisfy the evolution equation

d

dt
at.k0; �0/ D �i�0!.k0/at.k0; �0/

� i�0
X

�1;�22f˙1g

Z

T2

dk1dk2 ı.k0 � k1 � k2/

� ˚3.k0; k1; k2/at.k1; �1/at.k2; �2/

� i�0
X

�1;�2;�32f˙1g

Z

T3

dk1dk2dk3 ı.k0 �
3X

`D1
k`/

� ˚4.k0; k1; k2; k3/
3Y

`D1
at.k`; �`/ ; (4.23)

where the interaction amplitude functions are

˚3.k0; k1; k2/ D Ǫ3.k1; k2/
2Y

`D0

1

.2!.k`//
1
2

; (4.24)

˚4.k0; k1; k2; k3/ D Ǫ4.k1; k2; k3/
3Y

`D0

1

.2!.k`//
1
2

: (4.25)
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Since the ı-function enforces the sum of the integration variables to be equal to k0,
we can thus employ the following definitions for the FPU-chains

˚3.k0; k1; k2/ D i�32
3
4 !�

3
2

2Y

`D0
g.k`/ ; (4.26)

˚4.k0; k1; k2; k3/ D �2�4!�2
3Y

`D0
g.k`/ ; (4.27)

where g.k/ D sign.k/
pj sin.�k/j for jkj � 1

2
.

To study energy transport, it is necessary to split the total energy into local
components. The harmonic energy, corresponding to the energy of free phonons,
is most conveniently distributed using a form which is symmetric in Fourier-space.
By the definition (4.5), we have for any k1; k2

p
!.k1/!.k2/

X

�D˙1
a.k1;��/a.k2; �/ D !.k1/!.k2/ Oq.k1/ Oq.k2/C Op.k1/ Op.k2/ :

(4.28)

Thus, if we denote the inverse Fourier transform of ! by Q!, we can define

H.0/
x . p; q/ D 1

2
p2x C 1

2

 
X

y

Q!.y/qx�y

!2

D 1

2

X

�D˙1

Z

T2

dk ei2�x.k1Ck2/˚2.k/a.k1;��/a.k2; �/ ; (4.29)

where ˚2.k1; k2/ D p
!.k1/!.k2/. Since ! is real and symmetric, we have here

Q!.x/ 2 R. Thus H.0/
x 	 0 and

P
x H.0/

x . p; q/ is equal to the harmonic part of the
total energy, to 1

2

P
x p2x C 1

2

P
x;y

1
2
qx˛.x�y/qy. Thus this choice allows distributing

the positive total harmonic energy into positive contributions localized at each lattice
site.

For the anharmonic terms of the potential energy we use the form suggested by
the notation in (4.8), and define the local energy at site x by

Hx. p; q/ D H.0/
x . p; q/C 1

3

X

y1;y2

˛3.y1; y2/qxqx�y1qx�y2

C 1

4

X

y1;y2;y3

˛4.y1; y2; y3/qxqx�y1qx�y2qx�y3

D 1

2

X

�D˙1

Z

T2

dk ei2�x.k1Ck2/˚2.k/a.k1;��/a.k2; �/
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C 1

3

X

�2f˙1g3

Z

T3

dk ei2�x
P3
`D1 k`˚3.k/

3Y

`D1
a.k`; �`/

C 1

4

X

�2f˙1g4

Z

T4

dk ei2�x
P4
`D1 k`˚4.k/

4Y

`D1
a.k`; �`/ : (4.30)

Then clearly
P

x Hx. p; q/ D 1
2

P
x p2x CV .q/ D H. p; q/, and Hx is a local function

at x (it depends mainly on fields near the point x). In addition, Hx is translated just
like the fields if these are shifted by x0: if we choose some x0 2 Z and define
Qqx D qxCx0 and Qpx D pxCx0 , then Hx. Qq; Qp/ D HxCx0.q; p/.

There are various possible choices for how to split the total energy into local
energy density. The above definition of energy density is perhaps not the most
standard one, but it has two appealing features for those systems which are
dominated by phonon transport. First, it has simple algebraic dependence on the
phonon eigenmode fields. Secondly, its dependence on the position variable x is
located entirely in the Fourier-factor. This allows a definition of a current observable
with a simple dependence on the particle interactions and the simplest choice for the
associated discrete derivative.

Explicitly, consider some k ¤ 0 and any x1; x2 2 Z with x1 � x2. Setting y D
x2 � x1, we then have y 	 0 and

x2X

xDx1

ei2�xk D ei2�x1k
yX

y0D0
ei2�y0k D ei2�x1k

1 � ei2�.yC1/k

1 � ei2�k

D ie�i�k

2 sin.�k/

�
ei2�x1k � ei2�.x2C1/k� : (4.31)

Hence, if we define Jx�1;x.t/ by replacing in (4.30) every factor “ei2�xNk Q
` a.k`; �`/”,

where Nk D P
` k`, by “ ie�i� Nk

2 sin.� Nk/e
i2�xNk@t

�Q
` at.k`; �`/

�
”, we have for all x1; x2 2 Z

with x1 � x2 that

@t

 
x2X

xDx1

Hx.q.t/; p.t//

!
D Jx1�1;x1 .t/ � Jx2;x2C1.t/ : (4.32)

Since x1; x2 are arbitrary, we can interpret Jx;xC1.t/ as the energy flux from site x to
x C 1 at time t.

To be precise, the above construction can only be used inside the integral if
Nk ¤ 0. To see why the resulting current observable still works, let us for the moment
regularize the system by replacing the infinite lattice Z by a finite periodic lattice
of length L � 1. Then k` 2 Z=L, and either Nk D P

` k` 2 Z or the distance of Nk
from Z is at least 1=L. Let us thus separate all terms with Nk 2 Z in the definition of
Hx, and use the periodic identification. Then the terms correspond to Nk D 0. Since
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for every x on the periodic lattice ei2�xNk
�. NkD0/ D 1

L

P
y ei2�yNk, these terms sum to

H. p; q/=L, i.e., to the total energy density. By conservation of energy, these terms
do not contribute to @tHx.q.t/; p.t//. The remaining terms converge to the claimed
result as L ! 1, provided that the integrals over Tn are understood as principal
value integrals around the subset with Nk D 0.

In summary, the definition

Jx�1;x D 1

2

X

�

Z

T2

dk˚2.k/
ie�i� Nk

2 sin.� Nk/ei2�xNk
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇNkDk1Ck2

@t .at.k1;��/at.k2; �//

C 1

3

X

�2f˙1g3

Z

T3

dk˚3.k/
ie�i� Nk

2 sin.� Nk/ei2�xNk
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇNkDP3

`D1 k`

@t

 
3Y

`D1
at.k`; �`/

!

C 1

4

X

�2f˙1g4

Z

T4

dk˚4.k/
ie�i� Nk

2 sin.� Nk/ei2�xNk
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇNkDP4

`D1 k`

@t

 
4Y

`D1
at.k`; �`/

!

(4.33)

yields a current observable associated to the energy density (4.30) which satisfies
the lattice continuity equation (4.32). Let us point out that no spurious imaginary
part is created by this choice: since at.k; �/� D at.�k;��/, ˚n.k/� D ˚n.�k/,
for all n, and !.�k/ D !.k/, we have always Jx;xC1.t/� D Jx;xC1.t/ and hence the
current observable is real-valued. We may also simplify the prefactor above by using

ie�i� Nk

2 sin.� Nk/ D 1
2

�
1C i cot.� Nk/�.

The above current observable also behaves as expected with respect to spatial
translations of the lattice. If we choose some x0 2 Z and define Qqx D qxCx0 and
Qpx D pxCx0 , then the a-field of the translated configuration . Qq; Qp/ satisfies Qat.k; �/ D
ei2�x0kat.k; �/. Thus each of the three terms in the sum defining the current in (4.33)
will acquire a factor ei2�x0 Nk with Nk D P3

`D1 k`. Hence, the current of the translated
configuration satisfies QJx;xC1 D JxCx0;xCx0C1, similarly to what was proven earlier
for the energy density observables Hx.

4.1.4 Choice of Initial Data

We consider the above evolution equation with random initial data. The distribution
of initial data plays as important a role as the choice of the coupling functions.
For instance, there always are degenerate initial data which do not thermalize.
Assume, for instance, that q.0/ is chosen as any local minimum or maximum
configuration of the potential V and let the particles be initially at rest, p.0/ D 0.
Since then rV .q.0// D 0, this configuration is a stationary solution of the evolution
equations. However, it need not be stable, and it can well happen that even a minute
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perturbation of the initial data will take the asymptotic state of the system far from
the original stationary state.

On the other hand, for normally conducting systems sufficiently chaotic initial
data should lead to thermalization of the state. The precise mechanism and classi-
fication of what kind of initial data should have this property, and in which precise
mathematical sense, is a long-standing open problem in mathematical physics.
The most difficult part of the problem seems to be to control the beginning of
the thermalization process, the microscopic thermalization, where the state of the
system approaches local stationarity.

However, many important physical properties of the system do not require
full understanding of the thermalization process. For instance, for systems with
normal heat conduction, the Green–Kubo formula allows to compute the thermal
conductivity of the system. As shown in the next subsection, the formula involves
studying the time-correlations of the system starting it from a thermal equilibrium
state or, equivalently, to study the evolution of correlation functions for small
perturbations of the equilibrium state. Hence, thermal equilibrium states and their
perturbations form an important class of initial data, and our assumptions should
allow for at least these.

To arrive at the kinetic theory of phonons, we need to make some rather specific
assumptions about the initial data. The principle here is that the states are chosen to
mimic states produced by typical microscopic time-averages. Note that this concept
involves a choice of scale, the time-scale over which the time-averages are taken.
These questions touch upon the tough question of microscopic thermalization, and
we do not wish to speculate further about them here. Instead, let us postulate a
number of assumptions on the initial data based on reasonable assumptions about
the physical characteristics of the time evolution.

We assume here that the initial data for the system has the following properties.

1. Random: We suppose that the initial data .qx.0/; px.0// is randomly distributed.
The initial randomness makes also the configurations .qx.t/; px.t// at later times
random variables.

2. Chaotic: We suppose that initial distribution of particles in regions which are
far apart are almost independent. More precisely, we suppose that all correlation
functions of the initial data decay fast (on the microscopic scale). The speed is
assumed to be at least so fast that the correlation functions are `2-summable.

3. Spatially homogenized: We assume that there is a scale "�1, which is large in
microscopic units, such that the correlation functions are nearly invariant under
translations of lengths less than "�1.

The randomness in the initial data makes also the phonon fields at.k; �/ random
variables. In principle, the field is not defined for k such that !.k/ D 0, but we
assume these to have been suitably regularized. Consider for instance the case in
which the interactions depend only on the differences qx � qx�1, such as for the
FPU-ˇ chains. Given any initial data (on a finite periodic chain), we can regularize
it before defining the phonon fields without altering the evolution equations in
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any way. We move from .q; p/ to . Qq; Qp/ by first setting Np D 1
N

P
x px.0/ and

Nq D 1
N

P
x qx.0/, and then we define Qqx.t/ D qx.t/ � Nq � t Np and Qpx.t/ D px.t/ � Np.

Under these assumptions, the total momentum is conserved, and thus
P

x Qpx.t/ D
0 D P

x Qqx.t/ for all t. In addition, . Qqx.t/; Qpx.t// are a solution to the original
evolution equations. We take at.k; �/ to be defined via these regularized fields which
guarantees that at.0; �/ D 0 for all t.

As we are interested in the evolution of the energy density (4.30), it suffices to
study the correlation functions of at.k; �/. For instance, to study the energy density
averaged over the initial data, one needs the correlation functions up to order 4.

To control the correlation functions of the above type of chaotic, spatially
homogenized states, it is often better to consider the cumulants of the fields rather
than their moments. For instance, consider the field px at two points x1; x2 which are
far apart. By the chaoticity assumption, then e1 D p2x1 and e2 D p2x2 should be nearly
independent random variables, and hence hen

1e
m
2 i � hen

1ihem
2 i, for n;m ¤ 0. Unless

one of the particles is frozen to its initial position, these moments are not zero.
However, the corresponding cumulant is then nearly zero whenever both n;m ¤ 0.

Hence, for two asymptotically independent regions, it is the cumulants, not
moments, which will vanish in the limit of taking the regions infinitely far from each
other. We consider here only initial states for which this decay is absolutely square
summable in space, “`2-clustering” for short. This particular assumption allows for
an easy identification of the (distribution type) singularities of the Fourier-transform
for any spatially homogeneous initial data.

To make the computations manageable, we rely here on the notations and basic
results used in [13]. In particular, for a random field  .x/, x 2 Z, and any sequence
J of n lattice points the shorthand notations h .x/Ji, �Œ .xJ/�, and W .x/J W refer
to the expectation hQn

iD1  .xJi/i, to the cumulant �Œ .xJ1 /; : : : ;  .xJn/�, and to the
Wick polynomial WQn

iD1  .xJi/W, respectively. In addition, we define  .x/J D 1 if
J is an empty sequence. Similar notations will be used for random fields on other
label sets in addition to the lattice points; for instance, for the fields a.k; �/ and any
sequence J D .ki; �i/

n
iD1 we write �Œa.k; �/J � D �Œa.k1; �1/; : : : ; a.kn; �n/�.

We employ here the following basic relations between the above constructions.
The proofs of these results can be found in many sources, in particular, in [13]
using the above notations. The moments-to-cumulants formula states that for any
sequence J

h .x/Ji D
X

�2P.J/

Y

A2�
�Œ .xA/� ; (4.34)

where P.J/ denotes the collection of partitions of the sequence J.1 For a partition
� 2 P.I/, let us call the subsets A 2 � clusters or blocks. We also recall that

1Some care is needed in the interpretation of the moments-to-cumulants formula in order to get all
combinatorial factors correctly. It is safe to think that the elements in the sequence J of length n are
labelled by the set In D f1; 2; : : : ng, and the collection of partitions P.J/ refers to the collection
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the cumulants are permutation invariant and multilinear, which means that they are
linear in each of the arguments separately. Thus cumulants of Fourier-transforms
can be easily expressed as a linear combination of the cumulants of the original
field.

Wick polynomials of random variables allow simplifying the moments-to-cumu-
lants expansions by removing all those partitions � from the sum which contain a
cluster internal to the Wick polynomial part of the expectation. Explicitly, consider
some L 	 1 and a collection of L C 1 index sequences J0 and J`, for ` D 1; : : : ;L.
Then, for the merged sequence I D J0 CPL

`D1 J` we have


 .x/J

0

LY

`D1
W .x/J` W

�
D

X

�2P.I/

Y

A2�
.�Œ .xA/��.A 6 J` 8`// : (4.35)

In particular, the formula implies that cumulants and Wick polynomials satisfy the
following relation: If the sequence J is non-empty and has x1 as its first element,
then

�Œ .xJ/� D h .x1/ W t.x/
Jnx1 Wi ; (4.36)

where J n x1 denotes the sequence which is obtained when x1 is removed from J. By
permutation invariance of the cumulants, the formula holds also if x1 is replaced by
any other element in J.

Let us also point out that, since the cumulants are multilinear, their time-evolution
can be written down fairly easily for the present kind of hybrid dynamics, where
all randomness is contained in the initial data. Namely, by using a straightforward
“telescoping” argument and (4.36), it is clear that for any sequence J

@t�Œ t.xJ/� D
X

`2J

h@t t.x`/ W t.x/
Jnx` Wi : (4.37)

For the manipulation of terms such as @t t here, it is possible to move back and
forth between standard and Wick polynomials by using the following identities:

 .x/J D
X

U	J

W .x/U Wh .x/JnUi ; (4.38)

and

W .x/J W D
X

U	J

 .x/U
X

�2P.JnU/
.�1/j�j

Y

A2�
�Œ .xA/� ; (4.39)

where j�j denotes the number of clusters in the partition � .

of standard set partitions of In. Therefore, if ` 2 A 2 � 2 P.J/, we have ` 2 In , x` denotes the
value of x at the `:th position of the sequence J, and xA denotes the subsequence .x`/`2A of J.
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Let us for the moment denote the inverse Fourier-transform of
p
2!.k/a.k; �/ by

 .x; �/. By the definition in (4.5), we in fact then have  .x; �/ D P
y Q!.x � y/qy C

i�px. The `2-clustering assumption of the .q; p/ variables then implies that the n:th
cumulant �.y1 D 0/�Œ .x C y1; �1/; : : : ;  .x C yn; �n/� is square summable in y
for every x. Thus one can safely take Fourier-transform with respect to the variables
y, and the result is a function in L2.Tn/ for every fixed x 2 Z. Since the second
assumption implies that the function is slowly varying in x, on the scale "�1, we can
thus conclude that for each � 2 f˙1gn there is a function Fn.x; k/ such that it is
slowly varying in the lattice position x on the scale "�1, it is L2-integrable in k 2 T

n,
and

�Œ O .k1; �1/; : : : ; O .kn; �n/� D
X

x

e�i2�x
Pn
`D1 k`Fn.x; k1; k2; : : : ; knI �/ : (4.40)

In fact, there are many such functions: by using the periodic lattice � as a middle
step, we find that, for instance, any convex combination of the n functions, defined
for `0 2 f1; : : : ; ng by

Fn;`0 .x; k1; k2; : : : ; knI �/
D
X

y2�n

e�i2�
Pn
`D1 y`k`�.y`0 D 0/�Œ .x C y1; �1/; : : : ;  .x C yn; �n/� ; (4.41)

will work.
In the translation invariant case, when the scale of spatial variation " ! 0, Fn is

also independent of x and hence can be thought of as a proper function in L2.Tn/.
Since O .k; �/ D p

2!.k/a.k; �/, this yields the following structure for cumulants
of the a-fields for translation invariant, `2-clustering, initial data:

�Œa.k1; �1/; : : : ; a.kn; �n/� D ı
� nX

`D1
k`
	

Fn.k; �/
nY

`D1

1

.2!.k`//1=2
: (4.42)

In case ! has zeroes, we recall our regularized definition of the field a and conclude
that Fn must then also be zero at such points. Let Wn.k; �/ denote the product
Fn.k; �/

Qn
`D1.2!.k`//�1=2. Thus, if !.k`/ D 0 for some `, then Wn.k; �/ D 0

as well.
Therefore, although the cumulants are singular, their singularity structure is

simple, entirely encoded in the ı-multiplier. In contrast, by the moments-to-
cumulants formula, the moments satisfy for any sequence J of labels

ha.k; �/Ji D
X

�2P.J/

Y

A2�

�
ı
�X

j2A

kj

	
WjAj.kA; �A/

�
: (4.43)
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This has ever more complicated singularity structure as the order of the moment is
increased. (The above discussion can be made mathematically rigorous by replacing
the infinite lattice by a periodic d-dimensional lattice. See [16] for details.)

4.1.5 Green–Kubo Formula

The Green–Kubo formula gives an expression for the thermal conductivity if the
system has normal heat conduction, i.e., diffusive energy transport. However, it can
also be used to inspect anomalous transport since it always allows studying certain
relaxation characteristics of perturbations of thermal states.

Let us recall here the argument in the diffusive case, assuming that energy is the
only relevant ergodic invariant. The basic assumption is that after a relatively short
thermalization period the macroscopic energy density e.x; t/ evolves according to
the Fourier’s law

@te D @x .D.e/@xe/ : (4.44)

This is a nonlinear diffusion equation with a diffusion “constant” D which depends
on the value of energy density e. The steady states are then given by microcanonical
ensembles whose only variable is the uniform energy density Ne.

Consider next an infinite system with a steady state whose energy density is
Ne. Perturb the state, locally near origin, so that the perturbation has finite energy.
Then, for normally conducting systems, one would expect that the energy density
at “infinity” always remains equal to Ne and that the final state of an infinite system
should be the same as the initial steady state, since for finite systems of volume V the
final steady state should be of uniform energy density Ne CO.V�1/. This implies that
there should be a time t0 after which the energy density is ever better approximated
by a solution to the linear diffusion equation

@te D D. Ne/@2xe : (4.45)

For a linear diffusion equation, it is possible to find out the diffusion constant from
the leading evolution of the spatial spread of the perturbation. Namely, since then

e.t C t0; x/ '
Z

dy
1p

4�D. Ne/t e�
1

4D.Ne/t .x�y/2e.t0; y/ ; (4.46)

where
R

dx x2je.t0; x/ � Nej < 1, it follows that

lim
t!1

1

t

Z
dx x2.e.t; x/ � Ne/ D D. Ne/2ıE ; (4.47)
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where ıE denotes the excess energy of the perturbation, which is conserved and
hence ıE D R

dx .e.t; x/ � Ne/ for all t 	 0.
Translated into the present lattice setting, one analogously arrives at the formula

lim
t!1

1

t

X

x2Z
x2�ŒHx.t/;H0.0/� D D.e/2

X

x2Z
�ŒHx.0/;H0.0/� ; (4.48)

where �Œa; b� D habi � haihbi D h.a � hai/.b � hbi/i denotes the second cumulant,
i.e., covariance, of the random variables a; b defined by solving the time-evolution
using equilibrium initial data with mean energy e. Namely, if we divide the equation
by hH0i, the sum on the right hand side corresponds to the excess energy from
a perturbation of the initial measure 
0 to the probability measure H0hH0i
0. The
perturbation is then localized near the origin. Since the left hand side is a discrete
version of the left hand side of (4.47), the limit in (4.48) should hold if the relaxation
occurs via diffusion of energy, as given by (4.44).

To get the standard Green–Kubo formula, we next also assume equivalence of the
infinite volume microcanonical and canonical ensembles, and use here initial data
distributed according to a canonical ensemble at a temperature T. Then e in (4.48)
denotes the corresponding (uniform) equilibrium energy density, e D e.T/ D
hH0iT . Making this change of variables in (4.44) implies the standard Fourier’s law.
Explicitly, we define the temperature distribution corresponding to a given e.x; t/ by
inverting the above function to yield T.t; x/ D T.e.t; x// which then satisfies

@e.T/

@T
@tT D @x .�.T/@xT/ ; (4.49)

where the thermal conductivity is given by �.T/ D D.e.T// @e.T/
@T . In the finite vol-

ume � canonical Gibbs state, we have e�.T/ D hH0i� D Z�1
R

d�q d�p e�H=TH0

where Z denotes the partition function, Z D R
d�q d�p e�H=T . Therefore,

@e�.T/

@T
D 1

T2
.hHH0i� � hHi�hH0i�/ D 1

T2
X

x2�
��ŒHx.0/;H0.0/� : (4.50)

Taking the infinite volume limit � ! Z, and then using (4.48), thus yields

�.T/ D 1

2T2
lim

t!1
1

t

X

x2Z
x2�ŒHx.t/;H0.0/� : (4.51)

The above argument shows that to find the numerical value of the thermal
conductivity at a given temperature, it suffices to study the asymptotic increase of
the spatial quadratic spread of the energy density, when starting the system with
samples taken from the corresponding canonical Gibbs state. Explicitly, one should
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study the observable

S.t/ D
X

x2Z
x2�ŒHx.t/;H0.0/� ; (4.52)

show that it is O.t/ for large t, and then solve the leading asymptotics.
For this, it is convenient to rewrite S.t/ in terms of current observables. Namely,

for any J satisfying (4.32) we have for t > 0 and all x 2 Z

Hx.t/ D Hx.0/C
Z t

0

ds .Jx�1;x.s/� Jx;xC1.s// ; (4.53)

Hx.�t/ D Hx.0/�
Z 0

�t
ds .Jx�1;x.s/ � Jx;xC1.s// : (4.54)

Since the Gibbs state is invariant under both spatial translations and the Hamiltonian
time-evolution, and these transform the energy observables as expected, we have
here

S.t/ D
X

x2Z
x2�ŒH0.0/;H�x.�t/� D

X

x2Z
x2�ŒHx.�t/;H0.0/� D S.�t/ : (4.55)

Hence, S.t/ is symmetric, and

2S.t/ D 2S.0/C
X

x2Z
x2
Z t

0

ds �ŒJx�1;x.s/ � Jx;xC1.s/;H0.0/�

�
X

x2Z
x2
Z 0

�t
ds �ŒJx�1;x.s/ � Jx;xC1.s/;H0.0/�

D 2S.0/C
X

x2Z
.x2 � .x � 1/2/

Z t

0

ds �ŒJx�1;x.0/; .H0.�s/ � H0.s//� ; (4.56)

where we have used the earlier proven simple rule for translation of the current
observable. Therefore, by (4.53) and (4.54), we have

S.t/ D S.0/� 1

2

X

x2Z
.2x � 1/

Z t

0

ds
Z s

�s
dr �ŒJx�1;x.0/; J�1;0.r/ � J0;1.r/�

D S.0/C
Z t

0

ds
Z s

�s
dr
X

x2Z
�ŒJx�1;x.0/; J0;1.r/� : (4.57)

We define the current-current correlation function, also called the Green–
Kubo correlator, by the formula C.tI T/ D P

x2Z �ŒJx�1;x.0/; J0;1.t/�. Since then
C.�t/ D P

x2Z �ŒJx�1;x.t/; J0;1.0/� D P
x2Z �ŒJ0;1.t/; J1�x;2�x.0/� D C.t/, we find
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from (4.57)

S.t/ D S.0/C 2

Z t

0

ds
Z s

0

dr C.r/ D S.0/C 2t
Z t

0

dr
�
1 � r

t

	
C.r/ : (4.58)

If
R1
0 dr jC.rI T/j < 1, we can rely on dominated convergence in (4.58) and

conclude that then, by (4.51),

�.T/ D 1

T2

Z 1

0

dr C.rI T/ : (4.59)

This is the standard Green–Kubo formula, and thus, in great generality, the
integrability of the correlation function C.tI T/ is sufficient to imply normal thermal
conduction at the temperature T.

However, we can also conclude that, if
R t
0
dr
�
1 � r

t

�
C.rI T/ is not bounded in t,

then the energy relaxation cannot be diffusive at temperature T. Hence, the Green–
Kubo correlation function C.tI T/ can also be used to prove superdiffusion of energy
and to check at which time scale the energy spread occurs: if

R t
0
dr
�
1 � r

t

�
C.rI T/ D

O.tp/, with p > 0, then the spatial spread at time t is O.t.1Cp/=2/. However, the
spread from the observable S.t/ can be somewhat misleading for systems which
have polynomial decay or multiscale behaviour. In these cases, S.t/ could be entirely
dominated by tail behaviour, or just by one of the many scales, instead of describing
the actual speed of spreading of local perturbations. We will find such an example
from the kinetic theory of FPU-ˇ chains, discussed in Sect. 4.3.5.

Let us conclude the section by computing an expression for the current correla-
tion C.t/ for the particle chains. Some care needs to be taken with the sum over x
and the principal value integral in the definition of the current observable. To control
their behaviour, let us insert

R
T

d Nk ı. Nk�P` k`/ into the integrals defining J in (4.33).
Then for each t there is some function ft on the torus, such that

�ŒJx�1;x.0/; J0;1.t/� D
Z

T

d Nk ei2�xNk 1
2

�
1C i cot.� Nk/� ft. Nk/ ; (4.60)

as a principal value integral around zero. Hence,

X

x2Z
�ŒJx�1;x.0/; J0;1.t/� D 1

2
ft.0/C i

X

x2Z

Z

T

d Nk ei2�xNk ft. Nk/� ft.�Nk/
4

cot.� Nk/

D 1

2
ft.0/C i

2�
@Nk ft.0/ : (4.61)

In fact, here ft.0/ D 0 due to energy conservation, as discussed above. Also, for any
function F we have @Nk

R
Tn dk ı. Nk �P

` k`/F.k/
ˇ̌
NkD0 D R

Tn dk ı.
P

` k`/@k1F.k/.
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Therefore, for the particle chains the Green–Kubo correlation function is
given by

X

x2Z
�ŒJx�1;x.0/; J0;1.t/� D

4X

n0;nD2

1

nm

X

� 0;�

wn.�/wn0.� 0/
Z

Tn
dk ı

 
nX

`D1
k`

!Z

Tn0

dk0

� i

4�
˚n0.k0/

�
�1C i cot.�

n0X

`D1
k0̀ /
	

� �
h
@k1

h
˚n.k/@s

� nY

`D1
as.k`; �`/

	

sD0

i
; @t

� n0Y

`D1
at.k
0̀ ; � 0̀/

	i
;

(4.62)

where the weight wn.�/ D 1, for � 2 f˙1gn, unless n D 2 and �1 D �2, in
which case it is zero. By translation invariance, the final cumulant is proportional
to ı.

Pn
`D1 k` C Pn0

`D1 k0̀ /, and thus the integral over k0 has to be treated similarly
to what has been done above for the integral over k. Following the same steps as
above, we thus arrive at the simplified formula

X

x2Z
�ŒJx�1;x.0/; J0;1.t/� D

4X

n0;nD2

X

� 02f˙1gn0

X

�2f˙1gn
wn.�/wn0.� 0/

�
Z

Tn
dk ı

 
nX

`D1
k`

!Z

Tn0

dk0 �
h
Jn.k; � I 0/;Jn0.k0; � 0I t/

i
;

(4.63)

where for k 2 T
n, � 2 f˙1gn, we have defined

Jn.k; � I t/ D 1

n

i

2�
@k1

h
˚n.k/@t

� nY

`D1
at.k`; �`/

	i
: (4.64)

Assuming that the harmonic terms dominate over the anharmonic ones, we can
obtain the leading harmonic part of the above expression by considering only the
term n0 D 2 D n above and approximating @tat.k; �/ � �i�!.k/at.k; �/. This
yields an approximation

J2.k; � I t/ � 1

4�
@k1

h
˚n.k/.�1!.k1/C �2!.k2//at.k1; �1/at.k2; �2/

i
: (4.65)
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Since these terms appear in the integrand only when �2 D ��1 and k2 D �k1, for
which �1!.k1/C�2!.k2/ D 0, only the term where the factor �1!.k1/C�2!.k2/ is
differentiated yields a non-zero contribution to the integral. Since then also ˚2.k/ D
!.k1/, it is possible to substitute the above harmonic current term by

!.k1/
�1

4�
!0.k1/at.k1; �1/at.k2; �2/ (4.66)

in the integrand. Thus the harmonic part of the Green–Kubo correlation function
evaluates to

X

� 0 ;�2f˙1g

� 0�
4

Z

T

dk
Z

T2

dk0
!0.k/
2�

!.k/
!0.k01/
2�

!.k01/

� �
h
a0.k; �/a0.�k;��/; at.k

0
1; �
0/at.k

0
2;�� 0/

i
: (4.67)

As !0.�k/ D �!0.k/, we can simplify the expression (4.67) further to

Z

T

dk
Z

T2

dk0
!0.k/
2�

!.k/
!0.k02/
2�

!.k02/�
h
a0.�k;�1/a0.k; 1/; at.k

0
1;�1/at.k

0
2; 1/

i
:

(4.68)

Here !0.k/
2�
!.k/ D 1

4�
Ǫ 0.k/ which is equal to !2ı sin.2�k/ for chains with stable

nearest neighbour interactions, using the parametrization given in Sect. 4.1.2. Thus
the harmonic interaction part of the Green–Kubo correlation function for nearest
neighbour chains is equal to

!4ı2�

�Z

T

dk sin.2�k/a0.�k;�1/a0.k; 1/;
Z

T2

dk0 sin.2�k02/at.k
0
1;�1/at.k

0
2; 1/

�
:

(4.69)

This result coincides with the formula used in Sect. 3 in [1]. As explained there,
the above time-correlator can also be computed by solving the evolution of the
Wigner function starting from a suitably perturbed initial Gibbs state. Namely,
consider the Gibbs states with perturbed Hamiltonians H".q; p/ D H.q; p/ �
T"J.q; p/ where

J.q; p/ D
Z

T

dk sin.2�k/a0.�k;�1/a0.k; 1/ (4.70)

and denote the expectation over the canonical Gibbs state at temperature T and the
Hamiltonian H" by h
i."/. For instance by using approximations by finite periodic
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lattices, it follows that

@"

Z

T2

dk0 sin.2�k02/at.k
0
1;�1/at.k

0
2; 1/

�."/ ˇ̌ˇ̌
ˇ
"D0

D �

�Z

T

dk sin.2�k/a0.�k;�1/a0.k; 1/;
Z

T2

dk0 sin.2�k02/at.k
0
1;�1/at.k

0
2; 1/

�
:

(4.71)

Note that the time-evolution in both expectations is the same, determined by the
original Hamiltonian H. Hence, computing the left hand side involves solving the
original problem with non-stationary initial data. The perturbation in the initial
data can be captured by changing ˇ!.k/ to ˇ!.k/ � "� sin.2�k/ in the harmonic
part multiplying a0.k;��/a0.k; �/. In particular, also the perturbed initial state is
translation invariant in space.

4.2 Phonon Boltzmann Equation of Spatially Homogeneous
Anharmonic Chains

4.2.1 Identifying the Collision Operator

The goal of the section is to derive the form of the phonon Boltzmann collision
operators for the particle chains. We do this only for spatially homogeneous initial
data which suffices to cover the evolution of the Green–Kubo correlation function,
as explained in Sect. 4.1.5. Allowing for inhomogeneous initial data would be an
important extension, but the inhomogeneity introduces new multiscale effects which
we wish to avoid in the present contribution. See the discussion in Sect. 6 of [13] for
an example of the problems associated with spatially inhomogeneous initial data for
a nonlinear evolution equation similar to the FPU chains.

Let us first recall the parametrization of the spatially homogeneous correlation
functions Wn.k; � I t/ satisfying (4.42),

�Œat.k1; �1/; : : : ; at.kn; �n/� D ı
� nX

`D1
k`
	

Wn.k; � I t/ : (4.72)

As discussed earlier, this requirement does not fix the functions Wn completely, and
here we resolve the ambiguity by requiring that they are constant in the first variable,
k1. This is equivalent to using the definition

Wn.k; � I t/ D
Z

T

dk01 �Œat.k
0
1; �1/; at.k2; �2/; : : : ; at.kn; �n/� : (4.73)
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We can then also obtain the Wigner function W.kI t/ of the state, as used in earlier
works, by setting W.kI t/ D W2..k0; k/; .�1; 1/I t/ for all k0; k 2 T.

The time-evolution of the correlation functions Wn can now be solved
from (4.37). Recalling the earlier notations involving a sequence J of labels, we
have

@t�Œat.k; �/J � D
X

`2J

h@tat.k`; �`/ Wat.k; �/
Jn`Wi : (4.74)

Since the derivative of the phonon field satisfies (4.23), we thus obtain

@t�Œat.k; �/J � D �i˝n.k; �/J�Œat.k; �/J �

� i
X

`2J

�`
X

� 02f˙1g2

Z

T2

dk0 ı.k` � k01 � k02/˚3.k`; k0/

� hat.k
0
1; �
0
1/at.k

0
2; �
0
2/ Wat.k; �/

Jn`Wi

� i
X

`2J

�`
X

� 02f˙1g3

Z

T3

dk0 ı.k` �
3X

iD1
k0i/˚4.k`; k0/

� hat.k
0
1; �
0
1/at.k

0
2; �
0
2/at.k

0
3; �
0
3/ Wat.k; �/

Jn`Wi ; (4.75)

where n D jJj and we have used (4.36) to simplify the linear, free evolution, term
into a multiplication by the function

˝n.k; �/ D
nX

`D1
�`!.k`/ : (4.76)

The remaining expectation values can be represented in terms of cumulants
using (4.35). To derive the Boltzmann equation, we will need only the first four
cumulants but let us postpone the detailed expansion for later.

We next exponentiate the free evolution part by integrating the identity

@s
�
e�i˝n.k;�/J.t�s/�Œas.k; �/J �

�

D e�i˝n.k;�/J.t�s/ .i˝n.k; �/J�Œas.k; �/J �C @s�Œas.k; �/J �/ : (4.77)

This results in the following Duhamel perturbation formula

�Œat.k; �/J � D e�i˝n.k;�/J t�Œa0.k; �/J �

�i
X

`2J

�`

Z t

0

ds e�i˝n.k;�/J.t�s/
X

� 02f˙1g2

Z

T2

dk0 ı.k` � k01 � k02/˚3.k`; k0/

� has.k
0
1; �
0
1/as.k

0
2; �
0
2/ Was.k; �/

Jn`Wi
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� i
X

`2J

�`

Z t

0

ds e�i˝n.k;�/J.t�s/
X

� 02f˙1g3

Z

T3

dk0 ı.k` �
3X

iD1
k0i/˚4.k`; k0/

� has.k
0
1; �
0
1/as.k

0
2; �
0
2/as.k

0
3; �
0
3/ Was.k; �/

Jn`Wi : (4.78)

The case with n D 2 and J D ..k1;�1/; .k2; 1// determines the Wigner function
W.kI t/ after integration over k1. However, in this case ˝n.k; �/J D !.k2/ � !.k1/
which is identically zero whenever k1 C k2 D 0. By translation invariance, all three
terms on the right hand side of (4.78) are now proportional to ı.k1Ck2/, the last two
since the remaining expectations are proportional to ı.k`0 CP

i k0i/ with .`0/ D J n`.
Therefore, all the phase factors involving˝n are equal to one in this case.

Let us next assume that the fields have been centred, i.e., that hat.k; �/i D 0. In
general, for a spatially homogeneous case we could have hat.k; �/i D ı.k/ct.�/.
However, for instance in the FPU model we have normalized the fields so that
at.0; �/ D 0 for all t, which implies ct.�/ D 0. Under this simplifying assumption,
we obtain using (4.35) and the obvious shorthand notations for the fields a0s that

ha01a02 WaWi D �Œa01; a02; a� ; (4.79)

ha01a02a03 WaWi D �Œa01; a02; a03; a�

C �Œa01; a02��Œa03; a�C �Œa01; a03��Œa02; a�C �Œa02; a03��Œa01; a� ; (4.80)

where a D as.k`0 ; �`0/. Therefore, integration of (4.78) over k1 and writing k D k2
yields

W.kI t/ D W.kI 0/

� i
Z t

0

ds
X

� 02f˙1g3
� 03
Z

T3

dk0 ı.k03 � � 03k/ı.
3X

iD1
k0i/˚3.k0/W3.k

0; � 0I s/

� i
Z t

0

ds
X

� 02f˙1g4
� 04
Z

T4

dk0 ı.k04 � � 04k/ı.
4X

iD1
k0i/˚4.k0/W4.k

0; � 0I s/

� 3i
Z t

0

ds
X

� 02f˙1g4
� 04
Z

T4

dk0 ı.k04 � � 04k/ı.
4X

iD1
k0i/ı.k01 C k02/˚4.k0/

� W2..k
0
1; k
0
2/; .�

0
1; �
0
2/I s/W2..k

0
3; k
0
4/; .�

0
3; �
0
4/I s/ ; (4.81)

where we have enumerated the sum over ` 2 J by using � 0n D ��`, when clearly
k` D �� 03k and k`0 D � 03k. We have also used here the permutation invariance of ˚n

and the obvious antisymmetries of ˚n, n D 3; 4, under a reversal of the sign of the
first component.
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The last term in (4.81) can be simplified further using symmetries of ˚4 to

� 3i
Z t

0

ds
X

�2f˙1g2
�2W2..��2k; �2k/; .�1; �2/I s/

�
Z

T

dk0˚4.�k0; k0;�k; k/
X

� 02f˙1g2
W2..�k0; k0/; .� 01; � 02/I s/ : (4.82)

Inserting the definition of the FPU interaction amplitude ˚4 given in (4.27) then
yields

i6�4!
�2
Z t

0

ds j sin.�k/j
X

�2f˙1g2
�2W2..��2k; �2k/; .�1; �2/I s/

�
Z

T

dk0 j sin.�k0/j
X

� 02f˙1g2
W2..�k0; k0/; .� 01; � 02/I s/ : (4.83)

Since now !j sin.�k/j D !.k/=
p
2 and

P
�2f˙1g2 �2W2..��2k; �2k/; .�1; �2/I s/ D

W2..�k; k/; .1; 1/I s/ � W2..�k; k/; .�1;�1/I s/, for the FPU chains we may write
this term as

i3�4!
�4
Z t

0

ds!.k/
X

�2f˙1g
�W2..�k; k/; .�; �/I s/

�
Z

T

dk0 !.k0/
X

� 02f˙1g2
W2..�k0; k0/; .� 01; � 02/I s/ : (4.84)

It is customary in kinetic theory to ignore the term (4.84) in the Boltzmann
equation. At the first glance, it is not obvious why this should be so: the term
does not involve any non-Gaussian factors and it has an apparent magnitude O.�4t/.
Although no full mathematical study has been made about the effect of the term
on the kinetic time scales O.��24 /, the following argument suggests that, indeed, it
behaves better than suggested by its apparent magnitude which is O.��14 / on the
kinetic time scale. In fact, the argument indicates that the term is O.�4/ uniformly
in t and k, and hence could be safely neglected when �4 � 1.

We study the two W2-dependent factors in (4.84) separately. The second factor is

Z

T

dk!.k/
X

�2f˙1g2
W2..�k; k/; .�1; �2/I s/

D
Z

T2

d2k
p
!.k1/!.k2/

X

�2f˙1g2
�Œas.k1; �1/; as.k2; �2/�

D 2

Z

T2

d2k!.k1/!.k2/h Oq.s; k1/ Oq.s; k2/i ; (4.85)
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where we have applied the inversion formula given in (4.6) and the assumption
that has.k; �/i D 0. This is equal to 2h. Q! � q.s//.0/2i which for a finite periodic
lattice would correspond to 2j�j�1Pxh. Q! � q.s//.x/2i D 2j�j�1hPx;y qx.s/
˛.x�y/qy.s/i, by translation invariance. Therefore, the second factor is proportional
to the average harmonic potential energy, and we would expect it to be slowly
varying and to equilibrate to the corresponding equilibrium value as s ! 1. In
particular, it can be bounded by the total energy density which is a constant, so the
value of this term is O.1/ uniformly in s.

The first factor in (4.84) depends only on the “off-diagonal” elements of the
second order correlation matrix. By (4.78), they have rapidly oscillating phase
factors e�is˝ where ˝ D 2�!.k/. If we assume that this oscillatory behaviour
continues for all s, it seems reasonable to expect that the value of (4.84) can be well
approximated by using this oscillatory factor and assuming that the remainder is so
slowly varying that it can be replaced by a constant. This yields a factor which is
O.�4/ times the integral ˝

R t
0
ds e�is˝ D i.1 � e�it˝/ which is bounded by 2 for

all t and k. Of course, the replacement of a slowly varying term by a constant is
not totally accurate here, but it seems reasonable to assume that under the present
conditions the resulting corrections would also be O.�4/, at least up to the kinetic
time scales.

The rest of the argument leading to the phonon Boltzmann collision operator is
fairly standard. The clusterings relevant to the third cumulant are

ha01a02 Wa1a2Wi D �Œa01; a02; a1; a2�C �Œa01; a1��Œa02; a2�C �Œa01; a2��Œa02; a1� ; (4.86)

and ha01a02a03 Wa1a2Wi whose expansion has only terms containing higher order
cumulant factors. We continue to assume that the oscillations of the higher order
cumulants are sufficient to suppress any term which involves integrals of Wn,
n > 2, over any of its arguments. The clusterings relevant to the fourth cumulant
are ha01a02 Wa1a2a3Wi, which produces only terms containing higher order cumulant
factors, and

ha01a02a03 Wa1a2a3Wi D .higher order terms/

C
X

�2Perm.3/

�Œa0�.1/; a1��Œa0�.2/; a2��Œa0�.3/; a3� ; (4.87)

where the sum goes through all permutations � of three elements.
In summary, we then obtain the following approximations from the third and

fourth cumulants,

W3.k; � I t/ � e�i˝3.k;�/tW3.k; � I 0/

� 2i
3X

`D1

�`

Z t

0

ds e�i˝3.k;�/.t�s/˚3.k/
Y

i¤`

X

� 0
2f˙1g

W2..�ki; ki/; .�
0; �i/I s/ ;

(4.88)
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W4.k; � I t/ � e�i˝4.k;�/tW4.k; � I 0/

C 6i
4X

`D1

�`

Z t

0

ds e�i˝4.k;�/.t�s/˚4.k/
Y

i¤`

X

� 0
2f˙1g

W2..�ki; ki/; .�
0; �i/I s/ ;

(4.89)

where we have simplified the result by applying the invariance properties of the
amplitude factors ˚3 and ˚4. We insert these approximations in (4.81). The terms
depending on the cumulants at time zero are again assumed to be negligible since
they involve highly oscillatory integrands.

Since
P

� 02f˙1gW2..�ki; ki/; .�
0; �i/I s/ is equal to W.�iki; s/ plus a rapidly

oscillatory .�i; �i/-term, this results in the approximation

W.kI t/ � W.kI 0/C 2

Z t

0

ds
X

�2f˙1g3
�3

Z

T3

dk0 ı.k03 � �3k/

� ı.
3X

iD1
k0i/.�˚3.k0/2/

Z t

s
dt0 e�i˝3.k0;�/.t0�s/

3X

`D1
�`
Y

i¤`
W.�ik

0
i; s/

C 6

Z t

0

ds
X

�2f˙1g4
�4

Z

T4

dk0 ı.k04 � �4k/

� ı.
4X

iD1
k0i/˚4.k0/2

Z t

s
dt0 e�i˝4.k0;�/.t0�s/

4X

`D1
�`
Y

i¤`
W.�ik

0
i; s/ ; (4.90)

where we have used Fubini’s theorem to exchange the order of the time-integrals. If
we swap the sign of both � and k0, clearly also˝n.k0; �/, n D 3; 4, change their sign.
Therefore, in the above formula, we may replace both of the terms

R t
s dt0 e�i.t0�s/˝

by 1
2

R t�s
�.t�s/dr e�ir˝ � �ı.˝/, for large t.

Inserting the explicit expressions for ˚n thus results in the formula

W.kI t/ � W.kI 0/C 2
5
2 ��23!

�3
Z t

0

ds
X

�2f˙1g3

Z

T3

dk0 ı.k03 � k/

� ı.
3X

iD1
� 0i k0i/ı.

3X

iD1
�i!.k

0
i//

3Y

`D1
j sin.�k0̀ /j

3X

`D1
�3�`

Y

i¤`
W.k0i; s/

C 24��24!
�4
Z t

0

ds
X

�2f˙1g4

Z

T4

dk0 ı.k04 � k/ı.
4X

iD1
� 0i k0i/ı.

4X

iD1
�i!.k

0
i//

�
4Y

`D1
j sin.�k0̀ /j

4X

`D1
�4�`

Y

i¤`
W.k0i; s/ : (4.91)
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The right hand side is an integrated version of the solution to the homogeneous
Boltzmann equation

@tW.kI t/ D �23C3ŒW.
I t/�.k/C �24C4ŒW.
I t/�.k/ ; (4.92)

where, using shorthand notations !` D !.k`/, W` D W.k`/, ` D 0; 1; 2; 3; 4,

C3ŒW�.k0/ D 2
7
2 �!�3

X

�2f˙1g2

Z

T2

dk ı.k0 C �1k1 C �2k2/ı.!0 C �1!1 C �2!2/

�
2Y

`D0
j sin.�k`/j � .W1W2 C �1W0W2 C �2W0W1/ ; (4.93)

and

C4ŒW�.k0/D48�!�4
X

�2f˙1g3

Z

T3

dk ı.k0 C
3X

iD1

�iki/ı.!0 C
3X

iD1

�i!i/

3Y

`D0

j sin.�k`/j

� .W1W2W3 C �1W0W2W3 C �2W0W1W3 C �3W0W1W2/ : (4.94)

Other interactions can be treated similarly. For instance, the onsite perturbations
have Ǫ3.k1; k2/ D �3 and Ǫ4.k1; k2; k3/ D �4 and, for general dispersion relations
!, yield the collision operators

C3ŒW�.k0/ D 4�
X

�2f˙1g2

Z

T2

dk ı.k0 C �1k1 C �2k2/ı.!0 C �1!1 C �2!2/

3Y

`D0

1

2!`

� .W1W2 C �1W0W2 C �2W0W1/ ; (4.95)

and

C4ŒW�.k0/ D 12�
X

�2f˙1g3

Z

T3

dk ı.k0 C
3X

iD1
�iki/ı.!0 C

3X

iD1
�i!i/

3Y

`D0

1

2!`

� .W1W2W3 C �1W0W2W3 C �2W0W1W3 C �3W0W1W2/ : (4.96)

Detailed derivations of these onsite collision operators using standard perturbation
expansions can also be found in the literature: the third order collision operator in
[21] and the fourth order collision operator in [1].
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4.2.2 Solution of the Collisional Constraints

The above derivation of the Boltzmann collision operator is not mathematically
rigorous. In fact, the argument used for neglecting the higher order terms and
replacing “t � s” by “1” in the derivation of the energy conservation ı-function
are at present mathematically uncontrollable approximations. Here we assume that
we are working in a regime in which these terms indeed can be neglected. Hence,
instead of trying to find out under which conditions this would work for our particle
chains, we start from the homogeneous Boltzmann equation and proceed to study
its solutions to obtain predictions which can later be compared with other results on
the chains, such as computer simulations.

The weakest part of the argument lies in the rule that “any integral over one of
the k-components of the rapidly oscillating factor e�it˝n.k/ leads to integrable decay
in t and hence can be neglected”. This is particularly suspect if the integration is
performed over a one-dimensional space: typically, even the best decay estimates
over a d-dimensional torus yield

R
Td dk e�it˝.k/ D O.t�d=2/ which is not integrable

if d D 1. The decay of such oscillatory integrals is closely linked to the behaviour of
the frequency function ˝n around its zero set; consider, for example, the explicitly
integrable example

R t
0
ds
R

dk e�is˝n.k/ D R
dk i

˝n.k/
.e�it˝n.k/�1/which is uniformly

bounded in t, if j˝n.k/j�1 is integrable, but which can blow up as fast as O.t/, for
instance, if the set of k with ˝n.k/ D 0 has a non-zero measure.

These subtleties are also reflected in the Boltzmann collision operator: the two
ı-functions need to be carefully integrated over before one can use the equation. In
the well-studied continuum setup of Boltzmann equations, the dispersion relation is
given by 1

2
k2, k 2 R

d, and the integral contains ı.k0C k1� k2� k3/ı..k20C k21 � k22 �
k23/=2/ which can be explicitly integrated over, yielding the “standard” rarefied gas
collision operator.

For a lattice system, the solutions to ˝n.k/ D 0 are not so easy to handle. As
we will show below, there are however explicit solutions for the one-dimensional
nearest neighbour dispersion relation, relevant to the FPU chains. After the solution
manifold has been found, one still needs to choose some parametrization of the
manifold to integrate over the energy conservation ı-function, since this will yield
an additional factor to the remaining integrand.

In fact, even at this part of the procedure, some care is needed since the trivial
solutions to the collisional constraints, to be discussed later, do not contribute to the
total collision operator but would result in infinite factors if integrated over using
the above rule. Hence, the trivial solutions need to be removed from the solution
manifold before integrating out the collisional constraint ı-functions.

We begin with a result which shows that nearest neighbour dispersion relations
are, in fact, somewhat pathological: they suppress all collisions involving three
phonons.
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4.2.2.1 C3 D 0 for Nearest Neighbour Dispersion Relations

Consider the nearest neighbour dispersion relation, !.k/ D .1 � 2ı cos.2�k//1=2

with 0 < ı � 1
2

(we ignore the overall prefactor here, since it does not affect the
solution manifold). To estimate the collision energy ˝3 D !0 C �1!1 C �2!2,
consider the following parametrization of ! as the magnitude of a complex number:
Since 0 < 2ı � 1, we can define r D 1

2
arcosh.2ı/�1 	 0. Then by explicit

computation

!.k/ D jz.k/j; for z.kI ı/ D
p
ı.er � e�r�i2�k/ : (4.97)

The above parametrization and the triangle inequality yield an upper bound for
differences of dispersion relations. Namely, for k; q 2 T,

j!.k/ � !.k C q/j D j jz.k/j � jz.k C q/j j
� jz.k/� z.k C q/j D e�r

p
ıj1 � e�i2�qj : (4.98)

Since j1 � e�i2�qj2 D 2 � 2 cos.2�q/ D ı�1.2ı � 2ı cos.2�q// � ı�1!.q/2, then

j!.k/ � !.k C q/j � e�r!.q/ : (4.99)

If ı < 1
2
, we have r > 0, and hence e�r < 1. In addition, then !.k/ 	 cı, with

cı D .1�2ı/1=2 > 0. Thus if the momentum constraint k0C�1k1C�2k2 D 0 holds,
we have

˝3 D !0 C !1 C !2 	 3cı ; for �1 D 1 D �2 ; (4.100)

˝3 D !0 � !1 C !2 	 .1 � e�r/cı ; for � �1 D 1 D �2 ; (4.101)

˝3 D !0 C !1 � !2 	 .1 � e�r/cı ; for �1 D 1 D ��2 ; (4.102)

˝3 D !0 � !1 � !2 � �.1 � e�r/cı ; for �1 D �1 D �2 : (4.103)

Therefore, with a nearest neighbour interactions and pinning, the momentum
constraint keeps the three-phonon energy well separated from zero, at least a
distance .1 � e�r/cı apart. In such a case, one should set C3 D 0 in the phonon
Boltzmann equation.

If ı D 1
2
, such as in the FPU models, we have r D 0 and cı D 0, and Eq. (4.99)

does not rule out the existence of solutions to both constraints. However, it is
possible to improve the bound (4.98), by recalling that an equality in the triangle
inequality holds if and only if one of the numbers is a non-negative multiple of the
other one. This requires that for the given k; q there should be R 	 0 such that
.1�e�i2�k1/ D R.1�e�i2�k2/, where k1 D k, k2 D k Cq, or vice versa. For instance
by a geometric argument, it is straightforward to see that this happens if and only if
k1 D 0 or k2 D 0.
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As above, by inspecting the four sign combinations, we thus find that j˝3j > 0

unless k0 D 0, k1 D 0, or k2 D 0. If k0 D 0, we have ˝3 D 0 identically for
�1 D ��2, and only at the point k1 D 0 D k2, if �1 D �2. If k0 ¤ 0, we have
˝3 > 0 for �1 D 1 D �2, and ˝3 D 0, only if one of the following conditions is
satisfied:

1. ��1 D 1 D �2, and k2 D 0,
2. �1 D 1 D ��2, and k1 D 0,
3. �1 D �1 D �2, and k1 D 0 or k2 D 0.

However, these solutions do not contribute to the collision operator in the
FPU models as the collision operator C3 defined in (4.93) contains a prefactorQ2
`D0 j sin.�k`/j which is zero on any of the above solution manifolds. Therefore,

for the FPU-chains, the lowest order kinetic theory would imply using C3 D 0.
The above argument straightforwardly generalizes to higher dimensions. As

shown in Appendix 18.1 of [21], also higher dimensional nearest neighbour disper-
sion relations with pinning have no solutions to the constraints in the three-phonon
collision operator and, hence, C3 D 0. However, this property depends on the
dispersion relation. For instance, consider the next-to-nearest neighbour interaction
with Ǫ .k/ D .1� cos.2�k//2. Then the dispersion relation is !.k/ D 1� cos.2�k/
and for �1 D 1 D ��2 we thus have

˝3 D !0 C !1 � !2 D 1 � cos.2�k0/� cos.2�k1/C cos.2�.k0 C k1// ;
(4.104)

which is zero if k1 D 1
2
�k0. This introduces solutions to the three-phonon collisional

constraints in the next-to-nearest neighbour case.

4.2.2.2 C4 for Nearest Neighbour Dispersion Relations

From now on, we only consider the nearest neighbour dispersion relations. We
do not claim that this case is representative of the general case: as the previous
examples indicate, other types of behaviour might appear for other dispersion
relations.

Consider thus the collisional constraints in the four-phonon collision operator,
assuming a nearest neighbour dispersion relation. If �i D 1 for all i, by the above
estimates, we have˝4 > 0, unless ı D 1

2
and ki D 0 for every i D 0; 1; 2; 3.

If �i D �1 for all i, we resolve the momentum constraint by integrating out k3
which yields k3 D k0 � k1 � k2. Then

˝4 D !0 � !1 � !2 � !3

D ˝3.k0; k1; k0 � k1I 1;�1;�1/C˝3.k0 � k1; k2; k0 � k1 � k2I 1;�1;�1/ :
(4.105)
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By the estimates derived in Sect. 4.2.2.1, we then have ˝4 < 0 uniformly in the
case with pinning. In addition, if ı D 1

2
, the only way to get ˝4 D 0 is that both of

the terms above are zero, which happens only if k1 D 0 or k1 D k0, and k2 D 0 or
k2 D k0 � k1, i.e., k3 D 0. This implies that the only solutions to ˝4 D 0 are the
trivial solutions where two of the wave numbers k1; k2; k3 are zero and the remaining
one is equal to k0.

The final degenerate case is found if
P3

iD1 �i D 1. Then only one of �i is
negative; for notational simplicity let us suppose it is �1 (the other cases can then be
obtained by permutation of the indices). The momentum conservation implies then
that k1 � k0 D k2 C k3, and hence

˝4 D !0 � !1 C !2 C !3

D ˝3.k0; k1; k0 � k1I 1;�1; 1/C˝3.k2; k3; k2 C k3I 1; 1;�1/ : (4.106)

Thus ˝4 D 0 only for the trivial solution in the unpinned case, namely, if k1 D k0
and k2 D 0 D k3.

The remaining sign-combinations have 1 C P3
iD1 �i D 0, i.e., the polarization

of phonons is preserved in the collision. These are also called collisions which
conserve the phonon number. From the above results we can already conclude that
every term in the collision operator which is not phonon number conserving has
only trivial solutions to the energy constraint, and these solutions all require that
two of the ki, i D 1; 2; 3, are equal to zero and the last one is equal to k0.

In particular, there are no trivial solutions in the pinned case, so these can again
be safely neglected. The same holds for the FPU chains, due to the prefactorQ3
`D0 j sin.�k`/j, and since the solution involves a two-dimensional integral and

an integrand which has only a point-singularity. To have more convincing an
argument, one should choose a regularization of the ı-function and to show that
the contribution from the resulting ordinary integrals vanishes as the regularization
is removed. An example of such a procedure is given in [15, Sect. 3] where it is
used for showing that the trivial solutions in the number conserving case do not
contribute to the linearized collision operator.

Here we are interested in the collision operators defined in (4.94) and (4.96).
Using the permutation properties of the integrands multiplying the constraint
ı-functions, we thus arrive at the following simplified forms for the collision
operators: in the FPU chains, the standard kinetic argument yields

C ŒW�.k0/D9� .2�4/2!�8
Z

T3

dk ı.k0 C k1 � k2 � k3/ı.!0 C !1 � !2 � !3/

3Y

`D0
!`

� .W1W2W3 C W0W2W3 � W0W1W3 � W0W1W2/ ; (4.107)
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and for onsite nonlinear interactions

C ŒW�.k0/ D 9�

4
�24

Z

T3

dk ı.k0 C k1 � k2 � k3/ı.!0 C !1 � !2 � !3/

3Y

`D0
!�1`

� .W1W2W3 C W0W2W3 � W0W1W3 � W0W1W2/ : (4.108)

The two operators are nearly identical, differing only by the powers of the !.k`/
factors. This difference however has an important consequence to the properties
of the solutions to these two equations: the onsite equation (4.108) predicts
finite thermal conductivity from the Green–Kubo formula, whereas the FPU chain
equation predicts an infinite result. Qualitatively, one can understand this by noticing
that in the unpinned case ! has zeroes which leads to enhancement of collisions for
the onsite anharmonicity, but which suppresses them in the FPU case. However,
the qualitative argument is not sufficient to determine the magnitude of the effect,
and we need to do a more careful study of the properties of the solutions to obtain
predictions about the thermal conductivities.

4.2.2.3 Integration of the Collisional Constraints in FPU Chains

Let us begin with the unpinned nearest neighbour models relevant to the FPU chains.
Since then !.k/ D p

2!j sin.�k/j, it is analytically simpler to reparametrize the
wave-number integrals by changing variables from k 2 T to p D 2�k which belongs
to the half-open interval I D Œ0; 2�/. Then!.k/ is replaced by Q!. p/ D p

2 sin. p=2/
where the absolute value is not needed since it was possible to restrict the values of
p to an interval where sin. p=2/ is positive.

Although very useful for derivation of explicit parametrizations of the solution
manifold, it should be stressed that some care is needed with this choice: it is crucial
below that all arithmetic involving p 2 I is performed modulo I. For instance, if
p1 D �=2 and p2 D 3�=2, we have to use p1 � p2 D C� in Q!. p1 � p2/ to get its
value correctly. This rule of “modulo I arithmetic” will be applied without further
mention below.

We make the change of variables also in the spatially homogeneous Wigner
function and consider QWt. p/ D Wt. p=.2�//. Let us for simplicity drop the tilde
from here and from the reparametrized dispersion relation, and denote them simply
by Wt. p/ and !. p/. With these conventions, the phonon Boltzmann equation of the
FPU chain becomes @tWt. p/ D C ŒWt�. p/ where

C ŒW�. p0/ D 9

�
�24!

�8
Z

I2
dp1dp2 ı.˝. p//

3Y

`D0
!`

� .W1W2W3 C W0W2W3 � W0W1W3 � W0W1W2/ ; (4.109)
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with !` D !. p`/, W` D W. p`/, and

˝. p/ D !0 C !1 � !2 � !3 ; p3 D . p0 C p1 � p2/ mod I : (4.110)

The detailed solution of the collisional constraints, ˝. p/ D 0 in (4.110), can
be found in [15]. By Corollary 3.3. there, we can conclude that both constraints are
satisfied exactly for those p`, ` D 0; 1; 2; 3, which satisfy one of the following three
relations

1. p2 D p0,
2. p1 D p2, or
3. p1 D h. p0; p2/ mod I, where h is defined using the standard, non-periodic,

arithmetic in

h.x; y/ D y � x

2
C 2 arcsin

�
tan

jy � xj
4

cos
y C x

4

�
(4.111)

with arcsin denoting the principal branch with values in Œ��=2; �=2�.
The solutions satisfying item 1 or 2 are called perturbative or trivial, while
the solution satisfying 3 is called non-perturbative. The nomenclature can be
understood by expanding the constraint ˝ around small values of p` 2 R using
!. p/ � 2� 12 jpj.1 � p2=24/. The resulting equation then has only 1 and 2 as its
solutions.

The remaining energy conservation ı-function can then be formally resolved by
integrating over a suitably chosen direction in the p1; p2-variables. For instance,
choosing the p1-integral for this purpose would yield for any p2 ¤ p0 and for any
continuous periodic function G,

Z

I
dp1 ı.˝. p//G. p0; p1; p2/ D 1

j@2˝. p0; p2; p2/jG. p0; p2; p2/

C 1

j@2˝. p0; h. p0; p2/; p2/jG. p0; h. p0; p2/; p2/:

(4.112)

However, this procedure needs to be used with some care: for instance, we haveR
Idp2 j@2˝. p0; p2; p2/j�1 D 1, and thus the first term on the right hand side

of (4.112) would typically diverge when integrated over p2.
This problem is resolved in the collision operator by the alternating signs in its

integrand which guarantee that the integrand vanishes at the trivial solutions. This
can even be proven rigorously if 1=W is sufficiently regular, say twice continuously
differentiable, by using the following equivalent form for the collision operator:

9

�
�24!

�8
Z

I2
dp1dp2 ı.˝. p//

3Y

`D0
.!`W`/

�
W�10 C W�11 � W�12 � W�13

�
: (4.113)
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However, we do not wish to go into more detail here, but just add the contribution
from the trivial solutions to the class of terms which are assumed to be negligible in
the kinetic theory of FPU lattices.

If the trivial solutions are neglected, we can use results from [15], which rely on
the explicit form of the non-trivial solution h, and obtain the fully integrated form

C ŒW�. p0/ D 9
p
2

�
�24!

�8
Z 2�

0

dp2
1p

FC. p0; p2/

3Y

`D0
!`

� .W1W2W3 C W0W2W3 � W0W1W3 � W0W1W2/ ; (4.114)

where p1 D h. p0; p2/, p3 D p0 C p1 � p2, and

F˙.x; y/ D
�

cos
x

2
C cos

y

2

	2 ˙ 4 sin
x

2
sin

y

2
: (4.115)

(See for instance, Lemma 3.4 in [15] for more details. From the Lemma a weak
convergence of the integrals with a regularized ı-function ı".˝/ D "��1."2 C
˝2/�1, " > 0, and assuming continuity of W, can be established.)

The function F� defined in (4.115) is related to the change of variables which
corresponds to using p2 instead of p1 to integrate out the energy ı-function. Namely,
as proven in Lemma 3.5 in [15],

Z

I2
dp0dp2

1p
FC. p0; p2/

G. p0; h. p0; p2//

D 2

Z

I2
dp0dp1

�.F�. p0; p1/ > 0/p
F�. p0; p1/

G. p0; p1/ ; (4.116)

for any G for which either of the two integrals converges. The characteristic function
restricts the integral to the subset of I2 in which the argument of the square root is
positive. Let us also mention that the change of variables becomes more involved if
G also depends on p2 directly since each pair . p0; p1/, for which F�. p0; p1/ > 0,
has two distinct values p2 solving the energy constraint. Further details about these
solutions can be found from the proof of the above mentioned Lemma 3.5.

4.2.2.4 Integration of the Collisional Constraints for Onsite Nonlinearity

To allow a comparison, let us also consider the case with an onsite nonlinearity. If the
harmonic part has no pinning, then the above FPU discussion applies immediately,
since these models have the same dispersion relation and differ only by the factors
in the integrand. We thus find the following integrated form of the collision operator,
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if ı D 1
2

in the general nearest neighbour dispersion relation:

C ŒW�. p0/ D 9

27=2�
�24

Z 2�

0

dp2
1p

FC. p0; p2/

3Y

`D0
!�1`

� .W1W2W3 C W0W2W3 � W0W1W3 � W0W1W2/ ; (4.117)

where p1 D h. p0; p2/, p3 D p0 C p1 � p2, and FC has been defined in (4.115). (We
continue to neglect contributions from the trivial solutions.)

The analytic structure of the solution manifold gets more complicated once the
dispersion relation has pinning, i.e., when ı < 1

2
. Nevertheless, it is still possible to

find a function h. p0; p2/ such that the non-perturbative solution is parametrized by
a condition

p1 D h. p0; p2I ı/ : (4.118)

In other words, the enumeration by the three conditions in the previous section
continues to hold, only with a function h which depends on ı. Naturally, h. p0; p2I 12 /
is then given by (4.111).

Since to our knowledge the explicit form of the solution function h is not
available in the literature, let us present some details for its derivation. For the
moment, let us return to standard arithmetic for p` and consider pi 2 R, i D 0; 1; 2,
and take p3 D p0 C p1 � p2. Next change variables from p` to

u D p2 � p0
2

D p1 � p3
2

; v D p2 C p0
2

; w D p1 C p3
2

: (4.119)

Then

p1 D w C u ; p3 D w � u ; p2 D v C u ; p0 D v � u : (4.120)

Therefore, the energy constraint˝4 D 0 is equivalent to

g.w; u/ D g.v; u/ ; (4.121)

where, for simplicity, we set ! D 1 and then define

g.v; u/ D p
1 � 2ı cos.v C u/�p

1 � 2ı cos.v � u/ D !2 � !0 ; (4.122)

and thus g.w; u/ D !1 � !3.
Since g.v; �n/ D 0 for all v and n 2 Z, (4.121) is solved by any v;w 2 R if

u 2 �Z. This corresponds to the trivial solution p2 D p0 mod 2� .
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Assume thus u 62 �Z. To fix a sign convention, let us next suppose that w; v 2
J D .��; �� which can always be achieved without changing u by shifting p` by a
suitably chosen integer multiple of 2� . Since

g.v; u/ D 2ı
cos.v � u/� cos.v C u/

!2 C !0
D 4ı

sin u sin v

!2 C !0
; (4.123)

where sin u ¤ 0 and !` 	 0, (4.121) can only hold if sin v and sin w have the same
sign. For w; v 2 J this is equivalent to requiring sign.w/ D sign.v/.

To solve (4.121), we first note that

g.v; u/2 D 2.1� 2ı cos u cos v � !0!2/ ; (4.124)

g.w; u/2 D 2.1� 2ı cos u cos w � !1!3/ : (4.125)

Hence, if (4.121) is true, we need to have

!1!3 D �2ı cos u.cos w � cos v/C !0!2 : (4.126)

We square both sides one more time, and use the identities

!21!
2
3 D 1 � 4ı cos u cos w C 4ı2 cos2 w � 4ı2 sin2 u ; (4.127)

!20!
2
2 D 1 � 4ı cos u cos v C 4ı2 cos2 v � 4ı2 sin2 u ; (4.128)

which follow from the trigonometric relation cos.aCb/ cos.a�b/ D cos2 a�sin2 b.
The result can be written in terms of the variable y D cos w � cos v, and we find

that (4.121) implies the equation

y24ı2 sin2 u � y4ı.cos u.1 � !0!2/ � 2ı cos v/ D 0 : (4.129)

Since sin u ¤ 0, this equation has exactly two solutions for y. The solution y D 0

has cos w D cos v which yields only the solution w D v for (4.121) with w; v 2 J
since then w and v must have the same sign. But then p2 D p1, so y D 0 corresponds
to the second trivial solution.

This leaves only the following candidate for a non-perturbative solution:

y D cos u.1� !0!2/� 2ı cos v

ı sin2 u
: (4.130)

The denominator appears to lead to singularities at u D 0 and at ı D 0. However,
both singularities are removable. Namely, (4.130) implies that

y C 2 cosv D cos u
1� 2ı cos u cos v � !0!2

ı sin2 u
D 4ı cos u sin2 v

1 � 2ı cos u cos v C !0!2
:

(4.131)
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Since the left hand side is equal to cos w C cos v and w; v have the same sign, we
again get only one solution which expresses w as a function of u; v.

In summary, the above computation yields the following expression for the non-
perturbative solution. Choose p0; p2 2 J D .��; ��. Then also v 2 J and we have
p1 D h. p0; p2I ı/ mod 2� , where the non-perturbative solution is given by

h. p0; p2I ı/ D p2 � p0
2

C sign

�
p2 C p0
2

�
arccos

�
� cos

p2 C p0
2

C 2ı
sin p0 C sin p2

1 � ı.cos p0 C cos p2/Cp
.1� 2ı cos p0/.1� 2ı cos p2/

� sin
p2 C p0
2

�
(4.132)

with arccos 2 Œ0; �� denoting the principal branch. In addition, to have the correct
value of h at the apparent discontinuity p2 D �p0, we also define sign.0/ D 1:
this yields h. p0; p2/ ! � � p0 D h. p0;�p0/, as p2 & �p0, and h. p0; p2/ !
h. p0;�p0/� 2� , as p2 % �p0. We skip the rest of the details, namely proving that
the above arccos is always well-defined (i.e., its argument lies in Œ�1; 1�) and that
the result always provides a solution to the original constraint problem.

In general, for a fixed p2 the function h is continuous, one-to-one, and satisfies

!. p0/C !.h. p0; p2//� !. p2/� !. p0 C h. p0; p2/ � p2/ D 0 : (4.133)

In Fig. 4.1 we display a few non-perturbative solutions, at ı D 0:4 and at ı D 0:5,
for three different values of p2. For small ı one finds

h. p0; p2I ı/ D � � p0 � ı
�

sin p0 C sin p2
�C O.ı2/ ; (4.134)
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Fig. 4.1 The non-perturbative solution k1 D 1
2�

h.2�k0; 2�k2I ı/ as a function of k0 for fixed k2
and ı. On the left, ı D 0:4, and on the right, ı D 0:5. For each ı, three solutions are plotted,
corresponding to k2 D 0:02 (black), 0:25 (dark grey), and 0:5 (light grey). We plot T � T in the
extended zone scheme, the dashed lines are the boundaries of a unit cell. For ı < 0:5 the non-
perturbative solution is smooth, while for ı D 0:5 there are cusp singularities (reprinted from [1])
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which reasonably well approximates the left hand side of Fig. 4.1. The existence
of the above limiting solution was first noted in [11] and it served as an important
motivation for looking closer at the predictions from one-dimensional kinetic theory
of phonons.

To resolve the collisional constraints, we integrate over p1, as in the FPU case.
Since @p1˝. p0; p1; p2/ D !0. p1/ � !0. p0 C p1 � p2/ and !0. p/ D ı sin p=!. p/,
this yields the collision operator

C ŒW�. p0/ D 9

16�ı
�24

Z �

��
dp2

1

!0!2j!3 sin p1 � !1 sin p3j
� .W1W2W3 C W0W2W3 � W0W1W3 � W0W1W2/ ; (4.135)

where p1 D h. p0; p2I ı/ and p3 D p1 C p0 � p2.

4.3 Energy Transport in the Kinetic Theory of Phonons

4.3.1 Entropy and H-Theorem of the Phonon Boltzmann
Equations

For ergodic systems, time averages will converge to ensemble averages. We have
been working under the assumption that energy is the only ergodic variable for
our particle chains. In addition, for infinite volume systems the canonical and
microcanonical ensembles should agree, so to study the convergence towards
equilibrium, one could inspect the evolution of the standard entropy density. Since
it is maximized for the given energy exactly by the canonical ensemble, this should
yield an increasing function, at least asymptotically for large times.

Consider thus a probability measure �.q; p/dNq dNp for the state of the finite
periodic system with N particles. The corresponding entropy is defined by

SŒ�� D �
Z

dNq dNp �.q; p/ ln�.q; p/ : (4.136)

For small couplings, the canonical Gibbs measure is approximately Gaussian.
In general, for measures which are nearly Gaussian in the random vector X,
and assuming that X has a mean 
 and a covariance matrix C, we can use
an approximation ln �.q; p/ � � 1

2

�
lnŒdet.2�C/�C .X � 
/TC�1.X � 
/�. This

implies that the entropy of such nearly Gaussian measures satisfies

SŒ�� � 1

2
lnŒdet.2�C/�C 1

2
Tr 1 : (4.137)

Thus the entropy per particle, N�1SŒ��, is then approximately equal to a
constant plus 1

2N ln.det C/. For a spatially homogeneous particle chain, one has
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C D F�1bCF where F denotes the Fourier-transform. Therefore, for spatially
homogeneous nearly Gaussian states and large enough N

N�1SŒ�� � constant C 1

2

Z
dk ln det F.k/ ; (4.138)

where F.k/ is a 2 � 2 matrix defined by

F.k/ D
Z

dk0
�
�Œ Oq.k0/�; Oq.k/� �Œ Oq.k0/�; Op.k/�
�Œ Oq.k0/�; Op.k/� �Œ Op.k0/�; Op.k/�

�
: (4.139)

This can be expressed in terms of the phonon fields, and hence their Wigner function
W.k/, using the relations given in (4.6):

F.k/ D 1

2

�
!.k/�1.W.k/C W.�k// �i.W.k/ � W.�k//

i.W.k/ � W.�k// !.k/.W.k/C W.�k//

�
: (4.140)

Therefore, det F.k/ D W.k/W.�k/, and thus we obtain the following definition of
entropy density for phonon systems in a kinetic scaling limit

SŒW� D
Z

dk ln W.k/ : (4.141)

After the above preliminaries, it is satisfying to find out that the above reasoning
leads to an entropy functional which satisfies an H-theorem for phonon Boltzmann
equations. This holds quite generally but let us check it explicitly only for
the homogeneous Boltzmann equations @tW.k/ D C ŒW.k/� where the collision
operator C is given either by (4.107) or by (4.108). In both cases, there is a positive
function G such that

C ŒW�.k0/ D
Z

T3

dk ı.k0 C k1 � k2 � k3/ı.!0 C !1 � !2 � !3/
3Y

`D0
ŒG.!`/W`�

� �W�10 C W�11 � W�12 � W�13
�
: (4.142)

Since the integrand, including both constraints, is symmetric under 0 $ 1 and
2 $ 3, and antisymmetric under .0; 1/ $ .2; 3/, we find that

@tSŒWt� D
Z

dk0W
�1
0 @tWt.k0/

D 1

4

Z

Tf0;1;2;3g

dk ı.k0 C k1 � k2 � k3/ı.!0 C !1 � !2 � !3/

�
3Y

`D0
ŒG.!`/W`�

�
W�10 C W�11 � W�12 � W�13

�2 	 0 : (4.143)
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Hence, the entropy SŒWt� is increasing along solutions of the Boltzmann equation,
i.e., it satisfies an H-theorem. The entropy production functional DŒW�, satisfying
@tSŒWt� D DŒWt�, also has an explicit form which can be read off from the right
hand side of (4.143).

4.3.2 Steady States

The H-theorem (4.143) allows to classify all steady states of the phonon Boltzmann
equation. Namely, suppose that NW is a steady state, i.e., Wt D NW is a solution to
the phonon Boltzmann equation. Since then the left hand side of (4.143) is zero, the
integrand defining the entropy production has to vanish almost everywhere on the
solution manifold.

We are only interested in nondegenerate steady states which correspond to
functions W for which W > 0 almost everywhere. Then it is possible to apply
the previous explicit solutions p1 D h of the collisional constraints to simplify the
above problem. Namely, for any steady state W its inverse f . p/ D W. p/�1 then
necessarily satisfies

f . p0/C f .h. p0; p2I ı// � f . p2/ � f . p0 � p2 C h. p0; p2I ı// D 0 ; (4.144)

for almost every p0 and p2.
Due to the collisional constraints, any linear combination f .k/ D ˇ!.k/ C ˛ is

obviously a solution to the functional equation (4.144). As shown in [20, 21], these
are quite generally the only solutions for two- and higher-dimensional crystals.

The one-dimensional case is more intricate. For instance, h. p0; p2I ı/ ! � �
p0 when ı ! 0. Hence, in the limit, any function f satisfying the symmetry
requirement f . p/ D �f .� � p/ is a solution to (4.144). However, we do not expect
that any new solutions would appear for the nearest neighbour dispersion relations,
i.e., if ı > 0. This has even been rigorously proven to be the case for the unpinned
dispersion relation with ı D 1

2
; see Sect. 5 in [15] for details.

In summary, we expect that the only steady states for which W is integrable, are
given by

W.eq/.k/ D 1

ˇ.!.k/ � 
/ ; (4.145)

where ˇ > 0 and 
 < min!. The last condition is necessary, since if there were a
point k0 for which !.k0/ D 
, this would lead to a nonintegrable singularity at k0
for W (the singularity jxj�1 is not integrable around x D 0 in one dimension).

Using (4.142) it is straightforward to check that indeed C ŒW.eq/� D 0 for
the functions defined in (4.145). Hence, all of them are true steady states of the
phonon Boltzmann equation. The conservation of phonon number is reflected in the
appearance of the second parameter 
 for the steady states. It is expected to be a
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spurious chemical potential, and one expects that 
 ! 0 eventually as t ! 1.
However, this process is not captured by the standard kinetic approximation which
we have applied here, and resolving the issue would require a different approach.

Let us also mention in passing that there are additional solutions to C ŒW� D 0

if one allows W to be a distribution. For instance, W.k/ D ı.k/ formally provides
a solution to the FPU collision operator. This is not surprising since the additional
constraints given by such distributions can restrict the solution manifold further. In
general, one should treat such distributional solutions with great care since it is far
from obvious that the oscillatory terms, which are neglected in the derivation of the
phonon Boltzmann equation, remain lower order contributions for such non-chaotic
initial data. However, there are known examples where distributional solutions seem
to play a physical role, such as in the kinetic theory of Bose-Einstein condensation:
see [12] and the references therein for more details.

4.3.3 Green–Kubo Formula and the Linearized Boltzmann
Equation

Let us now return to the Green–Kubo formula for thermal conductivity. We consider
here the kinetic prediction for the leading harmonic part of the current-current
correlation function, as derived in Sect. 4.1.5. We choose the basic one-parameter
canonical Gibbs measure at temperature T > 0 as the initial steady state. Its limiting
covariance as � ! 0 then has a Wigner function W.eq/ as given in (4.145) with
ˇ D 1=T and 
 D 0. (As discussed earlier, we expect the true steady states to have

 D 0 even though the steady states of the kinetic model can have 
 ¤ 0.)

In fact, the results in Sect. 4.1.5 imply that the evolution of the harmonic part
of the Green–Kubo correlator is determined by the phonon Boltzmann equation
linearized around its stationary solution W.eq/.kIˇ/ D 1=.ˇ!.k//. We begin with
the following approximation for the Green–Kubo correlator obtained from (4.69)
and (4.71):

C.tIˇ/ � !4ı2
Z

T

dk�0.k/@"W
."/
t .k/j"D0 ; (4.146)

where we have written the covariance in terms of the Wigner function W."/
t .k/ and

defined

�0.k/ D sin.2�k/ : (4.147)

The Wigner function is computed using expectation h
i."/ over the stochastic process
which starts from a perturbation of the stationary state whose initial Wigner function
converges to W."/

0 .k/ D 1=.ˇ!.k/� "�0.k// as � ! 0.
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Since "j�0.k/j � 2�"jkj, the Wigner function is positive for sufficiently small
" > 0, even in the FPU-models for which !.0/ D 0: this follows from the
observation that it is always possible to find some c0 > 0 such that !.k/ 	 c0jkj
in a neighbourhood of 0. Hence, ht.k/ D @"W

."/
t .k/j"D0 is well defined and its

initial value is given by h0 D .W.eq//2�0. Its time-evolution can be determined
using the equality @tht.k/ D @"@tW

."/
t .k/j"D0 and the kinetic theory approximation

@tW
."/
t � C ŒW."/

t � where C denotes the appropriate phonon Boltzmann collision
operator. The explicit form is straightforward to compute using (4.142) and the fact
that ı.!0C!1�!2�!3/

�
W�10 C W�11 � W�12 � W�13

� D 0, for any of the functions
W D W.eq/ in (4.145). We obtain the linearized Boltzmann equation @tht D �L ht

where L is the operator for which L h D LW�2h with W�1 denoting multiplication
by the function ˇ!.k/ and

.Lf /.k0/ D
Z

T3

dk ı.k0 C k1 � k2 � k3/ı.!0 C !1 � !2 � !3/

�
3Y

`D0
ŒG.!`/W`� . f0 C f1 � f2 � f3/ ; (4.148)

with W` D 1=.ˇ!.k`// and f` D f .k`/.
The operator L is self-adjoint, even positive, on the Hilbert space L2.T/: if f 2

L2.T/ is any sufficiently regular function, then by the symmetry properties of the
integrand, the scalar product between f and Lf satisfies

h f ;Lf i D 1

4

Z

Tf0;1;2;3g

dk ı.k0 C k1 � k2 � k3/ı.!0 C !1 � !2 � !3/

�
3Y

`D0
ŒG.!`/W`� � j f0 C f1 � f2 � f3j2 	 0 : (4.149)

In fact, the positivity of the operator L is closely related to the maximization of
entropy at the steady state. Namely, by differentiating the entropy production (4.143)
twice, we find

@t@
2
"SŒW

."/
t �j"D0 D 2h f ;Lf i ; with f D W�2ht ; (4.150)

where we have used the above mentioned property that the integrand vanishes when-
ever either of the two factors involving differences of W�1 is left undifferentiated.

Since L is positive operator, any operator of the form A�LA, where A is a
bounded operator and A� denotes its adjoint, is also positive. Therefore, the operator
QL D W�1LW�1 is positive on L2.T/, and thus the solution of the evolution equation
@t Qht D �QLQht can be written as Qht D e�tQL Qh0 where each e�tQL is a contraction operator
on L2.T/.
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These properties indicate that it is more natural to study the perturbations in terms
of Qht instead of ht: any solution to @tht D �L ht provides a solution to @t Qht D �QLQht

by setting Qht D W�1ht and vice versa. Therefore, the Boltzmann equation linearized
around a steady state W has a solution

ht D We�tQLW�1h0 ; (4.151)

for every initial perturbation h0 for which W�1h0 2 L2.T/.
As mentioned above, the Green–Kubo correlation function concerns the case

with h0.k/ D W.k/2 sin.2�k/ and W.k/ D ˇ�1!.k/�1. Thus W�1h0 is equal to

Qh0.k/ D ˇ�1
sin.2�k/

!.k/
; (4.152)

which is a bounded function on the torus; for FPU-like models with !.k/ D O.jkj/,
the function h0 is not continuous at k D 0 but its left and right limits exist and are
finite. Hence, we can use the solution in (4.151) and conclude that the Green–Kubo
correlation function at the steady state with temperature ˇ�1 has a kinetic theory
approximation

C.tIˇ/ � !4ı2h�0; hti D !4ı2
Z

T

dk�0.k/W.k/
�

e�tQL Qh0
	
.k/ D !4ı2hQh0; e�tQL Qh0i :

(4.153)

The right hand side is equal to the L2-norm k!2ıe� 12 tQL Qh0k2, in particular, it is
always positive. The question about the prediction of kinetic theory for the thermal
conductivity at a certain equilibrium state hence boils down to the decay of the
above norm under the semigroup e�tQL. As we will show next, the two Boltzmann
equations discussed above prove that both integrable and non-integrable decay can
occur in the kinetic theory of phonons.

4.3.4 Kinetic Theory Prediction for Thermal Conductivity
in Chains with Anharmonic Pinning

Suppose the positive operator QL has a spectral gap of size ı0 > 0 above its zero
eigenvalue and Qh0 is orthogonal to its eigenspace of zero. Then spectral theory
implies a bound ke� 12 tQL Qh0k2 � kQh0k2e�tı0 which is integrable over t. Hence, in
this case the kinetic theory prediction is always a finite conductivity and its leading
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behaviour in �4 can be computed using the kinetic approximation in (4.59). This
yields

�.ˇ�1/ � ˇ2!4ı2
Z 1

0

dr hQh0; e�rQL Qh0i D ˇ2!4ı2 lim
"!0C

Z 1

0

dr hQh0; e�r."CQL/ Qh0i

D lim
"!0C

ˇ2!4ı2hQh0; ."C QL/�1 Qh0i ; (4.154)

where the middle equality is a consequence of dominated convergence theorem.
We have added the regulator " > 0 here to make the operator QL invertible on

the whole Hilbert space. Then the scalar product hQh0; ." C QL/�1 Qh0i is finite even
if Qh0 is not orthogonal to the zero subspace of QL. This has the benefit that one can
use the full operator QL, instead of its restriction to the orthocomplement of the zero
eigenspace, and study the expectation of the resolvent,

R."/ D hQh0; ."C QL/�1 Qh0i ; " > 0 ; (4.155)

instead of the asymptotic behaviour of the semigroup.
The above result implies that, should lim"!0C R."/ D 1, then the kinetic

prediction for the thermal conductivity at the corresponding steady state is also
infinite (note that both QL and Qh0 depend on the choice of the steady state). In
particular, this happens if Qh0 is not orthogonal to the zero eigenspace of QL: otherwise,
we have R."/ 	 kP0 Qh0k2=" ! 1, as " ! 0, where P0 denotes the orthogonal
projection to the zero eigenspace. Hence, the orthogonality condition mentioned
in the beginning of this subsection is necessary for a finite prediction from kinetic
theory.

Let Q
.d˛/ denote the spectral measure obtained from the spectral decomposition
of QL with respect to the vector Qh0. Then Q
 is a positive Borel measure on the real
axis whose support lies on the spectrum of QL, on �. QL/  RC, and it is characterized
by the condition

hQh0; f . QL/Qh0i D
Z

Q
.d˛/f .˛/ ; (4.156)

which holds, in particular, for every continuous real function f . Thus kQh0k2 DR Q
.d˛/, and

R."/ D
Z

�.QL/
Q
.d˛/ 1

"C ˛
: (4.157)

If Qh0 D 0, we have R."/ D 0 for all ", and thus in this case the kinetic theory
prediction would be zero conductivity. If Qh0 ¤ 0, such as for the above discussed
particle chains, we can normalize the measure Q
 into a probability measure by
dividing it by kQh0k2. In addition, the second derivative of the function ˛ 7! ."C˛/�1
is positive, and thus it is convex. Therefore, we can apply Jensen’s inequality
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in (4.157) to conclude that

R."/ D kQh0k2
Z

�.QL/
Q
.d˛/
kQh0k2

1

"C ˛
	 hQh0; Qh0i2
"hQh0; Qh0i C hQh0; QLQh0i

: (4.158)

The right hand side converges to hQh0; Qh0i2=hQh0; QLQh0i as " ! 0. Since QL D W�1LW�1
and Qh0 D W�0, we find that

ˇ2!4ı2
hW�0;W�0i2

h�0;L�0i (4.159)

forms a lower bound for the kinetic theory prediction of thermal conductivity in the
particle chains.

By (4.149),  can be a zero eigenvector of QL if and only if it belongs to L2.T/
and f D W�1 satisfies (4.144), i.e., it is a collisional invariant. We have argued
(and even proven for ı D 1=2) that all collisional invariants are linear combinations
of ! and 1. This implies that the zero subspace of QL is spanned by 1 and W. For
the particle chains, Qh0.k/ D W.k/�0.k/ D !0.k/=.2�ı!2ˇ/ where !0 denotes the
derivative of !. Therefore, by periodicity,

R
T

dk Qh0.k/.aW.k/C b/ D 0 for all a; b 2
C, and thus Qh0 is indeed orthogonal to the proposed zero subspace of QL.

Let us also sketch a possible proof for the spectral gap of QL. Consider an arbitrary
 and denote f D W�1 . We begin from the integral representation (4.149) for
h f ;Lf i D h ; QL i. Let us mollify the singularities in the integrand by choosing a
suitable regularizing function ˚ W T4 ! Œ0; 1� and then using the bound 1 	 ˚.k/
inside the integrand. The purpose of ˚ is to regularize the collision cross section
of the model, so that in the remaining integral one can use the explicit solution and
define an operator L0 such that h f ;Lf i 	 h f ;L0f i and L0 D V � K where V is a
positive multiplication operator and K is a self-adjoint integral operator. If we can
then tune˚ so that V and 1=V are both bounded and B D V�1=2KV�1=2 is a compact
operator, it follows that 1 � B has a spectral gap and its zero subspace consists of
those functions � for which V�1=2� is a collisional invariant. Then for every f which
is orthogonal to the collisional invariants, we have h f ;Lf i 	 h f ;L0f i 	 ı0k f k2 for
some ı0 > 0 independent of f . This estimate would then prove a gap also for QL in the
pinned case: then W and 1=W are both bounded functions and there is ı0 > 0 such
that h ; QL i 	 ı0k k2 for every for which W�1 is orthogonal to the collisional
invariants.

The above procedure is a variant of the standard argument used to prove a gap in
kinetic theory when the “relaxation time” determined by the multiplication operator
V is bounded from above and below (see the next section for discussion about the
relaxation time approximation). The problem about using the standard argument
directly for the linearized operator of the pinned chains lies in the non-integrable
singularity related to the Jacobian of the change of variables which resolves the
energy constraint. This singularity is the same one which makes the total collision
cross section—obtained by neglecting all terms which contain W0 in (4.135)—
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infinite: since in the integrand p3 D p1 � y when p2 D p0 C y, the integrand has a
nonintegrable singularity of strength at least jyj�1 at p2 D p0. Thus both the total
collision cross section and the relaxation time function V are formally infinite for all
k0. The sign however is positive, and thus by reducing the strength of the collisions
one can aim at approximating the linearized operator from below by an operator of
the “standard form” with a finite relaxation time function. However, let us not try
to complete the argument here but instead focus on its implications on the thermal
conductivity.

To summarize, the above argument strongly indicates that the kinetic theory pre-
diction for the thermal conductivity at temperature ˇ�1 for chains with anharmonic
pinning is a finite non-zero value, and for small �4 we should have

�.ˇ�1/ � ˇ2!4ı2hQh0; QL�1 Qh0i ; (4.160)

where “ QL�1 Qh0” denotes the unique � 2 L2.Td/ for which QL� D Qh0 (such � can be
found if QL has a spectral gap and Qh0 is orthogonal to the zero eigenspace of QL, as we
have argued above). Inserting W.k/ D .ˇ!.k//�1 and using the definitions of QL and
Qh0 this can be simplified to

�.ˇ�1/ � ˇ�2!4ı2h!�2�0;L�1.!�2�0/i ; (4.161)

where the operator L is explicitly given by

.L /.k0/ D ˇ�4�24
9�

4

Z

T3

dk ı.k0 C k1 � k2 � k3/ı.!0 C !1 � !2 � !3/

�
3Y

`D0
!�2` . 0 C  1 �  2 �  3/ : (4.162)

Thus the dependence on the temperature and coupling factorizes:

�.ˇ�1/ � ˇ2��24 !9C.ı/ ; (4.163)

where the constant C.ı/ is a function of the harmonic pinning parameter ı only,

C.ı/ D ı3
8

9
h��2�0;L�10 .��2�0/i ; with (4.164)

.L0 /.k0/ D
Z �

��
dp2
2�

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ sin p1
�1

� sin p3
�3

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
�1 3Y

`D0

1

�2`
. 0 C  1 �  2 �  3/ ;

(4.165)

where  ` D  . p`=.2�//, p0 D 2�k0, p3 D p1 C p0 � p2, and p1 D
h. p0; p2I ı/, as defined in (4.132). In addition, we have used here � to denote
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the normalized dispersion relation with ! D 1, that is, in the above formulae
�.k/ D p

1 � 2ı cos.2�k/ and �` D �. p`=.2�//. The form is amenable for
numerical inversion of the operator L0, by choosing a suitable orthonormal basis
for the subspace of L2.T/ which consists of vectors orthogonal to 1 and !.

The Jensen inequality lower bound given in (4.159) implies that

C.ı/ 	 ı3
8

9

h��1�0; ��1�0i2
h�0;L0�0i : (4.166)

Using the symmetrized form in (4.149) for h�0;L0�0i and changing the integration
variable from k0 to p0 D 2�k0 then yields

ı�3C.ı/ 	 32

9

 Z �

��

dp0
sin2 p0
�20

!2

�
�Z �

��

dp0

Z �

��

dp2

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ sin p1
�1

� sin p3
�3

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
�1 3Y

`D0

1

�2`
j 0 C  1 �  2 �  3j2

�
�1

;

(4.167)

where  ` D sin p`. When ı ! 0, we have �` ! 1, p1 ! � � p0, and p1 ! � � p2
in the above. The remaining integrals can be computed explicitly, and the limit of
the right hand side is found to be equal to �2=36 � 0:274. The numerical inversion
of the full operator in the ı ! 0 limit in [1] resulted in the value 0:2756 which
is very close to the above Jensen bound. In addition, evaluation of the right hand
side of (4.167) by numerical integration shows that it depends only weakly on ı,
decreasing to 0:2 at ı D 0:3. However, the bound becomes ineffective for larger
values of ı, going to zero as ı ! 1

2
.

Therefore, the formula 0:274 ı3!9ˇ2��24 provides a fairly good approximation
for the lower bound in (4.159) for the kinetic theory prediction of the thermal
conductivity, at least for small enough ı. This approximation was compared in
[1] to the thermal conductivity measured in numerical simulations of large finite
chains with boundary thermostats. The numerical simulations where performed
with ! D ı�1=2 and �3 D 0, and instead of �4 ! 0 with fixed ˇ one considers
ˇ ! 1 with fixed �4. The two limits can be connected by a straightforward scaling
argument which allows to compare the kinetic prediction with the conductivity
observed in the simulations (see [1, Sect. 2] for details). As mentioned above, the
Jensen inequality lower bound given in (4.159) is a good approximation of the
numerically inverted value for small ı. In Fig. 4.2 we have given the comparison
between the values from the numerical particle simulations and the Jensen bound.
The agreement is surprisingly good and seems to indicate that for this model the
kinetic theory gives good description of the dominant effects affecting thermal
conduction in the pinned anharmonic chains.
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Fig. 4.2 Measured T2�.T/ compared against the kinetic theory computation for small ı and T
(straight line). The data points are for T D 0:1 (open square), 0:4 (open circle), and 4 (open
triangle) (reprinted from [1])

4.3.5 Anomalous Energy Conduction in the Kinetic Theory
of FPU Chains

The kinetic approximation to the Green–Kubo correlation function in the FPU
chains has been studied rigorously in [15]. As mentioned above, the FPU chains
have ı D 1

2
, and in [15] the frequency normalization was chosen as 1=

p
2 since

then !.k/ D j sin.�k/j has no prefactors. For easy comparison, let us make this
choice also in this subsection for the FPU chains: if needed, the scale ! can be
reintroduced in the results just as was done in the previous subsection.

With this choice and using (4.148), the Boltzmann collision operator linearized
around a steady state W.k/ D ˇ�1!.k/�1 becomes

.Lf /.k0/ D 9��24.2=ˇ/
4

Z

T3

dk ı.k0 C k1 � k2 � k3/ı.!0 C !1 � !2 � !3/

� . f0 C f1 � f2 � f3/ ; (4.168)

and it is related to the kinetic theory prediction of the Green–Kubo correlation
function by

C.tIˇ/ � 1

24
hQh0; e�tQL Qh0i ; (4.169)

where QL D ˇ2!L! and Qh0.k/ D 2 cos.�k/=ˇ for k 2 Œ0; 1/. Choosing a
normalization somewhat different from the previous subsection, we may rewrite
this in a dimensionless form by defining  .k/ D 1

2
cos.�k/, 0 � k < 1, and
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L0 D 1
9
��24 .ˇ=2/4!L!. This yields

C.tIˇ/ � 1

ˇ2
h ; e�tcQL0 i ; (4.170)

where the constant c D 122�24ˇ
�2��1 and QL0 D !L0!. In [15], this was called

the kinetic conjecture and the above form coincides with the one given in [15,
Eq. (1.18)] after a change of variables from k 2 Œ0; 1/ to p 2 Œ0; 2�/.

Explicitly, the operator L0 can be written for p 2 I D Œ0; 2�/ as

.L0f /. p0=.2�// D
Z

I3
dp ı. p0 C p1 � k2 � k3/ı.!0 C !1 � !2 � !3/

� . f0 C f1 � f2 � f3/ : (4.171)

Now the constraints can be explicitly integrated using the results mentioned in
Sect. 4.2.2.3, yielding

L0 D V � A ; with (4.172)

.V /.k/ D V.2�k/ .k/ and .A /.k/ D
Z 1

0

dk02�K.2�k; 2�k0/ .k0/ ;

(4.173)

where

V. p/ D
Z 2�

0

dp0K2. p; p0/ ; K. p; p0/ D 2K2. p; p0/ � K1. p; p0/ ; with

(4.174)

K1. p; p0/ D 4
�.F�. p; p0/ > 0/p

F�. p; p0/
and K2. p; p0/ D 2p

FC. p; p0/
: (4.175)

In this formula, the multiplication operator arises from the “f0”-term and the K1 term
in the integral kernel K from the “f1”-term. By symmetry, the contributions from the
“f2”- and “f3”-terms are equal, each contributing one K2-term to the integral kernel.
It probably comes as no surprise that the precise analysis of the semigroup generated
by QL0 gets rather technical. However, this has been done in [15], and let us only
repeat the main conclusions from the analysis here.

Unlike for the onsite anharmonic perturbation, the relaxation time for the FPU
models is finite, and as the above formula shows, the operator QL0 can be written in
the standard form QV � QA where QV D !2V is a multiplication operator and QA D !A!
is an integral operator. It is proven in [15, Lemma 4.1] that the function QV.k/ is
continuous and can be bounded from above and below by j sin.�k/j5=3. In particular
QV.0/ D 0 and, consequently, the operator QL0 has no spectral gap.
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In kinetic theory, it is a common practice to use the relaxation time approximation
to approximate the linearized Boltzmann evolution. In our case, this amounts to
dropping the operator QA, i.e., approximating

h ; e�tQL0 i � h ; e�t QV i : (4.176)

Since  .0/ D 1, the decay of the relaxation time approximation is now entirely
determined by the values of the potential near zero. The above bounds imply
that QV.k/ D O.jkj5=3/, and thus the relaxation time approximation predicts
C.tIˇ/ D O.t�3=5/ for large t. (To our knowledge, this decay of the relaxation
time approximation was first derived in [19].)

However, the contribution arising from adding the integral operator QA is also
singular, and more careful study is required to conclude that the relaxation
time prediction continues to hold for the full semigroup. Fortunately, the above
straightforward estimate gives the correct decay speed: it was shown in [15] that
the resolvent of the semigroup satisfies

D
 ;

1

"C QL0
 
E

D
D
 ;

1

"C QV 
E

C
D
 ;

1

"C QV
QA 1

"C QV 
E

C
D
 ;

1

"C QV
QA 1

"C QL
QA 1

"C QV 
E
; (4.177)

where the first term is identical to the relaxation time approximation, and behaves
as "�2=5 for small " > 0. The second and third term are O."�1=5�"/ for any " > 0.
Although also this second contribution is divergent, the first term is dominant, and
thus we confirm the prediction of the relaxation time approximation in this particular
case.

Even the exact asymptotics can be found for this particular choice. Applying [15,
Corollary 2.6] we find that the kinetic theory predicts for times with t.�4=ˇ/2 � 1,
and for sufficiently small couplings �3 and �4,

C.tIˇ/ � C0ˇ
� 45 .�24t/�

3
5 : (4.178)

Here C0 D c0.�12�2/3=5=.2�� .2=5// is an explicit numerical constant. Evaluation
of the Gamma-function and the integrals defining the constant “c0” in (6.14) and
(4.7) of [15] yields a numerical approximation C0 � 0:00386.

Of course, for much longer than kinetic times, the terms neglected in the deriva-
tion of the Boltzmann equation might become important and alter the asymptotic
decay. The above results also imply that, on the kinetic time scale, the energy spread
is superdiffusive: the quadratic energy spread observable discussed in Sect. 4.1.5
should then be increasing as S.t/ D O.t7=5/.

The energy spread has been analysed in more detail in [17]. The authors study the
time evolution of inhomogeneous perturbations around a given thermal equilibrium
state. This results in an evolution equation which corresponds to the phonon
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Boltzmann evolution where the nonlinear collision operator has been replaced
by the above linearized operator. Explicitly, the perturbation f .t; x; k/, defined via
W D .1C f /=.ˇ!/, evolves then by

@t f .t; x; k/C 1

2�
!0.k/@x f .t; x; k/ D . QLf .t; x; 
//.k/ : (4.179)

The result concerns L2-integrable initial data varying at a scale "�1, with " small.
It is shown that for sufficiently long times, the solution then first thermalizes in
the k-variable, which by the definition of f implies that it becomes independent of
k. Diffusive relaxation in the spatial variable would then mean that at a time scale
"�2 the perturbation follows the heat equation @t f C �.��/f D 0, with � > 0.
However, this does not occur here: instead, it is shown that at the time scale "�8=5
the perturbation satisfies a fractional diffusion equation @tf C �.��/4=5f D 0, with
� > 0.

This corresponds to a superdiffusive relaxation of the initial perturbation.
Moreover, the fractional diffusion spreads local perturbations at time t only up to
distances t5=8. This is in apparent contradiction with the earlier claim that S.t/ D
O.t7=5/ which would indicate that the spatial spread occurs at a speed O.t7=10/, i.e.,
faster than predicted by the fractional diffusion equation.

The resolution lies in the tail behaviour of solutions to the fractional diffusion
equation. Let us conclude the section with a somewhat heuristic argument which
would explain the above results. By using Fourier-transform and a simple scaling
argument, one finds that the solution to @tf C �.��/4=5f D 0, with an initial data
f0, is given by a convolution of f0 with an integral kernel Kt which satisfies a scaling
relation Kt.x/ D t�pF.x=tp/ where p D 5=8. Unlike the Gaussian heat kernel
in (4.46), the function F is merely polynomially decreasing, with F.y/ decaying
as y�13=5 for large jyj (the power 13=5 is obtained by evaluating 1=p C 1). ThusR

dy y2F.y/ D 1, and the quadratic spread from fractional diffusion becomes
immediately infinite, even if it is initially finite.

However, on the microscopic scale, the velocities of the ballistic harmonic
evolution are bounded from above, and this will eventually cut off the above decay,
and change it from the above powerlaw decay to an exponentially fast decay at
spatial distances O.t/ from the source. Therefore, we would expect that the true
microscopic distribution of an initially local perturbation at a large time t is O.t�p/

for distances jxj D O.tp/, it is O.tjxj�2�3=5/ for jxj between O.tp/ and O.t/, and it
becomes exponentially decreasing for distances larger than O.t/. For such functions,
the value of S.t/ is entirely dominated by the midscale powerlaw tail which yields
a term O.t7=5/, just as we obtained from the kinetic prediction for the Green–Kubo
correlation function using the linearized Boltzmann equation.
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4.4 Concluding Remarks

As the last two explicit examples show, kinetic theory of phonons is capable of
uncovering detailed information about the decay of time-correlations and, via the
Green–Kubo formula, about the thermal conductivities of classical particle chains.
This is somewhat surprising, considering the various mathematical problems and
uncertainties discovered along the way to the phonon Boltzmann equation and even
in its analysis. However, the agreement between the kinetic prediction and numerical
simulations for thermal conductivities in chains with anharmonic pinning, and the
discovery of anomalous energy transport by fractional Brownian motion from the
linearized Boltzmann equation in the FPU-ˇ chains, present a strong case in favour
of looking for further applications of the phonon Boltzmann equations, even in
the somewhat degenerate one-dimensional case. After all, it is at present one of
the very few general tools which allow computing the dependence of the thermal
conduction properties on the parameters of the microscopic evolution directly,
without introduction of additional fitting parameters.

We have also seen that some care is needed in the application of the phonon
Boltzmann equation. Most importantly, the equation is closely tied to the scales
on which the free streaming of phonons begins to alter its character due to the
collisions. Hence, it describes the evolution up to the kinetic time-scale only, and it
is possible that further changes are found at larger time-scales. Nevertheless, since
the H-theorem implies that solutions to the kinetic equation push the system towards
thermal equilibrium states, drastic changes in the character of the evolution should
be the exception, not the rule.

The evaluation of the decay of Green–Kubo correlation functions is one of the
robust applications of kinetic theory, and the thermal conductivity obtained by the
perturbation procedure recalled here should in general yield its leading behaviour
in the limit of weak perturbations. However, as a warning about the standard
procedure, let us stress that the commonly used relaxation time approximation
of the linearized collision operator is only an order-of-magnitude estimate of
the real kinetic prediction which involves inverting the full linearized operator.
In the pinned case, we found that the relaxation time approximation predicts
zero thermal conductivity. This turned out to be misleading since already the
straightforward Jensen bound for the full inverse proves that the kinetic prediction
for the conductivity is non-zero. In contrast, for the anomalous conduction in the
FPU-ˇ chain the relaxation time approximation does capture the correct asymptotic
decay of the kinetic prediction.

One major open question in the kinetic theory of phonons, and in fact of
nonlinearly perturbed systems in general, is the precise manner of handling spatially
inhomogeneous perturbations. The standard Boltzmann transport term, appearing
on the left hand side of (4.179), might require adjusting to capture all effects relevant
to the transport. One such example often found in the literature is an addition of a
Vlasov-type term. For which systems, under which time-scales, and for which initial
data, such corrections are necessary, remains unresolved at the moment.
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One benefit from a better understanding of the behaviour of inhomogeneous
perturbations could be a first-principles derivation of fluctuating hydrodynamics for
these systems, including a precise dependence of its parameters on the microscopic
evolution, in the limit of weak couplings. The application of fluctuating hydrody-
namics to the transport in one-dimensional particle chains has been discussed in
[22] and reviewed elsewhere in this volume. It appears to be the first model which
is able to describe the anomalous transport in one-dimensional particle chains fully
in agreement with computer simulations of the spread of localized perturbations.
Connecting it directly to the microscopic dynamics would be a breakthrough in
understanding the microscopic origin and precise nature of transport in crystalline
structures, such as the present particle chains. Kinetic theory, the phonon Boltzmann
equation in particular, could well provide some of the missing steps into this
direction.
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Chapter 5
Thermal Conductivity in Harmonic Lattices
with Random Collisions

Giada Basile, Cédric Bernardin, Milton Jara, Tomasz Komorowski,
and Stefano Olla

Abstract We review recent rigorous mathematical results about the macroscopic
behaviour of harmonic chains with the dynamics perturbed by a random exchange
of velocities between nearest neighbor particles. The random exchange models the
effects of nonlinearities of anharmonic chains and the resulting dynamics have
similar macroscopic behaviour. In particular there is a superdiffusion of energy for
unpinned acoustic chains. The corresponding evolution of the temperature profile
is governed by a fractional heat equation. In non-acoustic chains we have normal
diffusivity, even if momentum is conserved.

5.1 Introduction

Lattice systems of coupled anharmonic oscillators have been widely used in order to
understand the macroscopic transport of the energy, in particular the superdiffusive
behavior in one and two dimensional unpinned chains. While a lot of numerical
experiments and heuristic considerations have been made (cf. [30, 31, 41] and many
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contributions in the present volume), very few mathematical rigourous scaling limits
have been obtained until now.

For harmonic chains it is possible to perform explicit computations, even in the
stationary state driven by thermal boundaries (cf. [38]). But since these dynamics
are completely integrable, the energy transport is purely ballistic and they do
not provide help in understanding the diffusive or superdiffusive behavior of
anharmonic chains.

The scattering effect of the non-linearities can be modeled by stochastic pertur-
bations of the dynamics such that they conserve total momentum and total energy,
like a random exchange of the velocities between the nearest neighbor particles.
We will describe the results for the one-dimensional chains, and we will mention
the results in the higher dimensions in Sect. 5.9. In particular we will prove how the
transport through the fractional Laplacian, either asymmetric or symmetric, emerges
from microscopic models.

The infinite dynamics is described by the velocities and positions f. px; qx/ 2
R
2gx2Z of the particles. The formal Hamiltonian is given by

H .p; q/ WD 1

2m

X

x

p2x C 1

2

X

x;x0

˛x�x0 qxqx0; (5.1)

where we assume that the masses are equal to 1 and that ˛ is symmetric with a finite
range or at most exponential decay j˛xj � Ce�cjxj. We define the Fourier transform
of a function f W Z ! R as Of .k/ D P

x e�2� ixkf .x/ for k 2 T the unitary length
torus. We assume that Ǫ .k/ > 0 for k ¤ 0. The function !.k/ D p Ǫ .k/ is called
the dispersion relation of the chain.

5.1.1 Unpinned Chains

We are particularly interested in the unpinned chain, i.e. Ǫ .0/ D 0, when the
total momentum is conserved even under the stochastic dynamics described below.
Then, the infinite system is translation invariant under shift in q, and the correct
coordinates are the interparticle distances (also called stretches, or strains):

rx D qx � qx�1; x 2 Z: (5.2)

When Ǫ 00.0/ > 0 we say that the chain is acoustic (i.e. there is a non-vanishing
sound speed). We will see that this is a crucial condition for the superdiffusivity of
the energy in one dimension. For unpinned acoustic chains we have that !.k/ � jkj
as k ! 0.
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5.1.2 Pinned Chains

When Ǫ .0/ > 0, the system is pinned and translation invariance is broken. In this
case !0.k/ � k as k ! 0. This is also the case for unpinned non-acoustic chains,
where Ǫ .0/ D Ǫ 00.0/ D 0. This fact is responsible for the diffusive behavior of the
energy, cf. Sect. 5.7.

5.1.3 Dynamics with Stochastic Collisions

To the Hamiltonian dynamics we add random elastic collisions, where momenta of
the nearest-neighbor particles are exchanged. This happens at independent random
exponential times: each couple of particles labeled x; x C 1 exchange their velocities
px and pxC1 at exponential independent random times of intensity 	 . Equivalently
there are independent Poisson processes fNx;xC1.t/; x 2 Zg of intensity 	 ,
independent from the positions and velocities of all particles. The evolution of the
system is described by the stochastic differential equations

Pqx D px

Ppx D �.˛ � q.t//x C . pxC1.t
�/ � px.t

�// PNx;xC1.t/C . px�1.t
�/ � px.t

�// PNx�1;x.t/
(5.3)

where PNx;xC1.t/ D P
j ı.t � Tx;xC1. j//, with fTx;xC1. j/g the random times when

Nx;xC1 jumps, and px.t�/ is the velocity of the particle x just before time t, i.e.
lims#0 px.t � s/.

The evolution of the probability density on the configurations then follows the
Fokker-Planck equations:

@tf .t; p; q/ D .A C S/ f .t; p; q/ (5.4)

where A is the Hamiltonian operator

A D
X

x

�
px@qx � .@qxH /@px

�
; (5.5)

while S is the generator of the random exchanges

Sf . p; q/ D 	
X

x

�
f . px;xC1; q/� f . p; q/

�
; (5.6)

where px;xC1 is the configuration obtained exchanging px and pxC1.
This stochastic perturbation of the Hamiltonian dynamics has the property to

conserve the total energy, and in the unpinned case the resulting dynamics conserves
also the total momentum (

P
x px), and the volume or strain of the chain (

P
x rx). It
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has also the property that these are the only conserved quantities. In this sense it
gives the necessary ergodicity to the dynamics [13, 23].

We have also considered other type of conservative random dynamics, like a
continuous random exchange of the momenta of each triplets fpx�1; px; pxC1g. The
intersection of the kinetic energy sphere p2x�1Cp2x Cp2xC1 D C with the plane px�1C
px C pxC1 D C0 gives a one dimensional circle. Then we define a dynamics on this
circle by a standard Wiener process on the corresponding angle. This perturbation
is locally more mixing, but it gives the same results for the macroscopic transport.

5.1.4 Equilibrium Stationary Measures

Due to the harmonicity of the interactions, the Gibbs equilibrium stationary mea-
sures are Gaussians. Positions and momenta are independent and the distribution
is parametrized, according to the rules of statistical mechanics, by the temperature
T D ˇ�1 > 0. In the pinned case, they are formally given by

�ˇ.dq; dp/ � e�ˇH . p;q/

Z
dq dp:

In the unpinned case, the correct definition should involve the rx variables. Then
the distribution of the rx’s is Gaussian and becomes uncorrelated in the case of the
nearest neighbor interaction. For acoustic unpinned chains the Gibbs measures are
parameterized by

� D .ˇ�1.temperature/; Np.velocity/; �.tension//;

and are given formally by

��.dr; dp/ � e�ˇ ŒH . p;q/�NpPx px��Px rx�

Z
dr dp: (5.7)

Non-acoustic chains are tensionless and the equilibrium measures have a different
parametrization, see Sect. 5.7.

5.1.5 Macroscopic Space-Time Scales

We will mostly concentrate on the acoustic unpinned case (except Sect. 5.7). In this
case the total Hamiltonian can be written as

H .p; q/ WD
X

x

p2x
2

� 1

4

X

x;x0

˛x�x0 .qx � qx0/2 ; (5.8)
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where qx � qx0 D Px
yDx0C1 ry for x > x0. We define the energy per atom as:

ex.r; p/ WD p2x
2

� 1

4

X

x0

˛x�x0.qx � qx0/2: (5.9)

There are three conserved (also called balanced) fields: the energy
P

x ex, the
momentum

P
x px and the strain

P
x rx . We want to study the macroscopic evolution

of the spatial distribution of these fields in a large space-time scale. We introduce
a scale parameter " > 0 and, for any smooth test function J W R ! R, define the
empirical distribution

"
X

x

J."x/Ux."
�at/; Ux D .rx; px; ex/: (5.10)

We are interested in the limit as " ! 0. The parameter a 2 Œ1; 2� corresponds to
different possible scalings. The value a D 1 corresponds to the hyperbolic scaling,
while a D 2 corresponds to the diffusive scaling. The intermediate values 1 < a < 2
pertain to the superdiffusive scales.

The interest of the unpinned model is that there are three different macroscopic
space-scales where we observe non-trivial behaviour of the chain: a D 1; 3

2
; 2.

5.2 Hyperbolic Scaling: The Linear Wave Equation

Let us assume that the dynamics starts with a random initial distribution 
" D h
i"
of finite energy of size "�1, i.e. for some positive constant E0:

"
X

x

hex.0/i" � E0: (5.11)

where we denote ex.t/ D ex. p.t/; q.t//. We will also assume that some smooth
macroscopic initial profiles

u0.y/ D .r0.y/; p0.y/; e0.y//

are associated with the initial distribution, in the sense that:

lim
"!0 
"

 ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ"
X

x

J."x/Ux.0/�
Z

J.y/u0.y/dy

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ > ı

!
D 0; 8ı > 0; (5.12)

for any test function J.
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Then it can be proven [27] that these initial profiles are governed by the linear
wave equation in the following sense

lim
"!0 "

X

x

J."x/Ux."
�1t/ D

Z
J.y/u.y; t/dy (5.13)

where u.y; t/ D .r.y; t/; p.y; t/; e.y; t// is the solution of:

@tr D @yp; @tp D �1@yr; @te D �1@y.pr/ (5.14)

with �1 D Ǫ 00.0/
8�2

(the square of the speed of sound of the chain). Notice that in the
non-acoustic case Ǫ 00.0/ D 0, there is no evolution at the hyperbolic scale.

Observe that the evolution of the fields of strain r and momentum p is
autonomous of the energy field. Furthermore we can define the macroscopic
mechanical energy as

emech.y; t/ D 1

2

�
�1r.y; t/

2 C p.y; t/2
�

(5.15)

and the temperature profile or thermal energy as

T.y; t/ D e.y; t/ � emech.y; t/: (5.16)

It follows immediately from (5.14) that T.y; t/ D T.y; 0/, i.e. the temperature profile
does not change on the hyperbolic space-time scale.

There is a corresponding decomposition of the energy of the random initial
configurations: long wavelengths (invisible for the exchange noise in the dynamics)
contribute to the mechanical energy and they will evolve in this hyperbolic scale
following the linear equations (5.14). This energy will eventually disperse to infinity
at large time (in this scale). Because of the noise dynamics, short wavelength will
contribute to the variance (temperature) of the distribution, and the corresponding
profile does not evolve in this hyperbolic scale. See [27] for the details of this
decomposition.

5.3 Superdiffusive Evolution of the Temperature Profile

As we have seen in the previous section, for acoustic chains the mechanical part
of the energy evolves ballistically in the hyperbolic scale and eventually it will
disperse to infinity. Consequently when we look at the larger superdiffusive time
scale "�at, a > 1, we start only with the thermal profile of energy, while the strain
and momentum profiles are equal to 0. It turns out that, for acoustic chains, the
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temperature profile evolves at the time scale corresponding to a D 3=2:

lim
"!0 "

X

x

J."x/ hex."
�3=2t/i" D

Z
J.y/T.y; t/dy; t > 0; (5.17)

where T.y; t/ solves the fractional heat equation

@tT D �cj�yj3=4T; T.y; 0/ D T.y; 0/ (5.18)

where c D Ǫ 00.0/3=42�9=4.3	/�1=2. This is proven in [26]. We also have that the
profiles for the other conserved quantities remain flat:

lim
"!0 "

X

x

J."x/ hrx."
�3=2t/i" D 0;

lim
"!0 "

X

x

J."x/ hpx."
�3=2t/i" D 0; t > 0:

(5.19)

Clearly the null value is due to the finite energy assumption, otherwise it will be the
corresponding constants, i.e. lim"!0 "

P
xhrx.0/i" and lim"!0 "

P
xhpx.0/i".

In finite volume with given boundary conditions (periodic or else), the mechani-
cal energy will persist, oscillating in linear waves. At the larger superdiffusive time
scale, waves will oscillate fast giving a weak convergence for the initial profiles of
strain and momentum to constant values.

5.4 The Diffusive Behavior of the Phonon-Modes

We have seen that (5.19) holds at the superdiffusive time scale and consequently at
any larger time scale. But if we recenter the evolution of the strain and momentum
around the propagation of the wave equation we see Gaussian fluctuations at the
diffusive space time scale. For this purpose it is useful to introduce a microscopic
approximation of the Riemann invariants (normal modes) of the wave equation:

fẋ .t/ D px.t/ ˙ �
1=2
1

�
rx.t/ ˙ 3	 � 1

2
.rxC1.t/ � rx.t//

�
: (5.20)

Once fẋ .t/ are recentred on the Riemann invariants of the wave equation, they
diffuse on the proper space-time scale, more precisely:

"
X

x

J."x � �
1=2
1 "�1t/ fẋ ."

�2t/ �!
"!0

Z

R

J.y/ Nf˙;d.y; t/dy;

@t
Nf˙;d D 3	

2
@2y

Nf˙;d:

For a proof see [27].
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5.5 Equilibrium Fluctuations

If we start with an equilibrium stationary measure corresponding to a certain
temperature T, momentum Np and strain Nr, then of course there will be no evolution
of the empirical fields defined by (5.10). But we shall observe the evolution of the
equilibrium time correlations defined by

S`;`
0

.x; t/ D< u`x.t/ u`
0

0 .0/ > � < u`0.0/ >< u`
0

0 .0/ >; u1x D rx; u2x D px; u3x D ex;

(5.21)

where h
i denotes the expectation with respect to the dynamics in the corresponding
equilibrium. Let us assume for simplicity of notation that Nr D 0 D Np, otherwise we
have to shift x along the characteristics of the linear wave equation. At time t D 0,
it is easy to compute the limit (in a distributional sense):

lim
"!0 "

�1=2S.Œ"�1y�; 0/ D ı.y/

0

@
T 0 Q̨T
0 T 0

Q̨T 0 . 1
2

C ˛2/T2

1

A (5.22)

where Q̨ is a constant depending only on the interaction.
In the hyperbolic time scale a D 1 this correlation matrix evolves deterministi-

cally, i.e.

lim
"!0 "

�1=2S.Œ"�1y�; "�1t/ D NS.y; t/ (5.23)

where

@t NS11.y; t/ D @y NS22.y; t/; @t NS22.y; t/ D �1@y NS11.y; t/; (5.24)

while for the energy correlations

@t NS33.y; t/ D 0: (5.25)

In particular if Np D Nr D 0, energy fluctuations do not evolve at the hyperbolic
time scale. As for the energy profile out of equilibrium, the evolution is at a further
time scale. By a duality argument (cf. [26]), the evolution of the energy correlations
occurs at the superdiffusive time scale with a D 3=2, namely

lim
"!0 "

�1=2S33.Œ"�1y�; "�3=2t/ D QS33.y; t/; (5.26)

where QS33.y; t/ is the solution of:

@t QS33 D �cj�yj3=4 QS33: (5.27)
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5.6 The Phonon Boltzmann Equation

A way to understand the energy superdiffusion in the one-dimensional system is to
analyze its kinetic limit, i.e. a limit for weak noise where the number of stochastic
collisions per unit time remains bounded. In the non-linear case it corresponds
to a weak non-linearity limit as proposed first in his seminal paper [37] in 1929
by Peierls. He intended to compute thermal conductivity for insulators in analogy
with the kinetic theory of gases. The main idea is that at low temperatures the
lattice vibrations responsible for the energy transport can be described as a gas
of interacting particles (phonons) characterized by a wave number k. The time-
dependent distribution function of phonons solves a Boltzmann type equation. Over
the last years, starting from the work of Spohn [40], several papers are devoted
to achieve phononic Boltzmann type equations from microscopic dynamics of
oscillators.

A rigorous derivation can be achieved for the chain of harmonic oscillators per-
turbed by a stochastic exchange of velocities [7]. The main tool is the introduction
of a Wigner function, which describes the energy density of the phonons. Let O be
the complex field

O .k/ D 1p
2

�
!.k/Oq.k/C iOp.k/�; k 2 T;

where Op, Oq are the Fourier transform of the variables p, q and !.k/ is the dispersion
relation of chain. The energy of the chain can be expressed in terms of the fields O ,
namely H D R

T
dk j O .k/j2: The evolution of the field O due to the pure harmonic

Hamiltonian without noise (	 D 0) reads

@t O .k; t/ D �i!.k/ O .k; t/;

therefore the quantities j O .k/j2 are preserved by the harmonic dynamics.
The Wigner distribution is defined in analogy to the usual one in quantum

mechanics

W".y; k; t/ D ."=2/

Z

R

e2� i�ybW".�; k; t/d�;

bW".�; k; t/ WD h O .k � "�=2; t/� O .k C "�=2; t/i"
(5.28)

where h
i" denotes the expectation value with respect to the initial measure, chosen
in such a way that the average of the total energy, is of order "�1, i.e. " hH i" � E0,
see (5.11). We also require that the averages of all px and qx are zero.

The Wigner distribution W".y; k; t/ defined by (5.28) gives a different energy
distribution from the one considered in the previous sections, i.e.< eŒ"�1y�.t/ >. But
in the macroscopic limit, as " ! 0, they are equivalent [26].

We look at the evolution of the Wigner function on a time scale "�1t, with the
strength of the noise of order ", i.e. we consider the dynamics defined by (5.3) with
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	 replaced by "	 , like in a Boltzmann-Grad limit. This evolution is not autonomous
and is given by

@t OW".�; k; t/ D � i� !0.k/ OW".�; k; t/C 	 C OW".�; k; t/

� 	

2
C OY".�; k; t/ � 	

2
C OY".�; k; t/� C O."/;

(5.29)

where OY" is the field OY".�; k; t/ D h O .k C "�=2; t/ O .k � "�=2; t/i" and C is a
linear operator. The transport term is due to the harmonic Hamiltonian, while the
“collision” operator C is related to the stochastic noise.

It turns out that the field OY" is the Wigner distribution associated to the difference
between the kinetic energy and the potential energy. This is fast oscillating on the
time scale "�1 and in the limit " ! 0 it disappears after time integration. Therefore
in the limit " ! 0 the Wigner function W" weakly converges to the solution of the
following linear Boltzmann equation

@tW.y; k; t/C 1

2�
!0.k/ @yW.y; k; t/ D CW.y; k; t/: (5.30)

It describes the evolution of the energy density distribution, over the physical space
R, of the phonons, characterized by a wave number k and traveling with velocity
!0.k/. We remark that for the unpinned acoustic chains !0.k/ remains strictly
positive for small k. The collision term has the following expression

C f .k/ D
Z

T

dk0R.k; k0/Œf .k0/ � f .k/�;

where the kernel R is positive and symmetric. One can write an exact expression
on R, nevertheless its crucial feature is that R behaves like k2 for small k, due
to the fact that the noise preserves the total momentum. Naïvely, it means that
phonons with small wave numbers travel with a finite velocity, but they have low
probability to be scattered, thus their mean free paths have a macroscopic length
(ballistic transport). This intuitive picture has an exact statement in the probabilistic
interpretation of (5.30). The equation describes the evolution of the probability
density of a Markov process .K.t/;Y.t// on T � R, where K.t/ is a reversible
jump process and Y.t/ is an additive functional of K, namely Y.t/ D R t

0
!0.Ks/ds:

A phonon with the wave number k waits in its state an exponentially distributed
random time �.k/ with mean value � k�2 for small k. Then it jumps to another state
k0 with probability � k02dk0. The additive functional Y.t/ describes the position of
the phonon and can be expressed as

Y.t/ D
NtX

iD1
�.Xi/!

0.Xi/;
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where fXigi�1 is the Markov chain given by the sequence of the states visited by
the process K.t/. Here Nt denotes the number of jumps up to the time t. The tail
distribution of the random variables f�.Xi/!

0.Xi/g with respect to the stationary
measure � of the chain behaves like

�
�j�.Xi/!

0.Xi/j > �
� � 1

�3=2
:

Therefore the variables �.Xi/!
0.Xi/ have an infinite variance with respect to

the stationary measure. We remark that the variance is exactly the expression
of the thermal conductivity obtained in [6]. The rescaled process N�2=3Y.Nt/
converges in distribution to a stable symmetric Lévy process with index 3=2 [3, 25].
As a corollary, the rescaled solution of the Boltzmann equation W.N2=3y; k;Nt/
converges, as N ! C1, to the solution of the fractional diffusion equation

@tu.y; t/ D �ˇ̌�j3=4u.y; t/:

A different, more analytic approach can be found in [34].
In the pinned or the non-acoustic cases, !0 � k for small k, �.Xi/!

0.Xi/ has finite
variance with respect to the stationary measure. In particular this variance coincides
with the thermal diffusivity computed by the Green-Kubo formula [6]. Then one
can prove that the rescaled solution W.N1=2y; k;Nt/ converges to the heat equation

@tu.y; t/ D D�u.y; t/;

with D given by the thermal diffusivity.
The results described above give a two step approach to the diffusion or superdif-

fusion of the energy: first a kinetic limit where the Boltzmann phonon equation is
obtained in the weak noise limit, then a superdiffusive or diffusive rescaling of the
solution of this equation. The results described in Sect. 5.3 concern a simple space-
time rescaling, without any weak noise approximation.1 Still Boltzmann equation
helps to understand the proof of (5.17), that goes under the following lines.

Let us just consider the superdiffusive case and consider the evolution of the
Wigner distribution at time "�3=2t and for the noise of intensity 	 . Equation (5.29)
becomes

@t OW".�; k; t/ D � i� !0.k/"�1=2 OW".�; k; t/C 	"�3=2 C OW".�; k; t/

� 	

2
"�3=2 C

� OY".�; k; t/C OY".�; k; t/�
	

C O."/;
(5.31)

1In the non-linear cases we cannot expect that the two step approach would give the same result
of the direct rescaling of the dynamics. In the ˇ-FPU the kinetic limit seems to give a different
superdiffusion scaling than the direct limit [33, 41].
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This looks like a very singular limit. Still due to fast oscillations the OY" terms
disappears after time integration. Furthermore, because the number of collisions
per unit time tends to infinity, the limit of the Wigner distribution homogenizes in
the variable k, i.e. its limit becomes a function W.y; t/ independent of variable k.
Assume that the above facts have been proven, and consider the case of the simple
random exchange of the velocities, that give a scattering rate of the form: R.k; k0/ D
R.k/R.k0/, with

R
R.k/dk D 1. The argument below, that follows the line of Mellet

et al. [34], can be generalized to various rate functions [26]. The Laplace transform
w" in time of the Wigner distribution satisfies the equation:

�
�C 2	"�3=2R.k/C i!0.k/�"�1=2

�
w".�; �; k/

D bW".�; k; 0/C "�3=22	R.k/
Z

R.k0/dk0 C O."/: (5.32)

By dividing the above expression by D".�; �; k/ D "3=2� C 2	R.k/ C i!0.k/�",
multiplying by 2	R.k/ and integrating in k one obtains

a"

Z
w".�; �; k/R.k/dk �

Z
2	R.k/bW".�; k; 0/

D".�; �; k/
dk D O."/ (5.33)

where, since R.k/ � k2 and due to the assumptions made on !0.k/:

a" D 2	"�3=2
�
1 �

Z
2	R2.k/

D".�; �; k/
dk

�
�!
"!0 �C cj�j3=2:

Thanks to the homogenization property of bW"

Z
w".�; �; k/R.k/dk �!

"!0 w.�; �/:

Furthermore

2	R.k/

D".�; �; k/
�!
"!0 1;

and we conclude that the limit function w.�; �/ satisfies the equation

�
�C cj�j3=2�w.�; �/ D

Z
bW.�; k; 0/dk (5.34)

where bW.�; k; 0/ is the limit of the initial condition. Equation (5.34) is the Laplace-
Fourier transform of the fractional heat equation. Assuming instead that !0.k/ � k,
a similar argument gives the normal heat equation [26].
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5.7 Non-acoustic Chains: Beam Dynamics

We have seen in the previous sections that the ballistic behaviour at the hyperbolic
scale and the superdiffusive behavior of the energy strictly depends on the positivity
of the sound velocity �1. In the case Ǫ .0/ D Ǫ 00.0/ D 0 all the coefficients in these
evolutions are null and in fact the limit of the energy follows a regular diffusion.
Notice that the dynamics is still momentum conserving.

A typical example is given by the following choice of the interaction:

˛0 D 6˛; ˛1 D �4˛; ˛2 D ˛; ˛x D 0; x > 2 (5.35)

(then Ǫ .k/ D ˛4 sin4.�k/) that corresponds to the Hamiltonian

H D
X

x

�
p2x
2

C ˛

2
.qxC1 � 2qx C qx�1/2

�
: (5.36)

Notice that the expression (5.7) is not defined for any value of the tension � , this is
why we also call these chains tensionless. Basically, the equilibrium energy does not
change by pulling the chain. It does change by bending it, this is why the relevant
quantities are defined by the local curvatures or deflections:

�x D ��qx D 2qx � qxC1 � qx�1: (5.37)

The relevant balanced quantities are now .�x; px; ex/.
The invariant equilibrium measures are formally given by

e�ˇŒH �Np
P

x px�LPx �x�

Z
d� dp (5.38)

where the parameter L is called load. Notice that these measures would be non-
translation invariant in the coordinates rx’s.

Under these conditions the sound velocity �1 is always null, and there is no
ballistic evolution of the chain. In fact it turns out that the three quantities
.k.t; y/; p.t; y/; e.t; y// evolve on the diffusive space-time scale. By defining

emech.t; y/ D 1

2

�
p.t; y/2 C ˛k2

�
and T.t; y/ D e.t; y/ � emech.t; y/;

after the corresponding space-time scaling we obtain [28]:

8
<̂

:̂

@tk D � @2yp;

@tp D ˛@2yk C 	@2yp;

@tT D D	@
2
yT C 	

�
@yp
�2
:

(5.39)
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The first two equations are the damped Euler-Bernoulli beam equations. The third
one describes the diffusive behavior of the energy. The thermal diffusivity D	 D
C˛
	

C 	 , where C is an explicit constant independent from 	 and ˛. In particular
for constant initial values of k and p, the thermal energy (i.e. temperature) profile
follows a normal heat equation with the thermal diffusivity that can be computed
explicitly (cf. [28]). Notice also that a gradient of the macroscopic velocity induce
a local increase of the temperature.

These models provide rigorous counter-examples to the usual conjecture that
the momentum conservation in one dimension always implies superdiffusivity of
the energy (cf. [19, 31]). The presence of a non-vanishing sound velocity seems a
necessary condition.

5.8 A Simpler Model with Two Conserved Quantities

In this section we consider the nearest neighbors unpinned harmonic chain (with
mass 1 and coupling forces ˛1 D ˛�1 D �˛0

2
) but we add different stochastic

collisions with the properties that they conserve the total energy and some extra
quantity (that we call “volume”) but no longer momentum and stretch. By defining
a D p

˛0 and the field fx 2 R I x 2 Zg by 2x D arx and 2xC1 D px, the
Hamiltonian equations are reduced to

Px D a.xC1 � x�1/:

The stochastic collisions are such that at random times given by independent
Poisson clocks Nx;xC1.t/ of intensity 	 the kinetic energy at site x is exchanged
with the corresponding potential energy. The simplest way to do it is to exchange

the variable x with xC1. Because of the form of the noise the total energy
P

x
2x
2m

and the “volume”
P

x x D P
x. px C arx/ are the only conserved quantities of the

dynamics [14]. By reducing the number of conserved quantities from 3 (energy,
momentum, stretch) to 2 (energy, volume) we expect to see easily the influence
of the other conserved quantity on the superdiffusion of energy. The nature of the
superdiffusion for models with two conserved quantities are studied in the nonlinear
fluctuating hydrodynamics framework by Spohn and Stoltz in [43].

In the hyperbolic time scaling, starting from an initial distribution associated
to some smooth macroscopic initial volume-energy profiles .v0.y/; e0.y//, we
can prove that these initial profiles evolve following the linear wave equation
.v.t; y/; e.t; y// which is solution of

@tv D 2a@yv; @te D a@y.v
2/:

As in Sect. 5.2 we can introduce the mechanical energy emech.y; t/ D v2.y;t/
2

and the
thermal energy T.y; t/ D e.y; t/ � emech.y; t/. The later remains constant in time.
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Mutatis mutandis the discussion of Sects. 5.3–5.5 can be applied to this model
with two conserved quantities with very similar conclusions2 [15, 16]. The interest-
ing difference is that in (5.18) and (5.27) the fractional Laplacian has to be replaced
by the skew fractional Laplacian:

@tT D �c f j�yj3=4 � ryj�yj1=4g T; T.y; 0/ D T.y; 0/ (5.40)

for a suitable explicit constant c > 0. The skewness is produced here by the
interaction of the (unique) sound mode with the heat mode. In the models of
Sect. 5.1 which conserve three quantities, there are two sound modes with opposite
velocities. The skewness produced by each of them is exactly counterbalanced by
the other one so that it is not seen in the final equations (5.18) and (5.27).

5.8.1 The Extension Problem for the Skew-Fractional
Laplacian

For the model with two conserved quantities introduced in this section, the
derivation of the skew fractional heat equation, at least at the level of the fluctuations
in equilibrium as defined in Sect. 5.5, can be implemented by means of the so-
called extension problem for the fractional Laplacian [17, 44]. As we will see, this
extension problem does not only provides a different derivation, but it also clarifies
the role of the other (fast) conservation law (i.e. the volume). It can be checked
that for any ˇ > 0 and any � 2 R, the product measure with Gaussian marginals
of mean � and variance (temperature) ˇ�1 are stationary under the dynamics of
fx.t/I x 2 Zg. Let us assume that the dynamics starts from a stationary state. For
simplicity we assume � D 0 and a D 1. The space-time energy correlation function
S".x; t/ is defined here by

S".x; t/ D ˝
.x."

�3=2t/2 � ˇ�1/ .0.0/2 � ˇ�1/
˛
:

It turns out that the energy fluctuations are driven by volume correlations. Therefore
it makes sense to define the volume correlation function as

G".x; y; t/ D ˝
x."

�3=2t/y."
�3=2t/ .0.0/2 � ˇ�1/

˛
:

Let f W Œ0;T� � R ! R be a smooth, regular function and for each t 2 Œ0;T�, let
ut W R � RC ! R be the solution of the boundary-value problem

(
�@xu C 	@2yu D 0

@yu.x; 0/ D @xf .x; t/:

2In [15] only the equilibrium fluctuations are considered but the methods developed in [26, 27] can
be applied also to the models considered in this section.
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It turns out that @xut.x; 0/ D L ft.x/, where L is the skew fractional Laplacian
defined in (5.40).

For test functions f W R ! R and u W R � RC ! R define

hS".t/; f i" D
X

x2Z
S".x; t/f ."x/;

hG".t/; ui" D
X

x;y2Z
x<y

G".x; y; t/ u
�
"
2
.x C y/;

p
".y � x/

�
:

After an explicit calculation we have:

d
dt

n
hS".t/fti" � "1=2

2	
hG".t/; uti" C "hS".t/; ut.
; 0/i"

o
D hS".t/; @xfti"

plus error terms that vanish as " ! 0. From this observation it is not very difficult
to obtain that, for any smooth function f of compact support,

lim
"!0hS".t/; f i" D

Z
P.t; x/f .x/dx;

where P.t; x/ is the fundamental solution of the skew fractional heat equation (5.40).
Let us explain in more details why the introduction of the test function ut

solves the equation for the energy correlation function S".x; t/. It is reasonable
to parametrize volume correlations by its distance to the diagonal x D y. The
microscopic current associated to the energy x.t/2 is equal to x.t/xC1.t/, which
can be understood as the volume correlations around the diagonal x D y. Volume
evolves in the hyperbolic scale with speed 2. Fluctuations around this transport
evolution appear in the diffusive scale and are governed by a diffusion equation. This
means that at the hyperbolic scale "�1, fluctuations are of order "�1=2, explaining
the non-isotropic space scaling introduced in the definition of hG".t/; ui". It turns
out that the couple .S";G"/ satisfies a closed system of equations, which can be
checked to be a semidiscrete approximation of the system

8
<

:

p
"@tut D �@xut C 	@2yut

@yut.x; 0/ D @xft.x/
@tft D @xut.x; 0/:

Therefore, the volume serves as a fast variable for the evolution of the energy, which
corresponds to a slow variable. The extension problem plays the role of the cell
problem for the homogenization of this fast-slow system of evolutions.

5.9 The Dynamics in Higher Dimension

One of the interesting features of the harmonic dynamics with energy and momen-
tum conservative noise is that they reproduce, at least qualitatively, the expected
behavior of the non-linear dynamics, also in higher dimensions. In particular in the
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three or higher dimension the thermal conductivity, computed by the Green-Kubo
formula, is finite, while it diverges logarithmically in two dimension (always for
non-acoustic systems), cf. [5, 6].

In dimension d 	 3 it can be also proven that equilibrium fluctuations evolve
diffusively, i.e. that the asymptotic correlation QS33.y; t/, defined in Sect. 5.5 but with
a diffusive scaling, satisfies [4]:

@t QS33 D D@2y QS33 (5.41)

where D can be computed explicitly by Green-Kubo formula in terms of ! and
scattering rate R [5, 6]. Similar finite diffusivity and diffusive evolution of the
fluctuations are proven for pinned models ( Ǫ .0/ > 0), see [4]. In two dimensions,
while the logarithmic divergence of the Green-Kubo expression of the thermal con-
ductivity is proven in [6], the corresponding diffusive behaviour at the logarithmic
corrected time scale is still an open problem. For the result obtained from the kinetic
equation see [2]. The two-dimensional model is particularly interesting in light
of the large thermal conductivity measured experimentally on graphene [46], an
essentially a two-dimensional material.

5.10 Thermal Boundary Conditions
and the Non-equilibrium Stationary States

Traditionally the problem of thermal conductivity has been approached by con-
sidering the stationary non-equilibrium state for a finite system in contact with
heat bath at different temperatures (cf.[31, 38]). This set-up is particularly suitable
for numerical simulations and convenient because it gives an straight operational
definition of the thermal conductivity in terms of the stationary flux of energy,
avoiding to specify the macroscopic evolution equation. But for the theoretical
understanding and corresponding mathematical proofs of the thermal conductivity
phenomena, this is much harder than the non-stationary approach described in the
previous section. This because the stationary state conceals the space-time scale.

The finite system consists of 2N C1 atoms, labelled by x D �N; : : : ;N, with end
points connected to two heat baths at temperature Tl and Tr. These baths are modeled
by Langevin stochastic dynamics, so that the evolution equations are given by

Pqx D px; x D �N; : : : ;N;

Ppx D �.˛N � q.t//x C . pxC1.t
�/� px.t

�// PNx;xC1.t/C . px�1.t
�/ � px.t

�// PNx�1;x.t/

C ıx;�N

�
�p�N C

p
2Tl dw�N.t/

	
C ıx;N

�
�pN C

p
2Tr dwN.t/

	
;

(5.42)
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where w�N.t/;wN.t/ are two independent standard Brownian motions, and the
coupling ˛N is properly defined in order to take into account the boundary
conditions. For this finite dynamics there is a (non-equilibrium) unique stationary
state, where the energy flow from the hot to the cold side. Observe that because of
the exchange noise between the atoms, the stationary state is not Gaussian, unlike
in the case studied in [38].

Denoting the stationary energy flux by JN , the thermal conductivity of the finite
chain is defined as

�N D lim
jTl�Trj!0

.2N C 1/JN

Tl � Tr
: (5.43)

For a finite N it is not hard to prove that �N can be expressed in terms of the
corresponding Green-Kubo formula. For the periodic boundary unpinned acoustic
case this identification gives �N � N1=2 (cf. [5]). For the noise that conserves only
the energy, but not momentum (like independent random flips of the signs of the
momenta), the system has a finite thermal diffusivity and the limit �N ! �, as
N ! C1, can be computed explicitly, as proven in [11].

The natural question is about the macroscopic evolution of the temperature
profile in a non-stationary situation, and the corresponding stationary profile. It turns
out [7] that this macroscopic equation is given by a fractional heat equation similar
to (5.17) with a proper definition of the fractional Laplacian j�j3=4 on the interval
Œ�1; 1� subject to the boundary conditions T.�1/ D Tl;T.1/ D Tr. This is defined
by using the following orthonormal basis of functions on the interval Œ�1; 1�:

un.y/ D cos .n�.y C 1/=2/ ; n D 0; 1; : : : (5.44)

Any continuous function f .y/ on Œ�1; 1� can be expressed in terms of a series
expansion in un. Then we define j�jsun.y/ D .n�=2/2sun.y/. Observe that for s D 1

we recover the usual definition of the Laplacian. For s ¤ 1 this is not equivalent to
other definitions of the fractional Laplacian in a bounded interval, e.g. [47].

Correspondingly the stationary profile is given by

j�jsT D 0; in .�1; 1/
T.�1/ D Tl; T.1/ D Tr;

(5.45)

namely T.y/ D 1
2
.Tl C Tr/C 1

2
.Tl � Tr/�.y/, with

�.y/ D cs

X

m odd

1

m2s
cos

�
m�.y C 1/=2

�
;

cs such that �.�1/ D 1. This expression corresponds with the formula computed
directly in [32] using a continuous approximation of the covariance matrix of the
stationary state for the dynamics with fixed boundaries.
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5.11 The Non-linear Chain

From the above rigorous results on the harmonic chain with the random collision
dynamics, and the arguments of Spohn from fluctuating hydrodynamics and mode
couplings (cf. [41, 42]), we can conjecture the corresponding behaviour in the
anharmonic case.

Let us consider just nearest neighbor interaction given by the potential energy
V.qx � qx�1/ of an anharmonic spring. We assume V W R ! .0;C1/ is smooth and
that it grows quadratically at infinity. Define the energy of the oscillator x as

ex.r; p/ WD p2x
2

C V.rx/ (5.46)

The dynamics is defined as the solution of the Newton equations

Pqx.t/ D px; Ppx.t/ D � �V 0.rx/ � V 0.rxC1/
�
; x 2 Z (5.47)

plus a random exchange of velocities as in the previous sections, regulated by an
intensity 	 . The equilibrium Gibbs measures are parametrized by

� D .ˇ�1 .temperature/; Np .velocity/; � .tension//;

and are given explicitly by

d�� D
Y

x

e�ˇ.V.rx/��rxC . px�Np/2
2

/�G .�/ drx dpx (5.48)

When a random exchange of velocity is present (	 > 0) it can be proven that these
are the only regular translation invariant stationary measures [13, 23]. We have

��. px/ D Np; ��.rx/ D � 1
ˇ
@�G WD Nr; ��.ex/ D 1

ˇ
� @ˇG � �

ˇ
@�G WD Ne:

These thermodynamical relations can be inverted to express the parameters
.ˇ�1; Np; �/ in terms of .Np; Nr; Ne/. It turns out that the tension is then equal to a
nonlinear function N�.Nr; Nu/ of the average stretch Nr and the average internal energy
Nu D Ne � Np2=2.

After the hyperbolic rescaling of the dynamics, we expect that the empirical dis-
tribution of the balanced quantities converge to the system of hyperbolic equations:

@t Nr D @y Np
@t Np D @y N�
@t Ne D @y .Np N�/ :

(5.49)

This limit can be proven, under certain condition on the boundaries, in the smooth
regime, if the microscopic dynamics is perturbed by a random exchange of velocities
between nearest neighbors particles by using relative entropy methods [13, 22, 36].
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The limit should be still valid after shocks develop, with the limit profile given by
an entropic weak solution. This is a main open problem in hydrodynamic limits.

After a long time, the (entropy) solution of (5.49) should converge (maybe in a
weak sense) to some mechanical equilibrium characterized by:

Np.y/ D p0; N�.Nr.y/; Nu.y// D �0; for some constants p0, �0: (5.50)

It is very hard to characterize all possible stationary solutions that satisfy (5.50).
Probably they are generically very irregular. But certainly if we start with a smooth
initial condition that satisfies (5.50), they do not move. Also by the relative entropy
methods, it is possible to prove that starting with such initial profiles, the empirical
distribution of the balanced quantities will converge at the hyperbolic space-time
scale to such a stationary solution at any time.

Still we do know that the microscopic dynamics will converge to a global
equilibrium, so this implies that there exists a larger time scale such that these
profiles will evolve and eventually reach also thermal equilibrium.

There is a numerical evidence and heuristic arguments about the divergence of
the Green-Kubo formula defining the thermal diffusivity for such one dimensional
systems, so we expect that the larger time scale at which these profiles evolve is
superdiffusive.

From the nonlinear fluctuation hydrodynamics [41], one can conjecture the
following: the space-time scale is ."�1x; "�2at/, and the temperature T.x; t/ D
ˇ�1.x; t/ evolves following some fractional heat equation, possibly non-linear. If
V is symmetric and �0 D 0, then a D 3=4, and in all other cases a D 5=6.

5.12 The Disordered Chain

The effect of disorder on transport and phonons localization properties in chains of
oscillators has attracted a lot of interest [19, 31]. Randomness can appear at the level
of the masses of particles or at the level of the potentials. We consider only the case
of random masses with non random potential V or the case of non random masses
and non random interaction potential V with random harmonic pinnings. In the first
case, the Hamiltonian is then given by

H . p; q/ WD
X

x

p2x
2mx

C
X

x;x0

V.qx; q
0
x/

where fmxg are positive random variables, while in the second case, the Hamiltonian
is given by

H . p; q/ WD
X

x

p2x
2m

C
X

x;x0

V.qx; q
0
x/C

X

x

�xq2x
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where f�xg are positive random variables, m > 0 being the mass of the particles.
The presence of randomness is relevant for the thermal properties of the system but
the fact that randomness affect potentials or masses is not.

For one dimensional unpinned disordered harmonic chains it is known that
the behavior of the conductivity is very sensitive to the boundary conditions
since it can diverge as

p
N or vanish as 1=

p
N with the systems length N

[1, 18, 39, 45]. If harmonic pinning is added localization of normal modes leads
an exponential decay of the heat current and a zero conductivity. The situation
in higher dimensions, even in the case of harmonic interactions, is still under
debate but it is expected that conductivity is finite in dimension d 	 3 if disorder
is sufficiently weak [29]. About the effect of nonlinearities, numerical evidences
suggest that a very small amount of anharmonicity in pinned chains is sufficient
to restore a diffusive regime with a positive finite value of the conductivity [20].
However it is a challenging open question to decide if the transition from an
insulator to a conductor occurs at zero or some finite small value of anharmonicity
[8, 20, 35].

It is suggestive to think that a stochastic noise could affect transport properties
of harmonic chains in some rough sense similar to the addition of nonlinearities.
This question has been first address in [9] in the Green-Kubo formula setting,
revisited in [21] from the non equilibrium stationary state point of view (see
Sect. 5.10) and extended in [10, 24] to incorporate weakly nonlinear chains. In
these papers, the authors consider a disordered harmonic chain, or weakly nonlinear
in [10, 24], with a stochastic noise which consists to flip, independently for each
particle, at independent random exponential times of mean 1=�, � > 0, the
velocity of the particle. Notice that this energy conserving noise is very different
from the noise considered in the rest of the paper since it does not conserve
momentum. In particular, for ordered pinned and unpinned nonlinear chains,
this noise is sufficient to provide a finite conductivity � [12]. However, it turns
out that for an ordered harmonic chain, � � ��1 and, as expected, increases
to infinity as the strength of the noise � # 0. In [10, 24] it is proved that
localization effects persist: � D O.�/ for a pinned disordered chain with a small
anharmonic potential, and � � � for a pinned harmonic chain. As far as we
know disordered chains with energy-momentum conserving noise have never been
investigated.
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Chapter 6
Simulation of Heat Transport
in Low-Dimensional Oscillator Lattices

Lei Wang, Nianbei Li, and Peter Hänggi

Abstract The study of heat transport in low-dimensional oscillator lattices presents
a formidable challenge. Theoretical efforts have been made trying to reveal the
underlying mechanism of diversified heat transport behaviors. In lack of a unified
rigorous treatment, approximate theories often may embody controversial pre-
dictions. It is therefore of ultimate importance that one can rely on numerical
simulations in the investigation of heat transfer processes in low-dimensional
lattices. The simulation of heat transport using the non-equilibrium heat bath method
and the Green-Kubo method will be introduced. It is found that one-dimensional
(1D), two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) momentum-conserving
nonlinear lattices display power-law divergent, logarithmic divergent and constant
thermal conductivities, respectively. Next, a novel diffusion method is also intro-
duced. The heat diffusion theory connects the energy diffusion and heat conduction
in a straightforward manner. This enables one to use the diffusion method to
investigate the objective of heat transport. In addition, it contains fundamental
information about the heat transport process which cannot readily be gathered
otherwise.
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6.1 Simulation of Heat Transport with Non-equilibrium Heat
Bath Method and Equilibrium Green-Kubo Method

We start out by considering numerically heat transport in typical momentum-
conserving nonlinear lattices, from 1D to 3D. The numerical simulations are
performed with two different methods: the non-equilibrium heat bath method and
the celebrated equilibrium Green-Kubo method. Our major focus will be on the
length dependence of thermal conductivities where the asymptotic behavior towards
the thermodynamic limit is of prime interest. As a result, numerical simulations
are usually taken on lattices employing very large up to even huge system sizes.
Therefore, in order to get a compromise between better numerical accuracy and
acceptable computational cost, a 5-th order Runge-Kutta algorithm [1] is applied
for the simulations of the dissipative systems in the former case, while an embedded
Runge-Kutta-Nystrom algorithm of orders 8(6) [2, 3] is applied for the simulations
of the conservative Hamiltonian systems in the latter case.

6.1.1 Power-Law Divergent Thermal Conductivity in 1D
Momentum-Conserving Nonlinear Lattices

Heat conduction induced by a small temperature gradient is expected to satisfy the
Fourier’s law in the stationary regime:

j D ��rT; (6.1)

where j denotes the steady state heat flux, rT denotes the small temperature
gradient, and � denotes the thermal conductivity. In practical numerical simulations,
the temperature difference �T is usually fixed for convenience. In this setup, for a
system with length L, the steady state heat flux j should be inversely proportional
to L: j D ���T=L, if Fourier’s law is obeyed and � is a constant. However, for
many 1D momentum-conserving lattices [4, 5], it is numerically found that j decays
as L�1C˛ with a positive ˛. This finding indicates that the thermal conductivity �
is length dependent and diverges with L as � / L˛ in the thermodynamical limit
L ! 1. The Fourier’s law is broken and the heat conduction is called anomalous.

For this anomalous heat conduction, transport theories from different approaches
make different predictions for the divergency exponent ˛ [5]. The renormalization
group theory [6] for 1D fluids predicts a universal value of ˛ D 1=3 and it is
claimed that the thermal conductivity of oscillator chains including the Fermi-Pasta-
Ulam (FPU) lattices should diverge in this universal way [7]. Early Mode-Coupling
Theories (MCT) predict one universal value of ˛ D 2=5 for all 1D FPU lattices [4],
while another MCT taking the transverse motion into account predicts ˛ D 1=3

[8, 9]. Later, a self-consistent MCT proposes that there should be two universality
classes instead of one. It states that models with asymmetric interaction potentials
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are characterized by a divergency exponent ˛ D 1=3, while models with symmetric
potentials are characterized by a larger value of ˛ D 1=2 [10–12]. The value of
˛ D 1=3 is also predicted by calculating the relaxation rates of phonons [13].—
For an intriguing discussion of the physical existence of anharmonic phonons and
its interrelation between a phonon mean free path and its associated mean phonon
relaxation time we refer the interested readers to recent work [14].

A theory based on Peierls-Boltzmann equation is applied for the FPU-ˇ lattice,
and ˛ D 2=5 is predicted [15]. In [16], energy current correlation function is studied
for the FPU-ˇ lattice and ˛ D 2=5 is found with small nonlinearity approximation.
Similar to the discrepancy among theoretical predictions, numerical results are also
not convergent. For example, an early numerical study suggests ˛ D 2=5 [17], while
some recent studies support ˛ D 1=3 [18–20].

In this section, we numerically study heat conduction in typical 1D nonlinear
lattices with the following Hamiltonian

H D
X

i

Œ
p2i
2

C V.ui � ui�1/�; (6.2)

where pi and ui denotes the momentum and displacement from equilibrium position
for i-th particle. For convenience, dimensionless units are applied and the mass of
all particles can be set as unity. The interaction potential energy between particles
i and i � 1 is Vi � V.ui � ui�1/. The interaction force is correspondingly obtained
as fi D �@Vi=@ui. The local energy belongs to the particle i is defined here as Ei D
Pp2i
2

C 1
2
.Vi CViC1/, i.e., neighboring particles share their interaction potential energy

equally. The instantaneous local heat flux is then defined as ji � 1
2
.Pui C PuiC1/fiC1

and the total heat flux is defined as J.t/ � P
i ji.t/.

The interaction potential takes the general FPU form as V.u/ D 1
2
k2u2C 1

3
k3u3C

1
4
k4u4. The following three types of lattices will be studied, i.e., (1) the FPU-˛ˇ

lattices with k2 D k4 D 1; k3 D 1 (in short as FPU-˛1ˇ lattice); and k2 D k4 D 1;

k3 D 2 (in short as FPU-˛2ˇ lattice); (2) the FPU-ˇ lattice with k2 D k4 D 1,
k3 D 0; and (3) the purely quartic or the qFPU-ˇ lattice with k2 D k3 D 0, k4 D 1.
The interactions in the FPU-˛ˇ lattices are asymmetric, i.e., V.u/ ¤ V.�u/, while
the interactions in other lattices are symmetric. In the former case, the temperature
pressure is nonvanishing, finite in the thermodynamic limit [21].

6.1.1.1 Non-equilibrium Heat Bath Method

Firstly, we calculate the thermal conductivity �NE according to the definition
Eq. (6.1) with the non-equilibrium heat bath method. The subscript ‘NE’ indicates
that the calculation is in non-equilibrium steady states. To this end, fixed boundary
conditions are applied, i.e., u0 D uN D 0, with N being the total number of particles.
Since the lattice constant a has been set as unity in the dimensionless units, the
lattice length L is simply equivalent to the particle number N as L D Na D N. Two
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Langevin heat baths with temperatures T D 0:5 and 1:5 are coupled to the two ends
of the lattice, respectively. The equation of motion of the particle coupled to the heat
bath is described by the following Langevin dynamics

Ru D f � �Pu C �; (6.3)

where f denotes the interaction force generated from other particles, � denotes a
Wiener process with zero mean and variance 2�kBT, and � denotes the relaxation
coefficient of the Langevin heat bath. Generally, the resulting heat flux approaches
zero in both limits � ! 0 and � ! 1 [4]. In practice, the � has been optimized to
be 0:2 so as to maximize the heat currents. In order to achieve better performance,
we usually put more than one particles into the heat bath in each end [22, 23].

To avoid the effect of possible slow convergence [24], the simulations have been
performed long enough time until the temperature profiles are well established and
the heat currents along the lattice become constant, see Fig. 6.1. The temperature
gradient rT � dT

dL is calculated by linear least squares fitting of the temperature
profile in the central region, aiming to greatly reduce the boundary effects.

Fig. 6.1 Temperature profiles for (a) the FPU-˛1ˇ, (b) the FPU-˛2ˇ, (c) the FPU-ˇ, and (d) the
purely quartic lattices with various length L. Only the temperature profiles in the central region
are taken into account in calculating the temperature gradient dT

dL , i.e., the left and right 1/4 of the
lattices are excluded in order to remove boundary effects
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Fig. 6.2 Thermal
conductivity �NE versus
lattice length L. The reversed
tendency can be roughly seen
in the rightmost part of the
figure

This so evaluated thermal conductivity �NE.L/ are plotted for different 1D
lattices in Fig. 6.2. For the lattices with asymmetric interactions, a very flat length-
dependence of thermal conductivity is observed with L ranging from several
hundreds to ten thousands sites. However, for even longer lengths, say, L > 1� 104,
the running slope of the thermal conductivity �NE.L/ as the function of L starts
to grow again. By comparing the results in the two FPU-˛ˇ lattices, we see that
the asymptotic tendency of curving up of �NE.L/ is not affected even for the case of
strong asymmetry (k3 D 2 is the maximum value that keeps the potential single well,
at the given k2 D k4 D 1). With the increase of asymmetry, the tendency of curving
up of �NE.L/ can only be postponed as shown in Fig. 6.2. Such a phenomenon can
also be observed in the FPU-ˇ lattice, although the effect is much more slight.
Because of this, the thermal conductivity in this lattice displays a little bit slower
divergence as L1=3 in a certain length regime [18]. This finite-size Fourier-like
behavior has been repeatedly observed recently in many 1D lattices [23, 25–29],
its physical reason is, however, still not clear.

6.1.1.2 Green-Kubo Scheme

The major drawback of the non-equilibrium heat bath method is the boundary effects
due to coupling with heat baths which are difficult to be sufficiently removed. In
addition, the temperature difference cannot be set as small values in this method,
otherwise the net heat currents can hardly be distinguished from the statistical
fluctuations. Therefore, the systems prepared in the non-equilibrium heat bath
method are far from ideal close-to-equilibrium states. Numerical difficulties also
prevent us from simulating even longer lattices. We thus turn to calculate the
equilibrium heat current autocorrelation functions with the Green-Kubo method,
which provides an alternative way of determining the divergency exponent ˛ [30].
No heat bath enters into the lattice dynamics.
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In a finite lattice with N particles, the heat current correlation function cN.�/ is
defined as

cN.�/ � 1

N
hJ.t/J.t C �/it: (6.4)

where h
i denotes the ensemble average, which is equivalent to the time average for
chaotic and ergodic systems considered here. Compared with cN.�/ for finite lattice,
its value in thermodynamic limit is much more meaningful, i.e.,

c.�/ � lim
N!1 cN.�/: (6.5)

According to the Green-Kubo formula [30], the thermal conductivity �GK is
integrated as

�GK � 1

kBT2

Z 1

0

c.�/d�: (6.6)

The Boltzmann constant kB is set to unity in the dimensionless units. But kB is kept in
formulas for the completeness of understanding. For anomalous heat conduction, the
above integral does not converge due to the slow time decay of c.�/ in asymptotic
limit. In common practice, the length-dependent thermal conductivity is calculated
by introducing a cutoff time ts D L=vs, instead of infinity, as the upper limit of the
integral, i.e.,

�GK.L/ � 1

kBT2

Z L=vs

0

c.�/d�; (6.7)

where the constant vs is the speed of sound and the subscript ‘GK’ denotes that the
calculation is based on the Green-Kubo formula. Since we are only interested in the
divergency exponent ˛ of �GK.L/, its exact value is not relevant to any conclusion
we made.

However, in numerical calculations, only lattices with finite N can possibly be
simulated. The cN.�/ generally depends on the lattice length N, and the finite-
size effects must be taken into consideration very carefully. We next present the
simulation with a very long lattice length of N D 20;000 followed by the discussion
of finite-size effects.

The simulations are carried out in lattices with periodic boundary conditions,
which is known to provide the best convergence to thermodynamic limit properties.
Microcanonical simulations are performed with zero total momentum and identical
energy density � which corresponds to the same temperature T D 1 for all lattices.
The energy density � equals to 0:864; 0:846; 0:867 and 0:75, for the 1D FPU-
˛1ˇ lattice, the FPU-˛2ˇ lattice, the FPU-ˇ lattice, and the purely quartic lattice,
respectively.
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Fig. 6.3 (a) The heat current correlation cN .�/ versus time lag � . Lines with slope�3=5 are drawn
for reference. Data for the FPU-ˇ and the purely quartic lattices fit them quite well in the long �
regime. (b) �GK.L/. Lines with slope 2=5 are drawn for reference. For the FPU-ˇ lattice, the slope
2=5 fits very well in the regime of L from 103 to 106. It fits for the purely quartic lattice in even
wider regime from 102 to 106

The time � dependence of cN.�/ are shown in Fig. 6.3a. In a very large window
of � , the cN.�/ for the FPU-ˇ lattice and the purely quartic lattice follows a power-
law decay of cN.�/ / �	 with 	 D �3=5 very well. It should be pointed out that
the decay exponent 	 is related to the divergency exponent ˛ as 	 D ˛ � 1 resulted
from Eq. (6.7). While for the FPU-˛ˇ lattices, the cN.�/ decays very fast before it
approaches an asymptotic power-law decay behavior.

The corresponding length dependence of the thermal conductivity �GK.L/ from
Eq. (6.7) is plotted in Fig. 6.3b. For the FPU-ˇ lattice, the best fit of the data from
L D 104 upward gives rise to a divergency exponent ˛ D 0:42, which strongly
prefers the theoretical prediction of ˛ D 2=5 to ˛ D 1=3. As for the purely
quartic lattice, the best fit of the data for L from 102 upward, covering four orders
of magnitude, yields ˛ D 0:41, which is even closer to the prediction of ˛ D 2=5.

Heat current correlation loss. To quantitatively evaluate the finite-size effects,
we plot the heat current correlation cN.�/ for the 1D purely quartic lattice with sizes
from N D 128 to N D 131;072 in Fig. 6.4a. We define a heat-current correlation
loss (CCL) �cN.�/ induced by the finite-size effects as

�cN.�/ � c.�/ � cN.�/: (6.8)

The relative loss �N.�/ is defined as

�N.�/ � �cN.�/

c.�/
D 1 � cN.�/

c.�/
: (6.9)

By setting a certain critical value  for the relative loss �N.�/, a characteristic time
lag, the cutoff time lag �c.N/ can be obtained for each length N by solving,

�N.�c.N// D : (6.10)
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Fig. 6.4 (a) The heat current
correlation cN .�/ for the
purely quartic lattice for
various lattice length N. Lines
with different slopes �2=3,
�3=5 and �1=2, respectively,
are drawn for reference. (b)
�N.�/ as a function of � for
various lattice length N.
Oblique solid lines from the
top down stand for the fittings
of �N.�/, 3N�1:16�0:58, for N
ranging from 128 to 4096.
The horizontal dashed line
refers to �N.�/ D 0:1. �N.�/

cross this line at the cut off
time lag �c.N/. (c) The cutoff
time lag �c.N/ as a function
of the lattice length N. The
blue dashed line stands for
the expectation in Eq. (6.13),
2:84� 10�3N2

Since the asymptotic c.�/ can never be actually calculated, we thus need to
approximately replace c.�/ with cN.�/ for a finite long enough lattice instead.
Under any existing criterion [31], the length of N D 131;072 is long enough for
correlation times � � 5 � 104. Therefore, the asymptotic c.�/ refers to c131072.�/ in
the descriptions of our numerical simulations hereafter.

In Fig. 6.4b, the relative loss �N.�/ for the purely quartic lattice for various length
N is plotted . The �N.�/ is larger in shorter lattices as one should expect. Interesting
enough, all the data of �N.�/ as the correlation time � for various N fit the following
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universal relation quite well:

�N.�/ � 3N�1:16�0:58: (6.11)

This relation implies that the cutoff time lag �c.N/ should follow a square-law
dependence on the lattice length N:

�c.N/ � .


3
/

1
0:58 N2: (6.12)

For the critical value of  D 0:1, namely, the cN.�/ decreases to 90% of the value
of c.�/ at � D �c.N/. The cutoff time lag �c.N/ as the function of length N can be
obtained from Eq. (6.10) as

�c.N/ � 2:84 � 10�3N2: (6.13)

This is shown in Fig. 6.4c where good agreement with numerical data can be
observed.

It is reasonable to expect that Eq. (6.11) should also remain valid in larger N
regime. We are thus able to estimate the value of relative loss �N.�/ in Fig. 6.3a,
which is no more than 10%. Given the fact that cN.�/ / �	 was fitted over four
orders of magnitude of � , the underestimate of ı induced therefrom must not be
higher than j log10 0:9j=4 � 0:01. It is noticed that such an error is much smaller
than the difference between the three theoretical expectations 	 D �2=3, 	 D �3=5
and 	 D �1=2. The conclusion that c.�/ is best fitted as c.�/ / ��3=5 should not
be affected by this finite-size effect. We also expect that the cases in 2D [32] and
3D [33] purely quartic lattices are also similar.

In summary, we have numerically calculated the length-dependent thermal
conductivities � in a few typical 1D lattices by using both non-equilibrium heat bath
and equilibrium Green-Kubo methods. Consistent results are obtained for thermal
conductivity divergency exponent ˛. For the FPU-ˇ and the purely quartic lattices,
the thermal conductivities � follows a power-law length-dependence of � / L0:4

very well, for a wide regime of L. While for the asymmetric FPU-˛ˇ lattices, large
finite-size effects are observed. As a result, � increases with lattice length very
slowly in a wide range of L. Our numerical simulations indicate that � regains its
increase in yet longer length L [23, 26]. This is also consistent with some recent
studies [27, 28].

The studies of the heat current correlation loss in the purely quartic lattice
indicate that for a not-very-large N, cN.�/ is close enough to the asymptotic c.�/
within a very long correlation time � window. Therefore, we are able to extract
�GK.L/ from Eq. (6.7) with an effective very long L by performing simulations in a
lattice with relatively much smaller size N, i.e. L D vs�c >> N. The research area
of the investigation of heat transport applicable for the Green-Kubo method is thus
greatly broadened [34].
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6.1.2 Logarithmic Divergent Thermal Conductivity in 2D
Momentum-Conserving Nonlinear Lattices

For 2D and 3D momentum-conserving systems with higher dimensionality, con-
sistent predictions are achieved from different theoretical approaches. The linear
response approaches based on the renormalization group [6] and mode-coupling
theory [4, 35–37] both predict that the heat current autocorrelation function c.�/
decays with the correlation time � as c.�/ / �	 , where 	 D �1 and �3=2
for 2D and 3D, respectively. These predictions indicate that the resulted thermal
conductivity is logarithmically divergent as � / ln L in 2D systems and a finite
value in 3D systems.

In 2D momentum-conserving systems, a logarithmic divergence of thermal
conductivity of � / ln L is reported by numerical simulations in the FPU-ˇ lattice
with rectangle [38, 39] and disk [40] geometries where vector displacements are
considered. However, a power-law divergent thermal conductivity of � / L˛ is also
observed in the 2D FPU-ˇ lattices with scalar displacements [41].

In this subsection we systematically study the heat conduction in a few 2D square
lattices with a scalar displacement field ui;j, where the schematic 2D setup is plotted
in Fig. 6.5a. The scalar 2D Hamiltonian reads

H D
NXX

iD1

NYX

jD1
Œ
p2i;j
2

C V.ui;j � ui�1;j/C V.ui;j � ui;j�1/�; (6.14)

where NX and NY denotes the number of layers in X and Y directions. The
inter-particle potential takes the FPU form of V.u/ D 1

2
k2u2 C 1

3
k3u3 C 1

4
k4u4.

Dimensionless units is applied and all the particle masses has been set to unity. In
order to justify the logarithmic divergence and also study the influence of inter-
particle coupling, we choose three types of lattices, i.e., the FPU-˛2ˇ lattice:
k2 D k4 D 1, k3 D 2; the FPU-ˇ lattice: k2 D k4 D 1, k3 D 0; and the purely
quartic lattice: k2 D k3 D 0, k4 D 1.

The interaction forces between a particle labeled .i; j/ and its nearest right and up
neighbors are f X

i;j D �dV.ui;j � ui�1;j/=dui;j and f Y
i;j D �dV.ui;j � ui;j�1/=dui;j. The

local heat currents in the two directions are defined as jXi;j D 1
2
.Pui;j C PuiC1;j/f X

iC1;j and

jYi;j D 1
2
.Pui;j C Pui;jC1/f Y

i;jC1, respectively.

6.1.2.1 Non-equilibrium Heat Bath Method

We first calculate the thermal conductivity �NE in non-equilibrium stationary states.
The fixed boundary conditions are applied in the X-direction, while periodic
boundary conditions are applied in the Y-direction. The left- and right-most columns
are coupled to Langevin heat baths with temperatures TL D 1:5 and TR D 0:5,
respectively, see Fig. 6.5a. Heat currents through the X-direction along with the
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Fig. 6.5 (a) Scheme of a 2D square lattice. Heat current along the X axis is calculated.
(b) Temperature profiles of different lattices. Curve groups from down top correspond to the FPU-
˛2ˇ, FPU-ˇ, and purely quartic lattices, respectively. Only the data in the central region between
the two vertical dashed lines are taken into account in calculating the temperature gradient rT

direction of temperature gradient are measured. For each lattice with the largest size
(2048� 64), the average heat current is performed over time period of 2 � 4 � 107
in dimensionless units after long enough transient time. The temperature of each
column is defined as the average temperature of all the particles in that column, i.e.,

T.i/ � 1

NY

NYX

jD1
T.i; j/ D 1

NY

NYX

jD1
hPu2i;ji;

The temperature profiles of different lattices for various NX � NY are plotted in
Fig. 6.5b. Those profiles with different sizes for the same lattice are all overlapped
with each other, which indicates that the temperature gradient rT along the
X-direction can be well established. It is also confirmed that the temperature
profiles and the heat currents along the lattices approach constant values which
are independent of the overall time used here. The thermal conductivity � for 2D
systems is defined as:

�NE D � hJi
NYrT

;

where J stands for the total heat current, and the temperature gradient rT is along
the X direction. Since the lattice constant a is set to unity, the lattice length L is
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simply equivalent to the number of layers NX in X-direction. As shown in Fig. 6.5b,
the shapes of temperature profiles are obviously nonlinear. Such a nonlinearity
is caused by boundary effects rather than the intrinsic temperature dependence
of the thermal conductivity, as can be concluded by examining the temperature
dependence of �NE for different lattices in Fig. 6.6d. To reduce this boundary effect,
the temperature gradient rT is calculated by a linear least-squares fitting of the
temperature profiles in the central region where the left- and right- most 1/4 of the
lattices are excluded.

In Fig. 6.6a–c, the thermal conductivities �NE versus L with different widths
of NY are plotted in linear-log scales. In the large lattice size region, the narrow
lattices with smaller NY posses higher values of thermal conductivities �NE. This is
not a surprise since the narrow 2D lattices are much closer to a 1D lattice where
high thermal conductivities are expected. The length dependence of �NE for the
2D FPU-˛2ˇ lattice (Fig. 6.6a) with NY D 64 becomes flat, indicating that �NE

increases much more slowly than a logarithmic growing. In contrast, the thermal
conductivities �NE for the 2D FPU-ˇ lattice diverges with length L more rapidly than
a logarithmic divergence, as can seen from Fig. 6.6b and its inset. This is actually a
power-law divergence of � / L˛ and the divergency exponent ˛ can be estimated
from the best fit of the last four points as ˛ D 0:27˙ 0:02. However, for 2D purely

Fig. 6.6 Thermal conductivity �NE in 2D (a) the FPU-˛ˇ, (b) the FPU-ˇ and (c) the purely quartic
lattices versus lattice length L for various NY . The dashed line that indicate logarithmic growth is
drown for reference. Inset of (b): data for the FPU-ˇ lattice in double logarithmic scale. Solid line
corresponds to the power-law divergence L0:27. (d) �NE versus temperature T in various lattices
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quartic lattices, the �NE displays a logarithmic growth as � / ln L over at least one
order of magnitude in length scale, as in Fig. 6.6c.

6.1.2.2 Green-Kubo Method

Similar to the situation in 1D lattices [23], finite-size and finite-temperature-gradient
effects from the non-equilibrium heat bath method are considerable and not easy
to be removed. We shall turn to the equilibrium Green-Kubo method [30] to seek
higher accuracy of numerical results.

In the Green-Kubo simulation, periodic boundary conditions are applied in both
the X- and Y-directions. The autocorrelation function of total heat current cX

NX ;NY
.�/

in the X direction is defined as

cX
NX ;NY

.�/ � 1

NXNY
hJX.t/JX.t C �/it; (6.15)

where JX.t/ � P
i;j jXi;j.t/ is the instantaneous total heat current in the X-direction.

For simplicity, the subscripts NX and NY of cX
NX ;NY

.�/ are omitted as cX.�/ hereafter
except in case of necessity. The length-dependent thermal conductivity �GK.L/ from
the Green-Kubo method can be defined as

�GK.L/ � 1

kBT2
lim

NX!1
lim

NY!1

Z L=vs

0

cX.�/d�; (6.16)

where vs is again the speed of sound. Microcanonical simulations are performed
with zero total momentum [4] and specified energy density � which corresponds
to the same temperature T D 1 for different lattices. The energy density � equals
0.887, 0.892 and 0.75 for the 2D FPU-˛2ˇ, FPU-ˇ, and purely quartic lattices,
respectively. A number of independent runs (64 for 1024 � 1024 and fewer for
smaller lattices) are carried out. Simulations of the largest lattices (1024�1024) are
performed for about total time of 107 in the dimensionless units.

The decays of cX.�/ with the correlation time � for different 2D lattices are
plotted in Fig. 6.7a–c. To eliminate the finite-size effects, we have performed
simulations by varying NX and NY and only consider the asymptotic behavior which
is the part of curves overlapping with each other. Within the range of standard error,
the satisfactory overlap with each other is clearly observed. In the specific cases
with NX D NY , the average of the autocorrelation function of ŒcX.�/ C cY.�/�=2

is plotted instead. This is equivalent to double the simulation time steps to achieve
higher accuracy without actually performing any more computation. And due to the
symmetry of the square lattice, it is obvious to find that cX

512;1024.�/ D cY
1024;512.�/,

where the simulations for the two lattices can be carried out in the same run.
It is observed that in Fig. 6.7a, the cX.�/ in the 2D FPU-˛2ˇ lattices decays

much faster than the theoretical prediction of cX.�/ / ��1 in a wide regime of
correlation time .�/. As a result, the integrated �GK displays a saturation behavior
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Fig. 6.7 (a)–(c), cX.�/ for in NX � NY lattices. Lines correspond to ��1 are drawn for reference.
(a) The FPU-˛2ˇ lattice. cX.�/ decays much faster than ��1 in short � regime. The decay tend to
slow down for � > 300. (b) The FPU-ˇ lattice. cX.�/ decays obviously slower than ��1 in a quite
wide regime of � . (c) The purely quartic lattice. cX.�/ follows ��1 very well in nearly three orders
of magnitude of � . (d)–(f), �GK.L/ in the X-direction in NX �NY lattices. (d) The FPU-˛2ˇ lattice.
A flat �GK is again observed for L < 2000. Thereafter � tend to rise up. It is easy to understand
that slow down of the decay of c.�/ cannot instantly induce a visible rise up of �GK, since c.�/
has already decayed to a too low value. (e) The FPU-ˇ lattice. In a wide regime of � , c� decays
obviously slower than ��1. Inset: data plotted in double logarithmic scale. Solid line corresponds
to L0:25. (f) The purely quartic lattice. �GK for 1024 � 1024 follows the straight line very well in
nearly three orders of magnitude of � , This strongly supports a logarithmically divergent thermal
conductivity. The slight rise for smaller lattices is due to the finite-size effect

with the length for large L in Fig. 6.7d. The rapid decay of cX.�/ tends to slow
down for yet longer time � . However, the asymptotic behavior cannot be numerically
confirmed due to large fluctuations. In Fig. 6.7b, the cX.�/ in the 2D FPU-ˇ lattice
decays evidently more slowly than ��1, which gives rise to a power-law divergence
of thermal conductivity of �GK / L˛ in Fig. 6.7e. The best fit of this divergency
exponent ˛ in the regime of L > 103 is obtained as ˛ D 0:25 ˙ 0:01. For the 2D
purely quartic lattice as seen in Fig. 6.7c, the cX.�/ decays as the predicted behavior
of cX.�/ / ��1 for nearly three orders of magnitudes of correlation time � . This
finding strongly supports a logarithmic diverging thermal conductivity of � / ln L,
which can be clearly observed in Fig. 6.7f. In all cases, the tendency of �GK from
Green-Kubo method (shown in the right column of Fig. 6.7) is in good agreement
with that of �NE from non-equilibrium heat bath method (shown in Fig. 6.6).
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In summary, we have extensively studied heat conduction in three 2D nonlinear
lattices with both non-equilibrium heat bath method and Green-Kubo method. The
roles of harmonic and asymmetric terms of the inter-particle coupling are clearly
observed by comparing the results for the purely quartic lattice and the other two
latices. In the 2D purely quartic lattice, the heat current autocorrelation function c.�/
is found to decay as ��1 in three orders of magnitude from 101 to 104. This strongly
supports a logarithmically divergent thermal conductivity of � / ln L consistent
with the theoretical predictions. For the 2D FPU-ˇ lattice, our non-equilibrium
and equilibrium calculations suggest a power-law divergence with a divergency
exponent˛ D 0:27˙0:02 and 0:25˙0:01, respectively. A very significant finite-size
effect which results a flat length dependence of �.L/ is observed in the 2D FPU-˛ˇ
lattice with asymmetric potential. Most existing numerical studies on 2D lattices
with asymmetric interaction terms suggest a logarithmically divergent behavior as
� / ln L, e.g., the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU)-ˇ lattice with rectangle [38, 39] and
disk [40] geometries. It might be due to that the effect of the harmonic term is largely
offset by that of the asymmetric term, thus yielding a logarithmic-like divergence of
thermal conductivity.

Similar to the findings of 1D lattices where � tends to diverge with length in the
same way in the thermodynamic limit for all kinds of lattices [23], it should also be
expected that � will diverge as log L in long enough 2D FPU-˛ˇ and FPU-ˇ lattices
as already observed for 2D purely quartic lattice. However, in order to see such
an asymptotic divergence, 2D lattices with much larger sizes have to be simulated
which is beyond the scope of our current studies.

We should emphasize that such numerical studies are not only of theoretical
importance. Progresses in nano-technology have made it possible to experimentally
measure the size dependence of thermal conductivities in some 1D [42] and 2D [43–
46] nano-scale materials.

6.1.3 Normal Heat Conduction in a 3D
Momentum-Conserving Nonlinear Lattice

For 3D momentum-conserving systems, all the above-mentioned theories predict
that the heat current autocorrelation function decays with correlation time � as �	

with 	 D �3=2, which gives rise to a normal heat conduction. However, numerical
simulations are not so conclusive [47, 48]. It is only reported in 2008, by non-
equilibrium simulations, that the running divergency exponent ˛L � d ln �=d ln L
of the 3D FPU-ˇ lattice shows a power law decay in L, thus vanishes in the
thermodynamic limit [49]. Normal heat conduction in 3D systems is therefore
verified. However, according to the Green-Kubo formula, any power-law decay of
c.�/ / t	 with 	 < �1will yield a finite value of thermal conductivity signaturing a
normal heat conduction behavior [30]. In order to confirm the theoretical prediction
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of the specific value of 	 D �3=2, the heat current autocorrelation function c.�/
must be directly calculated by using the equilibrium Green-Kubo method.

We investigate the decay of the heat current autocorrelation function in a 3D
cubic lattice with a scalar displacement field ui;j;k. The 3D Hamiltonian reads

H D
NXX

iD1

NYX

jD1

NZX

kD1

"
p2i;j;k
2

C V.ui;j;k � ui�1;j;k/

CV.ui;j;k � ui;j�1;k/C V.ui;j;k � ui;j;k�1/
�
; (6.17)

where V.u/ D 1
4
u4 takes the purely quartic form. We choose this purely quartic

potential due to its simplicity and high nonlinearity, where close-to-asymptotic
behaviors can be achieved in shorter time and space scales. This model can also
be regarded as the high temperature limit of the FPU-ˇ model. Periodic boundary
conditions, which provide the best convergence to thermodynamic limits, are
applied in all three directions, i.e., uNX ;j;k D u0;j;k, ui;NY ;k D ui;0;k and ui;j;NZ D
ui;j;0. The interactions between a particle .i; j; k/ and its nearest neighbors are:
f X
i;j;k D �dV.ui;j;k � ui�1;j;k/=dui;j;k, f Y

i;j;k D �dV.ui;j;k � ui;j�1;k/=dui;j;k and f Z
i;j;k D

�dV.ui;j;k � ui;j;k�1/=dui;j;k. The local heat current in three directions are defined
as jXi;j;k D 1

2
.Pui;j;k C PuiC1;j;k/f X

iC1;j;k, jYi;j;k D 1
2
.Pui;j;k C Pui;jC1;k/f Y

i;jC1;k, and jZi;j;k D
1
2
.Pui;j;kCPui;j;kC1/f Z

i;j;kC1, respectively. For convenience and simplicity, NX D NY D W
is always chosen and the focus is on the heat conduction in the Z direction with
different cross section area of W2 and length of NZ .

The heat current autocorrelation function cZ.�/ in the Z direction for a given W
is defined as [30]

cZ.�/ � lim
NZ!1

1

W2NZ
hJZ.t/JZ.t C �/it; (6.18)

where JZ.t/ � P
i;j;k jZi;j;k.t/ is the instantaneous total heat current in Z direction.

The length-dependent thermal conductivity �Z
GK.L/ is defined as

�Z
GK.L/ � 1

kBT2

Z L=vs

0

cZ.�/d�; (6.19)

where the constant vs is the speed of sound [4, 5]. vs is of order 1 for the present
lattice. Microcanonical simulations are performed with zero total momentum[4, 50,
51] and fixed energy density � D 0:75which corresponds to the temperature T D 1.
Due to the presence of statistical fluctuations, the simulation must be carried out
long enough, otherwise the real decay exponents of the autocorrelation function
cannot be determined with good enough accuracy. We perform the calculations by
64-thread parallel computing. The simulation of the largest lattice (W D 64 and
NZ D 128) is performed for the total time of 5 � 106 in dimensionless units.
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Fig. 6.8 (a) cZ.�/ versus �
for various NZ and W D 4

and 8. Lines with slopes �0:6
and �1 are plotted for
reference. (b) cZ.�/ versus �
for various NZ and W D 16,
32, and 64. Lines with slopes
�1, �1:2, and �1:5 are
plotted for reference. The
larger the W, the longer the
curve follows the power law
decay ��1:2, which suggests
that c.�/ follows ��1:2 as W
is large enough.
(c) Dependence of the
running exponent
	.�/ � d ln cZ.�/=d ln � on
the time lag � . Lines for
	 D �0:6, �1, and �1:2 are
depicted for reference. One
can see that for W � 16, the
bottoms of the curves stop
decreasing and tend to
saturate at a W-independent
value �1:2. The curves stay
here for a longer time as W
increases

The decay of the autocorrelation function cZ.�/ with the correlation time � is
plotted in Fig. 6.8a, b. For a given width W, we perform simulations by varying the
lattice length NZ and consider only the asymptotic behavior shown in the part of
curves overlapping with each other to avoid finite-size effects. In the short-time
region, typically, for � < 101, all the curves of cZ.�/ are relatively flat. This
corresponds to the ballistic transport regime when � is shorter than or comparable
to the phonon mean lifetime. Except in this ballistic regime, the cZ.�/ for W D 4

always decays more slowly than ��1, implying that the cross-section is too small
to display a genuine 3D behavior. The cZ.�/ for W D 8 decays faster than ��1 in
the regime � 2 .10; 30/, showing a weak 3D behavior. In longer time, the decay
exponent 	 becomes less negative and reverts to the exponent similar to that for the
case W D 4. For W D 16, the curves show a 3D behavior longer and finally again
revert to the 1D-like behavior. For width W D 32 and 64 where the similar reversal
is expected, we fail to observe the 3D behavior in the asymptotic time limit due to
the presence of large statistical fluctuations. This picture indicates a crossover from
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3D to 1D behavior appearing at a W-dependent threshold for the correlation time
as �c.W/. Below this critical time �c, the system displays a 3D behavior, while a
1D behavior is recovered above �c. In a macroscopic system, where the width and
the length are comparable, only 3D behaviors can be observed. This might be a
consequence of the universality of Fourier’s law in the macroscopic world in nature.

Furthermore, one can see that, for W 	 8, the larger the width, the longer
the cZ.�/ shows a power-law decay of ��1:2. This suggests that the asymptotic
behavior of the autocorrelation function should be cZ.�/ / ��1:2 when W is
large enough. It should be emphasized that the decay exponent is different from
the traditional theoretical prediction of 	 D �3=2. Interestingly, the numerically
observed 	 D �1:2 agrees with the formula 	 D �2d=.2 C d/ (for d D 3) based
on the hydrodynamic equations for a normal fluid with an added thermal noise [6].
However, in that paper the authors limit the validity of this formula to d � 2. Our
result 	 D �1:2 is also compatible with the value 	 D �0:98 ˙ 0:25 for the 3D
FPU model reported in [47].

In order to illustrate the 3D-1D crossover more clearly, we plot the �-dependence
of the running decay exponent 	.�/ defined as

	.�/ � d ln cZ.�/

d ln �
(6.20)

in Fig. 6.8c. For W D 4, the bottom of the running decay exponent 	.�/ is at �0:8,
showing the absence of a 3D behavior. For W D 8, the bottom drops to about �1:1,
showing a weak 3D behavior. For W 	 16, the bottoms of the 	.�/ tend to saturate at
a W-independent value �1:2. As W increases, the 	.�/ stay at this value for a longer
time. This indicates that 	 D �1:2 is the asymptotic decay exponent for a “real” 3D
system. Since the decay exponent 	 D �1 in 2D lattices, the threshold time �c.W/
of the 3D-1D crossover can thus be reasonably defined as 	.�c.W// D �1. It can be
estimated that �c.8/ � 35 and �c.16/ � 90. For W 	 32, it is hard to estimate the
threshold time due to large statistical errors.

The length-dependent thermal conductivity �Z
GK.L/ for various W and NZ is

plotted in Fig. 6.9. similar to the 1D purely quartic lattice as shown in Fig. 6.8a,
b, the 3D quartic lattice c.�/ can be correctly calculated for quite large correlation
time � by simulating a not-very-long lattice NZ , i.e. L D vs� >> NZ . We are thus
able to evaluate �Z

GK.L/ for an effective length L, which is much longer than NZ . For
W D 4, the 3D behavior is nearly absent, similar to the picture shown in Fig. 6.8.
As a result, the �Z

GK approaches to a 1D power-law divergence as L0:4 directly. For
W D 8, beyond trivial ballistic regime, the �Z

GK increases slowly at first, indicating
the tendency to 3D behavior, and then inflects up to the 1D-like power-law behavior.
For W D 16, the inflection occurs at a larger length L. Finally for W D 32 and
W D 64, although the similar inflection is expected to occur at even larger length L,
we are not able to see it due to numerical difficulties.

One can conclude that the 3D system should display normal heat conduction
behavior if the cross-section area W2 is large enough. Based on the threshold
correlation time �c.W/ defined earlier, a threshold length NZ

c .W/ can be defined
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Fig. 6.9 �Z
GK.L/ for various

W and NZ . For a given W,
results for different values of
NZ are plotted in order to
distinguish finite NZ effects.
For each W we plot error bars
only for the data for the
longest NZ . One can see the
tendency of the curves to
become flat as W increases,
indicating the presence of
normal heat conduction.
Dashed lines with slope 0.4
are drawn for reference

accordingly by requiring NZ
c .W/ � vs�c.W/. The threshold length NZ

c .W/ deter-
mined here is shorter than the estimation made by Saito and Dhar [49], in which
a lattice width W D 16 shows a 3D behavior up to L D 16384. In a recent
experimental study, an apparent 1D-like anomalous heat conduction behavior
appears in multiwall nanotubes with diameters around 10 nm and lengths of a few

m [42]. It seems that our estimation agrees with the experimental result. However,
more detailed experimental measurements of heat conduction in shorter samples or
samples with larger cross-section of silicon nanowire [52, 53] or graphene [43], are
necessary to give an accurate estimation of the threshold length NZ

c .W/.
A running exponent ˛.L/ is defined as the local slope of �Z

GK.L/ as

˛.L/ � d ln �Z
GK.L/

d ln L
D L

�Z
GK.L/

cZ.�/: (6.21)

In the 3D regime, the cZ.�/ behaves as cZ.�/ � �	 as shown in Fig. 6.8. As L ! 1,
the �Z

GK.L/ approaches a constant � since 	 < �1. Then one can obtain

˛.L/ � L

�
L	 D 1

�
L	C1: (6.22)

where ˛.L/ decays asymptotically as L�0:2 for 	 D �1:2. This power-law decay
of the exponent ˛.L/ with the length L as ˛.L/ / L�0:2 quantitatively explains the
result previously found in [49].

In summary, we have numerically studied heat conduction in 3D momentum-
conserving nonlinear lattices by the Green-Kubo method. The main findings are:
(1) For a fixed width W 	 8, a 3D-1D crossover was found to occur at a W-
dependent threshold of a lattice size NZ

c .W/. Below NZ
c the system displays a 3D

behavior while it displays a 1D behavior above NZ
c . (2) In the 3D regime, the heat
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current autocorrelation function cZ.�/ decays asymptotically as �	 with 	 D �1:2.
This value being more negative than �1 indicates normal heat conduction, which
is consistent with the theoretical expectation. (3) The exponent 	 D �1:2 implies
that the running exponent ˛.L/ follows a power-law decay, ˛ / L�0:2, which also
agrees very well with that reported in [49]. (4) The detailed value 	 D �1:2 however
deviates significantly from the conventional theoretical expectation of 	 D �1:5.

6.2 Simulation of Heat Transport with the Diffusion Method

In the numerical studies of heat transport in nonlinear lattices, the most fre-
quently used methods are the direct non-equilibrium heat bath method [4] and the
equilibrium Green-Kubo method [30]. For the non-equilibrium heat bath method,
the system is connected with two heat baths in both ends and driven into a
stationary state. The averaged heat flux j is recorded which gives rise to the thermal
conductivity � through the relation of j D ��rT. For the equilibrium Green-Kubo
method, the system is prepared from microcanonical dynamics without heat bath.
The autocorrelation function CJJ.t/ of the total heat flux is recorded and the thermal
conductivity � can be obtained by integrating CJJ.t/ via the Green-Kubo formula.

Besides the non-equilibrium heat bath method and Green-Kubo method, a novel
diffusion method is recently proposed by Zhao in studying the anomalous heat
transport and diffusion processes of 1D nonlinear lattices [54]. This is also an
equilibrium method, while the statistics can be drawn from microcanonical or
canonical dynamics. In contrast to the Green-Kubo method, this diffusion method
relies on the information of the autocorrelation function of the local energy. In
Hamiltonian dynamics, the total energy is always a conserved quantity. Due to
this very property of energy conservation, it is then rigorously proved in a heat
diffusion theory recently developed by Liu et al, stating that the energy diffusion
method is equivalent to the Green-Kubo method in the sense of determining the
system’s thermal conductivity [55]. In particular, the energy diffusion method is
able to provide more information than that from the Green-Kubo method. The real-
time spatiotemporal excess energy density distribution �E.x; t/ plays the role of a
generating function which is essential for the analysis of underlying heat conduction
behavior.

In principle, the thermal conductivity � can be generally expressed in a length-
dependent form as � / L˛ with L the system length. For system with normal
heat conduction, the heat divergency exponent ˛ D 0 implies that � is length-
independent obeying the Fourier’s heat conduction law. The heat divergency
exponent ˛ D 1 represents a ballistic heat conduction behavior. For 0 < ˛ < 1,
the system displays the so-called anomalous heat conduction behavior. On the
other hand, the Mean Square Displacement (MSD) h�x2.t/iE of the excess energy
generally grows with time asymptotically as h�x2.t/iE / tˇ where the energy
diffusion exponent ˇ classifies the diffusion behaviors. The ˇ D 1 and 2 represent
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the normal and ballistic energy diffusion behaviors, respectively. For 1 < ˇ < 2,
the diffusion process is called superdiffusion.

In 1D nonlinear lattice systems, the heat conduction and energy diffusion
originating from the same energy transport process are closely related. What is the
relation between the heat conduction and energy diffusion processes? The relation
formula between heat divergency and energy diffusion exponents ˛ D ˇ � 1 is
proposed by Cipriani et al. by investigating single particle Levy walk diffusion
process [56]. This same formula is then formally derived as a natural result from
the heat diffusion theory [55]. This relation formula tells that: (1) Normal energy
diffusion with ˇ D 1 corresponds to normal heat conduction with ˛ D 0 and
vice versa. This is the case for 1D �4 lattice and Frenkel-Kontorova lattice [54].
(2) Ballistic energy diffusion with ˇ D 2 implies ballistic heat conduction with
˛ D 1 and vice versa. The 1D Harmonic lattice and Toda lattice fall into this
class [54]. (3) Superdiffusive energy diffusion with 1 < ˇ < 2 yields anomalous
heat conduction with 0 < ˛ < 1 and vice versa. The 1D FPU-ˇ lattice is verified to
posses energy superdiffusion with ˇ D 1:40 and anomalous heat conduction with
˛ D 0:40 [54, 57] belonging to this class.

Besides total energy, total momentum is another conserved quantity for 1D
nonlinear lattices without on-site potential, such as the FPU-ˇ lattice. It is com-
monly believed that the conservation of momentum is essential for the actual heat
conduction behavior. Predictions from mode coupling theory [4] and renormal-
ization group theory [6] claim that momentum conservation should give rise to
anomalous heat conduction in one dimensional systems. However, there is one
exception to these predictions: the 1D coupled rotator lattice, which displays normal
heat conduction behavior despite its momentum conserving nature [22, 58]. This
unusual phenomenon stimulates the efforts to explore the interplay between energy
transport and momentum transport. The transport coefficient corresponding to the
momentum transport is the bulk viscosity. For momentum conserving system, in
principle, there should also be a formal connection between the momentum transport
and the momentum diffusion. This very momentum diffusion theory has also been
developed for 1D momentum-conserving lattices [59]. Due to the complexity of
bulk viscosity, the momentum diffusion theory is more complicated than the heat
diffusion theory. Nevertheless, there seems to be a relation between the actual
behaviors of energy and momentum transport implied from extensive numerical
studies.

In the following, the energy diffusion method will be first introduced. The
heat diffusion theory will be derived in the framework of linear response theory.
Numerical simulations for two typical 1D nonlinear lattices will be used to verify
the validity of this heat diffusion theory. Some results from the energy diffusion
method will be shown for typical 1D lattices. The momentum diffusion method will
then be discussed. The momentum diffusion theory will be derived in the same sense
as heat diffusion theory for the 1D lattice systems. Some numerical results from the
momentum diffusion method will be displayed and potential connection between
momentum and heat transports will be discussed in the final part.
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6.2.1 Energy Diffusion

In this part, we first introduce the energy diffusion method in the investigation for
energy diffusion process of 1D lattices. The heat diffusion theory will be derived in
the linear response regime and verified by numerical simulations. Some numerical
results from this energy diffusion method will be presented to demonstrate the
advantages of this novel method.

6.2.1.1 Heat Diffusion Theory

The heat diffusion theory [55, 59] unifies energy diffusion and heat conduction in a
rigorous way. The central result reads

d2h�x2.t/iE

dt2
D 2CJJ.t/

kBT2cv
; (6.23)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and cv is the volumetric specific heat. The
autocorrelation of total heat flux CJJ.t/ on the right hand side is the term entering the
Green-Kubo formula from which thermal conductivity can be calculated. The MSD
h�x2.t/iE of energy diffusion describes the relaxation process in which an initially
nonequilibrium energy distribution evolves towards equilibrium:

h�x2.t/iE �
Z
.x � hxiE/

2�E.x; t/dx D hx2.t/iE � hxi2E : (6.24)

This normalized fraction of excess energy �E.x; t/ at a certain position x at time t
reads

�E.x; t/ D ıhh.x; t/ineq

ıE
D ıhh.x; t/ineqR

ıhh.x; 0/ineqdx
: (6.25)

Here the excess energy distribution is proportional to the deviation ıhh.x; t/ineq �
hh.x; t/ineq � hh.x/ieq, where h
ineq denotes the expectation value in the nonequi-
librium diffusion process, h
ieq denotes the equilibrium average, and h.x; t/ denotes
the local Hamiltonian density. For isolated energy-conserving systems, this total
excess energy, ıE D R

ıhh.x; t/ineqdx remains conserved. Therefore, the normalized
condition

R
�E.x; t/dx D 1 is fulfilled during the time evolution as a result of energy

conservation.
In the linear response regime, the deviation of local excess energy can be

explicitly derived in terms of equilibrium spatiotemporal correlation Chh.x; tI x0; 0/
of local Hamiltonian density h.x; t/ as

ıhh.x; t/ineq D 1

kBT

Z
Chh.x; tI x0; 0/.x0/dx0; (6.26)
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where Chh.x; tI x0; t0/ � h�h.x; t/�h.x0; t0/ieq, with �h.x; t/ D h.x; t/ � hh.x/ieq,
and the �.x/h.x/ represents a small perturbation switched off suddenly at time
t D 0, with .x/ � 1.

Therefore, the normalized excess energy distribution can be derived from
Eqs. (6.25) and (6.26) as

�E.x; t/ D 1

N

Z
Chh.x � x0; t/.x0/dx0; (6.27)

where N D kBT2cv
R
.x/dx is the normalization constant.

The key point which connects energy diffusion and heat conduction is the local
energy continuity equation due to energy conservation

@h.x; t/

@t
C @j.x; t/

@x
D 0; (6.28)

where j.x; t/ is the local heat flux density. One can then obtain

@2Chh.x; t/

@t2
D @2Cjj.x; t/

@x2
; (6.29)

By defining the total heat flux JL D R L=2
�L=2 j.x; t/dx and the autocorrelation function

of total heat flux CJJ.t/ � limL!1hJL.t/JL.0/ieq=L D R1
�1 Cjj.x; t/dx, the central

result (6.23) of the heat diffusion theory can be derived.
As a result of energy conservation, the heat diffusion theory of Eq. (6.23) gives

the general relation between energy diffusion and heat conduction. The actual
behavior of energy diffusion or heat conduction can be normal or anomalous while
the relation (6.23) remains to be the same:

1. For normal energy diffusion, the MSD increases asymptotically linearly with
time, i.e.

h�x2.t/iE Š 2DEt; (6.30)

in the infinite time limit t ! 1. Here DE is the so-called thermal diffusivity.
According to Eq. (6.23), the corresponding thermal conductivity � can be
obtained as

� D
Z 1

0

CJJ.t/

kBT2
dt D cv

2
lim

t!1
dh�x2.t/iE

dt
D cvDE: (6.31)

This is nothing but the Green-Kubo expression for normal heat conduction.
2. For ballistic energy diffusion, the MSD is asymptotically proportional to the

square of time as

h�x2.t/iE / t2: (6.32)
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Substituting this expression into Eq. (6.23), one can deduce that CJJ.t/ is a non-
decaying constant, reflecting the ballistic nature of heat conduction as well.

3. For superdiffusive energy diffusion, the MSD obeys

h�x2.t/iE / tˇ; 1 < ˇ < 2: (6.33)

From Eq. (6.23), the decay of CJJ.t/ is a slow process as CJJ.t/ / tˇ�2 and
the integral of CJJ.t/ diverges. In this situation, no finite superdiffusive thermal
conductivity exists. The typical way in practice is to introduce an upper cutoff
time ts � L=vs with vs the speed of sound due to renormalized phonons [60].
A length-dependent superdiffusive thermal conductivity can be obtained through
Eq. (6.23):

� � 1

kBT2

Z L=vs

0

CJJ.t/dt D cv

2

dh�x2.t/iE

dt

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
t�L=vs

/ Lˇ�1: (6.34)

The length-dependent anomalous thermal conductivity is usually expressed as
� / L˛ . One can immediately obtain the scaling relation between energy
diffusion and heat conduction

˛ D ˇ � 1; (6.35)

which is a general relation and not limited to superdiffusive energy diffusion
only.

4. For subdiffusive energy diffusion, the MSD follows asymptotically

h�x2.t/iE / tˇ; 0 < ˇ < 1: (6.36)

From the relation in (6.23), the autocorrelation function of total heat flux reads
asymptotically

CJJ.t/ / ˇ.ˇ � 1/tˇ�2: (6.37)

The CJJ.t/ remains integrable and the thermal conductivity can be derived as

� D
Z 1

0

CJJ.t/

kBT2
dt D cv

2
lim

t!1
dh�x2.t/iE

dt
� lim

t!1 tˇ�1 D 0: (6.38)

This vanishing integral of CJJ.t/ is not surprising, if one notices that the
asymptotic prefactor of CJJ.t/ in (6.37) is a negative value due to ˇ � 1 < 0.
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6.2.1.2 Numerical Verification of the Heat Diffusion Theory

The heat diffusion theory of Eq. (6.23) developed for continuous system is general
and applicable also for discrete system. We choose two typical 1D nonlinear lattices
to demonstrate the validity of this heat diffusion theory. One is the purely quartic
FPU-ˇ (qFPU-ˇ) lattice which is the high temperature limit of FPU-ˇ lattice, where
energy diffusion is superdiffusive and heat conduction is anomalous or length-
dependent [18, 23]. The dimensionless Hamiltonian with finite N D 2M C 1 atoms
reads

H D
X

i

Hi D
X

i

�
1

2
p2i C 1

4
.uiC1 � ui/

4

�
; (6.39)

where pi and ui denote momentum and displacement from equilibrium position for
i-th atom, respectively. The index i is numerated from �M to M.

The other one is the �4 lattice which shows normal energy diffusion as well as
normal heat conduction [54, 61, 62]. The dimensionless Hamiltonian reads

H D
X

i

Hi D
X

i

�
1

2
p2i C 1

2
.uiC1 � ui/

2 C 1

4
u4i

�
: (6.40)

In the numerical simulations, we adopt the microcanonical dynamics where
energy density E per atom is set as the input parameter. Algorithm with higher
accuracy of fourth-order symplectic method [63, 64] can be used to integrate the
equations of motions. Periodic boundary conditions ui D uiCN and pi D piCN are
applied and the equilibrium temperature T can be calculated from the definition T D
Ti D hp2i i, where h
i denotes time average which equals to the ensemble average
due to the chaotic and ergodic nature of these two nonlinear lattices. The volumetric
specific heat need to be calculated via the relation cv D .hH2

i i � hHii2/=T2 which
is independent of the choice of index i. For qFPU-ˇ lattice, the volumetric specific
heat cv D 0:75 is a temperature-independent constant.

In order to define the discrete expression of excess energy density distribution
�E.i; t/, we first introduce the energy-energy correlation function, reading:

CE.i; tI j; t D 0/ � h�Hi.t/�Hj.0/i
kBT2cv

; (6.41)

where �Hi.t/ � Hi.t/ � hHi.t/i. Applying a localized, small initial excess energy
perturbation at the central site, .i/ D "ıi;0 in Eq. (6.27), the discrete excess energy
distribution can be obtained:

�E.i; t/ D
X

j

CE.i; tI j; 0/. j/=" D CE.i; t W j D 0; t D 0/; �M � i � M: (6.42)
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The MSD h�x2.t/iE of energy diffusion of Eq. (6.24) for discrete lattice can be
defined as

h�x2.t/iE �
X

i

i2�E.i; t/ D
X

i

i2CE.i; tI j D 0; t D 0/; �M � i � M; (6.43)

by noticing that hx.t/iE D 0.
The second derivative of h�x2.t/iE can be numerically obtained as

d2h�x2.t/iE

dt2
� h�x2.t C�t/iE � 2h�x2.t/iE C h�x2.t ��t/iE

.�t/2
(6.44)

where �t is the time difference between two consecutive recorded h�x2.t/iE. The
autocorrelation function of total heat flux CJJ.t/ for discrete lattice system is defined
as CJJ.t/ D h�J.t/�J.0/i=N, with J.t/ D P

i ji.t/. The local heat flux ji.t/ D
�Pui@V.ui � ui�1/=@ui is derived from local energy continuity equation where V.x/
denotes the form of potential energy in Hamiltonian.

In Fig. 6.10, we verify the main relation (6.23) for 1D qFPU-ˇ lattice. The MSD
of energy diffusion h�x2.t/iE as the function of time is plotted in Fig. 6.10a. Its

Fig. 6.10 Numerical verification of the main relation of Eq. (6.23) of heat diffusion theory for
1D qFPU-ˇ lattice. (a) The MSD h�x2.t/iE of energy diffusion as the function of time t in log-
log scale. (b) The second derivative of MSD d2h�x2.t/iE=dt2 (hollow circles) and the rescaled
autocorrelation function of total heat flux 2CJJ.t/=.T2cv/ (solid line) as the function of time t in
log-log scale. The perfect agreement between them demonstrates the validity of the main relation
of Eq. (6.23). The Boltzmann constant kB has been set as unity when applying dimensionless units
in numerical simulations. The simulations are performed for a qFPU-ˇ lattice with the average
energy density per atom E D 0:015 and the number of atoms N D 601
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Fig. 6.11 Numerical verification of the main relation of Eq. (6.23) of heat diffusion theory for
1D �4 lattice. (a) and (b): the MSD h�x2.t/iE of energy diffusion as the function of time t
for 0 < t < 10 and 10 < t < 200, respectively. (c) and (d): the second derivative of
MSD d2h�x2.t/iE=dt2 (hollow circles) and the rescaled autocorrelation function of total heat flux
2CJJ.t/=.T2cv/ (solid line) as the function of time t in linear-linear scale for 0 < t < 10 and log-
linear scale for 10 < t < 200, respectively. The perfect agreement between them demonstrates the
validity of the main relation of Eq. (6.23). The simulations are performed for a �4 lattice with the
average energy density per atom E D 0:4 and the number of atoms N D 501

second derivative d2h�x2.t/iE=dt2 is extracted out and directly compared with the
rescaled autocorrelation function of total heat flux 2CJJ.t/=.kBT2cv/ in Fig. 6.10b.
The perfect agreement between them justifies the validity of the main relation (6.23)
predicted from heat diffusion theory. The numerical results for 1D �4 lattice
are also plotted in Fig. 6.11 and same conclusion can be obtained. It should be
pointed out that the 1D qFPU-ˇ lattice displays superdiffusive energy diffusion and
anomalous heat conduction, while 1D �4 lattice shows normal energy diffusion and
heat conduction. These facts can be observed by noticing that the autocorrelation
function CJJ.t/ eventually follows a power law decay as CJJ.t/ / t�0:60 for qFPU-ˇ
lattice and an exponential decay as CJJ.t/ / e�t=� for �4 lattice where � represents
a characteristic relaxation time.

6.2.1.3 Energy Diffusion Properties for Typical 1D Lattices

The heat diffusion theory formally connects the energy diffusion and heat con-
duction as described in Eq. (6.23). It enables us to use energy diffusion method
to investigate the heat conduction process. More importantly, the energy diffusion
method is able to provide more information about the heat transport process than
the Green-Kubo method or the direct non-equilibrium heat bath method.
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The key information from the energy diffusion method is the spatiotemporal
distribution of excess energy �E.i; t/, from which the MSD of energy diffusion
h�x2.t/iE can be generated. The second derivative of h�x2.t/iE gives rise to the
autocorrelation function of total heat flux CJJ.t/ which finally yields the thermal
conductivity via Green-Kubo formula. With the knowledge of �E.i; t/, one can
resolve the expression of h�x2.t/iE or CJJ.t/, but not vice versa. Therefore, in
determining the actual heat conduction behavior, the excess energy distribution
�E.i; t/ plays the essential role of a generating function.

To illustrate the importance [59]: the coupled rotator lattice

H D
X

i

�
1

2
p2i C .1 � cos .uiC1 � ui//

�
; (6.45)

and the amended coupled rotator lattice

H D
X

i

�
1

2
p2i C .1 � cos .uiC1 � ui//C K

2
.uiC1 � ui/

2

�
; (6.46)

where an additional quadratic interaction potential term is added.
The excess energy distributions �E.i; t/ for coupled rotator lattice are plotted in

Fig. 6.12a. For sufficiently large times, the excess energy distribution �E.i; t/ evolves

Fig. 6.12 Energy diffusion processes in the 1D coupled rotator lattice. (a) Spatial distribution of
the energy autocorrelation �E.i; t/ D CE.i; tI jD 0; t D 0/. The correlation times are t D 200; 400

and 600 from top to the bottom in the central part, respectively. The distribution of �E.i; t/ follows

the Gaussian normal distribution as �E.i; t/ � 1
p

4�DEt
e�

i2
4DE t . (b) The MSD of the energy diffusion

h�x2.t/iE as the function of time. The solid straight line is the best fit for the MSD h�x2.t/iE
implying a normal diffusion process. The simulations are performed for a coupled rotator lattice
with the average energy density per atom E D 0:45 and the number of atoms N D 1501
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very closely into a Gaussian distribution function with its profile perfectly given by

�E.i; t/ � 1p
4�DEt

e�
i2
4DEt ; (6.47)

where DE denotes the diffusion constant for energy diffusion. As a result, the MSD
of energy diffusion h�x2.t/iE depicts at a linear time dependence

h�x2.t/iE �
X

i

i2�E.i; t/ D
X

i

i2
1p
4�DEt

e�
i2
4DEt D 2DEt; (6.48)

for sufficiently long time as can be seen in Fig. 6.12b, being the hall mark for normal
diffusion. Accordingly, heat diffusion theory for normal energy diffusion implies
that the heat conduction behavior is normal as well, with the thermal conductivity
given by � D cvDE.

This normal energy diffusion behavior also occurs for other 1D lattice systems
with normal heat conduction, such as �4 lattice and Frenkel-Kontorova lattice [54].

For the 1D amended coupled rotator lattice described in Eq. (6.46), the excess
energy distributions �E.i; t/ are plotted in Fig. 6.13a. Besides the central peak, there
are also two side peaks moving outside with a constant sound velocity vs. It is
amazing that this excess energy distribution �E.i; t/ of 1D nonlinear lattice closely

Fig. 6.13 Energy diffusion processes in the 1D amended coupled rotator lattice. (a) Spatial
distribution of the energy autocorrelation �E.i; t/ D CE.i; tI j D 0; t D 0/. The correlation times
are t D 200; 600 and 1000 from top to the bottom in the central part, respectively. Besides the
central peak, there are two side peaks moving outside with the constant sound velocity. This is
the Levy walk distribution giving rise to a superdiffusive energy diffusion. (b) The MSD of the
energy diffusion h�x2.t/iE as the function of time. The solid straight line is the best fit for the
superdiffusive MSD as h�x2.t/iE / t1:40. The simulations are performed for an amended coupled
rotator lattice with the average energy density per atom E D 1. The number of atoms N D 2501

and K D 0:5
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resembles to the single particle Levy walk distribution �LW.x; t/ [56]

�LW.x; t/ /

8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

t�1=
 exp .�ax2

t2=

/; jxj . t1=


tx�
�1; t1=
 < jxj < vt
t1�
; jxj D vt
0; jxj > vt

(6.49)

where a is an unknown constant and v is the particle velocity. This Levy walk dis-
tribution �LW.x; t/ is a result of a particle moving ballistically between consecutive
collisions with a waiting time distribution  .t/ / t�
�1 and a velocity distribution
f .u/ D Œı.u � v/C ı.u C v/�=2.

The MSD for the Levy walk distribution �LW.x; t/ follows a time dependence
of h�x2.t/iLW / tˇ with ˇ D 3 � 
. In Fig. 6.13b, the time dependence of MSD
h�x2.t/iE of energy diffusion for the 1D amended coupled rotator lattice is plotted
where the best fit indicates that ˇ D 1:40. This will in turn correspond to a
 D 1:60

in the Levy walk scenario. According to the relation formula of Eq. (6.35) of heat
diffusion theory, the corresponding heat conduction should be anomalous with a
divergent length dependent thermal conductivity of � / L˛ with ˛ D 0:40 [23].

It is very interesting to notice that there is a characteristic 
 for the Levy walk
distribution. By requiring that the heights of the central peak and side peaks decay
with a same rate in the Levy walk distribution (6.49), one can obtain �1=
 D 1�

which gives rise to the golden ratio 
 D .

p
5 C 1/=2 � 1:618. As a result, the

corresponding characteristic energy superdiffusion exponent ˇ D .5 � p
5/=2 �

1:382 and the anomalous heat conduction exponent ˛ D .3 � p
5/=2 � 0:382 can

be derived. Interesting enough, Lee-Dadswell et al. derived the same exponent ˛ D
.3 � p

5/=2 as the converging value of a Fibonacci sequence in a toy model within
the framework of hydrodynamical theory in 2005 [65]. Actually, this exponent is
not far from the existing numerical results [18, 23, 66].

6.2.2 Momentum Diffusion

In the following part, the momentum diffusion method will be introduced for
momentum conserving systems. A momentum diffusion theory will be derived
in the same sense as heat diffusion theory. The numerical results reflecting the
momentum diffusion properties will then be presented for several 1D nonlinear
lattices. Based on the numerical results, the possible connection between momentum
and energy transports will be discussed in the final part.
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6.2.2.1 Momentum Diffusion Theory

In analogy to the heat diffusion, one can also construct a momentum diffusion
theory [59] for lattice systems which reads:

d2h�x2.t/iP

dt2
D 2

kBT
CJP.t/; (6.50)

where h�x2.t/iP denotes the momentum diffusion and CJP.t/ is the centered
autocorrelation function of total momentum flux.

The MSD of excess momentum h�x2.t/iP can be defined as

h�x2.t/iP D
X

i

i2�P.i; t/; �M � i � M: (6.51)

The excess momentum distribution �P.i; t/ describes the nonequilibrium relaxation
process of momentum due to a small kick of short duration to the j-th atom. The
kick occurs with a constant impulse I, yielding a force kick at site j as fj.t/ D Iı.t/.
The normalized �P.i; t/ is given by

�P.i; t/ D hpi.t/ireP
ihpi.t/ire

; (6.52)

where hpi.t/ire represents the response of momentum of i-th atom to the small
perturbation of �fj.t/uj. In the linear response regime, it can be obtained that
hpi.t/ire D ICP.i; tI j; 0/, where

CP.i; tI j; 0/ D h�pi.t/�pj.0/i
kBT

(6.53)

is the autocorrelation function for the excess momentum fluctuation. The sumP
i CP.i; tI j; 0/ D 1 at time t D 0 and remains normalized due to the conservation

of momentum. As a result, the excess momentum distribution �P.i; t/ assumes the
form

�P.i; t/ D CP.i; tI j D 0; t D 0/; (6.54)

if the kick is put at the atom with index j D 0.
The centered autocorrelation function of momentum flux CJP.t/ in Eq. (6.50) is

given by

CJP.t/ D 1

N
h�JP.t/�JP.0/i; JP D

X

i

jPi ; (6.55)
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where the local momentum flux jPi D �@V.ui � ui�1/=@ui with V.x/ the form of
interaction potential is obtained from the discrete momentum continuity relation

dpi

dt
� jPi C jPiC1 D 0: (6.56)

It should be emphasized that here the momentum flux �JP.t/, unlike for energy
flux, cannot be replaced with JP.t/ itself. This is so because the equilibrium average
is typically non-vanishing with hJP.t/i D N�, where � denotes a possibly non-
vanishing internal equilibrium pressure in cases where the interaction potential is
not symmetric.

The transport coefficient of momentum conduction related to the momentum
diffusion is the bulk viscosity . However, the presence of a finite, isothermal sound
speed vs implies that here the momentum spread contains a ballistic component
which should be subtracted [67, 68] to yield the effective bulk viscosity :

 � 1

kBT

Z 1

0

CJP.t/dt � 1

2
v2s t: (6.57)

In case that the momentum diffusion occurs normal, one can invoke the concept of
a finite momentum diffusivity

DP � 1

2
lim

t!1

�
dh�x2.t/iP

dt
� v2s t

�
: (6.58)

Therefore, for the discrete lattices, this effective bulk viscosity  precisely equals
the momentum diffusivity times the atom mass m (set to unity in the dimensionless
units), namely

 D DP: (6.59)

If the excess momentum density spreads not normally, the limit in Eq. (6.58) no
longer exits. The integration in Eq. (6.57) formally diverges, thus leading to an
infinite effective bulk viscosity.

In the practice, it is found that the finite effective bulk viscosity and normal heat
conduction always emerge in pair, so does the infinite effective bulk viscosity and
anomalous heat conduction. This constitutes an alternative implementation of the
investigation of heat conduction behavior in lattice systems.

6.2.2.2 Momentum Diffusion Properties for Typical 1D Lattices

The momentum diffusion theory connects the momentum diffusion and momentum
transport via Eqs. (6.50) and (6.57). Similar to what we have discussed for the
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Fig. 6.14 Momentum diffusion processes in the 1D coupled rotator lattice. (a) Spatial distribution
of the energy autocorrelation �P.i; t/ D CP.i; tI j D 0; t D 0/. The correlation times are
t D 200; 400 and 600 from top to the bottom in the central part, respectively. The distribution

of �P.i; t/ follows the Gaussian normal distribution as �P.i; t/ � 1
p

4�DPt
e�

i2
4DPt . (b) The MSD of

the momentum diffusion h�x2.t/iP as the function of time. The solid straight line is the best fit
for the MSD h�x2.t/iP implying a normal diffusion process. The simulations are performed for
a coupled rotator lattice with the average energy density per atom E D 0:45 and the number of
atoms N D 1501

energy diffusion, the excess momentum distribution �P.i; t/ is the most important
information we need to gather for momentum diffusion method.

We still consider the 1D coupled rotator lattice of Eq. (6.45) and amended
coupled rotator lattice of Eq. (6.46) [59]. In Fig. 6.14a, the excess momentum
distributions �P.i; t/ for different correlation times t D 200; 400 and 600 are plotted.
At sufficiently large times, the distributions �P.i; t/ follow the Gaussian distribution
as

�P.i; t/ � 1p
4�DPt

e�
i2
4DPt ; (6.60)

where DP represents the momentum diffusion constant. The MSD h�x2.t/iP of
momentum diffusion thus grows linearly with time at large times, i.e. h�x2.t/iP �
2DPt, as can be seen from Fig. 6.14. There is no ballistic component for the
distributions �P.i; t/ in 1D coupled rotator lattice. Accordingly, the finite effective
bulk viscosity  can be simply obtained as  D DP. This result is consistent with the
fact that the 1D coupled rotator lattice displays normal heat conduction behavior.

For the 1D amended coupled rotator lattice, the energy diffusion is superdiffusive
and its heat conduction is anomalous. The excess momentum distributions �P.i; t/
for different correlation times at t D 200; 600 and 1000 are plotted in Fig. 6.15a.
In contrast to the coupled rotator lattice, here only two side peaks moving outside
with a constant sound velocity vs exist. To evaluate the true behavior of momentum
conduction, this ballistic component within the momentum diffusion should be
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Fig. 6.15 Momentum diffusion processes in the 1D amended coupled rotator lattice. (a) Spatial
distribution of the energy autocorrelation �P.i; t/ D CP.i; tI j D 0; t D 0/. The correlation times
are t D 200; 600 and 1000 from top to the bottom, respectively. There is no central peak and two
side peaks moves outside with the constant sound velocity vs. (b) The self-diffusion of the side peak
of the momentum spreading. The rescaled side peaks tı�P.i; t/ of four different correlation times
at t D 400; 600; 800 and 1000 all collapse into the same curve in the center of the rescaled moving
frame .i�vst/=tı with a scaling exponent ı D 0:55. The scaling exponent ı D 0:55 > 0:50 implies
the self-diffusion is superdiffusive and the effective bulk viscosity  is infinite. The simulations are
performed for an amended coupled rotator lattice with the average energy density per atom E D 1.
The number of atoms N D 2501 and K D 0:5

subtracted. One should instead analyze the self-diffusion behavior of the side peaks
of the distributions �P.i; t/. In Fig. 6.15b, the rescaled side peaks tı�P.i; t/ as the
function of rescaled position of the peak center .i � vst/=tı are plotted for four
different correlation times at t D 400; 600; 800 and 1000. With the choice of
ı D 0:55, the rescaled distributions collapse into a single curve all together. This
rescaling behavior with ı D 0:55 implies a superdiffusive self-diffusion for the side
peaks, while normal self-diffusion would require for ı D 0:50.

The integration of Eq. (6.57) is then divergent, giving rise to an infinite effective
bulk viscosity . This infinite  is consistent with the finding that the heat conduction
is anomalous, since the energy diffusion is superdiffusive as can be observed in
Fig. 6.13b. From our perspective and our own numerical results, the infinite bulk
viscosity  and divergent length-dependent thermal conductivity always emerge in
pair. However, there are some other numerical results and approximate theories
indicating that finite bulk viscosity and anomalous heat conduction might coexist
for symmetric lattices such as FPU-ˇ lattice [65, 69]. This is still an open issue and
deserves more investigation in the future.

In summary, a novel diffusion method is introduced to investigate the heat
transport in 1D nonlinear lattices. The heat and momentum diffusion theories
formally relate the diffusion processes to their corresponding conduction processes.
The properties of energy and momentum diffusions for typical 1D lattices are
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presented and more fundamental information about transport processes can be
provided from this novel method.
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Chapter 7
Simulation of Dimensionality Effects in Thermal
Transport

Davide Donadio

Abstract The discovery of nanostructures and the development of growth and
fabrication techniques of one- and two-dimensional materials provide the possibility
to probe experimentally heat transport in low-dimensional systems. Nevertheless
measuring the thermal conductivity of these systems is extremely challenging and
subject to large uncertainties, thus hindering the chance for a direct comparison
between experiments and statistical physics models. Atomistic simulations of
realistic nanostructures provide the ideal bridge between abstract models and
experiments. After briefly introducing the state of the art of heat transport mea-
surement in nanostructures, and numerical techniques to simulate realistic systems
at atomistic level, we review the contribution of lattice dynamics and molecular
dynamics simulation to understanding nanoscale thermal transport in systems with
reduced dimensionality. We focus on the effect of dimensionality in determining
the phononic properties of carbon and semiconducting nanostructures, specifically
considering the cases of carbon nanotubes, graphene and of silicon nanowires and
ultra-thin membranes, underlying analogies and differences with abstract lattice
models.

7.1 Introduction

The rise of nanoscience, starting with the discovery of C60 and other carbon
fullerenes [1] in the 1980s, and of carbon nanotubes [2] and semiconducting
nanostructures [3] in the 1990s, has provided suitable platforms to probe experimen-
tally the physical properties of systems with reduced dimensionality. As expected
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from theoretical predictions, low-dimensional nanostructures display very different
electronic properties from their three-dimensional bulk counterparts. One of the
most striking examples was the direct observation of Dirac’s cones in graphene by
X-ray diffraction [4]. In general, one expects very different density of electronic
states depending on the dimensionality of the systems, which can be exploited for
specific application, for example to enhance the efficiency of thermoelectric energy
conversion [5, 6]. However, such direct consequences of quantum confinement
become appreciable only when the confined dimension of the nanostructure is
reduced below a certain threshold, typically of the order of few nanometers, which
may be difficult to attain [7].

In non-metallic systems the main heat carriers are phonons, i.e. quantized lattice
vibrations. Analogously to the electronic structure, also the phononic properties of
materials and, as a consequence, their thermal properties are deeply affected by
dimensionality reduction [8]. The symmetry and dimensionality of nanostructures
determine their phonon density of states, dispersion relations and the selection rules
for scattering processes, thus impacting their heat capacity and their thermal con-
ductivity. However, the way in which dimensionality affects thermal conductivity
has not been fully clarified. On the one hand, following the predictions for non-
linear models , e.g. the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam model, one would expect that the thermal
conductivity of one- and two-dimensional nanostructure would be very large or
even divergent [9–13]. On the other hand, from changes in phonon dispersion
relations and from the growing impact of surface scattering one may argue that
dimensionality reduction hampers thermal transport [14], by limiting phonon mean
free paths below the characteristic size of the nanostructure, be it the diameter of
a nanowire, or the thickness of a thin film or a membrane, which imposes the so
called “Casimir limit” [15]. These two scenarios stem from different standpoints
but are not incompatible: only few materials are truly one or two-dimensional and
can compare to ideal statistical physics models, and at the same time the application
of Casimir limit to phonon scattering in nanostructures is oversimplified.

Experiments on different systems show a complex reality, in which dimensional-
ity reduction may either boost or limit thermal transport depending on the systems
and the configuration of the measurements. Very high, even possibly diverging,
thermal conductivity, and extremely long phonon mean free paths were measured
in graphene [16–20], and carbon nanotubes [21, 22], whereas a considerable
suppression of thermal conductivity was observed in silicon nanowires [23–25],
thin films and membranes [26–30]. Nevertheless the measurements of thermal
conductivity in nanostructures are very challenging, and yield large uncertainties,
as they are very sensitive to the experimental conditions. For example the actual
value of the thermal conductivity of suspended graphene is still debated and
experimental estimates range from 2000 to 8000 W m�1 K�1. In addition, even
if techniques for a spectroscopic characterization of thermal transport have been
recently developed [31, 32], so far they could not directly ascertain the origin of
the observed enhancement or suppression of thermal conductivity. In this scenario
molecular simulations of nanostructures emerge as powerful tools to bridge the
gap between simple models and experiments. The main advantage of molecular
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modeling is that complexity and details can be gradually introduced into models,
thus realizing “gedanken experiments” that allow one to ascertain the origin of
complex physical phenomena.

In the next section the simulation approaches to heat transport in bulk and
low-dimensional systems are briefly outlined. The application of such simulation
methods to elucidate the effects of dimensionality on thermal transport in carbon and
silicon nanostructures are reported in Sects. 7.3 and 7.4, respectively. Section 7.5
summarizes the main findings and suggests future perspectives.

7.2 Simulation Tools

Several atomistic simulation tools are available to investigate thermal transport in
nanostructures and compute the thermal conductivity (�) of materials. Simulation
methods can be sorted into two classes, namely Lattice Dynamics (LD) and
Molecular Dynamics (MD). It is often useful to combine distinct complementary
approaches, as they involve different approximations and limitations, which make
them suitable to probe different transport regimes in systems of various size and
complexity. Combining different methods sheds light on a broader variety of aspects
of nanoscale heat transport. Hereafter the main-stream LD and MD approaches are
briefly described.

7.2.1 Anharmonic Lattice Dynamics

In the harmonic approximation the normal modes of vibrations of a periodic system
of N particles are determined by diagonalizing the dynamical matrix D for each
momentum vector q:

D.q/e�.q/ D !2�.q/e�.q/; (7.1)

which provides the frequencies !�.q/ and the normalized displacement vectors
e�.q/. D.q/ is defined as:

Dij.q/ D 1p
mimj

@2˚

@xi;˛@xj;ˇ
exp.irij 
 q/ (7.2)

where ˚ is the potential energy of the system at equilibrium, mi is the mass of atom
i, and rij the distances between pairs of atoms i and j, and ˛ and ˇ indicate the
Cartesian components. In a system of N particles D is then a 3N � 3N matrix. In
a first principles framework, the matrix elements of D can be computed either by
finite differences or by density functional perturbation theory [33].

Considering that quantized lattice vibrations can be treated as particles, their
propagation in the diffusive regime can be described using the Boltzmann transport
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equation (BTE), in analogy with the diffusion of a gas:

@n�
@t

C v� 
 rn� D
�

dn�
dt

�

scattering

; (7.3)

considering, however, that the phonons are spin-less quantum particles that obey
to Bose-Einstein statistics. The righthand side of (7.3) accounts for the scattering
processes that create or destroy phonons: namely, anharmonic scattering processes,
isotopic, defect and boundary scattering. The non-equilibrium occupation function
can be written as n� D n0� C ın, and, assuming small temperature gradients (rT),
one can linearize (7.3) by treating ın perturbatively. In stationary conditions the first
term of (7.3) vanishes, and the linearized BTE is written as:

v� 
 rT
@n0�
@T

D
�

dn�
dt

�

scattering

: (7.4)

The linearized BTE can be solved at different levels of accuracy and complexity.
The simplest approach is to calculate the life time of each phonon, assuming that the
population of all the other modes is the one at equilibrium (n0�) [34]. The resulting
expression for � is the sum over the contribution of all the phonon modes, integrated
to convergence over the first Brillouin Zone of the system, sampled with a grid of
Nq q-points:

� D 1

Nq

X

�;q

��.q/ D 1

Nq

X

�;q

C�.q/v2�.q/��.q/ (7.5)

where C� is the heat capacity per unit volume of each vibrational state, v� is the
component of the group velocity in the direction of transport and �� is the phonon
lifetime. Even if it is approximated, this is a very useful expression that allows one
to resolve the contribution to � of each phonon branch at each frequency !.

Heat capacity and group velocities are usually obtained from the dispersion
relations in harmonic approximation, though anharmonic corrections are also
possible. To compute the phonon lifetimes ��, one has to consider all the scattering
processes occurring in materials, namely phonon-phonon anharmonic scattering
(normal and Umklapp), boundary and defects scattering (Fig. 7.1). In a perfectly
crystalline material, neglecting electron-phonon interactions, the only possible
phonon scattering mechanism is anharmonicity, and the main contribution comes
from 3-phonon processes. Two viable processes exist: either two phonons (!1,!2)
annihilate into a third one (!3/, or one phonon (!1) decays into two phonons
(!2,!3). Energy and momentum conservation determine the selection rules for
three-phonon scattering:

!1.q/˙ !2.q0/� !3.q00/ D 0 (7.6)

q ˙ q0 � q00 D Q (7.7)
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Fig. 7.1 Phonon scattering
mechanisms in a crystalline
thermal conductor (adapted
from [39]). Copyright (2013)
by The American Physical
Society

isotopic scattering

3−phonon processes

boundary scattering

where Q is a reciprocal lattice vector. Normal processes imply Q D 0, while in
Umklapp processes Q is finite. Only Umklapp scattering processes dissipate energy
thus contributing to limit �. Computing anharmonic scattering rates and phonon
lifetimes (�anh) requires the knowledge of the third derivatives of the interatomic
potential.

In the single mode relaxation time approximation (SMRTA) phonon lifetimes
are expressed as the inverse of spectral line width [35, 36], treating on equal footing
normal and Umklapp processes, which in fact contribute to scattering heat carriers
with substantially different weights. In this approach the contribution from defect
and boundary scattering, �def and �B, add up to �anh through Matthiessen’s rule:

1

�
D 1

�anh
C 1

�B
C 1

�def
: (7.8)

While SMRTA has been widely used and can be implemented efficiently to treat
large nanostructured systems [37], it may result highly inaccurate at temperatures
much lower than the Debye temperature, where normal scattering processes domi-
nate, as it is the case for carbon based materials at room temperature, and especially
for systems with reduced dimensionality [38, 39]. One can show that SMRTA
provides a lower boundary to the thermal conductivity obtained by solving exactly
the linearized BTE.

Methods to solve exactly the linearized BTE have been proposed, either using
a self-consistent iterative numerical approach [40], or by minimizing a variational
functional [39]. Exact approaches have demonstrated to be accurate and predictive
for both bulk crystals [38, 41] and nanostructures with low dimensionality [42–
45], especially when combined with ab initio calculations of the harmonic and
anharmonic force constants. So far the exact solution of the BTE has been applied
only to crystalline systems with relatively small unit cells, also because the ab
initio calculations are computationally very demanding. In turn the variational BTE
approach has proved extremely powerful to ascertain the effect of reduced dimen-
sionality on heat transport in graphene and two-dimensional materials [44, 45].
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7.2.2 Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics

Molecular Dynamics (MD) is a method designed to compute the properties of solids
or liquids by taking thermodynamic averages over a trajectory obtained integrating
the classical equations of motion of the particles in the simulation box [46]. In
the simplest case MD simulations are performed at equilibrium conditions in the
microcanonical ensemble, i.e. at constant energy, volume and number of particles.
As the typical size scale of MD simulations goes from few hundreds to millions
of atoms, to represent extended (bulk) systems periodic boundary conditions are
applied to the simulation cell. Linear response and transport coefficients can be
calculated from the fluctuations of the respective conjugate flux via Green-Kubo
relations [47]. In the case of heat transport, � is calculated from fluctuations of
the heat flux via the heat flux autocorrelation function (HFACF). For a system in
equilibrium, in the absence of a temperature gradient, the net heat current averages
to zero over time, but the integral of its correlation function is finite and proportional
to its thermal conductivity. The Green-Kubo expression for each component of the
thermal conductivity tensor can be written as

�˛ˇ D 1

kBT2
lim

t!1 lim
V!1

1

V

Z t

0

hJ˛.t
0/Jˇ.0/idt0; (7.9)

where J is the heat flux, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the system temperature and
V its volume. In systems with anharmonic interactions the HFACF should decay to
zero for large t, and its integral should saturate at a constant value. In practice,
at long times the HFACF becomes noisy due to poor statistical sampling, and the
integral drifts or presents large oscillations because of statistical noise. Therefore,
�˛ˇ is taken as the stationary value of (7.9) before it starts drifting due to the
accumulated numerical noise.

While � is a second-order 3 � 3 tensor, one is normally interested in the diagonal
components. In the case of 1D materials, such as nanotubes and nanowires, the
system can be oriented in such a way that only one component is not zero. In
2D systems there are only two independent non-vanishing components �xx; �yy,
which may be equivalent by symmetry, for example in the case of graphene. For
3D materials with cubic symmetry, like bulk silicon or diamond, there are three
equivalent non-zero components �xx D �yy D �zz.

The advantage of equilibrium MD is that one does not have to make any
assumption on the type of phonon scattering and all orders of anharmonicity are
taken into account. In addition, with empirical potentials one can simulate relatively
large systems, up to 107 particles, with no specific requirements of being crystalline:
amorphous, polycrystalline, defective and liquid systems can be studied. On the
other hand, convergence of the numerical integration of Eq. (7.9) in time and size
needs to be checked thoroughly, and, depending on the material under investigation,
it may occur only for very large samples and for fairly long time-scales. In addition,
MD is based on Newtonian dynamics and quantum effects are not taken into
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account, thus it cannot provide quantitative predictions on � at temperatures much
lower than the Debye temperature .�D/.

7.2.3 Non-equilibrium Molecular Dynamics

Another, perhaps more intuitive way of using MD is to simulate stationary non-
equilibrium conditions. One defines two regions of the simulation cell as heat
source and heat sink, and generates an energy flux between them, through a part
of the system where the atoms dynamics is unperturbed. Following Fourier’s law, at
stationary conditions a temperature gradient rT, proportional to the energy flux J,
is established, and the thermal conductivity is given by the proportionality constant:

� D � J

rT
: (7.10)

A typical setup for NEMD simulations, is shown in Fig. 7.2. There are several
ways of controlling the temperature in the thermal reservoirs. An option is to
apply thermostats: stochastic local thermostats, e.g. Langevin, are preferable, as one
would prefer to have fully phonon-absorbing reservoirs, to avoid that phonons travel
through the heat sink uncontrollably if periodic boundary conditions are applied
[48]. Alternatively one can apply the reverse-NEMD approach, in which the sta-

Fig. 7.2 Setup of a
non-equilibrium molecular
dynamics simulation (top
panel) and temperature
profile for a graphene patch
1.4
m long with different
imposed heat flux at
stationary conditions (bottom
panel)
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tionary heat flux is induced by swapping the momenta of particles between the heat
source and sink. This is a particularly elegant method, since, together with a station-
ary heat flux, one automatically achieves energy and momentum conservation [49].

NEMD simulations are closer in realization to experimental measurements,
and are suitable to probe the onset of non-linear effects due to large temperature
gradients. In turn, size scaling of NEMD to obtain the thermal conductivity of
extended systems is tricky, as phonon mean free paths are truncated at the distance
l between the heat source and sink. One needs to perform simulations for a set
of values of l and extrapolate for l going to infinity, as convergence can rarely be
achieved. The standard way of extrapolating assumes that the inverse of �.l/ is linear
with 1=l:

1

�.l/
D 1

�1
C C

l
(7.11)

so that the intercept of the linear fit gives 1=�1. In fact this extrapolation scheme
assumes that the distribution of phonons that mostly contribute to heat transport
have a narrow distribution of mean free paths, which is often not the case [50].
This feature of NEMD can also be exploited to resolve the relative contribution of
phonons with a certain mean free path to the total � of a material, in accordance
with thermal conductivity spectroscopy experiments [31].

If size scaling is performed correctly NEMD and equilibrium MD should
provide results in agreement within statistical uncertainty, as it was demonstrate
for several bulk systems [51–53]. More rigorously, it was demonstrated by
renormalization group analysis and mode coupling theory that for momentum
conserving systems there is a strict correspondence between the decay
of the heat flux autocorrelation function, Cjj.t/ / t�ˇ , in Eq. (7.9) and
the function �.l/ in NEMD [11, 54]. Although consensus has not been
reached on the exact values of ˇ it is now well accepted that in three
dimensions that ˇ > 1, in two dimensions ˇ D 1 and in one dimension
ˇ < 1. These exponents imply that in one-dimensional systems �.l/ diverges like l˛

with ˛ D 1� ˇ, in 2D �.l/ / log.l/, and in 3D � is finite [10, 13, 55, 56]. This pic-
ture, resulting from the combination of analytical calculations and numerical sim-
ulations on lattice models, has stimulated further investigations on real systems but
has not been confirmed either by experiments or by simulations of nanostructures.

7.2.4 Empirical Interatomic Potentials

On crystalline systems with few atoms in the unit cell it is possible to perform ab ini-
tio anharmonic lattice dynamics calculations using density functional perturbation
theory and the nC1 theorem [33, 39, 41]. On the other hand, given the large size and
time scales required for the convergence of MD simulations, it is usually impossible
or impractical to combine MD and first-principles approaches to compute thermal
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transport in nanostructures. For this reasons one has to rely on empirical potentials,
whose accuracy and transferability need to be probed.

For the materials considered in this book Chapter, mostly Carbon and Silicon, a
few analytical empirical models have been shown to provide reliable estimates of the
harmonic and anharmonic vibrational properties and of the total thermal conductiv-
ity of the most common bulk crystalline polymorphs. The most used many-body
potentials for MD simulations of carbon nanostructures, such as graphene and
carbon nanotubes, assume the analytical forms proposed by either Tersoff [57]
or Brenner, suitably re-parametrized to reproduce correctly the phonon dispersion
relations of graphene [58]. The Tersoff potential provides a sufficiently reliable
estimate of the thermal conductivity of silicon and other semiconductors [53].
Alternatively the Stillinger-Weber potential has been extensively used to study
thermal transport in silicon-based systems [51], and the environment dependent
interatomic potential (EDIP) have been shown to provide an estimate of the thermal
conductivity of bulk silicon very close to the experimental one [59].

7.3 Carbon Based Nanostructures

The rich variety of nanostructures that can be formed from graphitic carbon provides
an ideal platform to probe the effect of dimensionality on lattice thermal transport,
and hopefully compare directly to non-linear models. Thermal transport in graphene
and carbon nanotubes has been studied extensively searching for cases of breakdown
of Fourier’s law and divergence of thermal conductivity with size [19–21]. While
experimental measurements highlighted extremely high thermal conductivity and
phonon mean free paths exceeding tens of nanometers, they could not provide a final
assessment on the divergence of � in graphene and CNTs, due to the limited size
of the samples, the presence of unavoidable intrinsic defects, and technical issues,
such as, for example, contact resistance. Atomistic simulations, using a combination
of the techniques discussed in the previous section, are thus necessary to rationalize
the experimental results. In the following subsection we discuss heat transport in
graphene and in a (10,0) CNT, which is however representative of the general case
of single wall CNTs. Atomistic models of these systems are shown in Fig. 7.3.

7.3.1 Graphene

Being a single sheet of atoms, atomically flat, graphene is the only truly two-
dimensional material that may be compared directly to non-linear two-dimensional
models. However, graphene atoms can vibrate perpendicularly to the plane and
form ripples. At finite temperature ripples confer stability to graphene impacting
its thermal properties: for example negative thermal expansion coefficients are a
consequence of out-of-plane vibrations and ripples.
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(10,0) CNT Graphene

Fig. 7.3 Atomistic models of a (10,0) single wall carbon nanotube and of graphene
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Fig. 7.4 Phonon bands of graphene computed with an optimized parameterization of the Tersoff
potential [58]

The phonon spectrum of graphene (Fig. 7.4) resembles very closely the one of
graphite [60]. The low frequency spectrum is characterized by a longitudinal in-
plane mode with very high group velocity, a stiff in-plane transverse acoustic mode,
and a softer flexural mode with quadratic dispersion near the � -point (! / q2). The
acoustic modes extend to frequencies as high as 42 THz, and are complemented at
higher frequency by three optical modes that give rise to the extensively studied
Raman peaks of sp2 carbon.

The earliest successful model of heat transport in graphite [61] was based on a
Debye approach for a two-dimensional gas of phonons with lower cutoff frequency
of 4 THz. Since inter-planar interactions are neglected the model applies seamlessly
also to graphene. Klemens and Pedraza neglected also out-of-plane vibration with
the argument that these modes have very low group velocity and would not carry
a significant amount of energy. This model provided reasonable estimates of � in
good, yet fortuitous agreement with experiments. More recent calculations based on
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a self-consistent solution of the BTE indeed demonstrated that flexural out-of-plane
modes provide a large contribution to the thermal conductivity of graphene, due to
their relatively high density at low frequency and their very long mean free path
[62].

Several studies addressed thermal transport in graphene by MD simulations
providing estimates of � at room temperature from few hundreds to few thousands
W m�1 K�1. Such variation of MD results stems from the sensitivity of � to the
functional form and the parameterization of the empirical potentials and from
the difficulties in converging MD simulations both in terms of time and size.
In addition any quantitative estimate of � of carbon-based materials at room
temperature would suffer badly from the lack of quantum effects. Even if, given
the very high Debye temperature of carbon-based materials, MD results can only be
considered qualitative, equilibrium and non-equilibrium simulations provide useful
insight in the physics of thermal transport in graphene. Equilibrium MD simulations
show that � of graphene converges from above as a function of the size of the
simulation cell, thus underlying the importance of sampling well low-frequency
flexural modes, which assume a fundamental role in scattering heat carriers [63].
A calculation of the heat flux autocorrelation function, well converged in terms of
sampling, shows that for all the sizes of models considered it decays faster than the
inverse of time, which makes the argument in Eq. (7.9) integrable, indicating that
the system has a finite thermal conductivity. Since the only conceptual difference
between graphene models and two-dimensional non linear lattice models, for which
� diverges logarithmically, is that in graphene the atoms can move out-of-plane,
we performed an equilibrium MD simulation, in which the carbon atoms were
frozen in-plane. This fully two-dimensional model exhibits 1=t decay of the heat
flux autocorrelation function, indicating that diverging � is restored [63] (Fig. 7.5).

While equilibrium MD simulations suggest that the thermal conductivity of
graphene in the thermodynamic limit is finite, they do not provide direct information
on the dependence of � on the size of the systems. The very large variation of

Fig. 7.5 Comparison of the
heat flux autocorrelation
functions (inset) and of their
integrals (main graph)
between a model of graphene
with three-dimensional
degrees of freedom (solid
black lines) and one, in which
motion is confined in-plane
(dashed blue lines), from
[63]. Copyright (2013) by
The American Physical
Society
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Fig. 7.6 (a) Normalized conductance of graphene as a function of length in non-equilibrium MD
simulations and in experiments (a). Experimental data assuming two different contact resistances
are reported. Transport is ballistic as long as �=�0 � 1. (b) Thermal conductivity of graphene from
non-equilibrium MD as a function of the size of the graphene model at T D 300 and 1000 K. At
both temperature � is not saturating for models 1.5
m long. Different MD methods give consistent
results. Adapted from [20]

the experimental estimate of �, especially close to room temperature, may be
partly justified by the different thermal conductivity as a function of the length
of the graphene patches measured. Non-equilibrium MD simulations performed
along with systematic experimental measurements showed that thermal transport
in graphene at 300 K is ballistic up to �100 nm (Fig. 7.6a). Simulations of larger
models exhibit an apparently logarithmic divergence of the thermal conductivity
both at room temperature and at 1000 K (Fig. 7.6b), in agreement with measure-
ments that show similar diverging trend up to 10
m at room temperature [20].
Non-equilibrium MD simulations of even larger systems, up to 100
m, suggest
that � saturates for the largest models considered [64]. Similarly, calculations
performed solving the BTE self-consistently confirm the size dependence of � in
the micrometer regime, but show that for larger lengths (L) � is not proportional to
log.L/ [43]. This study also underscored the substantial contribution of out-of-plane
modes with long mean free paths to the total thermal conductivity: for example such
contribution would amount to 75 % for a 10
m long graphene patch.

The application of a variational approach to BTE, which removes critical
instabilities inherent in the self-consistent solution for two-dimensional systems
[39], finally resolved the debate on anomalous heat diffusion and the divergence
of � in graphene. The exact solution of the BTE shows that the thermal conductivity
of graphene converges in the thermodynamic limit [44], in substantial agreement
with equilibrium MD results, but convergence occurs for samples of the order
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Fig. 7.7 Illustration of the
different transport regimes in
a graphene ribbon with a
width of 100
m. Data from
[45]
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of 1 mm. The reason is that the main heat carriers are not single phonons, but
collective excitations with mean free paths of the order of 100
m. This approach
sheds new light on heat transport in two-dimensional systems, which is substantially
different from three-dimensional materials. Due to the reduced dimensionality of
the dual space, the selection rules for three-phonon scattering related to momentum
conservation (Eq. (7.7)) lead to a predominance of Normal processes over Umklapp
processes. While in standard solids it occurs only at cryogenic temperatures, e.g.
�20K for Silicon, in layered materials this condition is verified over a broad tem-
perature range, up to 800 K, leading to hydrodynamic phonon transport [45, 65]. In
graphene, as well as in other two-dimensional systems, such as graphane, hexagonal
BN and MoS2, the balance between non-dissipative processes and resistive ones
dictates a Poiseuille regime at low temperature, before a peak of conductivity is
reached, and a Ziman regime occurs at higher temperature (Fig. 7.7). In both cases
normal processes dominate. In Poiseuille flow normal scattering shifts the phonon
distribution, and heat flux is eventually dissipated by extrinsic events, for example
boundary scattering, whereas in the Ziman regime the shifted phonon distribution
dissipates heat relaxing to equilibrium via Umklapp and isotopic scattering. This
scenario has to be compared to that occurring in standard three-dimensional solids,
in which transport regimes evolve from ballistic to diffusive in a narrow temperature
window of few tens of K.

7.3.2 Carbon Nanotubes

Momentum conserving one-dimensional models exhibit anomalous thermal trans-
port with length-dependent thermal conductivity � / L˛ [11]. Carbon nanotubes,
which can be grown up to tens of
m, were proposed as the most promising systems,
for which anomalous heat conduction can be observed. Experiments agree that �
is of the order of thousands W m�1 K�1, and is length dependent for lengths of
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the order of 
m, thus supporting the hypothesis of a breakdown of Fourier’s law
[19, 21]. However, in the light of the recent theoretical studies on graphene reported
in the previous section, it is likely that experimental observations of anomalous heat
conduction may be explained in terms of collective excitations and hydrodynamic
transport regime. While this issue has not been clarified yet, it is worth analyzing
the available results of lattice dynamics and molecular dynamics simulations, mostly
focusing on single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT).

Ideal SWCNTs have cylindric symmetry and extend periodically in one dimen-
sion. Such geometry yields four invariances, namely three translations and one free
rotation along the tube axis, which result in four acoustic modes. Two of them have
quadratic dispersion (! / q2) near the � point and correspond to transverse sound
waves. The longitudinal mode retains linear dispersion relation and has a group
velocity higher than the torsional mode associated with the axial rotation, which has
also ! / q [66] (Fig. 7.8). These features are independent on the chirality of the
nanotubes, yet thinner wires have stiffer longitudinal modes and softer transverse
flexure modes. The large number of atoms in the unit cell gives rise to a large number
of optical “breathing-like” modes, which have nevertheless large group velocities at
finite q-points.

The contributions from acoustic and higher order breathing modes make the
thermal conductivity of CNTs very high, as it was observed both in experiments and
in simulations [22, 67–69]. The reason for the extremely high thermal conductivity
of CNTs is also related to their symmetry and one-dimensional periodicity. The
selection rules for phonon-phonon interactions in a one-dimensional Brillouin zone
limit the possibility of dissipative scattering (Umklapp), thus leading to very low
scattering rates for flexural modes, and consequently to large � [42] (Fig. 7.9).

The possibility that heat transport would be anomalous [21], implying divergence
of � due to the low dimensionality of nanotubes, was explicitly addressed by
MD simulations, which, however, provided contradicting results. Equilibrium MD
simulations suggest a scenario similar to the one drawn for graphene, exhibiting
integrable heat flux autocorrelation functions [70, 71]. On the other hand non-
equilibrium simulations suggest anomalous heat conduction [72]. Such discrepancy
may possibly arise from non linear effects related to the large temperature gradients
that are necessarily used in non-equilibrium simulations. So high temperature
gradients may also correspond to those induced in experiments, in which 100 K
differences over few micrometers are not uncommon. Simulations show that in these
conditions thermal energy is transmitted efficiently by low-frequency mechanical
waves that get coherently excited [73]. In the light of the recent discovery of
hydrodynamic transport in graphene [45, 65], it is also likely that similar phenomena
happen in carbon nanotubes, thus leading to anomalous transport over the typical
length scales adopted in simulations. However, this hypothesis is yet to be probed.

A consequence of the low dimensionality of CNTs as well as of graphene is
that thermal transport is extremely sensitive to any perturbation of the perfect
crystallinity of these systems. MD simulations show that the thermal conductivity of
carbon nanotubes is largely reduced by topological (Stone-Wales) and point defects.
These defects affect the mean free paths of medium and high frequency phonons,
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Fig. 7.8 Phonon dispersion
relations of a (10,10) and of a
(10,0) single wall carbon
nanotube, adapted from [66].
Copyright (2004) by The
American Physical Society

Fig. 7.9 Thermal
conductivity of a (10,10)
single wall carbon nanotube
calculated by solving
self-consistently the
Boltzmann transport
equation. Data from [42]
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while low frequency phonons are still transmitted ballistically over micrometer
lengths. As a result � is much more sensitive to the concentration of defects rather
than to their atomistic structure, and converges to similar values for different types
of defects [74]. � at room temperature can be reduced up to ten times by high
concentrations of vacancies or di-vacancies. On the other hand the interaction either
with other nanotubes, as in a CNT network, with a fluid medium or with a substrate
dramatically affects the propagation of low frequency modes. Depending on the
type of interaction with the substrate � can be also reduced about ten-fold [70],
with respect to that of suspended CNTs. Extremely low � was predicted for CNT
networks and pellets, however, in this case, heat transport is controlled by the very
high contact resistance between two different CNTs, by the length of the CNTs, and
eventually by the topology of the network [75].

7.4 Nanostructured Silicon

Nanoscale silicon has been investigated thoroughly under several aspects, including
thermal transport, due to its capital importance for technology, especially for
applications in electronics and energy conversion. The constant reduction of the
size of transistors, which has rapidly followed Moore’s law down to few atomic
layers, has made thermal dissipation at the nanoscale a crucial issue in nano-
electronics. At the same time, finding a reliable and reproducible way of reducing
the thermal conductivity of silicon without hampering its bulk electronic properties
would enable silicon-based thermoelectric devices. Huge reduction of the thermal
conductivity was observed for silicon nanostructures with reduced dimensionality,
both for nanowires (1D) and for ultra thin films and membranes (2D). The
general understanding is that � is reduced by diffusive surface scattering, which
becomes more and more effective the smaller the diameter of nanowires or the
thickness of two-dimensional structures. However, this rather simplistic picture does
not reconcile with the large enhancement of � predicted for non-linear models,
confirmed to a certain extent by experiments on carbon nanostructure.

Atomistic simulations can solve the conundrum, as they make it possible to dis-
entangle different effects connected to nanostructuring. For example it is possible to
check the effect of dimensionality reduction by simulating heat transport in ideally
crystalline systems with diameter or thickness still unattainable to experiments. In
this respect it is worth noting that crystalline silicon nanowires with diameter as
small as 1 nm were produced by oxide-assisted growth followed by etching [76] and
membranes as thin as �8 nm were obtained via advanced lithographic processes
[77]. However, their surface structure is subject to reconstruction, oxidation and
roughness (see Fig. 7.10), which cannot be easily controlled during fabrication or
simply upon exposure to standard environmental conditions, and measuring thermal
transport in these systems is extremely challenging.
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Fig. 7.10 SEM (left panel) and TEM (right panel) silicon nanowires produced by vapor-liquid-
solid growth adapted from [24]. The scale bar in the SEM image (left) corresponds to 10
m and
the one in the TEM image (right) to 3 nm. The TEM image shows that the wire is crystalline but
exhibits a disordered surface oxide layer about 4 atomic layers thick

7.4.1 Silicon Nanowires

Thermal transport in silicon nanowires was initially studied to probe whether
silicon nanostructures could be employed as high-performance thermoelectrics.
Assuming that phonons would be scattered diffusively by surfaces, a significant
reduction of phonon mean free path was expected, leading to highly reduced
thermal conductivity. Early predictions from simplified kinetic models, assuming
that phonon mean free paths are chopped by diffuse surface scattering, were
actually confirmed by the first equilibrium MD simulations, in which the interaction
between silicon atoms was modeled using the Stillinger-Weber potential [78]. In this
pioneering study the authors found that the thermal conductivity of model silicon
wires with frozen boundary conditions, i.e. constrained surface atoms, is up to two
orders of magnitude lower than the reference bulk value and is directly proportional
to the diameter of the wires. The observation that � is temperature independent over
a broad range of T, and that a model based on the BTE matches well the MD data
lead to the conclusion that surface scattering is the key player in determining thermal
transport in thin silicon nanowires. The measurements that followed, even though on
wires with much larger cross section, confirmed the trends predicted by simulations
[23]. Nevertheless these early models do not feature realistic surface structuring, nor
are the changes in phonon dispersion relations properly taken into account.

In examining the effect of dimensionality reduction in thin silicon nanowires,
one should first consider how the phonon dispersion relations change with respect
to the bulk reference for ideally crystalline wires, so that surface effects are ruled
out completely. Let us consider for example three crystalline SiNWs with diameter
of 1.1, 2 and 3 nm grown in (001) direction. The surface reconstruction of these
wires, shown in Fig. 7.11, was formerly optimized using density functional theory
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1.1 nm 3. nm2. nm

Fig. 7.11 Crystalline thin silicon nanowire models with hydrogenated and ideally reconstructed
surfaces [79]
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Fig. 7.12 Phonon dispersion relations of crystalline silicon nanowires with diameter of 1.1 nm
(left panel), 2 nm (center) and 3 nm (right). High frequency Si-H bending and stretching modes
are not shown

[79], and was proven to be stable also when the interaction between silicon atoms
are modeled using the Tersoff bond-order interatomic potential.

The phonon dispersion relations of these systems computed by harmonic lattice
dynamics using Eq. (7.1) are shown in Fig. 7.12. As in the case of carbon nanotubes,
the most immediate consequence of dimensionality reduction is that nanowires
exhibit four acoustic modes, corresponding to three translational and one rotational
invariant transformations. The two transverse acoustic modes, also dubbed flexural
modes, have quadratic dispersion in the vicinity of the � point. Calculations show
that the thinner the wire, the softer these flexural modes are, and their dispersion
relations remain quadratic for larger wavevectors. The other two acoustic modes
have linear dispersion in q and correspond to torsional and longitudinal waves,
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Fig. 7.13 Comparison of the
dispersion relations of the
acoustic phonons for thin
silicon nanowires with
different diameters. Flexural
modes with ! / q2 and
torsional modes with ! / q
are plotted with solid lines,
while longitudinal modes are
plotted with dashed lines
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respectively. Both the q2 dispersion of the flexural modes and the presence of the
torsional mode, originating from the cylindric symmetry, are a direct consequences
of dimensional reduction and are independent on the material that constitutes
the nanowires, the way interatomic forces are modeled or the surface structure.
This scenario is very different from that of one-dimensional non linear models,
which exhibit only a single longitudinal branch, since motion is restricted in one
dimension.

The longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes exhibit higher group velocities, which are
not affected by the diameter of the wires, whereas the torsional modes become softer
the thinner the wires (Fig. 7.13). Due to the fairly large number of atoms in the unit
cell of the nanowires considered here, higher frequency phonon branches appear
at relatively low frequency. These modes provide viable channels to heat transport,
however their group velocities remains limited, and significantly smaller than those
of the acoustic phonons of bulk silicon. It is worth noting that the acoustic modes
in silicon nanowires span a much more limited range of frequencies (<5 THz) than
in bulk, where LA modes can extend up to 12 THz. From these observations it is
difficult to draw precise conclusions on the thermal conductivity of crystalline wires,
especially on its dependence on the diameter, but one would expect a reduction with
respect to bulk, independently of surface scattering [14].

Both equilibrium and non-equilibrium MD simulations demonstrate a non-
monotonic dependence of � on the diameter of crystalline wires with similar
structure [80, 81]. NEMD data from [80] in Fig. 7.14 show that � decreases
reducing the diameter, reaching a minimum for wires �3:5 nm thick. Below this
diameter � grows for thinner wires, and may even approach the bulk reference
(�200W m�1 K�1), as in the case of the EMD estimate for the 1.1 nm wire. The
location of the minimum of � would depend on the details of the model, including
crystalline orientation of the wire, and surface reconstruction, as well as on the
simulation setup, but it is a reproducible feature in nanowires. The increasing
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Fig. 7.14 Thermal conductivity of crystalline silicon nanowires at room temperature computed by
non-equilibrium [80] and equilibrium molecular dynamics [81]
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Fig. 7.15 Cumulative (solid lines) and differential (dots) contribution to the thermal conductivity
of silicon nanowires with diameters of 1.1 and 2 nm as a function of the phonon frequency

� of the thinnest silicon nanowires aligns to the general trend of enhanced thermal
conductivity in systems with reduced dimensionality, observed also for carbon based
materials. However, no simulation work has so far observed tendency to divergence,
or enhancement of � beyond the bulk value.

An analysis of the spectral contribution to � as a function of phonon frequency
in wires of 1.1 and 2 nm (Fig. 7.15), obtained from Eq. (7.5) in which lifetimes were
computed by MD, shows that the distribution of heat carriers is shifted toward
lower frequencies with respect to the bulk. This observation complies with the
smaller frequency range of acoustic phonons in nanowires, and with the presence
of flat bands with fairly small group velocities at higher frequency, which limits
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significantly phonon mean free paths. This type of analysis yields a detailed
explanation of the origin of the minimum in thermal conductivity, which takes into
account the combination of density of vibrational states, group velocities and the
phonon lifetimes. Experimental verification of the prediction of a minimum of � as
a function of diameter is nevertheless still lacking, since surface scattering would
completely bleach the direct effect of dimensionality reduction.

Thermal measurements on silicon nanowires with larger diameters have high-
lighted the role of surface scattering of phonons in dictating a very low thermal
conductance [25]. MD simulations predict that even more dramatic reduction of �,
up to 100 times lower than the bulk value at room temperature, can be achieved in
the thin silicon wires in Fig. 7.11 covered with a thin layer of amorphous material
[81, 82]. Given the very large surface to volume ratio, these systems are extremely
sensitive to surface modification. Figure 7.16 shows that the reduction of thermal
conductivity (plotted as the ratio of �bulk=�wire) is rather abrupt with the thickness of
the amorphous shell: a rough layer of �6Å of amorphous silicon, corresponding to
about five atomic layers, is sufficient to abate � to 90 times less than bulk crystalline
silicon at room temperature. Further surface amorphization does not induce further
significant reduction of �. Remarkably, the thermal conductivity of these crystalline-
core/amorphous-shell ultra-thin wires, for which the most of the volume remains
anyway crystalline, can be lower than that of amorphous silicon computed with
the same modeling techniques and the same empirical potential [52]. These wires
are among the few systems that have been predicted to break the amorphous limit
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Fig. 7.16 (Left panel) Thermal conductivity of a core-shell silicon nanowire with a diameter of
3 nm as a function of the thickness of amorphous shell from equilibrium molecular dynamics. The
amorphous shell is generated by thermal annealing close to the melting temperature of silicon,
and its thickness is proportional to annealing time. The dashed line corresponds to the thermal
conductivity of bulk amorphous silicon computed by molecular dynamics using the same empirical
potential [52]. (Right panel) Thermal conductivity of core-shell nanowires with diameter of 2 and
3 nm as a function of temperature [82]
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of � at constant chemical composition [83]. However, while several experiments
have demonstrate a drastic reduction of � in nanowires, no measurements on ultra-
thin wires with diameter of �3 nm have been performed so far, thus theoretical
predictions of � below the amorphous limit have not yet been confirmed.

The temperature dependence of � (Fig. 7.16) and an analysis of the relative
contributions of phonons to thermal transport demonstrates analogies to the char-
acterization of heat carriers in disordered solids [84]. As in amorphous silicon,
vibrational modes in core-shell wires can be classified into low-frequency prop-
agating phonons, which can be described by BTE, and higher-frequency diffusive
modes, which contribute to heat transport via an energy transfer mechanism that can
be described in harmonic approximation using Fermi’s golden rule [82, 84]. Both
propagating and diffusive modes provide significant contribution to �, which depend
on the diameter of the wire and the thickness of the amorphous shell: for example
for a wire with a diameter of 3 nm and an amorphous shell of 1 nm, propagating
modes with frequencies up to 2 THz contribute about one half of the total � at room
temperature.

Given the delocalized character of both propagating and diffusive modes, which
typically extend for several tens of nanometers, over the whole models considered
in the simulation studies, one would argue that surface amorphization in thin wires
deeply modifies the character of the vibrational modes, rather than just scattering
phonons. It is interesting to point out that low frequency propagating phonons in
rough wires can still exhibit remarkably long mean free paths of the order of 1
m
even in wires as thin as 2 nm (Fig. 7.17), against the common wisdom that the
diameter of the wire marks the upper limit of the mean free path of the heat carriers
(Casimir limit). Very long phonon mean free paths were indeed recently observed
in SiGe nanowires [85].

Heat transport in thicker wires with diameters larger than 10 nm exhibit sim-
ilar characteristics as those discussed for thin wires, however elastic scattering
calculations on open systems and molecular dynamics simulations of periodic
systems show that surface features become less effective in limiting � [86, 87],

Fig. 7.17 Mean free paths of
propagating phonons in a
2 nm thick silicon nanowire
with few atoms thick
amorphous shell
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and the microscopic origin of the reduction of � reported in some experiments
remains debated. On the other hand, in thick wires mesoscopic models including
surface scattering entail satisfactory results, provided that the correct phonon
dispersion relations are used [88]. Besides surface amorphization, several other
possible strategies to reduce � in semiconducting wires were devised using atomistic
simulations, such as introducing screw dislocations [89], surface faceting [90],
alloying [91], and crystalline core-shell structuring [92].

To conclude, it is worth mentioning that atomistic modeling predicted that
suspended semiconducting wires would exhibit quantized thermal conductance at
low temperature in ballistic regime [93]. The quantum of conductance is universal,
yet temperature-dependent, and corresponds to �2k2BT=3h. The possibility to probe
the quantum of conductance is made viable by the harmonic phonon features
described at the beginning of this session, which are general for suspended one-
dimensional nanostructures. This prediction was verified experimentally few years
later and quantized thermal conductance was measured in silicon nitride phonon
waveguides [94].

7.4.2 Ultra-Thin Silicon Membranes

Whereas suspended silicon nanowires display a high potential for tuning and
optimization of the thermal conductivity that would be very attractive for thermo-
electric energy conversion, their use in devices is complicated by their fragility
and by the lack of scalable fabrication processes. In turn, quasi two-dimensional
ultra thin membranes appear as more versatile systems for applications that rely
heavily on phononic properties, including sensors, nanomechanical resonators
and thermoelectrics. Recent experiments demonstrated intriguing phononic and
thermal properties of silicon membranes, including flexural acoustic modes with
quadratic dispersion relations [95], quasi-ballistic transport at the micro scale at
room temperature [96], and yet a significant reduction of thermal conductivity
compared to bulk[30]. A compelling microscopic interpretation of these results can
be obtained by atomistic modeling, which shows to what extent they emerge from
the interplay of dimensionality reduction and surface features.

The experimental measurements of � in thin films and suspended membranes can
be interpreted by mesoscopic kinetic models [34] based on bulk phonon dispersion
relations [96], in which surface scattering is modeled empirically, in analogy with
the Sondheimer model for electronic transport [97] (Fig. 7.18). However, comparing
lattice dynamics results to molecular dynamics simulations, it was shown that for
films or membranes of the order of, or thinner than, �10 nm large discrepancies
may arise, thus indicating that models based on bulk properties cannot be used to
predict the thermal conductivity of ultra-thin membranes [98].

As in the case of silicon nanowires discussed in the previous section, also
for membranes it is necessary to assess the effect of dimensionality reduction on
the harmonic and anharmonic phonon properties. If the interatomic interactions
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Fig. 7.18 Room temperature thermal conductivity of suspended silicon membranes normalized by
the thermal conductivity of natural bulk silicon (148 W m�1 K�1 at 300 K) [30, 99]. The dashed
line is the result of a kinetic model with diffusive surface scattering [96]
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Fig. 7.19 Phonon dispersion relations of a 5 nm thick silicon membrane, and detail of the acoustic
modes in proximity of the � point [100]

are modeled with inexpensive empirical potentials [57], the phonon dispersion
relations of atomistic models of silicon membranes with thickness up to few tens of
nanometers can be calculated by diagonalization of the dynamical matrix computed
from Eq. (7.2). Lattice dynamics calculations of periodic crystalline models with
ideal surface reconstruction allow us to asses the general effects of dimensionality
reduction on phonons. Figure 7.19 reports the phonon dispersion relations of a
5 nm thick membrane. The large number of atoms in the unit cell gives rise to a
large number of optical bands, which extend to low frequency and mix with the
acoustic modes. The features of these bands, originated from removing periodicity
in one direction, cannot be reproduced correctly by zone folding of bulk phonons,
especially for the thinnest membranes, as they have derivative equal to zero at the
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� point and ! / q2. The detail of the acoustic dispersions at the � point shows that
one of the transverse acoustic modes converts into a flexural mode with ! / q2. The
flexural modes, related to out-of-plane vibration, are very sensitive to the thickness
of the membrane: thinner membranes exhibit softer flexural modes (Fig. 7.20a).
The dispersion relations of these modes was measured by Brillouin light scattering
experiments, which showed a remarkable agreement with modeling [95, 99]. Also
the speed of sound of the longitudinal acoustic branch depends on the thickness of
the membranes, yet weakly. In general it is lower than in the bulk, but in the sub-
10 nm regime the speed of sound of the LA modes decreases with thickness. On the
other hand the speed of sound of the in-plane transverse modes, which remain linear
in q, is not affected by variations of thickness (Fig. 7.20b).

Whereas the characterization of the acoustic phonons from atomistic modeling
exhibit a remarkable agreement with experiments, the thermal conductivity of pris-
tine crystalline membranes, computed by equilibrium MD, is in sharp disagreement
with the measurements reported in [30]. Crystalline membranes with ideal surfaces
exhibit a reduction of � with respect to bulk silicon, however not as large as the
one probed by experiments (Fig. 7.21). Nevertheless, as opposed to the case of
nanowires, � decreases monotonically with decreasing thickness reaching 1=3 of
�bulk for �1 nm thick membranes. No evidence of possible divergence of � was
observed.

The discrepancy with experiments indicates that pristine crystalline models are
not representative for real systems. Since silicon membranes are exposed to air
during and after fabrication, a layer of native oxide forms at their surfaces. Such
layer is about 1 nm thick and can exhibit nanoscale roughness. When models with
rough and/or oxidized surfaces as those shown in Fig. 7.21b–d are considered, the
simulations reproduce the experimental � very well (Fig. 7.21e), thus indicating that
also for ultra-thin silicon membranes surface properties dictate the major reduction
of �. Recent experiments, in which the native oxide layer is removed by wet etching
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and eventually let re-grow, confirm the prominent role of surface oxidation and
roughness on thermal transport. This effect is more appreciable in the thinnest
samples measured (�8 nm) for which an increase of � of about 2.3 times (from 8 to
18 W m�1 K�1) upon etching was observed. Further exposure of the same sample to
air for several hours leads to a reduction of � to 12 W m�1 K�1. In thicker samples
the same cycle of etching and re-oxidation lead to smaller variations of � [99].

Non equilibrium MD simulations, which allow one to calculate the accumulation
function of � as a function of phonon mean free path, show that surface scattering
shifts the major contribution to the total thermal conductivity at room temperature
from phonons with a broad range of mean free paths up to 1
m for pristine
crystalline membranes, to a much narrower distribution of mean free paths smaller
than 80 nm for membrane models with rough native oxide at the surfaces.

Dimensionality reduction in membranes enables other approaches to control heat
transport via surface modifications. For example, it was suggested that drilling holes
or depositing nanoscale pillars, of the same or of a different material would modify
the band structure and enhance phonons scattering through local resonances, thus
reducing the thermal conductivity [101–104].

7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have illustrated a limited, yet representative, set of problems
in which atomistic simulations are exploited to shed light on nanoscale heat
transport in materials with reduced dimensionality. Even though models for specific
materials are employed, common features emerge, stemming for example from
symmetries and invariances associated with dimensionality reduction. Phonon dis-
persion relations and vibrational density of states are deeply affected by changes in
dimensionality, especially concerning acoustic phonons. Specifically, the emergence
of flexural phonons with quadratic dispersion relations sizably influences both sound
and heat propagation in one and two-dimensional nanostructures. Flexural modes in
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2D membranes and 1D wires are characteristic of low dimensional systems in a
three-dimensional space, in which each atom has three degrees of freedom. This
aspect marks a major difference with non-linear low-dimensional systems, such
as the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam model, in which motion is also confined in a space with
reduced dimensionality. In addition, except for graphene, which is a truly atomically
thick two-dimensional array of atoms, all the other systems known in nature have
a complex three-dimensional structure, even though they may extend in one or two
dimensions only.

Starting from this premises, it is then understandable that, at variance with non-
linear models, no clear evidence of diverging thermal conductivity was found in
atomistic simulations of nanostructures, even though both graphene and carbon
nanotubes exhibit extremely high thermal conductivity, and diffusive (Fourier) heat
transport has been predicted to occur only at macroscopic size scales. Phenomena
like large ballistic phonon mean free path and the emergence of “second sound”
at relatively high temperature, which lead to quasi-diverging � as in non-linear
models, actually stem from the reduced phase-space available to anharmonic
phonon scattering and the presence of flexural modes.

A further general consequence of dimensionality reduction is the very large
surface-to-volume ratio, which makes heat transport in low-dimensional nanostruc-
tures extremely sensitive to surface modifications, such as roughening, faceting,
functionalization, oxidation and interactions with substrates. A possible analogy
with statistical physics can be made considering the difference between momentum
conserving and non-conserving models, such as the Frenkel-Kontorova model,
where lack of momentum conservation, e.g from the interaction with an underlying
fixed potential, suppresses divergence. The tremendous impact of surfaces on
nanoscale heat transport was predicted in many simulation studies, and probed in
several experiments. These works have demonstrated that accurate modeling needs
to include chemical specificity and benefits from direct feedback with experiments.
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Chapter 8
Experimental Probing of Non-Fourier Thermal
Conductors

Chih-Wei Chang

Abstract Even though theoretical studies on non-Fourier thermal conduction have
continued for many decades, experimental investigations on the topic just started
in recent years. In this chapter, I will give my personal reflections on our past
and recent experimental progress in elucidating the non-Fourier thermal conduction
phenomena in SiGe nanowires, Si-Ge interfaces, multiwall nanotubes, and ultralong
singlewall nanotubes. Non-Fourier thermal conduction includes the conventional
ballistic thermal conduction in ordinary materials and the anomalous thermal
transport in low dimensional systems. Due to finite-size effects, many of the non-
Fourier thermal conduction behaviors observed previously can be attributed to
conventional ballistic thermal conduction phenomena. On the other hand, significant
experimental progress has been made to reveal the anomalous thermal conduction
on low-dimensional materials of macroscopic sizes.

8.1 Introduction

In 1822, French mathematician and physicist Joseph Fourier published his work
entitled Théorie Analytique de la Chaleur (The Analytic Theory of Heat), which
established the phenomenological theory for thermal conduction in solids; or in
general, the correct mathematical description of diffusion process. Fourier’s seminal
work later inspired Georg S. Ohm to discover Ohm’s law for electrical conduction
in 1827 and Adolf E. Fick to discover Fick’s law for gas diffusion in 1855, which are
the empirical foundations of many phenomena in macroscopic world. Under steady
state, Fourier’s law explicitly states that the heat flux density (J) is proportional to
the temperature gradient, and the proportional constant is the thermal conductivity
(�), i.e.

J D ��rT (8.1)
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On the other hand, similar to electrical conductivity in Ohm’s law, Fourier’s law
also implicitly suggests that � is an intrinsic property of a material and should be
independent of the sample sizes.

Theoretical physicists started to notice anomalous violations of Fourier’s law
during 1940s [1]. Intensive investigations resurged in late 1990s when powerful
computers became available [2]. It should be noted that when referring to “violations
of Fourier’s law” or “breakdown of Fourier’s law” in the literatures, it often suggests
violations of the implication of Fourier’s law; that is, � is no longer an intrinsic
property of a material and could be size-dependent in low dimensional systems.
In one-dimensional (1D) systems, � would display a power-law divergence with
respect to the length (L), i.e. �� L˛ (˛D 0 is Fourier’s law). In general, ˛ > 0 can be
regarded as non-Fourier thermal conduction. Thus, non-Fourier thermal conduction
includes the following:

1. Conventional ballistic thermal conduction (˛D 1): in analogy to ballistic con-
duction of electrons, it represents a dissipationless thermal transport phe-
nomenon. Experimentally, we will discuss our recent results of SiGe nanowires,
Si-Ge interfaces, and multiwall nanotubes.

2. Anomalous thermal conduction (0<˛< 1): although the underlying physics
remains unclear, the anomalous thermal transport phenomena are known to occur
in many 1D systems [3, 4]. Experimentally, we will discuss recent progress in
measuring �’s of ultralong nanotubes.

Before we discuss the experiments on non-Fourier thermal conductors, we should
ask the definition of a 1D system, i.e. what kinds of materials can be considered as
a 1D, instead of a 3D system?

Unfortunately, I find the definition is poorly understood in literatures even though
theorists have focused on studying anomalous thermal conduction of atomic chains
for long time. Many theoretical models have focused on atomic chains that have
only one degree of freedom for each atom. Such models are certainly 1D systems
but they do not exist in real world. Other models have considered atomic chains
with three dimensional degrees of freedom for each atom. However, although
similar systems do exist in materials such as polyethylene, the associated thermal
conduction measurements on individual, isolated molecular chain remain to be
challenging. On the other hand, many kinds of nanotubes and nanowires have been
synthesized. Can these nanotubes or nanowires be considered as 1D systems?

Although a rigorous definition of a 1D system needs more theoretical works,
we note that there are three scales naturally emerging from the discussion of 1D
systems. Empirically, there are three possible criteria for defining a 1D thermal
conductor:

(A) Aspect ratio: when the length (L) of a sample is much larger than the diameter
(d) of the sample, i.e. L � d [5, 6].

(B) Phonon mean free path: when the dominant phonon mean free path (l) of a
sample is much larger than the diameter of the sample, i.e. l � d.
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(C) Phonon wavelength: when the dominant phonon wavelength (�) for heat
conduction of a sample is much larger than the diameter of the sample, i.e.
�� d [6].

Experimentally, we can test which of the above statements is a correct definition
for a 1D system. After a brief contemplation, we find that (A) is unlikely otherwise
a man’s long beard, a woman’s long hair, a long optic fiber, and a long electric
cable (any of them can easily have aspect ratio L/d � 105) would be common 1D
materials. Violation of Fourier’s law would be commonplace if (A) were true. In this
chapter, we will experimentally investigate whether (B) or (C) is a correct definition
for 1D thermal conductors.

8.2 Experimental Methods for Probing Non-Fourier
Thermal Conduction

Fourier’s law is a mathematical description for heat diffusing across a solid, which
involves a lot of collisions during the process. In a particle picture of the process, it
is similar to the energy transfer of gas molecules confined in a box with one end of
the box being hotter than the other end. Different materials would involve different
scattering processes that give rise to finite �. Therefore, the averaged path of a gas
molecule (in analogy to a phonon) undergoing two collisions can be viewed as the
phonon mean free path (l). If the sample size is less than the l, conventional (i.e.
˛D 1) ballistic thermal conduction would occur. Thus the operational definition of
(conventional) ballistic thermal conduction means that there is no thermal resistance
inside a sample and the thermal resistance exclusively happens at the contacts,
i.e. the length-dependent thermal resistance (1/K, where K is thermal conductance)
measurement should yield a constant 1/K for a ballistic thermal conductor shorter
than l.

Following the operational definition, we now discuss the experimental pro-
cedures for determining l of a sample subjected to a temperature gradient, or
equivalently, the distance of (conventional) ballistic thermal conduction. As shown
in Fig. 8.1a, when the length (L) of the sample is less than l, heat transfer would
be dissipationless and thermal resistance only occurs at the two contacts. Thus
ballistic thermal conduction will give length-independent thermal resistance for
L< l. Following the definition of �� KL/A (where A is the cross sectional area of
the sample), it will result in a length-dependent of � for L< l as well, as shown in
Fig. 8.1b. When L> l, collision processes start to destroy the ballistic properties of
phonons, one then have the ordinary result obeying Fourier’s law, i.e. 1/K increases
linearly with L, or equivalently, � is length-independent, as shown in Fig. 8.1b.

Unfortunately, so far not many experiments have followed the operational defini-
tion to determine l of materials. In fact, many experiments studied dependences
on lateral dimensions that are transverse to the temperature gradient, instead of
varying the longitudinal dimensions that is parallel to the temperature gradient.
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Fig. 8.1 (a) An illustration of a ballistic thermal conductor connected to a heat source and a heat
sink. The phonon scatter inside the thermal conductor destroys the wave properties of phonons
and leads to a finite phonon mean free path. (b) The corresponding data when probing the length
dependent thermal transport of (a). Both 1/K vs. L (left) and � vs. L (right) relations are plotted
here

Taking Si as an example, Goodson’s group studied thickness-dependent, in-plane
� of silicon-on-insulator wafer by repeated thermal oxidation and wet etching
[7, 8]. The l was estimated to be 300 nm instead of 43 nm predicted by a
dispersionless theory [8]. Liu and Asheghi further studied � of doped Si films
with thinner thickness [9]. Li et al. studied diameter-dependent � of Si nanowires
and found that the � decreases with decreasing diameter [10]. In these works, the
estimation of l was based on arguments of Hendrik Casimir, namely the Casimir
limit [11]. The Casimir limit states that the l of a thin film/nanowire would be limited
by its thickness/diameter provided that the surface scatters phonons diffusively.
However, how a rough surface scatter phonon diffusively remains highly unknown.
Many theories of surface scatterings of phonons remain unjustified so far. Thus
the above experiments based on the Casimir limit should be regarded as indirect
estimation of l. In fact, the experimental verification of quantum thermal conduction
provides a good example that the lateral confinement of the SiNx (200 nm wide,
60 nm thick) beam does not necessarily affect the ballistic thermal conduction along
the beam (�4 �m) [12]. Moreover, recent experimental observation of l � 200 nm
in holey silicon with lateral confinements as small as 20 nm clearly demonstrates the
invalidity of the Casimir limit [13]. Thus l is, in general, not limited by the lateral
dimension of a sample.

Recently, there have been great interests in utilizing optical techniques to
probe l’s of materials, these include time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) [14,
15], frequency-domain thermoreflectance (FDTR) techniques [16]. In these optical
techniques, heat is generated after the material absorbs the laser light. Then
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the temperature variation can be probed by another laser beam based on the
temperature-dependence of the refractive index of the material. Experimentally,
aluminum or gold thin film is commonly employed as a thermal transducer to
efficiently convert light into heat. However, it inevitably introduces another problem
of thermal contact resistances in these optical measurements, which is difficult to
model and certainly introduces large systematic uncertainties in the experiments
[17]. For example, the thermal transport at the interface has been suggested to play
an important role in enhancing the anisotropy in an otherwise isotropic material
[17]. Thus the interpretation of optical measurement results without considering the
role of interface will lead to inconsistent conclusions. In TDTR or FDTR, changes
of �’s were observed by changing spot sizes or the modulation frequency of the
pump laser, which were used for estimating how much ballistic phonons contribute
the heat conduction. However, because experimental complexities associated with
laser spot sizes, laser modulation frequencies, temperature profiles, and interface
phonon scatterings are quite involved, deducing the l’s is not straightforward in
these experiments [17]. Wilson and Cahill recently pointed out that parts of the
previous discrepancies originated from anisotropic thermal transport in-plane and
cross-plane, which are different for experiments varying spot sizes or changing mod-
ulation frequencies [17]. In addition, identifying the optical signals from phononic
and electronic responses is sometimes nontrivial. Finally, theoretical interpretations
of the optical measurement results remain controversial. For example, although it is
commonly assumed that the observed deviation to be due to ballistic phonons, ab-
initio calculations suggest that agreements on Si are better if simply considering
harmonic and anharmonic phonon channels but without directly incorporating
ballistic phonons [18]. In short, the interpretation of the experimental data based
on TDTR or FDTR is model-dependent and nontrivial so far. Deducing l of Si from
these works is not direct, either.

One should keep in mind that the operational definition of ballistic thermal
conduction is based in Fig. 8.1 which demands the variation of the length to be
parallel to the temperature gradient. Yet carrying out the desired experimental
procedure shown in Fig. 8.1 is not a simple task in practice. Because sometimes
the data were collected from different samples of various sizes, they may inevitably
exhibit large uncertainties due to variations of sample qualities. Furthermore, many
previous works have ignored the contribution of contact thermal resistance, which is
likely to give erroneous interpretation of the experimental data, as will be discussed
in the following.

Physically, thermal transport measurements usually require connecting leads to
a sample, which would often result in finite contact thermal resistances. Thus the
experimentally measured total thermal resistance (1/Ktotal) can be expressed as:

1

Ktotal
D 1

Ksample
C 1

Kcontact
; (8.2)
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where 1/Kcontact is contact thermal resistance, which can be reasonably modeled as
a constant, and 1/Ksample is sample resistance, which can be described as

1=Ksample D


1=KQ; for L � l;�
1=KQ

�
L
l ; for L > l;

(8.3)

by assuming that ballistic behavior takes place and 1/Ksample becomes constant when
L< l, whereas diffusive behavior dominates and is proportional to L when L> l.
If ballistic thermal conductance does not take place at all (i.e. l D 0), we simply
have the diffusive behavior 1/Ksample D aL (a> 0) for all L> 0, and consequently
the thermal conductivity �� KL/A yields a constant regardless of L, obeying
Fourier’s law. For this reason, the observation that � decreases with decreasing L
is often regarded as a signal of non-Fourier thermal conduction phenomena, or the
occurrence of ballistic thermal conduction. However, because the decrease of � with
decreasing L may be also explained by the presence of a nonzero contact resistance,
reading the non-Fourier signal from the � vs. L data alone could be fallacious. For
example, when contact thermal resistance is finite, � follows

� � KtotalL

A
D L=A

aL C 1=Kcontact
(8.4)

which leads to �! 0 as L ! 0. To illustrate the fallacy, we plot � vs. L and 1/Ktotal

vs. L using Eqs. (8.3) and (8.4) in Fig. 8.2a, b, with added noises to simulate the

Fig. 8.2 Simulated (a) � vs. L and (b) 1/Ktotal vs. L relations for 1/KcontactD 3. It can be seen that
finite contact thermal resistance will create a fallacious ballistic thermal conduction effect in the �
vs. L relation even if the sample is a diffusive conductor [19]
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experimental data. If one merely focuses on the decrease of �, the phonon mean free
path l could be erroneously identified to be larger than 10, significantly deviating
from the correct value (l D 0).

To determine the value of l rigorously, one has to perform regression analysis on
the experimental data (of � or 1/Ktotal) in response to all range of L. A reliable result
of regression analysis not only gives the best-fitted values of l, 1/KQ, and 1/Kcontact

but should also yield stringent standard errors for them. If regression analyses yields
l> 0 with a small standard error, ballistic thermal conduction can be claimed.

To easily identify the ballistic thermal conduction from the experimental data, it
is recommended to plot the 1/Ktotal vs. L relation. The 1/Ktotal vs. L relation would
allow us to separate the ballistic thermal conduction from the unwanted effect of
contact thermal resistance by reading the offset at L ! 0, as shown in Fig. 8.2b. The
ballistic thermal conduction can be seen by observing the deviation from diffusive
behavior, extrapolating from the data of large L’s.

We now reexamine the previous experimental data of Ge and Si [20, 21], whose
� vs. L relation is shown in Fig. 8.3a, c), respectively. Because the effective
lengths were collected from different samples of different dimensions, we employ
the relation A/Ktotal D L/� and plot normalized thermal resistance A/Ktotal vs. L
relations in Fig. 8.3b, d instead. Surprisingly, the A/Ktotal vs. L relation shown in
Fig. 8.3b, d does not deviate from diffusive transport behavior down to L D 42 nm
for Ge film and L D 1 �m for Si membranes even if the authors claim to find
evidence for room temperature ballistic thermal conduction over L D 1 �m for
Si. Apparently, the misinterpretation is due to the ignorance of contact thermal
resistance in their data. On the other hand, the finite offset observed in Fig. 8.3d is
an interesting effect, which indicates that optical heating methods do not necessarily
yield zero interface thermal resistance as previously thought. Nevertheless, because
the data in Fig. 8.3b, d do not deviate from the diffusive behavior, there is no
observable ballistic thermal conduction of Si or Ge at room temperature. Recently,

Fig. 8.3 (a) � vs. L and (b) A/Ktotal vs. L relations for Ge film. (c) � vs. L and (d) A/Ktotal vs. L
relations for Si membranes. The diffusive behaviors are denoted by the gray dashed line in (b) and
(d), respectively. The data are reproduced from Ref. [20, 21]
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there is another experiment extending the investigated regimes to smaller length
scales (�30 nm) using patterned Al as nanostructured transducers [22]. But if we
employ the same analyses by plotting their � vs. L data into A/Ktotal vs. L relation, we
again find no evidence for the claimed ballistic thermal conduction. These examples
cast strong concerns on the adequacies of the experimental methods for probing
ballistic thermal conduction.

In this section, we discuss the operational definition of conventional ballistic
thermal conduction. We emphasize that, to experimentally determining l of a given
material, one must measure the 1/Ktotal vs. L relation (or A/Ktotal vs. L relation)
and observe the departure from Fourier’s law. Unfortunately, many previous
experiments either disobeyed the operational definition or ignored the contribution
from contact thermal resistances. We reanalyze the previous experiments on Si and
find that the claim of l> 1 �m for Si at room temperature is incorrect.

8.3 Non-Fourier (Ballistic) Thermal Conduction in SiGe
Nanowires

Recently, we have also recognized the issues mentioned in the previous section and
directly measured the length-dependent � and 1/K of homogeneously-alloyed SiGe
nanowires [23]. SiGe nanowires are a model alloy system in which the role of alloy
scatterings of phonons in nanoscale dimensions can be thoroughly investigated.
Interestingly, theoretical predictions on l of SiGe vary five orders of magnitudes,
ranging from 10 nm to 700 �m [24–27]. The large discrepancies thus motivate
us to rigorously investigate the ballistic thermal conduction phenomena in SiGe
nanowires.

Experimentally, Si1�xGex (x D 0.1–0.6) nanowires with a wide range of struc-
tural variations and alloy concentrations were made by chemical vapor deposition
methods. The scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) images and the
associated data reveal that Si0.9Ge0.1 nanowires are homogeneously alloyed with
few defects or twin structures. On the other hand, Si0.4Ge0.6 nanowires exhibit
apparent twin boundaries, stacking faults, striped compositional variations, surface
roughness, and defects, as shown in Fig. 8.4.

To investigate the thermal conduction of individual SiGe nanowires, we fabri-
cated microscale thermal conductivity test fixtures consisting of suspended heaters
and sensors shown in Fig. 8.5. The thermal conductivity test fixture consisted of
two suspended silicon nitride (SiNx) membranes each supported by five 420 �m-
long and 2 �m-wide SiNx beams. Nanowires with chosen lengths or diameters were
picked up and placed on the test fixture by a sharpened tungsten tip operated by
a piezodriven manipulator inside a scanning electron microscope (SEM). In-situ
deposition of Pt/C composites was then carried out to rigidly bond the nanowire
to the test fixture. To measure the thermal conductance (K) of the nanowire, Joule
heating was supplied to the heater and the temperature rises of the heater and sensor
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Fig. 8.4 (a) A representative STEM image of a homogeneously alloyed Si0.9Ge0.1 nanowire.
(b) An atomic-resolution image of (a) showing the crystalline lattice. (c and d), Si and
Ge K-edge elemental mappings of the yellow-dotted area of (a) showing homogeneously Si and
Ge distributions. (e) A representative STEM image of a Si0.4Ge0.6 nanowire showing uniform
intensity distributions radially and aperiodic striped distributions axially. (f) An atomic-resolution
image of (e) displaying a twin boundary. (g and h), Si and Ge K-edge elemental mappings of the
yellow-dotted area of (e) showing that Si and Ge elements are homogeneously alloyed with striped
composition variations [23]

Fig. 8.5 A false colored SEM image of a thermal conductivity test fixture consisting of suspended
heater and sensor pads with a SiGe nanowire anchored on it

were measured. Under steady state, K can be obtained using the relation

K D P

�TH ��TS

�
�TS

�TH C�TS

�
(8.5)

where P is the Joule heating power, �TH and �TS is the temperature raise on the
heater and the sensor, respectively. Due to the linear relation of resistance with
respect to temperature of the Pt film resistors, the temperature variations of the
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heater and the sensor can be directly obtained by measuring their resistance. The
thermal conductivity � was evaluated by incorporating the length and the diameter
of the nanowire determined by SEM. All the measurements were carried out at
pressure <10�5 mbar to eliminate unwanted heat convection.

We have systematically measured the length dependent thermal transport for
more than twenty SiGe nanowires of different diameters, structures, and alloy
concentrations. Due to the variations of the cross sectional area (A) between
different samples, we plot the normalized thermal resistance (A/K) vs. L relation
and � vs. L in Fig. 8.6. Figure 8.6a shows that the � increases linearly with L
for L< 8.3 �m, followed by a slope change at L D 8.3 �m, then the � saturates at
8.2 W/m-K, agreeing with the bulk value of SiGe. Although Fig. 8.6a alone seems
to suggest l D 8.3 �m for SiGe nanowires, it is necessary to reexamine the data by
plotting A/Ktotal vs. L in Fig. 8.6b. From Fig. 8.6b, A/Ktotal decreases linearly with L
for L> 8 �m, indicating the expected diffusive transport behavior. Interestingly, the
A/Ktotal vs. L changes the slope at L D 8 �m and it significantly deviates from the
diffusive behavior for L< 8�m. Applying the regression analysis gives l D 8.05�m
with standard deviation D 0.31 �m. Moreover, extrapolating the diffusive behavior
to L ! 0 suggests that the (classical) contact thermal resistance is nearly zero, which
indicates that the observed ballistic thermal conduction shown in Fig. 8.6a cannot
be attributed to effects of finite contact thermal resistance. We emphasize that the
x-axes of Fig. 8.6a, b are “length” rather than “effective length”, which means that
we have strictly followed the operational definition of ballistic thermal conduction

Fig. 8.6 (a) � vs. L and (b) A/Ktotal vs. L relations for homogeneously-alloyed SiGe nanowires.
Both � vs. L and A/Ktotal vs. L relations deviate from the diffusive behavior for L< 8�m, indicating
the ballistic thermal conduction. The gray dashed line is a fitted line extrapolating from data of
L> 8 �m [19, 23]
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and made the variation of the length to be parallel to the temperature gradient. Thus
our experimental investigations provide the direct determination of l.

The observed ballistic thermal conduction persisting over 8 �m is not only an
unprecedented long distance ever found in thermal conductors at room temperature
but also more than 9 times longer than those of nanotubes, graphene, or diamond
reported so far [28, 29]. Remarkably, the room temperature averaged phonon mean
free path observed in our experiment is even longer than the electronic counterparts
(lelectron< 1 �m) of the highest-mobility (>200,000 cm2 V�1 s�1) graphene devices
for observing fractional quantum Hall effect at low temperatures [30, 31].

Theoretical calculations have pointed out the low-frequency acoustic
phonons (<1 THz) to be the dominant carriers for transmitting heat in SiGe
[26]. In fact, we observed a much weaker diameter-dependence of � in
SiGe nanowires ((��/(�bulkd)< 5.1 � 10�4/nm for SiGe nanowires, whereas
��/(�bulkd) D 2.3 � 10�3/nm for Si nanowires and ��/(�bulkd) D 2.2 � 10�3/nm
for Ge nanowires, here d is the diameter of nanowires) [10, 32–34]. Apparently,
the criterion of the Casimir limit does not apply to SiGe nanowires and specular
scatterings of the low-frequency phonons can happen at the surface of the SiGe
nanowires.

We note that the contribution of the low frequency phonons can be estimated
from the slope of � vs. L relation in Fig. 8.6a. Because the low-frequency acoustic
phonons are nearly dispersiveless, from the slope (�/L D 9.5 � 105 W/K-m2) of
Fig. 8.6a for L< 8.3 �m, we can have the relation from dispersiveless kinetic
theory �/L D Cava/3 (where Ca and va D 4108 m/s are respectively the averaged
specific heat and the averaged sound velocity of the low-frequency phonons). We
obtain Ca D 680 J/K-m3 and Ca/Cbulk D 0.04 % (where Cbulk D 1.7 � 106 J/K-m3 is
the experimentally measured specific heat) [35]. The result indicates that the low
frequency phonons carrying out the heat conduction in the SiGe nanowires only
occupy 0.04 % of the excited phonons. Incorporating the density of states of SiGe
[36], we further estimate that these phonons exhibit frequencies less than 0.3 THz.
On the other hand, applying similar analyses to Si and Ge reveals 20–30 % of the
excited phonon modes are responsible for the ballistic heat conductions [8, 20]. The
result is consistent with theoretical calculations that phonons below 1 THz dominate
the heat transfer in SiGe [26]. In contrast, phonons up to 6 THz contribute equally
to the heat transfer in Si [26].

Although ballistic phonon transport could imply infinite thermal conductance
in a classical physics picture, the maximum heat flow per channel is limited by
fundamental constants in quantum mechanics [37]. In principle, ballistic thermal
conduction should obey Landauer’s formulation for quantum thermal conduction
(KQ) [37]:

KQ D k2B
h

X

m

Z 1

xm

dx
x2ex

.ex � 1/2
Tm .xkBT=¯/ � �2k2BT

3h
(8.6)
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where is kB Boltzmann constant, Tm is the transmission coefficient of the mth
phonon mode. At low temperatures, Landauer’s formula can be reduced to a simple
form expressed by fundamental constants, as shown in Eq. (8.6). Because the total
thermal conductance of a SiGe nanowire is proportional to its cross-sectional area
and the number of channels (N) of quantum conductance (KQ � 10�10 W/K at
300 K), from K/A D �/L D 9.5 � 105 W/K-m2 D NKQ/A, we obtain the averaged area
occupied by each quantum channel A/N � 100 nm2. Furthermore, N can be obtained
via integrating the density of states:

N D
Z kmax

0

D.k/d2k DAk2max

4�2
(8.7)

where kmax D 2 /�min denotes the maximum wave vector (or equivalently, the
shortest wavelength �min) of phonons that carry out the heat conduction in a
SiGe nanowire. From Eq. (8.7), we obtain �min � 10 nm and maximum frequency
of the phonons f � va/�min D 0.4 THz, consistent with earlier estimates based
on Ca/Cbulk D 0.04 %. Thus the independent analysis based on quantum thermal
conductance suggests that the dominant acoustic phonon wavelength is larger than
10 nm (or the frequency is less than 0.4 THz), which is again consistent with
previous estimates.

Now we discuss the issue of contact thermal resistance. From operational defi-
nition, contact thermal resistance the measured residue thermal resistance as L ! 0.
In the diffusive (classical) regime, contact thermal resistance results from back-
scattering of phonons. In the ballistic (quantum) regime, contact thermal resistance
occurs even if the phonons are scattering-free but the available quantum channels are
geometrically constricted at the contacts. Remarkably, extrapolating the data in the
diffusive regime (L> 8.3�m) to L ! 0 in Fig. 8.6b gives negligible classical contact
resistance (<2 % of the nanowires’ thermal resistance), indicating nearly scattering-
free transmission of phonons at the contacts. On the other hand, extrapolating the
data in the ballistic regime (L< 8.3 �m) to L ! 0 shows that the contact thermal
resistance (1/K D L/A�) is inversely proportional to cross sectional area (A D�d2/4)
of the nanowire rather than the real contact area (��dLc, Lc � 300 nm is the physical
contact length of the nanowire and the heater/sensor pads, d is the diameter of the
nanowire). The counter-intuitive result is in fact due to the occurrence of ballistic
thermal conduction that constrains the phonons to enter into limited heat conduction
channels of a nanowire [38]. Because the number of phonon modes of a waveguide
is constrained by the smallest cross-sectional area from a heat source to a heat
sink, considering �d2/4 ��dLcon in our experiment, the total number of available
channels for transmitting heat is thus limited by �d2/4 rather than �dLcon. The effect
also explains why so small deviations to the dashed line in Fig. 8.2 are observed
for SiGe nanowires with different contact geometries. Furthermore, independent
analyses suggest that the classical contact thermal resistance must be less than 10 %
otherwise the � of SiGe nanowires would be larger than that of bulk SiGe [14, 39].

So far we have provided two kinds of evidence (i.e. the length dependent thermal
transport and the unconventional contact thermal resistance) supporting the room
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temperature ballistic thermal conduction over 8 �m in SiGe nanowires. Now we
provide the third evidence that the ballistic conduction enables non-additivity of
resistances in series, a phenomenon that was known to exclusively occur in low-
dimensional ballistic electronic systems at ultralow temperatures in the past [40].
Similar to the electrical counterparts, connecting two diffusive or two ballistic
thermal conductors in series is known to yield distinct results on the total thermal
conductance (Ktotal):

Ktotal �


.K1; K2/min for ballistic conductors
K1K2= .K1 C K2/ for diffusive conductors

(8.8)

where the inequality holds when the classical contact thermal resistance at the
junction is nonzero. (K1, K2)min denotes the minimum value of the set (K1, K2),
a result originating from the geometrical constriction in ballistic thermal conductors
mentioned above. Note that Eq. (8.8) has taken into account the classical contact
resistance so the Ktotal should never exceed K1K2/(K1 C K2) for two diffusive
conductors connected in series. Therefore, any violations of the inequality of the
diffusive thermal conductors in Eq. (8.8) will be the evidence of ballistic thermal
conduction.

The upper graphs of Fig. 8.7 shows a series of SEM images when we rubbed,
pressed, or rotated the two mechanically-touched SiGe nanowires against each
other using a manipulator. The process allows us to survey many possible thermal
contact configurations between two SiGe nanowires. Here a constant power (P) was
supplied to the heater and the temperature rise of the heater before (�Tb) and after
(�Ta) connecting the nanowires was measured. Because the thermal conductance
of the tungsten tip is �104 higher than the nanowire, it functions like a heat sink for
the system. The thermal conductance (K) of the nanowire can be obtained via

K D P

�
1

�Ta
� 1

�Tb

�
(8.9)

We then measured the K of the system for all possible thermal contact configura-
tions, as shown in Fig. 8.7.

The lengths, diameters, and thermal conductances of the two SiGe nanowires are
respectively L1 � L2 D 3.65 �m, d1 � d2 D 183 nm, K1 � K2 D 2.81 � 10�8 W/K.
The corresponding measured Ktotal are displayed in Fig. 8.7. At sequence #3, 4, and
5, the data clearly exceed the limit predicted by diffusive conductors. It is because
the total length (L1 C L2 D 7.3�m< 8.3�m) is within the ballistic transport regime,
the whole system still behaves like a ballistic thermal conductor (with added phonon
scatterings at the junction). Remarkably, perfect ballistic phonon transmission (i.e.
Ktotal D (K1, K2)min D 2.81 � 10�8 W/K) is observed at sequence #5, indicating that
the phonon scatterings at the junction can be reduced to zero.

Figure 8.8a displays the measured Ktotal of another two SiGe nanowires of
dissimilar diameters connected in series (the lengths, diameters, and thermal
conductances are respectively L1 D L2 D 3 �m, d1 D 158 nm, d2 D 140 nm,
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Fig. 8.7 (Upper) A series of SEM images when we rubbed, pressed, or rotated the two
mechanically-touched SiGe nanowires against each other using a manipulator. The process allows
us to survey many possible thermal contact configurations between two SiGe nanowires. (Lower)
measured total thermal conductance (Ktotal) during the sequence. The green, blue, and red dashed
lines denote the values of K1, K2, and K1K2/(K1CK2), respectively. The blue/red dashed line also
denotes the maximum Ktotal allowed from Eq. (8.8) for ballistic/diffusive thermal conductors [23]

K1 D 1.96 � 10�8 W/K, K2 D 1.53 � 10�8 W/K). Remarkably, all the data shown
in Fig. 8.8a disobey the inequality of Eq. (8.2) for diffusive conductors. Instead,
the Ktotal’s follow the inequality for ballistic thermal conductors and the largest
values (sequence #8, 9 in Fig. 8.8a) equals to (K1, K2)min. Controlled experiments
on connecting two Si nanowires in series indeed obey the expected relation for
diffusive conductors, as shown in Fig. 8.8b.

We have provided three kinds of experimental evidence for the unusual room
temperature ballistic thermal conduction persisting over 8.3 �m in SiGe nanowires.
Curiously, can the observed phenomena be attributed to anomalous thermal con-
duction in 1D systems? We note that the above analyses are all based on bulk
properties of SiGe. Even though the low-frequency phonons dominate the heat
conduction processes in SiGe, their wavelengths are within the orders of 10 nm,
which are smaller than the diameters (>40 nm) of the nanowires. Thus effects of
quantum confinements do not seem to play a significant role here. Most importantly,
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Fig. 8.8 (a) (Upper) A representative SEM image of two SiGe nanowires of dissimilar diameters
mechanically connected and repeated the similar sequence described in Fig. 8.7. (Lower) The
measured Ktotal during the sequence. The values of K1, K2, and K1K2/(K1CK2) are denoted
respectively at the figure. The K2 and K1K2/(K1CK2) lines also denote the maximum Ktotal allowed
from Eq. (8.8) for ballistic/diffusive thermal conductors. (b) (Upper) A representative SEM image
for a controlled experiment on two Si nanowires. (Lower) The measured Ktotal during the sequence,
which displayed the expected diffusive behavior [23]

the � stops increasing when L is larger than 8.3 �m, as shown in Fig. 8.6a. The
result indicates that the theoretically proposed anomalous thermal conduction in
1D systems is not observed experimentally in SiGe nanowires. The observed non-
Fourier thermal conduction phenomena in SiGe nanowires can be attributed to
conventional ballistic thermal transport and they should be observed in bulk SiGe
as well. Therefore, the l � d proposed in the early section is not the criterion for
defining a 1D system and the SiGe nanowires are not 1D materials, either.

8.4 Non-Fourier (Ballistic) Thermal Conduction in Si-Ge
interfaces

Si-Ge core-shell nanowires consist of Si-core and Ge-shell of nanometer scales.
They are heterogeneously-alloyed materials with tubular-structured interfaces.
Recent theoretical works have suggested interface engineering could be more
effective than surface roughness in reducing the thermal conductivity [41–46].
In a core-shell nanowire, atoms at the heterogeneous interfaces are stretched,
inducing a strong coupling between the transverse and the longitudinal modes. It
is suggested that because the transverse modes are quantized and localized, the
coupled longitudinal modes are also not-propagating, resulting in a reduction of
� [44–46]. Aside from the effect, the added interface scatterings is supposed to
reduce � further [41, 42]. For electrical transport, the heterogeneous interface forms
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a tubular electronic conduction channel similar to carbon nanotubes and it support
a high-mobility quasi-1D hole gas with mean free paths exceeding 170 nm at room
temperature [47]. Many interesting electronic phenomena have been demonstrated,
including the potential for high performance transistors [48], programmable circuits
[49], and spin qubit manipulations [50]. Combining the dramatic reduction of � and
the high hole-mobility will make Si-Ge core-shell nanowires promising materials
for thermoelectric applications. For experimental thermal transport measurements,
M. C. Wingert et al. reported unexpected suppression of � in Ge-Si core-shell
nanowires have made the topic particularly interesting [23, 34, 51–53]. Naturally,
it will be intriguing to ask whether the nanoscale tubular hetero-interfaces could
mimic 1D systems and display unusual non-Fourier thermal conduction phenomena.

Experimentally, Si-Ge core-shell nanowires were synthesized by a chemical
vapor deposition method [54]. The structures of the synthesized nanowires were
characterized by STEM and TEM, revealing imperfect structures with many twin
boundaries, defects, rough surfaces, and dislocations, as shown in Fig. 8.9a, b.
The spatially-resolved energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) spectra in
Fig. 8.9c, d and STEM-EDS spectral imaging across the nanowire in Fig. 8.9e–g
confirm the presence of Si in the core region and Ge in the shell region. Interlayer
diffusion was found to be less than 5 %, determined by the EDS resolution limit.
The nanowires generally have lengths over 10 �m. The diameter of the Si-core can
be as small as 12 nm while the outer diameter of the nanowire can be as large as
225 nm.

Ideally, if the thermal transport of Si-Ge core-shell nanowires exhibit univer-
sal properties similar to what we have found in homogeneously-alloyed SiGe
nanowires, we could repeat the experimental method in the last section and measure

Fig. 8.9 (a) A representative high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) image of a Si-Ge core-shell
nanowire. (b) A high resolution TEM image of the same nanowire. The corresponding (c) Si K-
edge and (d) Ge K-edge elemental maps. (e) The cross-sectional HAADF image of the nanowire.
The corresponding (f) Si K-edge and (g) Ge K-edge elemental maps confirm the Si-core and Ge-
shell structure of the nanowire [23]
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the 1/K vs. L and � vs. L relations of different nanowires to unravel the ballistic
thermal conduction phenomena. Unfortunately, due to the large variations of the
Si-core diameters, Ge-shell thickness, concentrations of defects and impurities,
or surface roughness between different samples, the investigated Si-Ge core-shell
nanowires do not exhibit the desired universality. Thus new experimental methods
must be invented to overcome the challenges.

We have employed two different methods to study the thermal transport behav-
iors of the Si-Ge core-shell nanowires [55]. Method I is similar to the one expressed
in Eq. (8.9) that a constant power (P) was supplied to the heater and the temperature
rise of the heater before (�Tb) and after (�Ta) connecting the nanowire was
measured. But now the 1/K vs. L and � vs. L relations are deliberately investigated
on the same nanowire by repeatedly connecting/disconnecting a tungsten tip to
different positions of a nanowire so as to vary the investigated L, as shown
in Fig. 8.10a. The method will reduce the data variations inherent in different
samples.

For Method II, we employed an electron-beam-heating technique similar to the
method developed by D. Liu and her coworkers [56]. As shown in Fig. 8.10,
a nanowire was suspended across two integrated Pt film resistors supported by
suspended SiNx pads. Under steady state, the total thermal conductance (Ktotal)
of the system (including contributions from the thermal resistance of the nanowire
(RNW) and the (classical) contact thermal resistances at the left/right pads (Rc,left and
Rc,right)), can be obtained using the relation:

Ktotal D 1

RNW C Rc;left C Rc;right
D P

�Th ��Ts

�
�Th

�Th C�Ts

�
(8.10)

By switching the role of heater and sensor, we can respectively determine the
thermal conductance for heat flux flowing from right to left (KR!L) and left to right
(KL!R).

We then employed an electron beam (5 kV) of SEM and focused at position x
of the nanowire (x D 0 is defined to be located at the edge of the left pad). Due
to electron-phonon inelastic scatterings, the electron beam acted as a local heater
generating total power Ptotal(x) and raised the local temperature at position x to T(x).
Under steady state, we have the following relation:

8
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂:

Ptotal.x/ D Pleft.x/C Pright .L � x/
Pleft.x/ D KR!L.x/

�
T.x/ � TLeftPad.x/

� D KLeftPad
�
TLeftPad.x/ � Tbath

�

Pright .L � x/ D KL!R .L � x/
�
T.x/ � TRightPad .L � x/

�

D KRightPad
�
TRightPad .L � x/� Tbath

�
(8.11)

where Pleft(x) and Pright(L�x) are respectively the heat flux flowing to the left and to
the right pads when the electron beam is positioned at x. KR!L(x) and KL!R(L�x)
are the thermal conductance of the nanowire measured at distances x and L�x,
for heat flux flowing from right to left and left to right, respectively. TLeftPad(x),
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Fig. 8.10 Schematics (upper) and the corresponding SEM images (lower) of two different
experimental methods for measuring length dependent thermal transport of nanowires. (Method
I) One end of a nanowire is anchored to a microfabricated heater and the other end is attached to a
tungsten tip serving as a heat sink. Here the heat sink is maintained at temperature T0 and the Joule
heating raises the temperature of the heater to �THC T0. The difference of �TH before and after
connecting the nanowire is measured so as to determine the thermal conductance (K) of the sample.
The tungsten tip can repeatedly connect/disconnect to the nanowire so as to vary the investigated
L. (Method II) A nanowire is anchored between two suspended sensors and an electron beam is
focused on the nanowire serving as a local heater. The electron beam can be used for injecting heat
at any positions along the nanowire [55]

TRightPad(x), and Tbath denote the temperature measured at the left pad, the right pad,
and the heat bath, respectively.

Experimentally, we can position the electron beam at x D �", L C ", ("< 1 �m),
which is equivalent to heating the left pad and the right pad, respectively. Corre-
spondingly, KL!R(L C ") and KR!L(L C ") can be independently determined by the
thermal conductivity test fixture and thus we can obtain T(�") and T(L C ") (note
that T(�") and T(L C ") are local temperatures at the ends of the nanowire anchored
on the pads, but not the temperature of the pads). Therefore, unlike the previous
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Fig. 8.11 (a) � vs. L and (b) A/Ktotal vs. L relations for Si-Ge core-shell nanowires investigated
by two different experimental methods. It can be seen that both � vs. L and A/Ktotal vs. L relations
deviate from the diffusive behavior for L< 2.5 �m, indicating the ballistic thermal conduction.
The gray belt is a fitted line extrapolating from data of L> 5 �m [19, 55]

report where diffusive thermal conduction was presumed in the analyses [56], our
method is capable of probing ballistic thermal conduction of a nanowire.

Putting the collected data together in Fig. 8.11, we can see the data start to
deviate from Fourier’s law for L< 5 �m, indicating micron-scale ballistic thermal
conduction for the Si-Ge core-shell nanowires. Applying regression analysis gives
l D 5 �m and 2.61 �m for the samples measured using Method I and Method II,
respectively. The l of Si-Ge core-shell nanowires not only largely deviate from the
indirect estimates that l< 100 nm for SiGe alloys [39, 45, 57–59], but is also much
longer than l � 1 �m proposed for the best thermal conductors like diamond and
graphene [28]. The finding also highlights the importance of our direct, rigorous,
thermal transport measurements on l.

Similar to those of homogeneously-alloyed SiGe nanowires, we also find that �
displays much weaker dependence on the diameter (��/(�bulkd)< 3 � 10�4/nm for
Si-Ge core-shell nanowires for d D 100 � 220 nm). Because surface roughness are
known to scatter high-frequency phonons [60], the much weaker d-dependence of
� in Si-Ge core-shell nanowires indicates the absence of high-frequency phonons in
carrying out the heat conduction.

Note that the data for L> 5 �m shown in Fig. 8.11b can be extrapolated to
zero when L ! 0, suggesting negligible classical contact thermal resistance. In
contrast, finite quantum contact thermal resistance occurs for L< 5 �m and remains
constant even when L ! 0, obeying Landauer’s formulation for ballistic phonons.
The small classical contact thermal resistance determined in our experiments is
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also consistent with the low-frequency phonon picture that shows insensitivities to
nanoscale perturbations.

The hypothesis of low-frequency phonons mentioned above suggests that the
phonon spectrum in carrying out the heat conduction is nearly monochromatic
and dispersiveless. Similar to the analysis in the previous section, we can apply
the dispersionless kinetic theory of phonons �D Caval/3 to analyze our results.
Surprisingly, we find the slope of the data in Fig. 8.3 (�/L D Cava/3 � 2 � 106

W/K-m2) is only 0.1 % of the bulk’s value (Cbulkvbulk/3 D 1.7 � 109 W/K-m2) [35].
The result suggests that only 0.1 % of the total excited phonons carry out the
heat conduction process in the Si-Ge core-shell nanowires while the majorities of
the high-frequency phonons are localized. The localized modes block most heat
conduction channels, resulting in a reduced �, similar to what has been observed in
homogeneously-alloyed nanowires.

Comparing with l> 8.3 �m of for homogeneously-alloyed bulk SiGe [23],
the reduced l � 5 �m observed in Si-Ge core-shell nanowires could be due to
the phase segregation of Si and Ge elements that makes the phonon localization
less effective. Because neither Si nor Ge channels exhibit l longer than 200 nm
[8, 20], the pronounced elongation of l in Si-Ge core-shell nanowires must be
attributed to phonons propagating along the tubular Si-Ge interfaces, with added
small contributions from Si or Ge channels. Even if interlayer diffusion may cause
the Si-Ge interface to be effectively thicker than theoretically anticipated, a 5 %
alloy concentration set by the STEM detection limit is sufficient to induce the
micron-scale ballistic thermal conduction.

In this section, we provide experimental evidence that non-Fourier thermal
conduction can be found in Si-Ge core-shell nanowires in which the heterogeneous
interface can induced high-frequency phonon localization and low-frequency bal-
listic phonons propagating over 5 �m. Although the discovery is remarkable, we
find that � converges to a constant value for large L and no anomalous thermal
conduction is observed. It suggests that even though the Si-Ge interface is a few
nanometers thick and its diameter is only tens of nanometers, the observed phenom-
ena still belong to the conventional ballistic thermal conduction. We speculate that
interlayer diffusion is the possible cause that makes the Si-Ge interface more similar
to a 3D system rather than an ideal 1D system.

8.5 Non-Fourier (Ballistic) Thermal Conduction in Multiwall
Nanotubes

Multiwall carbon or boron-nitride (BN) nanotubes comprise concentric cylindrical
shells of strongly sp2-bonded carbon or BN atoms, whereas the adjacent shells
interact predominantly by weak van der Waals forces. The large disparity of the
bonding strength also makes the thermal conduction in the multiwall nanotubes
highly anisotropic. Because of the negligible interlayer diffusion and the atomic thin
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shells, they should be suited for experimental investigations of non-Fourier thermal
conduction in 1D systems.

We synthesized multiwall carbon nanotubes using arc discharged method and
multiwall BN nanotubes using chemical vapor deposition method. The samples
exhibit outer diameter of 30–40 nm and lengths �10 �m. The highly disparity
of thermal conductivity along the nanotube axis and across the shells makes the
heat current mostly concentrated on the outermost shell where the contacts are
connected and the external heat current is injected. As shown in Fig. 8.12, if we
assume the cross sectional area of a multiwall nanotube carrying the heat current to
be the entire shell area (A D�d2/4, where d is the outer diameter of the multiwall
nanotube), � would display an inverse, linear dependence on d [61]. The result
suggest that if we assume that the outermost shell carries the heat current only (i.e.
A D�dı, where D 0.34 nm is the thickness of the shell), the equivalent � would be
independent of d. In addition, the equivalent � (�5800 W/m-K at room temperature)
would be close to the theoretical limit of a single-wall carbon nanotube [62]. The
result suggests that heat currents are likely to flow at the outermost shell of a
multiwall nanotube.

We note that the conventional two-probe method is inadequate to unravel non-
Fourier thermal conduction phenomena from unwanted effects of contact thermal
resistance. To overcome the difficulty, we invent a sequential multiprobe method
that can establish a sample’s deviation from Fourier’s law behavior even with the
presence of finite contact thermal resistances. Figure 8.13 display the experimental
procedure for a BN nanotube attached to the test fixture via two Pt/C composites
[trimethyl)methylcyclopentadienyl platinum, (CH3)3(CH3C5H4)Pt] deposition. The
right contact attaches the nanotube to the top of a preformed vertical “rib” on
the right pad. The vertical ribs ensure that the nanotube is fully suspended along
its entire length between the contacts. Then the K of the nanotube is measured.
Following the measurement, an additional Pt/C composite is deposited, gradually
reducing the suspended length, as shown in Fig. 8.13. Although it is known that the

Fig. 8.12 Measured � vs. d
for various multiwall carbon
nanotubes and BN nanotubes.
The solid curve is a fit to �
�1/d relation [61]
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Fig. 8.13 A series of SEM images showing a sequence of Pt/C composite deposition that gradually
reduces the suspended length of a BN nanotube whose original length is 7.01 �m [63]

Fig. 8.14 (a) A schematic normalized resistance vs. normalized length relation showing the
possible results of the multiprobe method; including ballistic conduction with zero contact
resistance (blue dashed line), ballistic conductor with small contact resistance (solid curve with
symbols), diffusive conductor with zero contact resistance (dashed red line), ballistic conductor
with large contact resistance (dark blue curve with symbols), and diffusive conductor with finite
contact resistance (red solid line with symbols). Data of non-Fourier thermal conductor (with small
contact resistance) will fall into the cyan region. (b) Experimental data for four carbon nanotubes
(open symbols) and two BN nanotubes (solid red and green symbols) [63]

Pt/C composite could diffuse along the nanotube, its contribution to the total thermal
conductance is less than 2 %, determined by a controlled experiment.

The advantage of the multiprobe method is to discern the diffusive thermal
conduction with ballistic transport phenomena even with finite contact thermal
resistances. As illustrated in Fig. 8.14a, when plotting normalized thermal resistance
vs. normalized L and assuming the contact thermal resistance is zero, ballistic
transport will yield the horizontal blue dashed line while diffusive conduction
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will be at the red dashed line. When the contact thermal resistance is small, the
results of ballistic transport will fall within the blue region shown in Fig. 8.14a
while the results of diffusive conduction will be located below the red dashed line.
Of course, when the contact thermal resistance is large, the results of ballistic
transport may fall below the red dashed line as well, making it indistinguishable
from diffusive conduction. Nevertheless, the multiprobe method can help us to
experimentally discern the differences between ballistic transport and diffusive
conduction if contact thermal resistances are not dominant.

Figure 8.14b shows the measured data for four carbon nanotubes and two BN
nanotubes. It is clear that all of the data consistently lie above the red dashed
line. The results demonstrate that the multiwall nanotubes are non-Fourier thermal
conductors at room temperature. Furthermore, we note that electrical conduction
of a multiwall carbon nanotube should be nearly diffusive. Thus simultaneous
investigating the electrical/thermal resistance vs. L on the same sample will provide
the best controlled experiment to check the validity of our findings. Figure 8.15
shows the normalized electrical/thermal resistance vs. normalized L, it can be seen
that the electrical transport behavior is very close to the expected diffusive result.
On the other hand, the thermal transport significantly deviates from the diffusive
result. The experiment strongly supports that multiwall nanotubes are non-Fourier
thermal conductors.

A violation of Fourier’s law can be quantified by parametrizing �� L˛ . To deter-
mine ˛, we will employ circuit models to analyze our measured data. Mathemat-
ically, because there are uncertainties on whether each Pt/C composite deposition
may connect to the adjacent contacts, we utilize two thermal circuit models to
consider the two extreme situations, as shown in Fig. 8.16. In model A, each contact
is separated from others. The thermal resistance of the sample between each contact
post is equivalent to a series of resistors Rs(n) (n D sequence number) connected to
each other, with contact resistance Rc(n) representing each deposition connected in

Fig. 8.15 Normalized
electrical/thermal resistance
vs. normalized length for a
multiwall carbon nanotube
that simultaneous length
dependent electrical/thermal
transport measurements were
conducted [63]
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Fig. 8.16 Two circuit models
for analyzing the
experimental data, where
Rs(n) and Rc(n) respectively
denote the sample resistance
and the contact resistance at
each Pt/C composite
deposition [63]

parallel to the Rs(n)’s. Each Rs(n) and Rc(n) has been adjusted for the corresponding
geometrical factors, i.e., Rs(n) D Rsl(n)1�˛ and Rc(n) D Rc/l(n), where l(n) is the
length of the nth contact. In model B, we consider the contacts are shorted to each
other. The two models qualitatively yield the expected results shown in Fig. 8.14a.
However, we find that model B generally yields a higher ˛ (i.e. a large deviation
from Fourier’s law) than does model A. In the following, we will take conservative
estimation on ˛ and focus on the results based on model A.

Figure 8.17a, b show the fitting results using circuit model A for a carbon
nanotube and a BN nanotube. It is clear that Fourier’s law gives poor fits to the
experimental data. The best fit is found to occur at ˛D 0.6 for the carbon nanotube
and ˛D 0.5 for the BN nanotube, respectively. The contact resistance of the first
deposition contributes less than 28 % and 25 % to the original thermal resistance,
respectively.

We have repeated the analyses for different nanotubes. Generally, we find
˛D 0.6–0.8 for carbon nanotubes and ˛D 0.4–0.6 for BN nanotubes. The differ-
ence may originate from the differences of isotopic disorder between BN nanotubes
and carbon nanotubes (boron has 19.9 % 10B and 80.1 % 11B isotopic disorder,
whereas carbon has 99 % 12C).

The phonon mean free paths (l) of the investigated multiwall nanotubes were
estimated to be l D 20–50 nm using a simplified relation �D Cvl, where C and
v are, respectively, the specific heat and averaged sound velocity �15 km/s. But
the values are now known to be underestimated due to the ignorance of phonon
dispersion relation. In fact, experiments on inducing breakdown of multiwall carbon
nanotubes by biasing high electrical currents have suggested that the phonon
mean free path to be in the range of 800 nm at high temperature. If we use the
effective �� 5800 W/m-K of the outermost shell for the estimation, the l could
be larger than 1 �m. Therefore, although we have provided solid evidence for
non-Fourier thermal conduction in multiwall carbon nanotubes and BN nanotubes,
it is possible that the above results are due to mixed effects from conventional
ballistic thermal conduction. In fact, the sample length variation shorter than 6 �m
and the large ˛’s (0.6–0.8, much larger than theoretical predictions) have suggest
that the condition for probing anomalous thermal conduction in 1D systems is
not rigorously satisfied in the investigated multiwall nanotubes. The non-Fourier
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Fig. 8.17 Normalized thermal resistance vs. normalized sample length for (a) CNT sample 4
(solid circles), best fit using ˛D 0.6 (open stars), and best fit using Fourier’s law (open circles).
(b) BN nanotube sample 2 (solid diamonds), best fit using ˛D 0.4 (open stars), and best fit using
Fourier’s law (open circles) [63]

thermal conduction observed in multiwall nanotubes is possible to be mixed with
conventional ballistic thermal transport phenomena.

8.6 Non-Fourier (Anomalous) Thermal Conduction
in Ultralong Carbon Nanotubes

As we have explained in previous sections, although thermal transport measure-
ments on SiGe nanowires, Si-Ge interfaces, and multiwall nanotube reveals interest-
ing ballistic thermal conduction at room temperatures, the observed phenomena are
still within the conventional knowledge of ballistic conduction. To experimentally
probe anomalous thermal conduction phenomena in 1D systems, nanoscale samples
with lengths much larger than l must be used for our investigations. However, it is
not a trivial task. We not only need to evade contributions from ballistic phonons
by studying sufficiently long nanomaterials, but also need to minimize unwanted
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effects such as impurity distributions or defect concentrations that may complicate
the experimental results.

On the other hand, theoretical disputes on many issues of anomalous thermal
conduction have not completely settled yet. For example, while the power law
divergence of �’s in 1D models have been known to be insensitive to disorders,
it is not clear whether there would exist a universal ˛ for all 1D systems [64].
Even though the renormalization group analyses have suggested a universal ˛D 1/3
[65], various numerical results have indicated otherwise [66, 67]. Moreover, mode-
coupling theory and molecular dynamics simulations have suggested a wide range
of ˛’s depending on the temperatures, diameters, and chiralities of a quasi-1D
system like a single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) [68, 69]. Curiously, while the
divergence of � have been rigorously proved in 1D systems obeying momentum
conservation [70], calculations based on solving the Boltzmann transport equation
instead suggest that the � will saturate at a constant value for a defect-free, sufficient
long (10 �m � 1 mm) SWCNT [71, 72]. Contrary to 1D systems, the calculations
also suggest that disorders can facilitate the saturation of � at much shorter lengths
(<100 nm) [71]. However, it is not clear why a quasi-1D system like a SWCNT
could show normal heat conduction behavior even when both 1D and 2D systems are
known to violate Fourier’s law. The fundamental disagreements between different
theories urgently await experimental inputs to resolve the controversy.

To rigorously study the fundamental heat transfer phenomena, we have con-
siderably improved the material syntheses and the measurement sensitivities over
previous setups. Ultralong SWCNTs with lengths exceeding 2 cm were grown
using chemical vapor deposition methods [73, 74]. Individual SWCNTs were picked
up by a custom-designed manipulator and placed on a thermal conductivity test
fixture consisting of parallel suspended SiNx beams, as shown in Fig. 8.18a. The
suspended SiNx beams with deposited Pt films were utilized as independent resistive
thermometers (RTi’s) for generating heat or sensing temperature variations. From
the thermal circuits shown in Fig. 8.18b, the thermal conductance (K) of the
SWCNT anchored between RT1 and RT2 can be determined as follows:

K12 D 2P.�T2 C�T3 C : : :/

3�T1
�
3
2
�T1 ��T2

� (8.12)

where P is power, �Ti (i D 1, 2) is the average temperature rise of each RTi

and can be determined by measuring the resistance (R) variations of the Pt films
based on their linear R vs T behavior. During the experiment, an alternating
current with frequency f ( f < 7 Hz) was supplied to the heater (RT1) and the
corresponding changes of the temperature on the sensor (RT2) was detected at
frequency 2f using a lock-in amplifier. The background contribution due to radiation
heat transfer had been carefully removed and the thermal conductance of the
SWCNT anchored between any two neighboring RTi’s was obtained using a similar
method (Fig. 8.18c). Due to the much reduced heat loss via SiNx beams, we
demonstrated that the test fixture was capable of measuring thermal conductance as
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Fig. 8.18 (a) Schematic diagram of the thermal conductivity test fixture consisting of parallel
resistive thermometers (RTi’s) made by Pt films on SiNx beams. (b and c) The corresponding
thermal circuits showing the respective SWCNT thermal resistance (Rij), SiNx beam thermal
resistance (Rbi), heat currents at each SiNx beam (Pi), and temperature rise (Ti�T0) if a given
power (P) is dissipated in (b) RT1 or (c) RT2, respectively

low as 1.6 � 10�12 W/K at room temperature. We assumed the diameters d D 2 nm
of the investigated SWCNT and the corresponding �D KL/�dı can be determined
(SWCNT thickness ıD 0.34 nm). The L’s of the investigated SWCNTs span from
2 �m (Fig. 8.19a) to 126 �m (Fig. 8.19b). Note that the latter scale is much longer
than the theoretical l of a SWCNT [75, 76]. Therefore, any deviations from Fourier’s
law observed in our experimental data should not be confused with conventional
ballistic thermal conduction.

Figure 8.20 shows � vs. L relations for the investigated SWCNT. The L’s of the
investigated SWCNTs span two orders of magnitude, varying from 2 to 126 �m.
Remarkably, the �’s of SWCNTs display divergent behavior with increasing L. As
shown in Fig. 8.20, it is found that �D 2082 W/m-K for L D 4 �m and it increases
to 2757 W/m-K for L D 7.7 �m, 2879 W/m-K for L D 15.5 �m, 3738 W/m-K for
L D 96.2 �m, and 4332 W/m-K for L D 126 �m. Note that the effect of contact
thermal resistance has not been taken into account yet. Thus �D 4332 W/m-K is
simply a lower bound.

The violation of Fourier’s law in SWCNTs can be quantified by expressing
�� L˛ . Various models have suggested ˛D 1/2, 1/3, or 2/5 for different 1D systems
[3]. Because it is known that the diameter and the chirality do not change in an
ultralong SWCNT [73], the former two uncertainties can be minimized by analyzing
the length dependence of � of the same sample. From Fig. 8.20, the ˛ is found to
be 0.19. But since effects of contact resistance and radiation loss have not been
considered here, the ˛ could be a lower bound.
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Fig. 8.19 SEM images of an individual SWCNT suspended on the test fixture. The suspended
length varies from (a) 4 �m to (b) 126 �m

Fig. 8.20 The � vs. L relation for the investigated SWCNT. The solid curve is a fit using ˛D 0.19

We now analyze the effect of contact thermal resistance. Because the contact
areas (�dw, where d is the diameter of the SWCNT and w D 2 �m is the width of a
SiNx beam) between the SWCNT and each RTi’s are identical, the contact thermal
resistance (1/Kc) should be approximately a constant for each sample and its effect
can be analyzed in terms of Ks/Kc, where Ks is the intrinsic thermal conductance of
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a 1 �m-long SWCNT. So SWCNT’s measured thermal conductance (K) follows:
1/K D (L/L0)1�’/Ks C 1/Kc, and the measured � is expressed as:

� D KsL

�dı

�
1

.L=L0/1�˛ C Ks=Kc

�
(8.13)

here L0 D 1�m. We have incorporated the effect of contact resistance using
Eq. (8.13) to analyze our data. The result suggests that 0.17<˛< 0.23 and
Ks/Kc< 0.3 yield good fits to the experimental data. Therefore, the observed
divergent behavior of � originates from the intrinsic properties of the ultralong
SWCNTs but not from artifacts of contact thermal resistance.

Now we discuss the effect of thermal radiation from the surface of a SWCNT
to our measurements. Because of thermal radiation from the surface of a SWCNT,
the heat received at the sensor will be always lower than that transmitted from the
heater. Thus Eq. (8.12) underestimates the actual P delivered in the SWCNT and,
correspondingly, the measured Km simply sets the lower bound of the actual sample
thermal conductance Ks.

The thermal radiation from the SWCNT surface gives an equivalent thermal
resistance (Rr) connecting from a SWCNT to the environment, which can be
expressed by:

Rr D T � T1
"�A

�
T4 � T41

� (8.14)

where "D 0.98 is the emissivity of SWCNTs [77], � D 5.67 � 10�8 Wm�2 K�4

is Stefan-Boltzmann constant, A D�dl is surface area of each segment, T is the
temperature of the SWCNT segment, and T1� 300 K is the temperature of the
environment.

In our experiment, T � T1< 20 K, applying the first-order approximation we
then have:

Rr � 1

4"�AT31
(8.15)

The higher-order terms contribute less than 10 % of Eq. (8.15). Now we estimate the
radio Rr/R (where R is the thermal resistance of the SWCNT) Assuming the thermal
conductivity of a 1 �m-long SWCNT is �3000 W/m-K and "D 0.98, we have

Rr

R
� 2:45 � 105 (8.16)

The result suggests that thermal radiation is negligibly small for short SWCNTs. In
fact, we estimate that it would give less than 5 % increase to the measured thermal
conductivity for a 100 �m-long SWCNT.
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Because naturally abundant ethanol vapor was used as the synthetic source,
isotopic impurities (98.9 % 12C and 1.1 % 13C) are expected in the SWCNTs.
In addition, impurities and defects are unavoidable for the investigated SWCNTs.
Furthermore, TEM images also reveal a thin layer (�2 nm) of amorphous carbon
covering some parts of the SWCNTs. Yet the non-Fourier thermal conduction
emerges regardless of these external perturbations, which is consistent with various
1D disordered models [64]. On the other hand, our data disagree with the theoretical
result based on solving Boltzmann transport equation that the divergent behavior of
� would disappear when disorders are introduced in SWCNTs [71].

We emphasize that the data simply reflects our preliminary results for shading
light on the non-Fourier (anomalous) thermal conduction in 1D systems. Although
the current result is not sufficient to resolve the theoretical controversies on the
universality of ˛, it nevertheless provides evidence that unconventional ballistic
thermal conduction can persist over 100 �m in a SWCNT. Because impurities
and defects are unavoidable in the investigated samples, the experimental result
also rules out some theoretical predictions that the non-Fourier thermal conduction
would disappear when defects are present. The observation of the anomalous ther-
mal conduction with ˛ < 1 in ultralong SWCNTs also indicates that the proposed
�� d (see the introduction section) is the correct criterion for defining 1D systems.

8.7 Conclusion

I have presented my personal journey of our experimentally searching for non-
Fourier thermal conduction phenomena in nanoscale materials. The room tem-
perature ballistic thermal conduction persisting over 8 �m in SiGe nanowires is
found to be the phenomena of conventional ballistic conduction. Furthermore, due
to the interlayer diffusion or the induced phonon localization at the heterogeneous
interface, conventional, micron-scale ballistic thermal conduction is found in Si-Ge
core-shell nanowires as well. These phenomena are very likely to be 3D effects
and they could be found in bulk samples as well. On the other hand, multiwall
carbon and BN nanotubes, due to their highly anisotropic thermal conductivities
and the absence of interlayer diffusion, are very likely to display 1D thermal
transport phenomena. Unfortunately, the micrometer-long samples have impeded
clear signals unique to 1D systems to emerge from the conventional ballistic
phonons. Thus the results of multiwall nanotubes are, rigorously speaking, falling
in the category of conventional ballistic thermal conduction. Finally, the quest for
unambiguous experimental evidence for the anomalous thermal conduction in 1D
systems prompts us to overcome various experimental challenges and measure the
thermal transport properties of ultralong single-wall carbon nanotubes. Our results
show that a disordered, quasi-1D system like a single-wall carbon nanotube can
display divergent � for length up to 100 �m, disagreeing with some theoretical
predictions. I believe that many unexpected phenomena can be discovered once
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experimental investigations are continuously improved to unravel the non-Fourier
thermal conduction.
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Chapter 9
Thermal Transport in Graphene, Few-Layer
Graphene and Graphene Nanoribbons

Denis L. Nika and Alexander A. Balandin

Abstract The discovery of unusual heat conduction properties of graphene has
led to a surge of theoretical and experimental studies of phonon transport in
two-dimensional material systems. The rapidly developing graphene thermal field
spans from theoretical physics to practical engineering applications. In this invited
review we outline different theoretical approaches developed for describing phonon
transport in graphene and provide comparison with available experimental thermal
conductivity data. A special attention is given to analysis of the recent theoretical
results for the phonon thermal conductivity of graphene and few-layer graphene, the
effects of the strain, defects, isotopes and edge scattering on the acoustic phonon
transport in these material systems.

9.1 Introduction

Thermal management has become a crucial issue for continuing progress in elec-
tronic industry owing to increased levels of dissipated power density and speed of
electronic circuits [1]. Self-heating is a major problem in electronics, optoelectron-
ics and photonics [2]. These facts stimulated practical interest in thermal properties
of materials. Acoustic phonons are the main heat carriers in a variety of material
systems. The phonon and thermal properties of nanostructures are substantially
different from those of bulk crystals [3–15]. Semiconductor nanostructures do not
conduct heat as well as bulk crystals due to increased phonon—boundary scattering
[4, 5] as well as changes in the phonon dispersion and density of states (DOS)
[3–8]. From the other side, theoretical studies suggested that phonon transport in
strictly two-dimensional (2D) and one-dimensional (1D) systems can reveal exotic
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behavior, leading to infinitely large intrinsic thermal conductivity [9–12]. These
theoretical results have led to discussions of the validity of Fourier’s law in low-
dimensional systems [16, 17] and further stimulated interest in the acoustic phonon
transport in 2D systems.

In this Chapter, we focus on the specifics of the acoustic phonon transport in
graphene. The Chapter is mostly based on our original and review papers dedicated
to various aspects of heat conduction in graphene [18–28]. After a summary of the
basics of thermal physics in nanostructures and experimental data for graphene’s
thermal conductivity, we discuss, in more detail, various theoretical approaches
to calculation of the phonon thermal conductivity in graphene. Special attention
is given to the analysis of the most recent theoretical results on the relative
contributions of different phonon polarization branches to the thermal conductivity
of graphene. The readers interested in the experimental thermal conductivity values
of graphene and related materials are referred to a complementary review [18].

9.2 Basics of Phonon Transport and Thermal Conductivity

The main experimental technique for investigation of the acoustic phonon transport
in a given material system is the measurement of its lattice thermal conductivity [29,
30]. The thermal conductivity is introduced through Fourier’s law [31, 32]:

�!
� D �KrT; (9.1)

where
�!
� is the heat flux, rT is the temperature gradient and K D �

K˛ˇ
�

is the
thermal conductivity tensor. In the isotropic medium, thermal conductivity does
not depend on the direction of the heat flow and K is treated as a constant. The
latter is valid for the small temperature variations only. In a wide temperature range,
thermal conductivity is a function of temperature, i.e. K � K(T). In general, in solid
materials heat is carried by phonons and electrons so that K D Kp C Ke, where
Kp and Ke are the phonon and electron contributions, respectively. In metals or
degenerately-doped semiconductors, Ke is dominant due to the large density of free
carriers. The value of Ke can be determined from the measurement of the electrical
conductivity � via the Wiedemann-Franz law [33]:

Ke

�T
D �2k2B

3e2
; (9.2)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and e is the charge of an electron. Phonons
are usually the main heat carriers in carbon materials. Even in graphite, which has
metal-like properties [34], the heat conduction is dominated by acoustic phonons
[35]. This fact is explained by the strong covalent sp2 bonding, resulting in high
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in-plane phonon group velocities and low crystal lattice anharmonicity for in-plane
vibrations.

The phonon thermal conductivity can be written as

Kp D †j

Z
Cj .!/ �x;j .!/ �x;j .!/ �j .!/ d!; (9.3)

where summation is performed over the phonon polarization branches j, which
include two transverse acoustic branches and one longitudinal acoustic branch, ¤x,j

is the projection of the phonon group velocity �!� j D d!j=d�!q on the X-axis for
the jth branch, which, in many solids, can be approximated by the sound velocity,
� j is the phonon relaxation time, Cj D „!j@N0

�„!j=kBT
�
=@T is the contribution

to heat capacity from the jth branch, and N0
� „!j

kBT

	
D
h
exp

� „!j

kBT

	
� 1

i�1
is the

Bose-Einstein phonon equilibrium distribution function. The phonon mean-free
path (MFP) � is related to the relaxation time through the expression � D �� .
In the relaxation-time approximation (RTA), various scattering mechanisms, which
limit the MFP, usually considered as additive, i.e. ��1j D

X

i

��1i;j , where i denotes

scattering mechanisms. In typical solids, acoustic phonons, which carry the bulk
of heat, are scattered by other phonons, lattice defects, impurities, conduction
electrons, and interfaces [36–39].

In ideal crystals, i.e. crystals without defects or rough boundaries,� is limited by
the phonon–phonon scattering due to the crystal lattice anharmonicity. In this case,
thermal conductivity is referred to as intrinsic. The anharmonic phonon interactions,
which lead to the finite thermal conductivity in three dimensions, can be described
by the Umklapp processes [36]. The Umklapp scattering rates depend on the
Gruneisen parameter 	 , which determines the degree of the lattice anharmonicity
[36, 37]. Thermal conductivity is extrinsic when it is mostly limited by the extrinsic
effects such phonon—boundary or phonon—defect scattering.

In nanostructures, the phonon energy spectra are quantized due to the spatial
confinement of the acoustic phonons. The quantization of the phonon energy
spectra, typically, leads to decreasing phonon group velocity. The modification of
the phonon energies, group velocities and density of states, together with phonon
scattering from boundaries affect the thermal conductivity of nanostructures. In
most of cases, the spatial confinement of acoustic phonons results in a reduction
of the phonon thermal conductivity [40, 41]. However, in some cases, the thermal
conductivity of nanostructures embedded within the acoustically hard barrier layers
can be increased via spatial confinement of acoustic phonons [6, 7, 10, 42].

The phonon boundary scattering can be evaluated as [39]

1

�B;j
D �x;j

D

1 � p

1C p
; (9.4)
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where D is the nanostructure or grain size and p is the specularity parameter defined
as a probability of specular scattering at the boundary. The momentum-conserving
specular scattering (p D 1) does not add to thermal resistance. Only diffuse phonon
scattering from rough interfaces (p!0), which changes the phonon momentum,
limits the phonon MFP. The commonly used expression for the phonon specularity
is given by [39, 43, 44]

p .�/ D exp

�
�16�

22

�2

�
; (9.5)

where  is the root mean square deviation of the height of the surface from the
reference plane and � is the phonon wavelength.

When the phonon—boundary scattering is dominant, the thermal conductivity
scales with the nanostructure or grain size D as Kp � Cp�ƒ � Cp�

2�B � Cp�D. In
nanostructures with D ��, the thermal conductivity dependence on the physical
size of the structure becomes more complicated due to the strong quantization
of the phonon energy spectra [6, 40, 42]. The specific heat Cp depends on the
phonon density of states, which leads to different Cp(T) dependences in three-
dimensional (3D), two-dimensional and one-dimensional systems, and reflected in
K(T) dependence at low T [36, 39]. In bulk at low T, K(T) � T3 while it is K(T) � T2

in 2D systems.
The thermal conductivity K defines how well a given material conducts heat. The

thermal diffusivity, ˛ , defines how fast the material conducts heat. It is given by the
expression

˛ D K

Cp�m
; (9.6)

where �m is the mass density. Many experimental techniques directly measure
thermal diffusivity rather than thermal conductivity.

9.3 Experimental Data for Thermal Conductivity
of Graphene and Few-Layer Graphene

The first measurements of heat conduction in graphene [19–22, 45, 46] were carried
out at the University of California—Riverside (see Fig. 9.1). The experimental study
was made possible by the development of the optothermal technique. The exper-
iments were performed with the large-area suspended graphene layers exfoliated
from the high-quality Kish and highly ordered pyrolytic graphite. It was found that
the thermal conductivity varies in a wide range and can exceed that of the bulk
graphite, which is �2000 W/mK at room temperature (RT). It was also determined
that the electronic contribution to heat conduction in the un-gated graphene near RT
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Fig. 9.1 Illustration of optothermal micro-Raman measurement technique developed for investi-
gation of phonon transport in graphene. (a) Schematic of the thermal conductivity measurement
showing suspended FLG flakes and excitation laser light. (b) Optical microscopy images of FLG
attached to metal heat sinks. (c) Colored scanning electron microscopy image of the suspended
graphene flake to clarify typical structure geometry. (d) Experimental data for Raman G-peak
position as a function of laser power, which determines the local temperature rise in response to
the dissipated power. (e) Finite-element simulation of temperature distribution in the flake with the
given geometry used to extract the thermal conductivity. Figure is after Ref. [22] reproduced with
permission from the Nature Publishing Group

is much smaller than that of phonons, i.e. Ke � Kp. The phonon MFP in graphene
was estimated to be on the order of 800 nm near RT [20].

Several independent studies, which followed, also utilized the Raman optother-
mal technique but modified it via addition of a power meter under the suspended
portion of graphene. It was found that the thermal conductivity of suspended high-
quality chemical vapour deposited (CVD) graphene exceeded �2500 W/mK at
350 K, and it was as high as K � 1400 W/mK at 500 K [47]. The reported value was
also larger than the thermal conductivity of bulk graphite at RT. Another Raman
optothermal study with the suspended graphene found the thermal conductivity
in the range from �1500 to �5000 W/mK [48]. Another group that repeated
the Raman-based measurements found K � 630 W/mK for a suspended graphene
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membrane [49]. The differences in the actual temperature of graphene under
laser heating, strain distribution in the suspended graphene of various sizes and
geometries can explain the data variation.

Another experimental study reported the thermal conductivity of graphene to be
�1800 W/mK at 325 K and �710 W/mK at 500 K [50]. These values are lower
than that of bulk graphite. However, instead of measuring the light absorption in
graphene under conditions of their experiment, the authors of Ref. [50] assumed that
the optical absorption coefficient should be 2.3 %. It is known that due to many-body
effects, the absorption in graphene is the function of wavelength œ, when œ> 1 eV
[51–53]. The absorption of 2.3 % is observed only in the near-infrared at �1 eV.
The absorption steadily increases with decreasing œ (increasing energy). The 514.5-
nm and 488-nm Raman laser lines correspond to 2.41 and 2.54 eV, respectively. At
2.41 eV the absorption is about 1.5 � 2.3 % � 3.45 % [51]. The value of 3.45 % is
in agreement with the one reported in another independent study [54]. Replacing
the assumed 2.3 % with 3.45 % in the study reported in [50] gives �2700 W/mK at
325 K and 1065 W/mK near 500 K. These values are higher than those for the bulk
graphite and consistent with the data reported by other groups [47, 54], where the
measurements were conducted by the same Raman optothermal technique but with
the measured light absorption.

The data for suspended or partially suspended graphene is closer to the intrinsic
thermal conductivity because suspension reduces thermal coupling to the substrate
and scattering on the substrate defects and impurities. The thermal conductivity of
fully supported graphene is smaller. The measurements for exfoliated graphene on
SiO2/Si revealed in-plane K � 600 W/mK near RT [55]. Solving the Boltzmann
transport equation (BTE) and comparing with their experiments, the authors
determined that the thermal conductivity of free graphene should be �3000 W/mK
near RT.

Despite the noted data scatter in the reported experimental values of the thermal
conductivity of graphene, one can conclude that it is very large compared to that
for bulk silicon (K D 145 W/mK at RT) or bulk copper (K D 400 W/mK at RT)—
important materials for electronic applications. The differences in K of graphene can
be attributed to variations in the graphene sample lateral sizes (length and width),
thickness non-uniformity due to the mixing between single-layer and few-layer
graphene, material quality (e.g. defect concentration and surface contaminations),
grain size and orientation, as well as strain distributions. Often the reported thermal
conductivity values of graphene corresponded to different sample temperatures T,
despite the fact that the measurements were conducted at ambient temperature. The
strong heating of the samples was required due to the limited spectral resolution
of the Raman spectrometers used for temperature measurements. Naturally, the
thermal conductivity values determined at ambient but for the samples heated to
T � 350 K and T � 600 K over a substantial portion of their area would be different
and cannot be directly compared. One should also note that the data scatter for
thermal conductivity of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is much larger than that for
graphene. For a more detail analysis of the experimental uncertainties the readers
are referred to a comprehensive review [18].
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Fig. 9.2 Measured thermal conductivity as a function of the number of atomic planes in FLG.
The dashed straight lines indicate the range of bulk graphite thermal conductivities. The diamonds
were obtained from the first-principles theory of thermal conduction in FLG based on the actual
phonon dispersion and accounting for all allowed three-phonon Umklapp scattering channels. The
triangles are Callaway–Klemens model calculations, which include extrinsic effects characteristic
for thicker films. Figure is after Ref. [22] reproduced with permission from the Nature Publishing
Group

The phonon thermal conductivity undergoes an interesting evolution when the
system dimensionality changes from 2D to 3D. This evolution can be studied
with the help of suspended few-layer graphene (FLG) with increasing thickness
H—number of atomic planes n. It was reported in [22] that thermal conductivity
of suspended uncapped FLG decreases with increasing n approaching the bulk
graphite limit (see Fig. 9.2). This trend was explained by considering the intrinsic
quasi-2D crystal properties described by the phonon Umklapp scattering [22]. As
n in FLG increases—the phonon dispersion changes and more phase-space states
become available for phonon scattering leading to thermal conductivity decrease.
The phonon scattering from the top and bottom boundaries in suspended FLG is
limited if constant n is maintained over the layer length. The small thickness of
FLG (n< 4) also means that phonons do not have transverse cross-plane component
in their group velocity leading to even weaker boundary scattering term for the
phonons. In thicker FLG films the boundary scattering can increase due to the
non-zero cross-plane phonon velocity component. It is also harder to maintain the
constant thickness through the whole area of FLG flake. These factors can lead to
a thermal conductivity below the graphite limit. The graphite value is recovered for
thicker films.
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The experimentally observed evolution of the thermal conductivity in FLG with
n varying from 1 to n � 4 [22] is in agreement with the theory for the crystal lattices
described by the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam Hamiltonians [56]. The molecular-dynamics
(MD) calculations for graphene nanoribbons with the number of planes n from
1 to 8 [57] also gave the thickness dependence of the thermal conductivity in
agreement with the UC Riverside experiments [22]. The strong reduction of the
thermal conductivity as n changes from 1 to 2 is in line with the earlier theoretical
predictions [58]. In another reported study, the Boltzmann transport equation was
solved under the assumptions that in-plane interactions are described by Tersoff
potential while the Lennard-Jones potential models interactions between atoms
belonging to different layers [59, 60]. The obtained results suggested a strong
thermal conductivity decrease as n changed from 1 to 2 and slower decrease for
n> 2.

The thermal conductivity dependence on the FLG is entirely different for the
encased FLG where thermal transport is limited by the acoustic phonon scattering
from the top and bottom boundaries and disorder. The latter is common when FLG
is embedded between two layers of dielectrics.

An experimental study [61] found K � 160 W/mK for encased single-layer
graphene (SLG) at T D 310 K. It increases to �1000 W/mK for graphite films with
the thickness of 8 nm. It was also found that the suppression of thermal conductivity
in encased graphene, as compared to bulk graphite, was stronger at low temperatures
where K was proportional to Tˇ with 1.5<ˇ< 2 [61]. Thermal conduction in
encased FLG was limited by the rough boundary scattering and disorder penetration
through graphene.

Recently the measurements of K in twisted bilayer graphene (T-BLG) were
performed using an optothermal Raman technique [62]. The obtained values of
K D 1400–700 W/mK in a temperature range 320–750 K are almost by a factor of
2 smaller than in SLG and by a factor of 1.4 smaller than in Bernal-stacked bilayer
graphene (BLG). The twisting affects phonon energy spectra, changes selection
rules for phonon transitions and opens up new paths for phonon relaxation [62–
64] (see Fig. 9.3). The experimental data on thermal conductivity in graphene and
FLG is presented in Table 9.1.

9.4 Theories of Phonon Thermal Conductivity in Graphene,
Few-Layer Graphene and Graphene Nanoribbons

The first experimental investigations of the thermal properties in graphene materials
[19, 20, 22, 47, 48, 55] stimulated numerous theoretical and computational works
in the field. Here, we briefly review the state-of-the-art in theory of thermal
transport in graphene and GNRs. Many different theoretical models have been
proposed for the prediction of the phonon and thermal properties in graphite,
graphene and GNRs during the last few years. The phonon energy spectra have
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Fig. 9.3 (a–b) Brillouin zone and calculated phonon dispersions for Bernal-stacked bilayer
graphene and (c–d) Brillouin zone and calculated phonon dispersion for twisted bilayer graphene.
The twist angle in the calculation was assumed to be 32.2o. Note that new channels of phonon
relaxation appear in twisted graphene: the normal decay of the phonon with ! D 900 cm�1 (gray
point) into two phonons with !0 D 800 cm�1 and !00 D 100 cm�1 (black points) is allowed by
the momentum conversation law in TBLG and is not allowed in AB-BLG (panel (d)). Figure is
after Ref. [62] reproduced with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry

been theoretically investigated using Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) [71–73], valence-force-field (VFF) and Born-von Karman
models of lattice vibrations [23, 24, 26, 63, 74, 75], continuum approach [76–
78], first-order local density approximation [72, 79, 80], fifth- and fourth-nearest
neighbor force constant approaches [73, 81] or utilized the Tersoff, Brenner or
Lennard-Jones potentials [59, 60, 82]. The thermal conductivity investigations
have been performed within molecular dynamics simulations [57, 83–98], density
functional theory [99, 100], Green’s function method [101, 102] and Boltzmann-
transport-equation (BTE) approach [21–26, 35, 45, 46, 59, 60, 82, 103–106]. It has
been shown that phonon energies strongly depend on the interatomic force constants
(IFCs)—fitting parameters of interatomic interactions, used in the majority of the
models. Therefore a proper choice of interatomic force constants is crucial for the
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Table 9.1 Thermal conductivity of graphene and graphene nanoribbons: experimental data

Sample K (W/mK) Method Description Refs.

SLG �2000–5000 Raman optothermal Suspended;
exfoliated

[19, 20]

�2500 Raman optothermal Suspended; chemical
vapor deposition
(CVD) grown

[47]

�1500–5000 Raman optothermal Suspended; CVD
grown

[48]

600 Raman optothermal Suspended;
exfoliated;
T� 660 K

[49]

600 Electrical Supported;
exfoliated;

[55]

310–530 Electrical self-heating Exfoliated and
chemical vapor
deposition grown;
T� 1000 K

[65]

2778˙ 569 Raman optothermal Suspended,
CVD-grown

[62]

�1700 Electrical self heating Suspended;
CVD-grown; flake
length� 9 �m;
strong length
dependence

[66]

Bilayer graphene �1900 Raman optothermal Suspended;
T� 320 K

[62]

560–620 Electrical self-heating Suspended;
polymeric residues
on the surface.

[67]

Twisted bilayer �1400 Raman optothermal Suspended;
T� 320 K

[62]

FLG 1300–2800 Raman optothermal Suspended;
exfoliated; nD 2–4

[22]

50–970 Heat-spreader method FLG, encased within
SiO2; nD 2, : : : , 21

[61]

150–1200 Electrical self-heating Suspended and
supported FLG;
polymeric residues
on the surface.

[68]

FLG nanoribbons 1100 Electrical self-heating Supported;
exfoliated; n< 5

[69]

80–150 Electrical self-heating Supported [70]
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accurate description of phonon energy spectra and thermal conductivity in graphene,
twisted graphene and graphene nanoribbons [18, 27, 28, 63].

Although various models predicted different values of thermal conductivity,
they demonstrated consistent results on the strong dependence of graphene lattice
thermal conductivity on extrinsic parameters of flakes: edge quality, FLG thickness,
lateral size and shape, lattice strain, isotope, impurity and grain concentration.
The molecular dynamic (MD) simulations give usually smaller values of thermal
conductivity in comparison with BTE model and experimental data due to exclusion
of long wavelength phonons from the model by a finite size of the simulation domain
[27]. The effect of the edge roughness on the thermal conductivity in graphene and
GNRs has been investigated in [21, 23–26, 45, 46, 78, 83, 103, 106–108]. The rough
edge can suppress the thermal conductivity by an order of magnitude as compared
to that in graphene or GNRs with perfect edges due to the boundary scattering of
phonons. Impurities, single vacancies, double vacancies and Stone-Wales defects
decrease the thermal conductivity of graphene and GNRs by more than 50–80 % in
dependence of the defect concentration [21, 23, 24, 26, 89–93].

A study of thermal conductivity of graphene and GNRs under strain was
performed in [87, 99–102, 109]. An enhancement of the thermal conductivity of up
to 36 % for the strained 5-nm armchair or zigzag GNRs was found in the ballistic
transport regime [102]. In the diffusive transport regime, the applied strain enhanced
the Umklapp scattering and thermal conductivity diminishes by �1.4 orders of
magnitude at RT in comparison with the unstrained graphene [100]. The authors
of Ref. [87] have found that when the strain is applied in both directions—parallel
and perpendicular to the heat transfer path—the graphene sheets undergo complex
reconstructions. As a result, some of the strained graphene structures can have
higher thermal conductivity than that of SLG without strain [87]. The discrepancy
between theoretical findings and experiments requires additional investigations of
thermal transport in strained graphene and GNRs. The isotope composition is
another key parameter for thermal conductivity engineering in these materials [18,
27, 28, 110–114]. Naturally occurring carbon materials are made up of two stable
isotopes of 12C (�99 %) and 13C (�1 %). The change in the isotope composition
significantly influences the crystal lattice properties. Increasing the “isotope doping”
leads to a suppression of the thermal conductivity in graphene and GNRs of up to
two orders of magnitude at RT due to the enhanced phonon-point defect (mass-
difference) scattering [27, 105, 110–114].

Graphene and GNRs also demonstrated an intriguing dependence of the thermal
conductivity on their geometrical parameters: lateral sizes and shapes [23, 24, 26,
78, 94–97, 106]. Using BTE approach, Nika et al. [26] have demonstrated that RT
thermal conductivity of a rectangular graphene flake with 5�m width increases with
length L up to L � 40–200�m and converges for L> 50–1000�m in dependence on
the phonon boundary scattering parameter p (see Fig. 9.4a). The dependence of the
thermal conductivity on L is non-monotonic, which is explained by the interplay
between contribution to the thermal conductivity from two groups of phonons:
participating and non-participating in the edge scattering [26]. The exceptionally
large mean free path (MFP) of the acoustic phonons in graphene is essential for this
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Fig. 9.4 (a) Dependence of the thermal conductivity of the rectangular graphene ribbon on the
ribbon length L shown for different specular parameters p. The ribbon width is fixed at dD 5 �m.
(b) Dependence of the thermal conductivity of the rectangular graphene ribbon on the ribbon length
L shown for different ribbon width d. The specular parameter is fixed at pD 0.9. Note in both panels
an unusual non-monotonic length dependence of the thermal conductivity, which results from the
exceptionally long phonon mean free path of the low-energy phonons and their angle-dependent
scattering from the ribbon edge. Figure is after Ref. [26] reproduced with permission from the
American Chemical Society

effect. The increase in the flake width or phonon edge scattering (see Fig. 9.4a, b)
attenuates the non-monotonic behavior. It disappears in circular flakes or flakes with
very rough edges (with specular parameter p< 0.5).

A number of studies [94–96] employed the MD simulations to investigate
the length dependence of the thermal conductivity in graphene and GNRs. The
converged thermal conductivity in graphene was found for L> 16 �m in [94]. In
[95, 96] the thermal conductivity increases monotonically with an increase of the
length up to 2.8 �m in graphene [96] and 800 nm in GNRs [95]. The obvious length
dependence in graphene and GNRs can be attributed to the extremely large phonon
mean free pathƒ� 775 nm [20], which provides noticeable length dependence even
for flakes with micrometer lengths.

Keblinsky and co-workers [83] found from the MD study that the thermal
conductivity of graphene is K � 8000–10,000 W/mK at RT for the square graphene
sheet. The K value was size independent for L> 5 nm [83]. For the ribbons
with fixed L D 10 nm and width W varying from 1 to 10 nm, K increased from
�1000 to 7000 W/mK. The thermal conductivity in GNR with rough edges
can be suppressed by orders of magnitude as compared to that in GNR with
perfect edges [83, 107]. The isotopic superlattice modulation of GNR or defects
of crystal lattices also significantly decreases the thermal conductivity [110, 115].
The uniaxial stretching applied in the longitudinal direction enhances the low-
temperature thermal conductance for the 5 nm arm-chair or zigzag GNR up to 36 %
due to the stretching-induced convergence of phonon spectra to the low-frequency
region [102].
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Aksamija and Knezevic [103] calculated the dependence of the thermal conduc-
tivity of GNR with the width 5 nm and RMS (root mean square) edge roughness
�D 1 nm on temperature. The thermal conductivity was calculated taking into
account the three-phonon Umklapp, mass-defect and rough edge scatterings [103].
The authors obtained RT thermal conductivity K � 5500 W/mK for the graphene
nanoribbon. The study of the nonlinear thermal transport in rectangular and trian-
gular GNRs under the large temperature biases was reported in [116]. The authors
found that in short (�6 nm) rectangular GNRs, the negative differential thermal
conductance exists in a certain range of the applied temperature difference. As the
length of the rectangular GNR increases the effect weakens. A computational study
reported in [117] predicted that the combined effects of the edge roughness and
local defects play a dominant role in determining the thermal transport properties of
zigzag GNRs. The experimental data on thermal transport in GNRs is very limited.
In [69] the authors used an electrical self-heating methods and extracted the thermal
conductivity of sub 20-nm GNRs to be more than 1000 W/mK at 700–800 K.
A similar experimental method but with more accurate account of GNRs thermal
coupling to the substrate has been used in [70]. Pop and co-workers [70] found
substantially lower values of thermal conductivity of �80–150 W/mK at RT.

Ong and Pop [86] examined thermal transport in graphene supported on SiO2

using MD simulations. The approach employed by the authors utilized the reactive
empirical bond order (REBO) potential to model the atomic interaction between the
C atoms, Munetoh potential to model the atomic interactions between the Si and O
atoms and Lennard-Jones potential to model the van der Waals type C-Si and C-O
couplings. Authors suggested that thermal conductivity in supported graphene is by
an order of magnitude smaller than that in suspended graphene due to damping of
the out-of-plane ZA phonons.

The strong dependence of the thermal conductivity of graphene on the defect
concentration was established in the computational studies reported in [84, 88]. Both
studies used MD simulations. According to Hao et al. [88] 2 % of the vacancies
or other defects can reduce the thermal conductivity of graphene by as much as
a factor of five to ten. Zhang et al. [84] determined from their MD simulations
that the thermal conductivity of pristine graphene should be �2903 W/mK at RT.
According to their calculations the thermal conductivity of graphene can be reduced
by a factor of 1000 at the vacancy defect concentration of �9 %. The numeric
results of Refs. [84, 88] suggest another possible explanation of the experimental
data scatter, which is different defect density in the examined graphene samples.
For example, if the measurements of the thermal conductivity of graphene by the
thermal bridge technique give smaller values than those by the Raman optothermal
technique, one should take into account that the thermal bridge technique requires
substantial number of fabrication steps, which result in residual defects.

The available theoretical values of phonon thermal conductivity in SLG, few-
layer graphene and GNRs are presented in Tables 9.2 and 9.3 at RT (if not indicated
otherwise). Readers interested in a more detailed description of theoretical models
for the heat conduction in graphene materials are referred to review papers [27, 28,
118].
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Table 9.2 Thermal conductivity of graphene and few-layer graphene: theoretical data

Sample K (W/mK) Method Description Refs.

SLG 1000–8000 BTE, 	LA , 	TA Strong size dependence [24]
2000–8000 BTE, 	 s(q) Strong edge, width and

grunaisen parameter
dependence

[23]

�2430 BTE, 3rd-order
interatomic force constants
(IFCs)

K(graphene)�K (carbon
nanotube)

[119]

1500–3500 BTE, 3rd-order IFCs Strong size dependence [59]
100–8000 BTE Strong length, size, shape and

edge dependence
[26]

2000–4000 Continuum
approachCBTE

Strong isotope, point-Defects
and strain influence

[78, 120]

�4000 Ballistic Strong width dependence [121]
�2900 MD simulation Strong dependence on the

vacancy concentration
[84]

�20,000 VFFCMD simulation Ballistic regime; flake
length� 5 �m; strong width
and length dependence

[122]

100–550 MD simulation Flake length L< 200 nm;
strong length and defect
dependence

[91]

�3000 MD simulation Sheet length� 15 �m; strong
size dependence

[94]

2360 MD simulation L� 5 �m; strong length
dependence

[96]

4000–6000 MD simulation Strong strain dependence [100]
�3600 Boltzmann-Peierls

equationC density
functional perturbation
theory

LD 10�m; insensitivity to
small isotropic strain

[123]

�1250 MD simulation LD 100 �m; strong length
dependence for L< 100 �m

[124]

1800 MD simulation 6 nm� 6 nm sheet; isolated [98]
1000–1300 MD simulation 6 nm� 6 nm sheet;

Cu-supported; strong
dependence on the interaction
strength between graphene
and substrate

FLG 1000–4000 BTE, 	 s(q) nD 8� 1, strong size
dependence

[22]

1000–3500 BTE, 3rd-order IFCs nD 5� 1, strong size
dependence

[59]

2000–3300 BTE, 3rd-order IFCs nD 4� 1 [60]
580–880 MD simulation nD 5� 1, strong dependence

on the Van-der Vaals bond
strength

[85]
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Table 9.3 Thermal conductivity of GNRs: theoretical data

K (W/mK) Method Description Refs.

1000–7000 Theory: molecular dynamics,
Tersoff

Strong ribbon width and edge
dependence

[83]

�5500 BTE GNR with width of 5 �m; strong
dependence on the edge roughness

[103]

�2000 MD simulation TD 400 K; 1.5 nm� 5.7 nm
zigzag GNR; strong edge chirality
influence

[108]

30–80 AIREBO potentialCMD
simulation

10—zigzag and 19 -arm-chair
nanoribbons; strong defect
dependence

[90, 92]

3200–5200 MD simulation Strong GNRs width (W) and
length dependence;
9 nm� L� 27 nm and 4 nm
�W� 18 nm

[93]

400–600 MD simulation K� L0.24; 100 nm � L� 650 nm [95]
100–1000 BTE GNRs supported on SiO2; strong

edge and width dependence
[106]

500–300 MD simulation Few-layer GNRs; 10-ZGNR,
nD 1, : : : , 5

[97]

9.4.1 Specifics of Two-Dimensional Phonon Transport

We now address in more detail some specifics of the acoustic phonon transport in 2D
systems. Investigation of the heat conduction in graphene [19, 20] and CNTs [125]
raised the issue of ambiguity in the definition of the intrinsic thermal conductivity
for 2D and 1D crystal lattices. It was theoretically shown that the intrinsic thermal
conductivity limited by the crystal anharmonicity has a finite value in 3D bulk
crystals [12, 56]. However, many theoretical models predict that the intrinsic thermal
conductivity reveals a logarithmic divergence in strictly 2D systems, K � ln(N),
and the power-law divergence in 1D systems, K � N˛ , with the number of atoms
N (0<˛< 1) [12, 16, 56, 125–129]. The logarithmic divergence can be removed by
introduction of the extrinsic scattering mechanisms such as scattering from defects
or coupling to the substrate [56]. Alternatively, one can define the intrinsic thermal
conductivity of a 2D crystal for a given size of the crystal.

Graphene is not an ideal 2D crystal, considered in most of the theoretical
works, since graphene atoms vibrate in three directions. Nevertheless, the intrinsic
graphene thermal conductivity strongly depends on the graphene sheet size due
to weak scattering of the low-energy phonons by other phonons in the system.
Therefore, the phonon boundary scattering is an important mechanism for phonon
relaxation in graphene. Different studies [26, 130, 131] also suggested that an
accurate accounting of the higher-order anharmonic processes, i.e. above three-
phonon Umklapp scattering, and inclusion of the normal phonon processes into
consideration allow one to limit the low-energy phonon MFP. The normal phonon
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processes do not contribute directly to thermal resistance but affect the phonon mode
distribution [59, 119]. However, even these studies found that the graphene sample
has to be very large (>10 �m) to obtain the size-independent thermal conductivity.

In BTE approach within relaxation time approximation the thermal conductivity
in quasi-2D system are given by [23, 26]:

K D 1

4�kBT2h

�
X

s

qmaxZ

0

(�
„!s.q/

d!s.q/

dq

�2
�tot .s; q/

exp Œ„!s.q/=kT�

Œexp Œ„!s.q/=kT�� 1�
2

q

)
dq:

(9.7)

Here „!s.q/ is the phonon energy, h D 0.335 nm is the graphene layer thickness,
� tot is the total phonon relaxation time, q is the phonon wavenumber, T is the
temperature and kB is the Boltzmann constant.

The specific phonon transport in the quasi—2D system such as graphene can
be illustrated with a simple expression for Umklapp—limited thermal conductivity
derived by us in [24]:
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(9.9)

In the above equation, � D „!=kBT, and the upper cut-off frequencies
!s,max are defined from the actual phonon dispersion in graphene [23]:
!LA,max D 2�fLA,max(¦K) D 241 rad/ps, !TA,max D 2�fTA,max(¦K) D 180 rad/ps. The
integrand in Eq. (9.9) can be further simplified near RT when „!s;max > kBT, and it
can be expressed as

F .!s;min/ � �ln fjexp .„!s;min=kBT/ � 1jg

C„!s;min

kBT
exp.„!s;min=kBT/

exp.„!s;min=kBT/�1
(9.10)

In Eqs. (9.7, 9.8, 9.9, and 9.10) the contribution of ZA phonons to thermal transport
has been neglected [24, 35, 132] because of their low group velocity and large
Gruneisen parameter 	ZA [24, 72].
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There is a clear difference between the heat transport in basal planes of bulk
graphite and in single layer graphene [35, 132]. In the former, the heat transport
is approximately two-dimensional only up to some lower-bound cut-off frequency
!min. Below !min there appears to be strong coupling with the cross-plane phonon
modes and heat starts to propagate in all directions, which reduces the contributions
of these low-energy modes to heat transport along basal planes to negligible values.
In bulk graphite, there is a physically reasonable reference point for the on-set of
the cross-plane coupling, which is the ZO0 phonon branch near �4 THz observed
in the spectrum of bulk graphite [35, 133]. The presence of the ZO0 branch and
corresponding !min D !ZO’ .q D 0/ allows one to avoid the logarithmic divergence
in the Umklapp-limited thermal conductivity integral [see Eqs. (9.7, 9.8, 9.9, and
9.10)] and calculate it without considering other scattering mechanisms.

The physics of heat conduction is principally different in graphene where the
phonon transport is 2D all the way to zero phonon frequency. Therefore the lower-
bound cut-off frequencies !s,min for each s are determined from the condition that
the phonon MFP cannot exceed the physical size L of the flake, i.e.

!s;min D �s

	s

s
M �s

kBT

!s;max

L
: (9.11)

We would like to emphasize here that using size-independent graphite!min for SLG
or FLG (as has been proposed in [134]) is without scientific merit and leads to
an erroneous calculation of thermal conductivity, as described in detail in [25].
Equations (9.8, 9.9, 9.10, and 9.11) constitute a simple analytical model for the
calculation of the thermal conductivity of the graphene layer, which retains such
important features of graphene phonon spectra as different � s and 	 s for LA and TA
branches. The model also reflects the two-dimensional nature of heat transport in
graphene all the way down to zero phonon frequency.

In Fig. 9.5a, we present the dependence of thermal conductivity of graphene
on the dimension of the flake L. The data is presented for the averaged values
of the Gruneisen parameters 	LA D 1.8 and 	TA D 0.75 obtained from ab initio
calculations, as well as for several other close sets of 	LA,TA to illustrate the
sensitivity of the result to the Gruneisen parameters. For small graphene flakes,
the K dependence on L is rather strong. It weakens for flakes with L 	 10 �m.
The calculated values are in good agreement with experimental data for suspended
exfoliated [19, 20] and CVD graphene [47, 48]. The horizontal dashed line indicates
the experimental thermal conductivity for bulk graphite, which is exceeded by
graphene’s thermal conductivity at smaller L. Thermal conductivity, presented in
Fig. 9.5, is an intrinsic quantity limited by the three-phonon Umklapp scattering
only. But it is determined for a specific graphene flake size since L defines the
lower-bound (long-wavelength) cut-off frequency in Umklapp scattering through
Eq. (9.11). In experiments, thermal conductivity is also limited by defect scattering.
When the size of the flake becomes very large with many polycrystalline grains,
the scattering on their boundaries will also lead to phonon relaxation. The latter can
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Fig. 9.5 (a) Calculated room temperature thermal conductivity of graphene as a function of the
lateral size for several values of the Gruneisen parameter.(b) Calculated thermal conductivity of
suspended graphene as a function of the temperature. Note a strong dependence on the size of the
graphene flakes. Experimental data points from [19, 20] (circle), [47] (square), [48] (rhomb) and
[62] (triangle) are shown for comparison. Figure 9.5b is after Ref. [23] reproduced with permission
from the American Physical Society

be included in this model through adjustment of L. The extrinsic phonon scattering
mechanisms or high-order phonon–phonon scatterings prevent indefinite growth of
thermal conductivity of graphene with L [26].

The simple model described above is based on the Klemens-like expressions
for the relaxation time (see [35, 36]). Therefore it does not take into account all
peculiarities of the 2D three-phonon Umklapp processes in SLG or FLG, which
are important for the accurate description of thermal transport. There are two types
of the three-phonon Umklapp scattering processes [23, 36]. The first type is the
scattering when a phonon with the wave vector �!q .!/ absorbs another phonon from
the heat flux with the wave vector �!q 0 .!0/, i.e. the phonon leaves the state �!q . For
this type of scattering processes the momentum and energy conservation laws are
written as:

�!q .!/C �!q 0 .!0/ D �!
b i C �!q 00 .!00/ ; i D 1; 2; 3

! C !0 D !00:
(9.12)

The processes of the second type are those when the phonons �!q .!/ of the heat
flux decay into two phonons with the wave vectors �!q 0 .!0/ and �!q 00 .!00/, i.e. leaves
the state �!q .!/, or, alternatively, two phonons �!q 0 .!0/ and �!q 00 .!00/merge together
forming a phonon with the wave vector �!q .!/, which correspond to the phonon
coming to the state �!q .!/. The conservation laws for this type are given by:

�!q .!/C �!
b i D �!q 0 .!0/C �!q 00 .!00/ ; i D 4; 5; 6

! D !0 C !00;
(9.13)
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In Eqs. (9.12 and 9.13)
�!
b i D �!

$$ i; i D 1; 2; : : : ; 6 is one of the vectors of the
reciprocal lattice. Calculations of the thermal conductivity in graphene taking into
account all possible three-phonon Umklapp processes allowed by the Eqs. (9.12
and 9.13) and actual phonon dispersions were carried out in [23]. For each phonon
mode (qi, s), were found all pairs of the phonon modes (�!q 0, s0) and (�!q 00; s00) such
that the conditions of Eqs. (9.12 and 9.13) are met. As a result, in (�!q 0)-space were
constructed the phase diagrams for all allowed three-phonon transitions [23]. Using
the long-wave approximation for a matrix element of the three-phonon interaction
one can obtain for the Umklapp scattering rates:

1
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� !00s00

��!q 00
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dq0ldq0?: (9.14)

Here q
0

l and q0? are the components of the vector �!q 0 parallel or perpendicular to
the lines defined by Eqs. (9.12 and 9.13), correspondingly, 	s

��!q � is the mode-
dependent Gruneisen parameter, which is determined for each phonon wave vector
and polarization branch and � is the surface mass density. In Eq. (9.14) the
upper signs correspond to the processes of the first type while the lower signs
correspond to those of the second type. The integrals for ql; q? are taken along
and perpendicular to the curve segments, correspondingly, where the conditions of
Eqs. (9.12 and 9.13) are met.

The main mechanisms of phonon scattering in graphene are phonon–phonon
Umklapp (U) scattering, rough edge scattering (boundary (B)) and point-defect (PD)
scattering:

1

�tot .s; q/
D 1

�U .s; q/
C 1

�B .s; q/
C 1

�PD .s; q/
; (9.15)

where 1=�U D 1=� I
U C 1=� II

U ; 1=�B .s; q/ D .�s=L/ ..1 � p/ = .1C p// and
1=�PD .s; q/ D S0$qs!

2
s = .4�s/ : Here �s D d!s=dq is the phonon group velocity, p

is the specularity parameter of rough edge scattering, S is the surface per atom and
$ is the measure of the strength of the point defect scattering.

The sensitivity of the thermal conductivity, calculated using Eqs. (9.7, 9.12, 9.13,
9.14, and 9.15), to the value of p and $ is illustrated in Fig. 9.5b. The data is
presented for different sizes (widths) of the graphene flakes.
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9.5 Conclusions

We reviewed theoretical and experimental results pertinent to 2D phonon transport
in graphene. Phonons are the dominant heat carriers in the ungated graphene
samples near room temperature. The unique nature of 2D phonons translates to
unusual heat conduction in graphene and related materials. Recent computational
studies suggest that the thermal conductivity of graphene depends strongly on
the concentration of defects and strain distribution. Investigation of the physics
of 2D phonons in graphene can shed light on the thermal energy transfer in
low-dimensional systems. The results presented in this review are important for
the proposed practical applications of graphene in heat removal and thermal
management of advanced electronics.
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Chapter 10
From Thermal Rectifiers to Thermoelectric
Devices

Giuliano Benenti, Giulio Casati, Carlos Mejía-Monasterio,
and Michel Peyrard

Abstract We discuss thermal rectification and thermoelectric energy conversion
from the perspective of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and dynamical systems
theory. After preliminary considerations on the dynamical foundations of the
phenomenological Fourier law in classical and quantum mechanics, we illustrate
ways to control the phononic heat flow and design thermal diodes. Finally, we
consider the coupled transport of heat and charge and discuss several general
mechanisms for optimizing the figure of merit of thermoelectric efficiency.

10.1 Dynamical Foundations of Fourier Law

The possibility to manipulate the heat current represents a fascinating challenge
for the future, especially in view of the need of future society of providing a
sustainable supply of energy and due to the strong concerns about the environmental
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impact of the combustion of fossil fuels. However along these lines there are severe
difficulties both of theoretical and experimental nature. In particular it turns out that
manipulation of the heat current is much more difficult than the manipulation of the
electric current.

It is therefore necessary to start from first principles in order to get a deep and
systematic understanding of the properties of heat transport. Namely we would like
to understand these properties starting from the microscopic dynamical equations of
motion.

Along these lines a necessary step is the derivation of the Fourier heat law from
dynamical equations of motion. In particular we would like to understand under
what conditions Fourier law is valid. What are the dynamical properties needed
to have normal transport in a given system? This is a nontrivial question and for
many years it has been addressed according to different perspectives. It concerns,
on one hand, the foundations of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and, on the
other hand, the practical issue of constructing microscopic models which agree with
the macroscopic equations which describe transport. For example, for a class of
hyperbolic systems (transitive Anosov) a guiding principle was proposed (the so-
called chaotic hypothesis [60]) as a prescription for extending equilibrium methods
to nonequilibrium situations. We remark that in these works the randomness needed
to obtain a consistent description of the irreversible macroscopic phenomena comes
from the exponential instability of the microscopic chaotic dynamics.

First numerical evidence of the validity of Fourier heat conduction law in an
exponentially unstable system was reported in [36] where the so-called “ding-a-
ling” model was considered (Fig. 10.1). The model consists of harmonic oscillators
which exchange their energy via elastic, hard-core collisions, with intermediate
hard spheres. The even-numbered particles in Fig. 10.1 form a set of equally
spaced lattice oscillators with each oscillator being harmonically bound to its
individual lattice site and with all oscillators vibrating at the same frequency!. The
odd-numbered particles are free particles constrained only by the two adjacent even-
numbered oscillators. It can be shown that the dynamics of this model is uniquely
determined by the parameter !2=E (where E is the energy per particle) and that
the dynamics becomes exponentially unstable when this parameter is � 1. The
validity of Fourier law was established in the standard way by putting the two end
particles in contact with thermal reservoirs, taken as Maxwellian gases, at different
temperatures. The system was then numerically integrated until the stationary state
was reached and the energy exchange at the left and right reservoir became equal.
This gives the average heat flux j. After defining the particle temperature to be twice
its average kinetic energy, the value of the steady-state internal temperature gradient
rT was computed. Then the thermal conductivity � was computed via the heat

1 2 3 4 N

Fig. 10.1 The ding-a-ling model. Here the springs merely symbolize the harmonic restoring force
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Fourier law j D ��rT. A normal conductivity independent on the system length
was found.

It is important to stress however that hard chaos with exponential instability
is not a necessary condition to induce normal transport properties. Moreover
rigorous results are still lacking and in spite of several efforts, the connection
between Lyapunov exponents, correlations decay and diffusive properties is still not
completely clear. As a matter of facts it turns out that mixing property is sufficient
to ensure normal heat transport [85]. This might be an important step in the general
attempt to derive macroscopic statistical laws from the underlying deterministic
dynamics. Indeed, systems with zero Lyapunov exponent have zero algorithmic
complexity and, at least in principle, are analytically solvable.

A particular case is given by total momentum conserving systems which typically
exhibit anomalous conductivity. This type of systems is largely discussed in other
contributions of this volume and therefore will not be considered here any longer.
Here we would like to add only a word of caution, and to suggest that anomalous
behavior in such systems is perhaps more general than so far believed. The point
is that our present understanding of the heat conduction problem is mainly based
on numerical empirical evidence while rigorous analytical results are difficult to
obtain. Numerical analysis consists of steady state, nonequilibrium simulations
or of equilibrium simulations based on linear response theory and Green-Kubo
formula. Typically, if both methods give reasonable evidence for Fourier law and
if, moreover, they lead to the same numerical value of the coefficient of thermal
conductivity �, then this is generally considered as an almost conclusive evidence
that Fourier law is indeed valid.

This conclusion, however, might be not correct as shown in [42], where the heat
conductivity of the one-dimensional diatomic hard-point gas model was studied.
As shown in Fig. 10.2, the Fourier-like behavior, seen in both equilibrium and
nonequilibrium simulations, turns out to be a finite-size effect and Fourier law
appear to hold up to some size N after which anomalous behavior sets in. This

Fig. 10.2 The heat
conductivity � versus the
system size N for the
one-dimensional diatomic gas
model, with alternative mass
M and m. From top to bottom,
the mass ratio M=m is
respectively 1:07, 1:10, 1:14,
1:22, 1:30, 1:40, the golden
mean (�1:618), and 3
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behavior requires a better understanding. Indeed, while it is natural to expect an
initial ballistic behavior for larger and larger N as one approaches the integrable
limit, it is absolutely not clear why the value of � appears to saturate to a constant
value before entering the anomalous regime � � N˛ (with ˛ � 1=3) at an even
larger system size N.

To summarize, while establishing a complete connection between ergodic prop-
erties and macroscopic transport features is still beyond the reach of present
understanding, we may conclude that apart some particular notable exceptions,
dynamical mixing property induces deterministic diffusion and hence Fourier law.

10.2 Fourier Law in Quantum Mechanics

The next step is to discuss whether or not Fourier heat law can be derived from
quantum dynamics without a priori statistical assumptions. This calls directly in
question the issue of “Quantum chaos”. The first attempts to provide a microscopic
description of heat transport in quantum systems dates back to the beginning of
the twentieth century with the work of Debye in 1912 [50] and subsequently of
Peierls in 1929 [111]. Based on modifications of the kinetic Boltzmann equation
these theories are classical in essence by considering classical-like quasi-particles,
and fail to describe systems out of equilibrium with dimensions comparable to the
electron and phonon mean free paths.

The recent achievements in the miniaturisation of devices have boosted the
interest in understanding the conditions under which heat is transported diffusively
in quantum systems. In spite of the many efforts a rigorous derivation of a
quantum Fourier law for general Hamiltonians remains an unsolved problem. A
main difficulty to the study of heat conduction in quantum mechanics is the lack
of appropriate definitions of local quantities such as the temperature and the heat
current [54], and calls in question the problem of thermalization, namely the
relaxation to a state in local equilibrium, in isolated [1] and open quantum systems
[30]. It has been found that the conditions for thermalization are essentially related
to the systems’ integrability and localization properties (e.g. due to disorder). Non-
ergodic systems, undergo relaxation to a generalized Gibbs state [14], so that the
application of standard statistical mechanics methods is possible.

Quantum systems in contact with external heat baths can be treated by using the
Lindblad-Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan equation [63, 87] in a convenient setup in
which only boundary degrees of freedom are coupled with the environment. Within
the Markovian approximation, the system’s many-body density matrix evolves
according to

d

dt
�.t/ D OL �.t/; (10.1)
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where the Liouvillian superoperator is defined as

OL � WD � i

„ ŒH ; ��C
X




�
L
�L�
 � 1

2
fL�
L
; �g

�
: (10.2)

We assume here that the Hamiltonian H can be written as a sum of locally
interacting terms, H D P

n Hn and L
 are the Lindblad (or so-called quantum
jump) operators, which are assumed to act only at the boundary sites of the
system. This setup provides a fully coherent bulk dynamics and incoherent boundary
conditions, which is particularly suited for studying nonequilibrium heat transport
in a setup similar to the classical case [151].

The Quantum Master Equation (QME) approach can be used to study not only
heat transport, but also nonequilibrium processes in general (particle transport,
spin transport, etc.). Depending on the process in question the Lindblad operators
L
 target specific canonical states, creating a local equilibrium state near the
boundaries of the system. The conductivities are then obtained by measuring
expectation values of the current observables in the steady states of the Lindblad
equation, in the thermodynamic limit N ! 1 (see e.g., [115]). This approach has
been extensively used in recent years to study heat transport in one-dimensional
models of quantum spin chains coupled at their ends with Lindblad heat baths
[2, 54, 93, 103, 107, 138, 153], as well as in chains of quantum oscillators [62, 160]
(for a recent review see e.g., [20, 106]).

The Lindblad equation (10.1) allows efficient numerical simulation of the steady
state of locally interacting systems, in terms of the time-dependent-density-matrix-
renormalization-group method (tDMRG) [46, 130, 149] in the Liouville space of
linear operators acting on wave functions [115]. In cases where the tDMRG method
cannot be applied, like when the interaction is long-range (e.g., Coulomb), the QME
can be solved using the method of quantum trajectories, (see, for example, [103]).
In the latter case the idea is to represent the density operator as an expectation
of j� ih� j where the many-body wave function � is a solution of a stochastic
Schrödinger equation d�.t/ D �.i=„/H�dt C d�, with d� being an appropriate
stochastic process simulating the action of the baths. In addition, this method has
the advantage that non-Markovian effects can be treated easily and intuitively. In
more general settings, the QME can always be solved exactly through numerical
integration where the quantum canonical heat baths are often modeled in terms of
the Redfield equation [117]. Such approach has found a broad applicability in many-
body systems and has been used to investigate heat transport [119, 121, 131, 153].

One alternative of using the QME approach is the Keldysh formalism of
nonequilibrium Green’s functions, where one essentially discusses the scattering of
elementary quasi-particle excitations between two or more infinite non-interacting
Hamiltonian reservoirs. The Keldysh formalism considers an initial product state
density matrix describing the finite system and two infinite baths in thermal
equilibrium at e.g., different temperatures. The system and the reservoirs are then
coupled and the density matrix is evolved according to the full Hamiltonian. In the
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steady state, currents and local densities can be obtained in terms of the so-called
Keldysh Green’s functions. This approach has been used, among other things, to
study heat transport in driven nanoscale engines [6, 8] and spin heterostructures [7].
Another commonly used approach to study heat transport in quantum systems is
based on the Green-Kubo formula, originally developed to study electric transport
[81].

Within linear response theory, the current is taken as the system’s response to an
external perturbative potential which can be included within the Hamiltonian of the
system. First order perturbation theory yields the Green-Kubo formula relating the
nonequilibrium conductivity with the equilibrium current-current correlation. This
formula is naturally extended to study heat transport, where the heat current appears
as the response to an external temperature gradient. This ad-hoc generalization
remains conceptually troublesome since there is no potential term in the system’s
Hamiltonian representing a temperature gradient situation [82, 88]. In spite of this,
the Green-Kubo approach has become a widely employed [61, 65, 158, 159].

In spite of all efforts, a microscopic derivation of Fourier law in quantum
mechanics is still lacking, and only partial understanding concerning the conditions
under which this is expected to hold has been gained. Particularly, in analogy with
the studies at the classical level the relation between the validity of Fourier law and
the onset of quantum chaos has been investigated in recent years [102, 104, 105,
115, 116, 121, 137].

As it has been shown in the previous section for classical systems, diffusive
heat transport is directly related to the chaoticity of the dynamics. While such
relation is not strict, classical deterministic chaos is yet expected to yield diffusive
behavior. It is nowadays well established that quantum systems for which their
classical analogues are chaotic, exhibit characteristic signatures in the spectra
and the eigenfunctions that are different from those observed in systems that are
classically integrable [21, 35]. The global manifestation of the onset of chaos in
quantum systems consists of a very complex structure of the quantum states as well
as in spectral fluctuations that are statistically described by Random Matrix Theory
[64]. In the following we discuss the relation among the validity of quantum Fourier
law and the onset of quantum chaos.

10.2.1 Fourier Law and the Onset of Quantum Chaos

The relation between the validity of the quantum Fourier law and the onset of
quantum chaos in a genuinely nonequilibrium situation was studied in [102]. There
a quantum Ising chain of N spins 1=2 subjected to a uniform magnetic field
h D .hx; 0; hz/ and coupled at its extremes with quantum heat baths, was considered.
The Hamiltonian of this system is

H D
N�2X

nD0
Hn C h

2
.�L C �R/ ; (10.3)
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ΞΞ
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h
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Fig. 10.3 The finite quantum spin chain model coupled to external heat baths at different
temperatures. The dotted lines represent the nearest neighbour interaction. The double dashed
lines represent the coupling & with the baths. The angle � of the magnetic field is measured with
respect to the direction x of the chain

where Hn are local energy density operators appropriately defined as

Hn D �Q� z
n�

z
nC1 C h

2

 .� n C � nC1/ ; (10.4)

and �L D h 
 � 0=h, �R D h 
 � N�1=h are the spin operators along the direction of
the magnetic field of s0 and sN�1 respectively. The operators � n D .�x

n ; �
y
n ; �

z
n/ are

the Pauli matrices for the nth spin, n D 0; 1; : : :N � 1. A schematic representation
of this model is shown in Fig. 10.3.

In this model, the angle � D arctan.hz=hx/ of the magnetic field makes with
the chain affects the dynamics of the system. If � D 0, the Hamiltonian (10.3)
corresponds to the Ising chain in a transversal magnetic field, which is integrable
as (10.3) can be mapped into a model of free fermions through standard Wigner-
Jordan transformations. For � > 0, the system is no longer integrable and for � �
�=4, quantum chaos sets in. The system becomes again (nearly) integrable when
� � �=2. Therefore, by tuning � one can explore different regimes of quantum
dynamics and study the relation between the integrability of the system and the
validity of Fourier’s law.

The integrability of a quantum system can be characterised by the Nearest
Neighbour Level Spacing (NNLS) distribution P.s/, which is the probability density
to find two adjacent levels at a distance s. For an integrable system the distribution
P.s/ has typically a Poisson distribution:

PP.s/ D exp .�s/ : (10.5)

In contrast, in the quantum chaos regime, Hamiltonians obeying time-reversal
invariance exhibit a NNLS distribution that corresponds to the Gaussian Orthogonal
Ensemble of random matrices (GOE). This distribution is well-approximated by the
Wigner surmise, which reads

PWD.s/ D �s

2
exp

�
��s2

4

�
; (10.6)

exhibiting “level repulsion”.
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Fig. 10.4 NNLS distribution P.s/ for the integrable (left panel), intermediate (middle panel) and
chaotic (right panel) spin chains. The histogram was numerically obtained for a chain of N D 12

spins by diagonalizing Hamiltonian (10.3) and averaging over the spectra of even and odd parity.
The dotted curve corresponds to PP and the dashed curve to PWD

Figure 10.4 shows the NNLS distribution P.s/ for three different directions of
the magnetic field: (a) integrable case h D .3:375; 0; 0/, at which P.s/ is well
described by PP.s/, (b) intermediate case h D .7:875; 0; 2/ at which the distribution
P.s/ shows a combination of (weak) level repulsion and exponential decay, and (c)
chaotic case h D .3:375; 0; 2/ at which the distribution P.s/ agrees with PWD.s/
and thus corresponds to the regime of quantum chaos.

In Mejía-Monasterio et al. [102] a numerical method to solve the dynamics of
open quantum spin chains was introduced. This method consists in periodically and
stochastically collapsing the state of the spins at the boundaries of the chain to a
state that is consistent with local equilibrium states at different temperatures. These
stochastic quantum heat baths are analogous to the stochastic baths used in classical
simulations and even when this method does not yield a stochastic unravelling of
QME, it is numerically simple to implement and analyse (for more details see [102,
103]).

Using this method, local thermal equilibrium was first checked by computing
time averages of the density matrix of the system:

� D lim
t!1

Z t

0

j .s/ih .s/jds ; (10.7)

where  .s/ is the state of the system at time s. Setting both heat baths to the
same temperature TL D TR D T, it was found that � is diagonal within numerical
accuracy and consistent with

h�nj�j�mi D e�ˇEn

Z
ım;n ; (10.8)

inside each symmetry band. Here j�ni are the eigenfunctions in the energy basis,
H j�ni D Enj�ni, and Z D P

n e�ˇEn is the canonical partition function. From
a best fit to exponential of Eq. (10.8) a value of the local temperature in the bulk
of the system can be extracted. The results are shown in Fig. 10.5 as a function of
the temperature of the heat baths. It can be seen that for large enough temperatures
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Fig. 10.5 Local temperature
in the center of the chain ˇ�1

as a function of the
temperature of the baths T,
obtained from equilibrium
simulations in the chaotic
chain of seven spins, as the
best fit to exponential of the
local density matrix �n.En/ in
the central symmetry band.
The dashed line stands for the
identity
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Fig. 10.6 Energy profile
obtained from a time average
of the expectation value of the
energy density operator
Ex D hHxi, with x D n=N for
a chain of 20 spins. The
temperatures of the baths are
TL D 5 and TR D 50. The
different panels are for the
chaotic (left), intermediate
(bottom right) and integrable
(upper right) chains
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of the heat baths (T & 5) the system thermalizes to exactly the same temperature
[103].

Out of equilibrium expectation values in the nonequilibrium steady state were
obtained as follows: for each realization, the initial wave function j .0/i of the
system is chosen at random. The system is then evolved for some relaxation time
�rel after which it is assumed to fluctuate around a unique steady state. Measurements
are then performed as time averages of the expectation value of the observables, that
are further averaged over different random realizations.

Figure 10.6 shows the energy profile obtained from the time average of the local
energy density operator Ex D hHxi (with x D n=N), for the above three different
spin chains. Interestingly, for the chaotic chain, a linear energy profile in the bulk of
the chain was found. This indicates that the chaotic chain is able to sustain a heat
current which depends on the nonequilibrium imposed by the external heat baths. In
contrast, the integrable chain shows a flat constant energy profile. The intermediate
chain which is neither chaotic nor integrable is not able to sustain a diffusive heat
current and shows and energy profile which is flat except near the boundaries.

To directly check the validity of Fourier’s law it is possible to define local heat
current operators using the continuity equation for the local energy density operators
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Fig. 10.7 Heat conductivity
� D �j=rT as a function of
the size of the spin chain N,
for the chaotic (circles),
intermediate (diamonds), and
integrable (squares) chains.
The temperatures of the baths
are TL D 5 and TR D 50. The
dashed curves correspond to
the best linear fit for each of
the data sets
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@tHn D iŒH ;Hn� D �. jnC1 � jn/, requiring that jn D ŒHn;Hn�1�. From Eqs. (10.3)
and (10.4) the local current operators are explicitly given by

jn D hxQ
�
� z

n�1 � � z
nC1
�
�y

n ; 1 � n � N � 2: (10.9)

Figure 10.7 shows the heat conductivity as a function of the system size N,
calculated as � D �j=rT. The mean current j was calculated as an average of
h jni over time and over the N � 8 central spins. For the particular choice of the
energy density operator (10.4), its averaged expectation value is related to the local
temperature as hHni / �1=T [102]. The temperature difference was thus obtained
as �T D �1=hHN�5i C 1=hH3i. For large N the heat conductivity of the chaotic
chain was found to converge to a constant value, thus confirming the validity of
the Fourier’s law. On the contrary, for the integrable and an intermediate chains, �
diverges linearly with N, which is a signature of ballistic transport.

These results represent a solid suggestion that, in analogy to what is observed
in classical systems, in the quantum realm Fourier law holds once quantum chaos
has set in. Arguably, quantum chaos yields diffusive heat transport as it leads to
exponential decay of the “dynamic” correlations, in particular the energy current-
current correlation that defines the heat conductivity through a Green-Kubo formula.

The crucial relation between diffusive transport and quantum chaos was later
investigated in [137] for models of isolated quantum chains made of interacting
subunits, each containing a finite number of energy levels. These models represent-
ing single-particle multi-channel quantum wires, exhibit a transition to quantum
chaos as the strength of the interaction between the subunits increases. By solving
the corresponding Schrödinger equation, it was found that the evolution of the local
energy density operators is in agreement with the corresponding diffusion equation
only when the system level statistics is chaotic. There, a Heisenberg spin chain in
an external magnetic field was also studied, yielding the same result.

Later, in [115] heat and spin transport in several open quantum spin chains
was considered and numerically solved by means of the tDMRG method. The
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same model considered in [102] was studied for much larger system sizes and the
relation between quantum Fourier law and quantum chaos put forward there, was
reconfirmed with high accuracy.

10.3 Controlling the Heat Flow: Thermal Rectifiers

Contrary to the case of electronic transport, where the concept of diode is well
known, when one thinks of heat flow and Fourier law, the idea of directed transport
does not come to mind at all. It is even counter intuitive. However, as shown in
Sect. 10.3.1, the concept of a thermal diode is perfectly compatible with the usual
Fourier law, provided one builds a device with materials having a temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity. With a simple one-dimensional model system,
Sect. 10.3.2 shows how such materials could be obtained. As shown in Sect. 10.3.3
the same results can be extended in higher dimensions. The actual realization of
thermal rectifiers is briefly discussed in Sect. 10.3.4.

10.3.1 The Fourier Law and the Design of a Thermal Rectifier

Thermal rectification is everyday’s experience: due to thermal convection a fluid
heated from below efficiently transfers heat upwards, while the same fluid, heated
from the top surface shows a much weaker transfer rate downwards. In this case
this is because the heat flow is due to a transfer of matter. The idea that one could
build a solid-state device that lets heat flow more easily in one way than in the other
is less intuitive, and may even appear in contradiction with thermodynamics at first
examination. However this is not so, and the design of a thermal rectifier is perfectly
compatible with the Fourier law [114].

Let us consider the heat flow along the x-direction, in a material in contact with
two different heat baths at temperature T1 for x D 0 and T2 for x D L. A rectification
can only be expected if the device has some spatial dependence which allows us to
distinguish its two ends, i.e. if the local thermal conductivity depends on x. This can
either come from an inhomogeneity of the material or from its geometry. Moreover
the thermal conductivity �.x;T/ may also depend on temperature so that the Fourier
law relates the heat flux jf to the local temperature T.x/ by

T.x/ D T1 C
Z x

0

jf
�Œ�;T.�/�

d� : (10.10)

Solving this equation with the boundary condition T.x D L/ D T2 determines the
value of jf . If the boundary conditions are reversed, imposing temperature T2 for
x D 0 and temperature T1 for x D L, solving the same equation leads to another
temperature distribution and another distribution of the local thermal conductivity
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�.x;T/. Therefore the reverse flux jr is not equal to the forward flux jf . The rectifying
coefficient can be defined as

R D
ˇ̌
ˇ̌ jr
jf

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ : (10.11)

In general, for arbitrary �.x;T/, there is no condition that imposes that R should be
unity.

Figure 10.8 shows a simple example where the spatial dependence is obtained
by juxtaposing two different homogenous materials, each one having a thermal
conductivity that strongly depends on temperature. In this case �.x;T/ is a sigmoidal
function in both cases, but on one side � is large at low temperature while, on the
other side it is large at high temperature. An even simpler device can be obtained
by combining one material with a temperature dependent thermal conductivity with
another one which has a constant thermal conductivity [114]. Such a device has a
lower rectifying coefficient but nevertheless behaves as a thermal diode.
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Fig. 10.8 Thermal rectifier made by the juxtaposition of two different homogeneous materials
which have a thermal conductivity that highly depends on temperature. The boundary temperatures
are T1 D 1:0 and T2 D 0:2 in arbitrary scale. (a) Schematic view of the device. (b) Variation
of �.x; T/. (c) The temperature distributions [solution of Eq. (10.10)] (full lines) and the variation
versus space of the local conductivity �Œx; T.x/� (dashed lines) are shown for the forward boundary
condition (T.x D 0/ D T1, T.x D L/ D T2) (thick lines) and reverse boundary condition (thin
lines). For this choice of �.x; T/, the rectifying coefficient is R D jjr=jf j D 4:75
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10.3.2 A One-Dimensional Model for a Thermal Rectifier

As shown in Sect. 10.3.1, in order to obtain a thermal rectifier, we need two basic
ingredients, a temperature dependent thermal conductivity and the breaking of the
inversion symmetry of the device in the direction of the flow. In this section we show
how this can be obtained in a simple model system.

In a solid the heat transfer by conduction is a transfer of energy without
a transport of matter. Heat can be carried either by the propagation of atomic
vibrations, i.e. phonons, or by the diffusion of the random fluctuations of mobile
particles, which are generally charged so that electrical and heat conductivity are
closely related as stated by the Wiedemann-Franz law for metals [10]. Here we
consider the case of electrical insulators in which heat is only carried by lattice
vibrations. The simplest model of a thermal diode can be designed with a one
dimensional lattice of interacting particles having a single degree of freedom.
However, in the search of simplicity, one should make sure that the model does
not lead to unphysical properties. In particular we want to select a model system
that obeys the macroscopic Fourier law, with a well defined thermal conductivity
�, which may not be the case for a one-dimensional lattice [84]. However if the
translational invariance is broken by a substrate potential, so that momentum is not
a constant of the motion, a simple one-dimensional lattice of harmonically coupled
particles subjected to an external potential, known as a Klein-Gordon model, can
show a well defined thermal conductivity while allowing an easy analysis of the
properties of the system. Such a lattice can form the basis for a thermal rectifier
[141].

As an example, let us consider the model schematized in Fig. 10.9, i.e. a chain of
N particles with harmonic coupling constant K and a Morse on-site potential Vn D
Dn
�

exp.�˛nyn/ � 1
�2

. The variable yn designates the displacement of the particles
with respect to their equilibrium positions, pn their momentum, and Hn is the local
energy density. This model was introduced as a simple one-dimensional model of

T T1 2

Langevin bathLangevin bath

Fig. 10.9 Schematic picture of the one-dimensional model used as the basis for a simple thermal
rectifier. Upper part: the harmonically coupled particles are subjected to an on-site potential, here
a Morse potential. Lower part: the model used in numerical simulations to measure the heat flow.
The two end-segments (boxes) are in contact with a numerical Langevin thermostat, while the
central part of the lattice is evolving according to the equations of motions that derive from the
Hamiltonian (10.12)
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DNA [49]. In this case the on-site potential describes the interaction between the
two strands of DNA.

In the present context this model can simply be viewed as a simple example to
study heat transfer in a one-dimensional lattice, with Hamiltonian

H D
NX

nD1
Hn D

NX

nD1

�
p2n
2m

C 1

2
K.yn � yn�1/2 C Dn.e

�˛nyn � 1/2
�
: (10.12)

In such a system we can define a local temperature by Tn D hp2n=mi where
the brackets designate a statistical average. Expressing dHn=dt with the Hamilton
equations and using the continuity equation for the energy flux,

dH.x; t/

dt
C @j.x; t/

@x
D 0; (10.13)

in a finite difference form leads to a discrete expression for the local heat flux:

jn D K hPyn.ynC1 � yn/i : (10.14)

The thermal properties of the model subjected to a temperature difference, in a
steady state, can be studied by molecular dynamics simulations by imposing fixed
temperatures T1 and T2 at the two ends with Langevin thermostats. The simulations
have to be carried long enough to reach a steady state in which the heat flux j is
constant along the lattice.

If the system is homogeneous (Dn D D and ˛n D ˛ for all n) such calculations
show that, as expected, a well defined uniform thermal gradient is observed along
the lattice, except in the immediate vicinity of the thermostats where a sharp
temperature change is observed due to a Kapiza resistance between the thermostats
and the bulk lattice (Fig. 10.10, circles). For large N the effect of the contact
resistance becomes negligible. The calculation shows that, with a fixed temperature
difference the flux decreases as 1=N, where N is the number of lattice sites, which
indicates that the model has a well defined thermal conductivity per unit length
[114].

If the system is inhomogeneous, by including a central region in which the
parameters are different from those in the two side domains, as shown in Fig. 10.10
(top), the heat flow is determined by the overlap of the phonon bands in the different
regions. For the example shown in Fig. 10.10, with T1 D 0:16 and T2 D 0:15, the
flux is equal to j D 0:35 � 10�3 for D1 D 0:5 (corresponding to an homogeneous
lattice) and decreases to j D 0:18 � 10�3 for D1 D 0:8 for which the phonon bands
partly overlap and j D 0:48 � 10�5 when there is no overlap between the phonon
bands.

This provides a clue on a possible way to get the temperature dependent
thermal conductivity needed to build a thermal rectifier as shown in Sect. 10.3.1:
a nonlinearity of the on-site potential amounts to having temperature dependent
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D = 0.5 α = 1.0

K = 0.30
D = 0.5 α = 1.0

K = 0.30
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K= 0.30
α = 1.0
1

Fig. 10.10 Top: Model parameters in the case of an inhomogeneous lattice. Bottom: Variation of
the local temperature along a lattice of 128 particles described by Hamiltonian (10.12) in contact
with thermostats at temperatures T1 D 0:16, T2 D 0:15, in energy units, applied to the first and last
eight particles. Results for different values of the parameter D1 : D1 D 0:5 (case of a homogeneous
lattice: circles), D1 D 0:8 (stars), and D1 D 1:2 (crosses)

phonon bands. In the case of the model with Hamiltonian (10.12), this can easily
be checked by a self-consistent phonon approximation [49]. The idea is to expand
the free energy by separating the mean value of yn,  D hyni, and the deviations
un around this value yn D  C un. Then the Hamiltonian is approximated by
H D H0 C H1, where

H0 D
X

n

�
1

2
mPu2n C 1

2
�.un � un�1/2 C 1

2
˝2u

2
n

�
(10.15)

describes an effective harmonic lattice. The free energy can be expanded as F D
F0 C F1, where F1 D hH1i0. Then, by minimizing F1 with the variational
parameters , � D K, ˝2, one gets the lower bound of the effective phonon band of
the lattice as˝2 D 2˛2D expŒ�2˛=3�. As T grows so does , so that the band shifts
downwards. Therefore, if the central region has a value D1 > D so that the phonon
bands do not overlap at low temperature, as T increases the decay of the effective
lower bound of the phonon band leads to an increased overlap, and therefore an
increased thermal conductivity.

Expanding on these ideas one can build a thermal rectifier by introducing the
necessary asymmetry pointed out in Sect. 10.3.1. Using left and right side regions
with a weak nonlinearity (˛ D 0:5) and different values of the parameter D
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(Dleft D 4:5 and Dright D 2:8) and a harmonic coupling constant K D 0:18, one gets
two domains with phonon bands that do not overlap. Nevertheless a good thermal
conductivity can be restored with a central region with a high nonlinearity (˛ D 1:1)
and Dcenter D 1:1338 which is such that, when the highest temperature is on the
right side of the device the variation versus space of the effective phonon band
in the central region provides a match between the left and right phonon bands,
while, if the highest temperature is on the left side of the device, the variation
versus space of the effective phonon band in the central region leads to a large
phonon-band mismatch, as shown in Fig. 10.11. Figure 10.11 shows that such a
system does indeed lead to thermal rectification because, when the hot side is on the
left, the mismatch of the phonon bands leads to temperature jumps at the junctions
between the different parts. This is due to a large contact thermal resistance. When
the hot side is on the right the temperature evolves continuously along the device.
The contact resistances are then low, and the energy flux is 2.4 times larger in
this configuration. The calculation of the theoretical phonon bands, based on the
self-consistent phonon approximation, is only approximately correct, first because
the method itself is only approximate but also because the calculation is made
by assuming a linear temperature variation inside the device, which is a crude
approximation. However this method provides a first step to design a rectifier, which
has to be improved with the results of the numerical simulations.

The results shown in Fig. 10.11 only provide a simple illustration of what can be
done with the idea of phonon-band matching, combined to nonlinearity to allow the
local phonon frequency spectra to vary with temperature. One can imagine many
possible improvements, for instance by stacking devices, or increasing the number
of interfaces, to increase the rectifying coefficient. Another approach is to design a
system with a continuous variation of the vibrational properties versus space, which
amounts to stacking an infinity of interfaces which have temperature dependent
properties and therefore have different transmissivities when the direction of the
temperature gradient is reversed. This allows a better control of the rectifying effect.
Figure 10.12 shows such an example, which has a rectifying coefficient R D 4:95

and exhibits an effective phonon band which is almost flat when the thermal gradient
is in the favorable direction.

In spite of these achievements there are still several problems which are difficult
to overcome. In particular in the model thermal rectifiers described above, the
rectification power is small and rapidly decays to zero as the system size increases.
A possible way to overcome this difficulty has been discussed in [43] where, by
considering one dimensional anharmonic chains of oscillators, empirical evidence
is provided that graded mass distribution and long range interparticle interactions,
lead to a substantial improvement of the thermal rectification phenomenon which
moreover does not decay to zero with increasing system size.

The system is a one-dimensional chain of N oscillators described by the
Hamiltonian

H D
NX

jD1

 
p2j
2mj

C q4j
4

!
C
X

i;j

�
qj � qi

�2

2C 2ji � jj� ; (10.16)
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Fig. 10.11 Properties of a model for a thermal rectifier with two different boundary conditions:
left figures: energy flow from left to right Tleft D 0:7, Tright D 0:1, right figures: energy flow from
right to left Tright D 0:7, Tleft D 0:1. The upper figures show the theoretical phonon bands along
the device obtained from the self-consistent phonon approximation with the assumed temperature
distribution shown by the dash line. The middle figures show the actual distribution of the phonon
frequencies deduced from numerical simulations, and the lower figures show the variation of the
local temperature along the system, determined from the numerical results. The ratio of the flux in
the two directions is jjright!leftj=jleft!right D 2:4

where qj is the displacement of the jth particle with mass mj and momentum pj from
its equilibrium position. A graded mass distribution is used. The exponent� controls
the decay of the interparticle interactions with distance.
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Fig. 10.12 Thermal rectifier using a continuous variation of the local properties. Left: Temperature
variation versus space inside the device in the two possible orientations of the thermal gradient.
Right: Observed variation of the local phonon spectra along the device when the hot side is on the
right

In view of previous results [147, 154], it is expected that in a system with
graded mass distribution, e.g. m1 < m2 < : : : < mN , thermal rectification will
be present, even for the simple case of nearest neighbor interaction (NN). Long
range interactions (LRI) introduce new channels for the heat transport through the
new links (interactions) between the different sites. Moreover in a graded system,
the new channels connect distant particles with very different masses. Therefore
new, asymmetric channels, are created which in turn favors the asymmetric flow,
i.e., rectification. Hence, by introducing long range interactions in a graded system,
an increase of the thermal rectification is expected. Moreover, as we increase the
system size, new particles are introduced that, in the case of long range interactions,
create new channels for the heat current. This may avoid the usual decay of
rectification with increasing system length.

In Fig. 10.13 we plot the rectification factor as a function of the system size.
Here the mass gradient is fixed. It is seen that the presence of LRI leads to a very
large rectification and prevents the decay of the rectification factor with the system
size. Strictly speaking we cannot make any claim for larger system sizes. However
it is clear from Fig. 10.13 that the N-dependence for the LRI case is qualitatively
different from the NN case where the decay of the rectification factor with N is
observed.

10.3.3 Model in Higher Dimension

Extending the same concept to higher dimension is of course important for actual
applications. For instance two dimensional models could describe smart conducting
layers to carry heat out of some nano-devices. The same idea of playing with the
phonon bands is indeed also valid in two dimensions.
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Fig. 10.13 Dependence of rectification factor on the system size N. Here T1 D 9:5, T2 D 0:5,
m1 D 1. Triangles are for LRI with � D 1:2, circles are for LRI with � D 1:4, squares are for the
NN case. The mass gradient is fixed (mN D 2 for N D 64; mN D 3 for N D 128; mN D 4 for
N D 192; mN D 5 for N D 256)
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Fig. 10.14 Two dimensional lattice described by Hamiltonian (10.17)

Figure 10.14 shows a two-dimensional lattice of local oscillators which is
described by the Hamiltonian

H D
X

iD1;Nx;jD1;Ny

"
p2ij
2m

C 1

2
Cx.i; j/

�
uiC1;j � ui;j

�2 C 1

2
Cx.i � 1; j/�ui;j � ui�1;j

�2

C 1

2
Cy.i; j/

�
ui;jC1 � ui;j

�2 C 1

2
Cy.i; j � 1/

�
ui;j � ui;j�1

�2

CD.i; j/
�
expŒ�˛.i; j/ui;j� � 1

�2i
: (10.17)
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Fig. 10.15 Top: Schematic plot of a two-dimensional model for a thermal rectifier indicating the
values of the parameters of Hamiltonian (10.17) in the different regions. Bottom: Temperature
profiles along the x axis of the device for two opposite thermal gradients. The various lines
(continuous and dash lines) correspond to different lattice sizes in the y direction (from 4 to 16)

With appropriate parameters, as indicated in Fig. 10.15 (top), this system can
operate as a rectifier with a rectifying ratio R D 1:69 because, while the interfaces
show a large thermal resistance causing a sharp temperature drop if the left edge of
the lattice is connected to the hot bath, when the gradient is reversed, the temperature
varies smoothly along the device because there are no interfacial thermal resistances
[see Fig. 10.15 (bottom left and right)].

10.3.4 Building an Actual Thermal Rectifier

Actually the experimental observation of heat flow rectification has a long history
[95]. The early observations made in 1975 with a GaAs crystal found a small
rectification effect (R � 1), which was strongly dependent on the location of
the contacts on the sample, but an asymmetry of the heat flow was nevertheless
clear. A first analysis made by assuming that the thermal conductivity was the
sum of a space-dependent term and a temperature dependent term showed that the
observation was compatible with the Fourier law [96], and provided the first view
of the ideas presented in Sect. 10.3.1. These results were followed by some debates
over the actual origin of the observed rectification [12], and a rectification coefficient
R � 1:35 could then be obtained with a two-component sample made of tin in
contact with ˛-brass. Heat flow rectification could also be observed with a carbon
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nanotube [40], loaded with C9H16Pt molecules on one part of its length, but the
origin of the rectification was still not clearly established.

More recently the ideas presented in Sect. 10.3.1 were systematically exploited
to build rectifiers [78], using two cobalt oxides with different thermal conductivities.
The vicinity of a structural phase transition could be used to enhance the temperature
dependence of the thermal conductivity [79] and the asymmetry of the shape has
been exploited to vary the spatial dependence of �.x;T/ [128]. The measurements
show a good quantitative agreement with the results of Sect. 10.3.1 and [114], if
one takes into account the experimental data for the thermal conductivity of the
materials used in the device. A quantitative microscopic calculation of �.T/ is
however a harder challenge. The control of the temperature dependence of �, trough
a control of the phonon bands, discussed in Sect. 10.3.2 is only one possibility but
other mechanisms can be considered whether they use a structural change through
a phase transition, or variations of the density of mobile carriers in materials which
are also electrical conductors. And of course, in such materials the use of an
electric field to manipulate the spatial distribution of the carriers in a solid state
device can also open other possibilities to control the heat flow. It is also worth
mentioning recent experimental implementations of thermal rectifiers, exploiting
phononic [142], electronic [94], or photonic [41] thermal currents. Possibilities to
manipulate phonons and devise heat diodes, transistors, thermal logic gates and
thermal memories are reviewed in [86].

10.4 Thermoelectric Efficiency

Thermoelectricity concerns the conversion of temperature differences into electric
potential or vice-versa. It can be used to perform useful electrical work or to
pump heat from a cold to a hot place, thus performing refrigeration. Although
thermoelectricity was discovered about 200 years ago, a strong interest of the
scientific community arose only in the 1950s when Abram Ioffe discovered that
doped semiconductors exhibit relatively large thermoelectric effect. This initiated
an intense research activity in semiconductors physics which was not motivated
by microelectronics but by Ioffe’s suggestion that home refrigerators could be built
with semiconductors [90, 91]. As a result of these efforts the thermoelectric material
Bi2Te3 was developed for commercial purposes. However this activity lasted only
few years until the mid 1960s since, in spite of all efforts and consideration of
all type of semiconductors, it turned out that thermoelectric refrigerators have still
poor efficiency as compared to compressor based refrigerators. Nowadays Peltier
refrigerators are mainly used in situations in which reliability and quiet operation,
and not the cost and conversion efficiency, is the main concern, like equipments in
medical applications, space probes, etc.

In the last two decades thermoelectricity has experienced a renewed interest [16,
26, 32, 53, 55, 80, 132, 134] due to the perspectives of using tailored thermo-
electric nanomaterials, where a dramatic enhancement of the energy harvesting
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performances can be envisaged [66]. Indeed layering in low-dimensional systems
may reduce the phonon thermal conductivity as phonons can be scattered by the
interfaces between layers. Moreover, sharp features in the electronic density of
states, favorable for thermoelectric conversion (see the discussion below) are in
principle possible due to quantum confinement. Recent efforts have focused on
one hand, on the study of nanostructured materials and on the other hand, in
understanding the fundamental dynamical mechanisms which control the coupled
transport of heat and particles [20].

10.4.1 The Thermoelectric Figure of Merit ZT

For a material subject to a temperature gradient rT and a external uniform electric
field E , within linear response the equations describing thermoelectric transport are

jq D ��0rT C �˘E ;

je D ��SrT C �E ;
(10.18)

where jq and je denote the heat and electric local currents appearing in the material
due to the external forcing, � is the coefficient of electrical conductivity, S is the
thermopower (or Seebeck coefficient), ˘ is the Peltier coefficient, and �0 is the
heat conductivity measured at zero electric field and is related to the usual heat
conductivity � measured at zero electric current as �0 D � C �S˘ . From (10.18)
the usual phenomenological relations follow: if the temperature gradient vanishes,
rT D 0, then je D �E is Ohm’s law and the Peltier coefficient ˘ D jq=je. If the
electric current vanishes, je D 0, then jq D ��rT is Fourier’s law, and E D SrT,
which is the definition of the thermopower. We start by considering systems with
time-reversal symmetry, for which the Onsager reciprocity relations imply ˘ D TS
(see Sect. 10.4.2).

The suitability of a thermoelectric material for energy conversion or electronic
refrigeration is evaluated by the dimensionless thermoelectric figure of merit ZT
[72]

ZT D �S2

�
T ; (10.19)

as follows. Consider a material maintained on one end at temperature TH and on
the other at temperature TC, and subject to an external electric field E . Then ZT
is related to the efficiency  D P=jq of converting the heat current jq (flowing
between the thermal baths) into electric power P � E je, generated by attaching
the thermoelectric element to an Ohmic impedance. If we optimize the efficiency
over E we obtain the maximum efficiency

max D C

p
ZT C 1 � 1p
ZT C 1C 1

; (10.20)
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Fig. 10.16 Linear response
efficiency for heat to work
conversion, in units of the
Carnot efficiency C, as a
function of the figure of merit
ZT. The top and the bottom
curve correspond to the
maximum efficiency max and
to the efficiency at the
maximum power .Pmax/,
respectively
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where C D 1�TC=TH is the Carnot efficiency and T D .TH CTC/=2 is the average
temperature. Thermodynamics only imposes (see Sect. 10.4.2) ZT 	 0 and max is a
monotonous growing function of ZT (see Fig. 10.16), with max D 0 when ZT D 0

and max ! C when ZT ! 1.
The Carnot efficiency is obtained for reversible quasi-static transformations,

which require infinite time and consequently the extracted power is zero. An
important question is how much the efficiency deteriorates when transformations
are operated in a finite time. This is a central question in the field of finite-time
thermodynamics [4]. Hence, the notion of efficiency at maximum power .Pmax/

was introduced: it is obtained by optimizing over E the power P rather than the
efficiency . Within linear response we obtain [143]

.Pmax/ D C

2

ZT

ZT C 2
: (10.21)

Note that also .Pmax/ is a growing function of ZT (see Fig. 10.16). In the limit
ZT ! 1, .Pmax/ takes its maximum value of C=2. Such value also corresponds
to the linear response expansion of the so-called Curzon-Ahlborn upper bound
[5, 39, 45, 59, 108, 129, 143, 155]. Therefore, high values of ZT are favorable for
thermoelectric conversion.

Nowadays, most efficient thermoelectric devices operate at around ZT � 1,
whilst it is generally accepted that ZT > 3 is the target value for efficient, commer-
cially competing, thermoelectric technology [91]. The great challenge to increase
thermoelectric efficiency relies on understanding the microscopic mechanisms that
may allow to control individually S, � and �. However, the different transport
coefficients are generally interdependent making optimisation extremely difficult
and so far, no clear paths exist which may lead to reach that target. A particular
example of this interdependence is the Wiedemann-Franz law [10] which states that
for metallic materials, � and � are, as a matter of fact, proportional, thus making
metals poor thermoelectric materials in general.
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Note that ZT is related to the heat conductivities defined above as �0

�
D 1 C

ZT, which has been used in [145] to make an analogy between a classical heat
engine and a thermoelectric material. The used correspondence is N ! V and
e !
�p, with N number of charge carriers, 
e the electrochemical potential, and V; p
volume and pressure of the gas in the engine. As a consequence, �0

�
! cp

cV
, with

cp and cV specific heat at constant pressure and volume, respectively. The ratio cp

cV
is bounded for ideal (non interacting) gases, but diverges at the gas-liquid critical
conditions. These considerations suggest that large values of ZT could be expected
near electronic phase transitions, for systems with strong interactions between the
charge carriers [110].

10.4.2 The Onsager Matrix

Let us consider a system of particles enclosed in a chamber, coupled to two particle
reservoirs. Calling the energy balance for the thermoelectric process, the energy
current can be written in terms of the heat and electric currents as ju D jq C 
e

e je,
where 
e is the electrochemical potential. For particles having electric charge e the
electrochemical potential is simply 
e D e�, where � is the ordinary electrostatic
potential (E D �r�). Assuming that the particles are the only carriers of heat,
one may interchange the electrochemical potential with the chemical potential 

corresponding to the work generated by the exchange of particles between the
system and the reservoirs. Within the linear response regime, the energy current and
the particle current j� D 1

e je are related to the conjugated thermodynamic forces
(gradient of chemical potential 
 and gradient of temperature T) as [33, 51]

j D LF ; (10.22)

where j � . j�; ju/t, F � .r.�
=T/;r.1=T//t, and

L �
�

L�� L�u

Lu� Luu

�
(10.23)

is the Onsager matrix of kinetic transport coefficients. In the absence of magnetic
fields (or other effects breaking time reversibility), the Onsager reciprocity relations
state that the crossed kinetic coefficients are equal: L�u D Lu�. Moreover, the second
law of thermodynamics imposes that the entropy production rate Ps D j 
 F D
j�r.�
=T/ C jur.1=T/ 	 0. Therefore L has to be nonnegative, i.e. L��;Luu 	 0

and detL 	 0.
The kinetic coefficients Lij are related to the thermoelectric transport coefficients

as

� D e2

T
L�� ; � D 1

T2
detL

L��
; S D 1

eT

�
L�u

L��
� 


�
D ˘

T
; (10.24)
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where the temperature T and chemical potential 
 are taken as mean values in the
bulk. Moreover, using Eqs. (10.19) and (10.24), the thermoelectric figure of merit
reads

ZT D .Lu� � 
L��/2

detL
: (10.25)

Note that the limit ZT ! 1 can be reached only if the Onsager matrix L is ill-
conditioned, namely when the ratio

Œtr .L/�2

detL
! 1 (10.26)

and therefore the linear system (10.22) becomes singular. That is, the Carnot
efficiency is obtained when the energy current and the particle current become
proportional: ju D cj�, with the proportionality factor c independent of the values of
the applied thermodynamic forces. Such condition is refereed to as tight coupling
condition.

10.4.3 Non-interacting Systems

We consider a system whose ends are in contact with left/right baths (reservoirs),
which are able to exchange energy and particles with the system, at fixed temper-
ature T˛ and chemical potential 
˛ , where ˛ D L;R denotes the left/right bath.
The reservoirs are modeled as infinite ideal gases, and therefore particle velocities
are described by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. We use a stochastic model of
the thermochemical baths [83, 101]: Whenever a particle of the system crosses the
boundary which separates the system from the left or right reservoir, it is removed.
On the other hand, particles are injected into the system from the boundaries, with
rates 	˛ computed by counting how many particles from reservoir ˛ cross the
reservoir-system boundary per unit time. For one-dimensional reservoirs we obtain
	˛ D 1

hˇ˛
eˇ˛
˛ , where ˇ˛ D 1=.kBT˛/ (kB is the Boltzmann constant and h is the

Planck’s constant). Assuming that both energy and charge are carried only by non-
interacting particles, like in a dilute gas, we arrive at simple expressions for the
particle and heat currents [122]:

j� D 1

h

Z 1

0

d"
�
e�ˇL."�
L/ � e�ˇR."�
R/

�
�."/ ; (10.27)

jq;˛ D 1

h

Z 1

0

d"." � 
˛/
�
e�ˇL."�
L/ � e�ˇR."�
R/

�
�."/ ; (10.28)

where jq;˛ is the heat current from reservoir ˛ and �."/ denotes the transmission
probability for a particle with energy " to transit from one end to the other end of
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the system (0 � �."/ � 1). The thermoelectric efficiency is then given by (we
assume TL > TR, 
R > 
L, and j�; jq;L 	 0)

 D jq;L � jq;R
jq;L

D .
R � 
L/
R1
0

d"
�
e�ˇL."�
L/ � e�ˇR."�
R/

�
�."/

R1
0 d"."� 
L/

�
e�ˇL."�
L/ � e�ˇR."�
R/

�
�."/

: (10.29)

When the transmission is possible only within a tiny energy window around " D "?,
the efficiency reads

 D 
R � 
L

"? � 
L
: (10.30)

In the limit j� ! 0, corresponding to reversible transport [68, 69], we get "? from
Eq. (10.27):

"? D ˇL
L � ˇR
R

ˇL � ˇR
: (10.31)

Substituting such "? in Eq. (10.30), we obtain the Carnot efficiency  D C D
1�TR=TL. Such delta-like energy-filtering mechanism for increasing thermoelectric
efficiency has been pointed out in [68, 69, 89]. As remarked above, Carnot efficiency
is obtained in the limit of zero particle current, corresponding to zero entropy
production and zero output power. However, high values of ZT can still be achieved
with sharply-peaked transmission functions without greatly reducing the output
power [109, 144].

In the linear response regime, using a delta-like energy filtering, i.e. �."/ D 1 in
a tiny interval of width ı" around some energy N" and 0 otherwise, we obtain

L�� D �.ı"/

hkB
e�ˇ.N"�
/; Lu� D L�u D �N".ı"/

hkB
e�ˇ.N"�
/; Luu D �N"2.ı"/

hkB
e�ˇ.N"�
/ ;

(10.32)

where � is the length of system. From these relations we immediately derive that
the Onsager matrix is ill-conditioned and therefore ZT D 1 and  D C . We point
out that the parameters N" and ı" characterizing the transmission window, appear in
the Onsager matrix elements (10.32) and therefore are assumed to be independent
of the applied temperature and chemical potential gradients. On the other hand, the
energy "? in Eqs. (10.30) and (10.31) depends on the applied gradients. There is of
course no contradiction since (10.30) and (10.31) have general validity beyond the
linear response regime.

A dynamical realization of the energy-filtering mechanism was discussed in
[37]. We start by writing for a gas of non-interacting particles the microscopic
instantaneous charge and energy currents per particle at position r� and time t:

)�.r�; t/ D vxı.r� � r.t// ; (10.33)

)u.r�; t/ D ".t/vx.r.t/; t/ı.r� � r.t// ; (10.34)
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where " is the energy of the particle, r its position and vx its velocity along the
direction of the currents. The thermodynamic averages of the two currents become
proportional precisely when the variables " and vx are uncorrelated:

ju D h)ui D h"vxi D h"ihvxi D h"ih)�i D h"ij� : (10.35)

Therefore, ZT D 1 follows from the fact that the average particle’s energy h"i does
not depend on the thermodynamic forces. In the context of classical physics this
happens for instance in the limit of large number of internal degrees of freedom,
provided the dynamics is ergodic.

This observation was used in [37] where an ergodic gas of non-interacting
particles with dint internal degrees of freedom in a d-dimensional chamber connected
to reservoirs was studied. It was shown that for such system the thermoelectric figure
of merit becomes

ZT D 1

cV

�
cV � 


T

	2
; (10.36)

where cV D c�V C 1=2 and c�V D D=2 (D D d C dint) is the dimensionless heat
capacity at constant volume of the gas. Figure 10.17 shows the figure of merit ZT
numerically computed for a gas of noninteracting point-like particles as a function of
the specific heat (internal degrees of freedom are modeled as free rotating modes).
The particles evolve inside a Lorentz gas channel with finite horizon, so that the
particles motion is diffusive (see the inset of Fig. 10.17). The channel is connected
at its boundaries to stochastic reservoirs at different temperatures and chemical
potentials. The numerical results confirm the analytical expression of Eq. (10.36).
The simple mechanism for the growth of ZT also implies that the equilibrium
distribution of the particle energy per degree of freedom becomes more sharply
peaked as D increases.

Fig. 10.17 Figure of merit
ZT as a function of the heat
capacity cV , at 
 D 0.
Numerical results are
obtained from nonequilibrium
simulations (for the details of
the simulations see [37]). The
dashed line corresponds to
the analytical expression of
Eq. (10.36). Inset: schematic
drawing of the model used in
the numerical simulations
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We point out that, while the discussion in this section was focused on classical
systems, noninteracting systems can be easily treated in quantum mechanics too by
means of the Landauer-Büttiker formalism, [48, 71]. In this approach, the particle
and heat currents are given, similarly to Eqs. (10.27) and (10.28), in terms of
integrals over the energy distribution of the particles injected from the reservoirs and
the scattering transmission probability of the system (for the use of this formalism
in thermoelectricity see [20]). Implementations of the energy filtering mechanism
may be possible in, e.g., nanowires or nanostructured materials for which the shape
of the transmission function can be controlled more easily than in bulk materials.
Finally, we note that the results of this section are obtained in the absence of phonon
heat leaks.

10.4.4 Interacting Systems

The thermoelectric properties of strongly interacting systems are of fundamental
interest since their efficiency is not bounded by inherent limitations of non-
interacting systems, such as the Wiedemann-Franz law. Experiments on some
strongly correlated materials such as sodium cobalt oxides revealed unusually
large thermopower values [140, 146], due in part to the strong electron-electron
interactions [113]. Very little is known about the thermoelectric properties of
interacting systems: analytical results are rare and numerical simulations are
challenging. The linear response Kubo formalism has been used to investigate the
thermoelectric properties of one-dimensional integrable and nonintegrable strongly
correlated quantum lattice models [9, 113, 133, 156]. With regard to the simulation
of classical dynamical models, an extension of the model discussed in Sect. (10.4.3),
with inter-particle interactions added by substituting the Lorentz lattice with the
rotating Lorentz gas model [83, 101] was studied in [34]. It was shown that while
ZT is bounded from above by its value obtained at zero interaction, it still increases
with cV . On the other hand, for a one-dimensional di-atomic disordered hard-point
gas coupled to particle reservoirs (see the upper panel in Fig. 10.18 for a schematic
representation of the model), it was numerically found [38] that ZT diverges in the
thermodynamic limit as a power-law, ZT � hNi˛, where hNi is the average number
of particles in the system and ˛ � 0:79. Note that if the masses of all particles
are the same, the dynamics is integrable and one can find analytically that ZT is
independent of hNi (in particular, ZT D 1 when the chemical potential 
 D 0).
Later [122] showed that the numerically observed large values of ZT could not be
explained in terms of the energy filtering mechanism. Indeed, the particle current at
the position x 2 Œ0;�� (� is the system size) can be expressed as j� D R1

0 d"D."/,
where D."/ � DL."/�DR."/ plays the role of “transmission function”: DL."/ is the
density of particles with energy " crossing x and coming from the left side, while
DR."/ is the density of particles with energy " from the right side. If the divergence
of ZT with � was due to energy filtering, then D."/ would sharpen with increasing
the system size. Conversely, no sign of narrowing of D."/ was found in [122], As
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Fig. 10.18 Thermoelectric
transport coefficients for the
one-dimensional di-atomic
disordered hard-point gas
model, as a function of the
system size �. The dashed
curves correspond from top to
bottom to � � �, � � �0:33,
S D 1:5, and ZT � �0:67. In
the upper panel a schematic
representation of the model is
shown
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discussed below in Sect. 10.4.4.2, the divergence of ZT can be explained on the basis
of a theoretical argument [18] applicable to non-integrable systems with momentum
conservation.

10.4.4.1 Green-Kubo Formula

While the Landauer-Büttiker approach cannot be applied to interacting systems, the
linear response regime can be numerically investigated in equilibrium simulations
by using the Green-Kubo formula. This formula expresses the Onsager kinetic coef-
ficients in terms of equilibrium dynamic correlation functions of the corresponding
current at finite temperature ˇ�1 [81, 88] as

Lij D lim
!!0ReLij.!/ ; (10.37)
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where

Lij.!/ � lim
"!0

Z 1

0

dte�i.!�i"/t lim
˝!1

1

˝

Z ˇ

0

d�hJi.0/Jj.t C i�/i; (10.38)

where h 
 i D ftr Œ. 
 / exp.�ˇH /�g =tr Œexp.�ˇH /� denotes the equilibrium
expectation value at temperature T, H is the system’s Hamiltonian, ˝ is the
system’s volume, and Ji.t/ D R

˝
drji.r; t/ is the total current (i D �; u).

Within the framework of Kubo linear response approach, the real part of Lij.!/

can be decomposed into a singular contribution at zero frequency and a regular part
Lreg

ij .!/ as

ReLij.!/ D 2�Dijı.!/C Lreg
ij .!/ : (10.39)

The coefficient of the singular part defines the generalized Drude weights Dij

(for i D j D �, we have the conventional Drude weight D��). Importantly,
it has been shown that non-zero Drude weights, Dij ¤ 0, are a signature of
ballistic transport [61, 65, 158, 159], namely in the thermodynamic limit the
kinetic coefficients Lij diverge linearly with the system size. Moreover, it has been
conjectured that at finite temperature, an integrable system is an ideal conductor
characterised by a finite Drude weight if at zero temperature the Drude weight is
positive, while the system remains an insulator if the zero temperature Drude weight
is zero. On the other hand nonintegrable systems are believed to have a vanishing
Drude weight and thus, to exhibit normal transport.

10.4.4.2 Conservation Laws and Thermoelectric Efficiency

The way in which the dynamic correlation functions in Eq. (10.38) decay, deter-
mines the ballistic, anomalous or diffusive character of the energy and particle
transport, and it has been understood that this decay is directly related to the exis-
tence of conserved dynamical quantities [158, 159]. For quantum spin chains and
under suitable conditions, it has been proved that systems possessing conservation
laws exhibit ballistic transport at finite temperature [70].

However, the role that the existence of conserved quantities plays on the
thermoelectric efficiency has been considered only recently [18, 19, 38, 44, 122].

The decay of time correlations for the currents can be related to the existence
of conserved quantities by using Suzuki’s formula [139], which generalizes an
inequality proposed by Mazur [98]. Consider a system of size � and Hamiltonian
H , with a set of M relevant conserved quantities Qm, m D 1; : : : ;M, namely the
commutators ŒH ;Qm� D 0. A constant of motion Qm is by definition relevant if
it is not orthogonal to the currents under consideration, in our case hJ�Qmi ¤ 0

and hJuQmi ¤ 0. It is assumed that the M constants of motion are orthogonal,
i.e., hQmQni D hQ2

niım;n (this is always possible via a Gram-Schmid procedure).
Furthermore, we assume that the set fQmg exhausts all relevant conserved quantities.
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Then using Suzuki’s formula [139], we can express the finite-size Drude weights

dij.�/ � 1

2�
lim

t!1
1

t

Z t

0

dt0hJi.t
0/Jj.0/i (10.40)

in terms of the relevant conserved quantities:

dij.�/ D 1

2�

MX

mD1

hJiQmihJjQmi
hQ2

mi : (10.41)

On the other hand, the thermodynamic Drude weights can also be expressed in terms
of time-averaged current-current correlations as

Dij D lim
t!1 lim

�!1
1

2�t

Z t

0

dt0hJi.t
0/Jj.0/i : (10.42)

If the thermodynamic limit � ! 1 commutes with the long-time limit t ! 1,
then the thermodynamic Drude weights Dij can be obtained as

Dij D lim
�!1 dij.�/ : (10.43)

Moreover, if the limit does not vanish we can conclude that the presence of relevant
conservation laws yields non-zero generalized Drude weights, which in turn imply
that transport is ballistic, Lij � �. As a consequence, the electrical conductivity is
ballistic, � � L�� � �, while the thermopower is asymptotically size-independent,
S � Lu�=L�� � �0.

We can see from Suzuki’s formula that for systems with a single relevant
constant of motion (M D 1), the ballistic contribution to detL vanishes, since it is
proportional to D��Duu � D2

�u, which is zero from Eqs. (10.41) and (10.43). Hence,
detL grows slower than �2, and therefore the thermal conductivity � � detL=L��
grows sub-ballistically, � � �˛ , with ˛ < 1. Since � � � and S � �0, we can
conclude that ZT � �1�˛ [18]. Hence ZT diverges in the thermodynamic limit
� ! 1. This general theoretical argument applies for instance to systems where
momentum is the only relevant conserved quantity.

It has been recently shown that these expectations fully describe the results
obtained for the one-dimensional disordered hard-point gas, see Fig. 10.18 and [18].
This enhancement of ZT has also been verified for more realistic models in [19],
where the nonequilibrium steady state properties of a two-dimensional gas of
particles interacting through elastic collisions and enclosed in a box connected
to reservoirs at both ends were studied numerically. The inter-particle collisions
were modeled by the method of Multiparticle Collision Dynamics (MPC) [92].
Similarly to [18], it was found that the generalized Drude weights are finite, leading
to non decaying current-current time correlations. As a consequence, the transport
coefficients exhibit an anomalous scaling yielding a figure of merit that for this
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Fig. 10.19 Thermoelectric
transport coefficients for the
two-dimensional MPC gas of
interacting particles as a
function of the system size �
(for details see [19]). The
dashed curves correspond
from top to bottom to
� D .�hNi=2m/� with hNi
the mean number of particles,
� � log�, S D 2, and
ZT � �= log�
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model diverges as ZT � �= log�. The logarithmic term appears as a consequence
of the existence of long time tails in the decay of the energy current-current time
correlation, typically observed in two-dimensional hydrodynamic systems [3]. The
dependence of the thermoelectric transport coefficients as a function of the system
size is shown in Fig. 10.19. Finally, results consistent with the above model have
been obtained not only for instantaneous collision models but also for a system
with finite range of the interaction, more precisely for a one-dimensional gas of
particles with nearest-neighbor Coulomb interaction, modeling a screened Coulomb
interaction between electrons [44]. This latter model takes advantage of the recently
reported Fourier-like behavior of thermal conductivity [42, 47, 127, 148, 157],
namely, of the appearance of a very broad range of system size where the
thermal conductivity behaves normally according to the Fourier law, i.e., � is size-
independent, see Fig. 10.2. As a consequence, ZT exhibits a rapid, liner growth
with the system size. While the Fourier-like regime might be an intermediate (in
the system size) regime, followed by an asymptotic regime of anomalous thermal
conductivity � � �1=3 [52, 84], the range of validity of such regime may expand
rapidly as an integrable limit is approached [42]. We point out that it is a priori
not excluded that there exist models where the long-time limit t ! 1 and the
thermodynamical limit � ! 1 do not commute when computing the Drude
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weights. However, numerical evidence shows that for the models so far considered
these two limits commute [18, 19, 44].

It is interesting to note the contrasting behavior obtained when more than
one conserved quantities exist. For M > 1, in general D��Duu � D2

u� ¤ 0.
As a consequence, detL � �2, and therefore the heat conductivity becomes
ballistic and ZT asymptotically independent of the system size. This situation is
commonly found in integrable systems, for which infinite constants of motion exist
at the thermodynamic limit. For instance, in noninteracting systems, momentum
conservation implies that all transport coefficients are ballistic, thus leading to a
constant ZT. The enhancement in the efficiency due to the existence of conserved
quantities is limited to systems of interacting particles.

10.4.5 Breaking Time-Reversibility

When time-reversal symmetry is broken, typically by a magnetic field B, Onsager-
Casimir reciprocity relations no longer imply Lji D Lij, but rather Lji.B/ D Lij.�B/.
While these relations imply �.B/ D �.�B/ and �.B/ D �.�B/, the thermopower is
not bounded to be a symmetric function under the exchange B ! �B. This simple
remark has deep consequences on thermoelectric efficiency.

The maximum efficiency and the efficiency at maximum power are now deter-
mined by two parameters [17]: the asymmetry parameter

x D S.B/
S.�B/

D S.B/
˘.B/

T (10.44)

and the “figure of merit”

y D �.B/S.B/S.�B/
�.B/

T D �.B/S.B/˘.B/
�.B/

: (10.45)

In terms of these variables, the maximum efficiency reads

max D C x

p
y C 1 � 1p
y C 1C 1

; (10.46)

while the efficiency at maximum power is

.Pmax/ D C

2

xy

2C y
: (10.47)

In the particular case x D 1, y reduces to the ZT figure of merit of the time-
symmetric case, Eq. (10.46) reduces to Eq. (10.20), and Eq. (10.47) to Eq. (10.21).
While thermodynamics does not impose any restriction on the attainable values of
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the asymmetry parameter x, the positivity of entropy production implies h.x/ � y �
0 if x � 0 and 0 � y � h.x/ if x 	 0, where the function h.x/ D 4x=.x � 1/2. Note
that limx!1 h.x/ D 1 and therefore there is no upper bound on y.x D 1/ D ZT. For
a given value of the asymmetry x, the maximum (over y) N.Pmax/ of .Pmax/ and the
maximum Nmax of max are obtained for y D h.x/:

N.Pmax/ D C
x2

x2 C 1
; (10.48)

Nmax D
8
<

:

C x2 if jxj � 1 ;

C if jxj 	 1 :

(10.49)

The functions N.Pmax/.x/ and Nmax.x/ are drawn in Fig. 10.20. In the case jxj > 1, it
is in principle possible to overcome the Curzon-Ahlborn limit within linear response
(that is, to have .Pmax/ > C=2) and to reach the Carnot efficiency, for increasingly
smaller and smaller figure of merit y as the asymmetry parameter x increases. The
Carnot efficiency is obtained for detL D .L�u � Lu�/

2=4 > 0 when jxj > 1, that is,
the tight coupling condition is not fulfilled.

The output power at maximum efficiency reads

P. Nmax/ D Nmax

4

jL2�u � L2u�j
L��

TH � TC

T2
: (10.50)

Therefore, always within linear response, it is allowed from thermodynamics to
have Carnot efficiency and nonzero power simultaneously when jxj > 1. Such
a possibility can be understood on the basis of the following argument [27, 29].
We first split the particle and energy currents into a reversible part (which changes
sign by reversing B ! �B) and an irreversible part (invariant with respect to the

Fig. 10.20 Efficiency  in
units of the Carnot efficiency
C as a function of the
asymmetry parameter x, with
 D N.Pmax/ (dashed curve)
and  D Nmax ( full curve).
For x D 1, N.Pmax/ D C=2

and Nmax D C are obtained
for y.x D 1/ D ZT D1
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inversion B ! �B), defined by

jrev.B/ D L.B/� L
t.B/

2
F; jirr.B/ D L.B/C L

t.B/
2

F : (10.51)

Only the irreversible part of the currents contributes to the entropy production: Ps D
jirr 
 F D jirr� r.�
=T/ C jirru r.1=T/. The reversible currents vanish for B D 0.
On the other hand, for broken time-reversal symmetry the reversible currents can
in principle become arbitrarily large, giving rise to the possibility of dissipationless
transport.

It is interesting to compare the performances of a system as a thermal machine or
as a refrigerator. For a refrigerator, the most important benchmark is the coefficient
of performance .r/ D jq=P (jq < 0, P < 0), given by the ratio of the heat
current extracted from the cold system over the absorbed power. The efficiency of
an ideal, dissipationless refrigerator is given by .r/C D TC=.TH � TC/. While in
the time-reversal case the linear response normalized maximum efficiency max=C

and coefficient of performance .r/max=
.r/
C for power generation and refrigeration

coincide, this is no longer the case with broken time-reversal symmetry. For
refrigeration the maximum value of the coefficient of performance reads

.r/max D 
.r/
C

1

x

p
y C 1 � 1p
y C 1C 1

: (10.52)

For small fields, x is in general a linear function of the magnetic field, while y is
by construction an even function of the field. As a consequence, a small external
magnetic field either improves power generation and worsens refrigeration or vice-
versa, while the average efficiency

1

2

"
max.B/
C

C 
.r/
max.B/


.r/
C

#
D max.0/

C
D 

.r/
max.0/


.r/
C

; (10.53)

up to second order corrections. Due to the Onsager-Casimir relations, x.�B/ D
1=x.B/ and therefore by inverting the direction of the magnetic field one can
improve either power generation or refrigeration.

With regard to the practical relevance of the results presented in this section, we
should note that, as a consequence of the symmetry properties of the scattering
matrix [48] (see Sect. 10.4.6), in the non-interacting case the thermopower is a
symmetric function of the magnetic field, thus implying x D 1. On the other hand,
as we shall discuss in Sect. 10.4.6, this symmetry may be violated when electron-
phonon or electron-electron interactions are taken into account. Non-symmetric
thermopowers have been reported in measurements for certain orientations of
a bismuth crystal [152] and in Andreev interferometer experiments [58] (for a
theoretical analysis of these latter experiments see [75]).
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10.4.6 Inelastic Scattering and Probe Terminals

Inelastic scattering events like electron-phonon interactions, can be conveniently
modeled by means of a third terminal (or conceptual probe), whose parameters
(temperature and chemical potential) are chosen self-consistently so that there is
no net average flux of particles and heat between this terminal and the system
(see Fig. 10.21, left panel). In mesoscopic physics, probe reservoirs are commonly
used to simulate phase-breaking processes in partially coherent quantum transport,
since they introduce phase-relaxation without energy damping [31]. The advantage
of such approach lies in its simplicity and independence from microscopic details
of inelastic processes. Probe terminals have been widely used in the literature and
proved to be useful to unveil nontrivial aspects of phase-breaking processes [48],
heat transport and rectification [13, 22–24, 52, 112, 118, 120], and thermoelectric
transport [11, 15, 25, 29, 56, 57, 67, 73, 76, 77, 123, 124, 126, 135, 136].

The approach can be generalized to any number np of probe reservoirs. We call
jk � .jk;�; jk;u/t the particle and energy currents from the kth terminal (at temperature
Tk and chemical potential 
k), with k D 3; : : : ; n denoting the np D n � 2 probes.
Due to the steady-state constraints of charge and energy conservation,

P
k jk;� DP

k jk;u D 0, we can express, for instance, the currents from the second reservoir as
a function of the remaining 2.n � 1/ currents. The corresponding generalized forces
are given by Xk � .�.
k=T/;�Tk=T2/t, with �
k D 
k �
, �Tk D Tk � T, 
 D

2, and T D T2. The linear response relations between currents and thermodynamic
forces read as follows:

ji D
nX

jD1
. j¤2/

LijXj; (10.54)
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Fig. 10.21 Left panel: schematic drawing of thermoelectric transport, with a third terminal acting
as a probe reservoir mimicking inelastic scattering. The temperature T3 and the chemical potential

3 of the third reservoir are such that the net average electric and energy currents through this
reservoir vanish: j3;� D J3;u D 0. This setup can be generalized to any number of probe reservoirs,
k D 3; : : : ; n, by setting jk;� D Jk;u D 0 for all probes. Right panel: asymmetry parameter x for
a three-terminal Aharonov-Bohm interferometer, with one of the terminals acting as a probe, see
[123] for details
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where Lij are 2� 2 matrices, so that the overall Onsager matrix L has size 2.n � 1/.
We then impose the condition of zero average currents through the probes, jk;� D
jk;u D 0 for k D 3; : : : ; n to reduce the Onsager matrix to a 2�2matrixL0 connecting
the fluxes j1 through the first reservoir and the conjugated forces X1 as j1 D L

0X1.
The reduced matrix L

0 fulfills the Onsager-Casimir relations and represents the
Onsager matrix for two-terminal inelastic transport modeled by means of probe
reservoirs. The transport coefficients and the thermodynamic efficiencies can then
be computed in the usual way from the reduced matrix L

0.
The particle and energy currents can be conveniently computed, for any number

of probes, by means of the multi-terminal Landauer-Büttiker formula [48]:

jk;� D 1

h

Z 1

�1
d"
X

l

Œ�l k."/fk."/� �k l."/fl."/�; (10.55)

jk;u D 1

h

Z 1

�1
d""

X

l

Œ�l k."/fk."/� �k l."/fl."/�; (10.56)

where �l k."/ is the transmission probability from terminal k to terminal l at the
energy ". Charge conservation and the requirement of zero current at zero bias
impose

X

k

�k l D
X

k

�l k D Ml; (10.57)

with Ml being the number of modes in the lead l. Moreover, in the presence of a
magnetic field B we have

�k l.B/ D �l k.�B/: (10.58)

The last relation is a consequence of the unitarity of the scattering matrix S.B/
that relates the outgoing wave amplitudes to the incoming wave amplitudes at the
different leads. The time-reversal invariance of unitary dynamics leads to S.B/ D
S

t.�B/, which in turn implies (10.58) [48]. In the two-terminal case, Eq. (10.57)
means �1 2 D �2 1. Hence, we can conclude from this relation and Eq. (10.58) that
�2 1.B/ D �2 1.�B/, thus implying that the Seebeck coefficient is a symmetric
function of the magnetic field.

Probe terminals can break the symmetry of the Seebeck coefficient. We can have
S.�B/ ¤ S.B/, that is, L012 ¤ L021 in the reduced Onsager matrix L. Arbitrarily
large values of the asymmetry parameter x D S.B/=S.�B/ were obtained in [123]
(see Fig. 10.21, right panel) by means of a three-dot Aharonov-Bohm interferometer
model. The asymmetry was found also for chaotic cavities, ballistic microjunctions
[126], and random Hamiltonians drawn from the Gaussian unitary ensemble [11],
and also in the framework of classical physics, for a three-terminal deterministic
railway switch transport model [67]. In the latter model, only the values zero and
one are allowed for the transmission functions �j i."/, i.e., �j i."/ D 1 if particles
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injected from terminal i with energy " go to terminal j and �j i."/ D 0 is such
particles go to a terminal other than j. The transmissions �j i."/ are piecewise
constant in the intervals Œ"i; "iC1�, .i D 1; 2; : : :/, with switching �j i D 1 ! 0 or
viceversa possible at the threshold energies "i, with the constraints (10.57) always
fulfilled.

In all the above instances, it was not possible to find at the same time large
values of asymmetry parameter (10.44) and high thermoelectric efficiency. Such
failure was explained by [29] and is generic for non-interacting three-terminal
systems. In that case, when the magnetic field B ¤ 0, current conservation,
which is mathematically expressed by unitarity of the scattering matrix S, imposes
bounds on the Onsager matrix stronger than those derived from the positivity of
entropy production. As a consequence, Carnot efficiency can be achieved in the
three-terminal setup only in the symmetric case x D 1. On the other hand, the
Curzon-Ahlborn linear response bound, C=2, for the efficiency at maximum power
can be overcome for moderate asymmetries, 1 < x < 2, with a maximum of 4C=7

at x D 4=3. The bounds obtained by Brandner et al. [29] are in practice saturated
in a quantum transmission model reminiscent of the above described railway switch
model [11] (see Fig. 10.22). The generic multi-terminal case was also discussed
for noninteracting electronic transport [27]. By increasing the number np of probe
terminals, the constraint from current conservation on the maximum efficiency and
the efficiency at maximum power becomes weaker. However, the bounds (10.48)
and (10.49) from the second law of thermodynamics are saturated only in the limit
np ! 1. Moreover, numerical evidence suggests that the power vanishes when the
maximum efficiency is approached [28]. It is an interesting open question whether
similar bounds on efficiency, tighter that those imposed by the positivity of entropy
production, exist in more general transport models for interacting systems.

Fig. 10.22 Maximum efficiency Nmax (left panel) and efficiency at maximum power N.Pmax/ (right
panel), both in units of C. Upper curves correspond to the thermodynamics bounds [17], lower
curves to the more restrictive bounds [29] from the unitarity of the scattering matrix for three
terminals, squares are obtained from a transmission model whose details are described in [11].
Dotted-dashed line corresponds to the Curzon-Ahlborn linear-response limit C=2. Note that such
limit is exceeded in the interval [1,2] with the transmission model
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Finally, we point out that in a genuine multi-terminal device all terminals should
be treated on equal footing, without necessarily declaring some of them as probes.
First investigations for a generic three-terminal system have shown that in some
instances the coupling to a third terminal can improve both the extracted power and
the efficiency of a thermoelectric device [99]. Moreover, with three terminals one
can separate the currents, with charge and heat flowing to different reservoirs. As
a result, it is possible to violate in a controlled fashion the Wiedemann-Franz law,
greatly enhancing thermoelectric performances [100].

10.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have discussed several microscopic mechanisms for the design
of a thermal rectifier and the increase of the efficiency of thermoelectric energy
conversion. Although not intuitive, solid-state thermal rectifiers do exist and there
have already been the first experimental implementations. With regard to thermo-
electricity, basic concepts to improve the efficiency have been identified: energy
filtering for non-interacting systems and momentum conservation in non-integrable
interacting systems.

Several questions remain open. An important point for thermal rectification is
the need to have a strongly temperature dependent thermal conductivity. Some ideas
have already been explored, but the microscopic theory is still incomplete. It appears
promising in this connection to work in the vicinity of a structural phase transition.
Moreover, the above discussed rectifiers are based on insulating materials. It would
be interesting, in order to combine thermal rectification with thermoelectric power
generation or cooling, to include and understand the role of mobile charge carriers.
Recent experimental investigations are moving forward in this direction [94].

In spite of the long history of thermoelectricity, from the viewpoint of statistical
physics the theory of the coupled transport of heat and charge is still in its infancy.
With regard to the challenging problem of improving the efficiency of heat to
work conversion, for non-interacting systems we have a quite complete theoretical
picture and understand the limitations imposed by nature (notably, the Wiedemann-
Franz law). On the other hand, the understanding of general mechanisms connected
to strongly interacting systems, for which the Wiedemann-Franz law does not
apply, are only beginning to emerge. In particular, regimes near electronic phase
transitions might be favorable for thermoelectric conversion [110, 145]. A deeper
understanding of the nonlinear regime is also needed [74, 125, 150], since, as
observed experimentally in mesoscopic devices [97], the Onsager-Casimir reci-
procity relations break down and this fact could in principle allow for improved
thermoelectric efficiencies. Furthermore, in the nonlinear regime rectification effects
occur and their impact on thermoelectricity is still not well understood.
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